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In late 1819, reactionary forces led by Prince Clemens von Metternich pushed 

through a package of legislation aimed at curbing what they saw as a dangerous 

revolutionary conspiracy. Among those policies was the requirement of preventive 

censorship for all works published in the newly formed German Confederation under 320 

pages. As a result of this policy, German states and intellectuals were set against one 

another, as publishers, editors, and authors fought for their ability to speak and write 

without state tutelage, while governments sought not only to control domestic discourse, 

but also to avoid offending other powerful states. Despite the significance of such a task, 

however, governments took on the challenge of regulating an ever-growing press with 

remarkably limited resources, and entrusted a small group of men, drawn from the ranks 

of educated civil servants, to be censors. 

This study examines the work of these censors, who, often against their own 

inclinations, had to mediate between a neo-absolutist state and an increasingly mobilized 

political press. Charting the development of censorship from the issuance of the Carlsbad 

Decrees in 1819 until the abrogation of prior restraint in 1848, it argues that censors were 

not one-sidedly reactionary figures, but rather were often indicative of the attitudes and 

assumptions of the milieu of educated state servants from which they were drawn. 

Censorship itself was also not simply repressive, but also had generative effects, as it 
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touched off wide-ranging debates over the meaning of scholarship, politics, and religion. 

Ultimately, however, the state’s claim to exercise censorship in defense of public order 

was undermined with the emergence of stark cleavages within German society, which set 

loose forces beyond the state’s control. The end of censorship thus also spelled the end of 

fantasies of a politics of consensus, not only for traditionalist conservatives, but also for 

the liberal movement that had opposed it. 
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Introduction 

 From the chaotic days of autumn 1819 until the streets filled with barricades in 

March 1848, the printed word in Germany could not escape the watchful eyes of censors. 

During this era, the German Confederation, the new political form created in 1815 to 

stabilize the traditional state order in central Europe, mandated and its member states 

implemented a complex system of censorship. Among its features were pre-publication 

review by state censors, inter-state coordination and regulation of the press, and post-

publication repressive measures including fines and confiscations for offending works. 

Individual member states also employed a variety of other means of controlling the 

printed word: requiring cash deposits to print, demanding the dismissal of politically 

threatening editors or writers, and manipulating government sources of funding to punish 

recalcitrant publishers. Consequently, it is fair to say that the states of the Confederation 

as a whole employed practically every form of press control known to history, though 

with highly varying degrees of vigor and enthusiasm.  

 The motivations for this project were varied, and historians have sought to 

disentangle the genuine fear of revolution and its attendant violence from the cynical 

exploitation of a crisis to advance narrow state interests to this day.1 What remains to be 

investigated, however, is neither the machinations of those at the apex of the state, nor the 

responses of the intellectually still-relevant authors who faced censorship (the mediocre 

 
1 Wolfram Siemann, for one, has challenged the centrality of Metternich’s calculations for the development 
of censorship, arguing that Prussia’s influence was at least as great. His focus on the vormärz political 
police informs my own focus on a separate class of the administrators of the security state, Germany’s 
censors. See his Deutschlands Ruhe, Sicherheit, und Ordnung (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1985), 76. 
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and forgotten writers who struggled with censorship remain understandably obscure as 

well). Instead, the most forgotten and under-analyzed feature of the censorship system in 

Germany remains the actual censors themselves, the work they performed, the attitudes 

they brought to bear on it, as well as the vectors of influence that shaped their behavior. 

 For their work to matter for our understanding of how censorship fundamentally 

shaped the development of the German political and cultural life, we must reconstruct the 

networks of censorship in which they formed vertices. It is a central contention of this 

study, based upon the examination of censorship in practice for over three decades, that 

the formal power of laws and administrative jurisdiction played a crucial role in the 

operation of censorship, but not the only role. Parliaments and publicists, powerless over 

confederal law, shaped its implementation by ostensibly unaccountable bureaucrats. 

Publishers, at the mercy of the state for their very livelihoods, deployed ingenious 

strategies to play authorities against one another and upset relations of power. Finally 

censors, seemingly imbued with dictatorial power over the press, time and again limited 

their actions to conform with laws and with abstract notions of justice, even when doing 

so exposed them to the censure of their superiors. 

 Censorship, as the states of central Europe would find, require censors, men (and 

all in this era were men) who read, interpreted, and evaluated texts. Often the focus of 

polemics from authors understandably aggrieved by the censor’s “mutilation” of their 

work, censors have suffered not only the opprobrium of their contemporaries but the 

condescension of posterity. Though understandable, such a situation is unfortunate in that 

it serves to obscure the complexity of the social determination of the printed word by 
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affixing blame to a demonized, omnipotent figure. When examined in light of archival 

sources, both the limits and the extent of the censor’s power become more readily 

apparent. Censors’ immense influence on cultural life (distinct from censorship qua 

system) emerged not through naked display of power or will, but rather through the 

possibilities of collaboration, negotiation, and cooptation. For this reason, censorship’s 

victories are silent, invisible, while its failures are spectacular and memorable. 

 This study seeks to reconceive the relationship between the states of Germany and 

the emergent public sphere of the Vormärz. It argues that censorship was not a blanket, 

smothering the public sphere equally, but a net, one whose gaps were as significant as its 

cords. For censorship to have a prayer of working in the way it was intended, censors had 

to make crucial choices about what not to censor, how to limit their focus, and how to 

decide which battles to fight. To ban was simple, straightforward—and costly. Out of a 

combination of civil service ideology, sympathy for the publishing world born of first-

hand experience, and simple expediency, Germany’s censors did not implement the 

censorship laws to the letter. Rather, shaped by relations with other state officials and 

with the educated milieu they inhabited, censors acted as intellectual forces in their own 

right, charting a course designed to preserve the nascent public sphere by trimming its 

excesses and holding at bay the threat of greater state intervention. 

 The efforts of censors, therefore, point us towards a broader problem this study 

seeks to investigate, the nature of state power and the role of subordinate officials within 

it. In seeking to explain how censorship functioned in Germany, how censors affected 

public life and how censorship drove developments in state formation in the early 
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nineteenth century, this study raises the question of how we interpret law and state 

administrative policy in relation to the ground-level actors who carry it out. My argument 

is neither that the law was irrelevant, swamped as it was by the inertial force of countless 

individual interactions, nor that it defined in itself the parameters of public speech. It is 

rather in the field of contestation and negotiation—the Spannungsfeld as Martin Arnold 

terms it—between formal legal and informal socio-cultural power that the censor shaped 

the outcomes of public controversy.2 

 Censorship operated not according to some intrinsic script, but rather attendant to 

the possibilities and contingencies of the tangled politics of the Vormärz. Because the 

confrontation of censor and writer, state and civil society, had real stakes, the process of 

censorship entailed simultaneously the laying bare of social and intellectual values and 

the knowing deployment of subterfuge, insincerity, and rhetorical games of chance. In 

this crucible, concepts of the political, the scholarly, the public and private, and the nation 

were made and re-made. The examination of this process with respect to censorship thus 

suggests promising avenues of understanding the significance of state officials as actors 

in their own right more broadly. 

PARAMETERS OF INVESTIGATION 

 
 Throughout the first half of the nineteenth century, every member state of the 

German Confederation censored the press. A comprehensive look at censorship 

 
2 Martin Arnold, Pressefreiheit und Zensur im Baden des Vormärz: im Spannungsfeld zwischen 
Bundestreue und Liberalismus (Berlin: Berliner Wissenschafts-Verlag, 2003). 
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arrangements in all of these states, though, lies beyond the means of this study. Likewise 

are a number of media, like the visual arts and theatre, essentially absent from this work, 

even as they were undoubtedly important and faced a host of pressures from censors as 

well. Perhaps more surprisingly, the police officials who carried out the censors’ actions 

appear only as background figures for the most part; an exploration of their interaction 

with booksellers (another population whose history merits further research) would enrich 

out understanding of the state’s role in the publishing world further. Given these choices, 

it is fair to say this study is as much about censors as censorship. Likewise, it explores 

censorship in Germany through a focus on some of its most liberal states, those with 

written constitutions prior to the 1848 Revolution. 

 While frequently addressing cases of post-publication censorship, the principal 

focus of this study will be the system of preventive censorship mandated by federal law 

in 1819 and everywhere dismantled to great public acclamation in the heady days of 

March 1848. In the linguistic convention of the day, in fact, “censorship” referred for the 

most part to preventive censorship, the requirement of a state official’s prior manuscript 

approval before publishing a text.3 That official, irrespective of his station, was termed 

“censor”; the town magistrate charged with reviewing the local gazette was its censor, 

while the privy councilor who read an inflammatory book and demanded its immediate 

confiscation never received the appellation in contemporary usage.  

 
3 Censorship was rendered “Censur” in the orthography of the time; in contemporary German it is 
“Zensur.” For an etymology of German usage of the term, see Franz Schneider, Pressefreiheit und 
politische Öffentlichkeit; Studien zur politischen Geschichte Deutschlands bis 1848. (Neuwied am Rhein: 
Luchterhand, 1966), 103. 
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 This linguistic particularity has contributed, I would argue, to a mistaken 

understanding of the relationship between the state and the press envisioned by critics of 

German censorship. For example, the 1841 Protest of the Association of German 

Booksellers (Börsenverein der deutschen Buchhändler), a publishing industry association 

founded in 1825 in Saxony to defend the interests of the German press, called for scaling 

back prior restraint and implementing predictable, transparent processes for post-

publication repression of illegal publishing.4 Thus the famous protest of the publishing 

industry against “censorship” was narrowly tailored to address prior restraint and 

continued to support the notion that the state had an interest in regulating speech.  

Consequently, I focus on preventive censorship not only because it was the major point 

of contention for contemporaries, but also because its replacement by a host of other 

policies based upon post-publication confiscation and punishment was the most 

significant change in censorship practice after 1848.  

 Focusing on preventive censorship, I argue, entails analyzing both the functional 

position of the censor within the network of communication and the actual historical 

persons who took on such a role. As Hans-Christoph Hobohm has argued, most 

censorship research has not dealt with the censors as individuals, with the exception that 

proves the rule of pure polemic like the work of H.H. Houben. When specific censors 

have been considered, they have largely existed as stock figures to personify the battle 

 
4 “Denkschrift des Börsenvereins der deutschen Buchhändler über Zensur und Preßfreiheit,” in Edda 
Ziegler, ed., Literarische Zensur in Deutschland, 1819-1848 (Munich: C. Hanser, 1983), 59–69. 
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between authors and the state, with the status of texts remaining the focus.5 The one clear 

exception to this rule, Frederik Ohles’ Germany’s Rude Awakening, deals with the 

development of censorship within a single, relatively idiosyncratic state.6 My analysis 

will proceed largely from the perspective of the censor. At times, such a focus may 

appear to privilege the conservative order at the expense of its critics. My intentions in 

doing so, however, are neither to apologize nor to advocate for censorship, but rather to 

attempt to reconstruct where possible the motive forces which made censorship function 

in the way it did. 

 The censorship laws of the German Confederation, issued on a provisional basis 

at the conclusion of a series of diplomatic conferences in Carlsbad in 1819 spelled out the 

responsibility of each state for the maintenance of censorship standards throughout the 

Confederation:  

§ 4. Each state is responsible not only to those directly offended but also to the 
Confederation as a whole for those publications which appear under their 
jurisdiction and fall under the definitions set out in § 1, to the extent through such 
works the dignity or security of other federal states is injured or the constitution of 
administration thereof is attacked.7 
 

 
5 Hans-Christoph Hobohm, “Jede Macht ist sich selbst die Nächste,” in Herbert G. Göpfert and Ermann 
Weyrauch, eds., Unmoralisch an sich–: Zensur im 18. und 19. Jahrhundert (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 
1988), 105. 
6 Ohles examines Hesse-Kassel, a poor state with very little publishing, where the Censorship Commission 
managed to censor only books, leaving the more thorny issues of the periodical press largely to subordinate 
local censors. Despite the excellence of Ohles’ study, it does not suffice by itself for understanding the 
functioning of censorship in the German states more broadly. Frederik Ohles, Germany’s Rude 
Awakening : Censorship in the Land of the Brothers Grimm (Kent, OH: Kent State University Press, 1992). 
7 “§ 4. Jeder Bundesstaat ist für die unter seiner Oberaufsicht erscheinenden, mithin für sämmtliche unter 
der Hauptbestimmung des § 1 begriffenen Druckschriften, in so fern dadurch die Würde oder Sicherheit 
anderer Bundesstaaten verletzt, die Verfassung oder Verwaltung derselben angegriffen wird, nicht nur den 
unmittelbaren Beleidigten, sondern auch der Gesammtheit des Bundes verantwortlich.” Carlsbad Decrees, 
Section III, Preßgesetz, reprinted in Ernst Rudolf Huber, Dokumente zur Deutschen Verfassungsgeschichte 
(Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1964), 92. 
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While each state of the Confederation was left to devise its own way to carry out the task 

of censorship, the Confederation, especially its dominant powers Prussia and Austria, 

played a crucial role in determining the limits of censorship and defining its exercise in 

the diverse, refractory states of the Confederation. A crucial precept of this investigation, 

thus, is that each act of censorship was determined by a complex network of social actors, 

even as observers interpreted the censor’s work as arbitrary, individual, and idiosyncratic. 

 Though this study speaks to conditions prevalent throughout Germany, it focuses 

on four particular states: Baden, Württemberg, Bavaria, and Saxony. The three south 

German powers all received constitutions in the late 1810s, while Saxony’s constitution 

was a product of the ferment of the early 1830s. Before 1848, most German states 

received constitutions—but most Germans did not live in those states, as the populations 

of Prussia and Austria greatly exceeded the combined size of the “Third Germany.” Each 

state on its own offers a valuable window into particular problems or historical moments 

in the development of censorship, which I discuss in the context of each chapter. Taken 

as a whole, however, I argue that constitutional Germany was especially significant in the 

Vormärz.8 These states, despite their limitations, did provide an emerging legal structure 

which served to check the will of higher authorities and empower censors in their project 

of mediation. Likewise, the freedom of movement possible in the Confederation meant 

that publishing often took place in these states in order to avoid the Prussian system of 

prior restraint; Chapter Five concerns just such a case where an author leaves Prussian 

 
8 This is not to say, as Karl Glossy does, that inhabitants of these constitutional lands were necessarily 
more concerned with politics—only that they had more opportunity. Karl Glossy, Literarische 
Geheimberichte aus dem Vormärz., (Hildesheim: Gerstenberg, 1912), X. 
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jurisdiction in order to secure constitutional protections. The unhappy resolution of that 

case, however, demonstrates the corollary to this approach: we have not gotten away 

from the long arms of the Prussian state. Despite my focus on the states to the south, 

Prussia—and Austria—still loom large in this study, exerting pressure on the smaller 

states to impose its will. How these states responded is a principal object of this study. 

 Another parameter of this study emerged not as a conscious choice but rather as a 

conclusion from examining the records of censorship commissions throughout Germany. 

Namely, this study focuses on “political newspapers,” print periodicals which addressed 

current events and political arrangements both at home and abroad. Printed works of all 

kind were to be subject to the censor’s pencil, with the exception of books over 320 

pages. As we shall see, in practice many states carved out further exemptions to the 

general provision of ubiquitous preventive censorship, for publication forms deemed 

innocuous and apolitical, as often for logistical and financial reasons as for any other. It is 

indeed true that all manner of printed products, from philosophical works of forbidding 

erudition to popular lyric sheets and the like faced the censors’ scrutiny. One conclusion 

of my review of the work of German censors, however, is that historians’ focus on the 

censorship of books, particularly those of authors like Heine or Grillparzer whose work 

interests us today, has obscured the actual functioning of German censorship by making it 

seem as if censors were mostly engaged with the dense, rich texts which still hold literary 

value to us today.9 Censors were not primarily concerned with the kinds of literature built 

 
9 Katy Heady, Literature and Censorship in Restoration Germany : Repression and Rhetoric (Rochester  
NY: Camden House, 2009); Jeffrey Sammons, Heinrich Heine: A Modern Biography (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 1979). 
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to stand the test of time, be they philosophical or poetic works. Treating the examples of 

famous writers like Heinrich Heine or Karl Gutzkow as typical, historians have too often 

passed over the vast majority of the censors’ work, which concerned ephemeral, prosaic, 

and quotidian works.10 That is, by all indications such as volume of print and censors’ 

hours worked, German censorship was developed specifically to corral the political 

periodical press.  

 For that reason, this study goes where the censors went, which is to say that it 

focuses almost exclusively on the censorship of journals and newspapers rather than 

books. That newspapers would pose the most significant threat to the state’s control of 

public opinion was not a self-evident proposition. Newspapers had been relatively 

neglected by censors in the 18th century, largely because they were not thought of as 

particularly influential.11 Private reading of books was widespread by the later eighteenth 

century, but periodicals had a naturally public character. This would no longer be the case 

in the nineteenth century—Napoleon had foreshadowed the greater appreciation of rulers 

for the potential of newspapers when he described Joseph Görres’ Rheinischer Merkur as 

the “fifth Great Power” arrayed against him.12 The periodical press, unlike a one-off 

publication, formed at least potentially an enduring institution, outside of state control, 

 
10 The canonical work on Heine remains Jeffrey Sammons, Heinrich Heine; with respect to Gutzkow, 
whose Walli, die Zweiflerin incited a Confederation-wide censorship campaign in the mid-1830s, Joachim 
Grimm argues in a compelling new work that provoking the censors was a conscious strategy. See his Karl 
Gutzkows Arrivierungsstrategie unter den Bedingungen der Zensur, 1830-1847 (Frankfurt am Main: Lang, 
2010). 
11 Daniel Moran, Toward the Century of Words: Johann Cotta and the Politics of the Public Realm in 
Germany, 1795-1832 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990), 9–11. 
12 Quoted in Jon Vanden Heuvel, A German Life in the Age of Revolution: Joseph Görres, 1776-1848 
(Washington, DC: Catholic University of America Press, 2001), 185. 
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one which created expectations about a future in which politics might become an 

increasingly popular affair, even when it remained limited in practice for the time being.  

 Among the journals we will consider are comparatively significant ones, like the 

Allgemeine Zeitung, the Deutsche Tribüne, or the Hallesche Jahrbücher, and essentially 

forgotten ones, like the Aarauer Zeitung, the Bayersiche Volksblatt, or the Neckarzeitung. 

Naturally, at the time authorities knew not which journals would have profound effects 

on culture or political life, and thus debates over the political leanings and message of 

some provincial editor could take on a much more grandiose cast than seems appropriate 

given the actual stakes involved. Conversely, significant philosophical challenges to the 

status quo could skate by censors because they did not display any immediate political 

warning signs. Thus, my goal is to reconstruct the ordinary working process of the censor 

and his relationship with journalists and senior state officials with respect to the 

censorship of the press. 

THE LIVES OF CENSORS 

 
 When it comes to who made up the ranks of these censors, it is crucial first to 

point out that, at least in regard to the states covered in this study, no one was a 

“professional” censor in Germany. That is, censoring was an activity undertaken by 

someone, almost always a civil servant (Beamter), as an additional task to his primary 

employment, whether that be as a diplomat, clerk, professor, or police officer. The nature 

of the work—the careful reading of a diverse array of texts—suggested the need for a 

university-educated Beamter, someone capable of interpreting authors’ meanings and 
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unlikely to play dupe to some clever literary allusion designed to cast aspersion on the 

pillars of the existing order.13 The poor pay (censors were often entitled to an 

honorarium, usually collected in the form of fees paid by printers), burdensome work, 

and potential for irritating both one's superiors and one's social peers meant that the role 

of censor was often unwanted, unpleasant, and unsung. 

 While strident critics of censorship like J.G.A. Wirth might depict the censor as a 

maniacal sadist, a “servant of darkness” gratified by mangling the work of others, for the 

most part censors were, in strictly practical terms, opposed to excessive censorship.14 To 

be specific, most censors, in most cases, would rather perform less censorship, subject 

fewer publications to prior restraint, punish fewer minor lapses, and embroil themselves 

in fewer disputes with cantankerous newspaper editors than more. The incentives for 

outright banning a publication were murkier—censors generally tried to avoid such 

draconian measures to prevent public outrage, but when they occurred, bans were almost 

always levied against publications which had drawn the ire of higher authorities 

demanding action from their subordinates. Censors were not personally charged with 

such prohibitions; a banned newspaper was a newspaper the censor had failed to control, 

in the eyes of authorities. 

 This is not to say that censors were apathetic malcontents, eager only to shirk 

their responsibilities, nor to suggest that censors as a class harbored some secret 

ideological opposition to state regulation of the printed word. There were censors who 
 

13 It is striking how insecure that frequently used expression sounds to us now, “die bestehende Ordnung,” 
offering little adjectival justification for its deserved perpetuation beyond the fact that it simply is.  
14 Quoted in Robert Goldstein, The War for the Public Mind: Political Censorship in Nineteenth-Century 
Europe (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2000), 46. 
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wrote openly to superiors about the deficiencies of the existing system—Friedrich Bülau, 

whom we will later meet, told his superiors that the state would have to win the public’s 

trust through wise policy, because censorship was against the will of the people and 

would never suffice to silence criticism.15 Whether they were members of the gentry or 

the middle class, censors were part of the small but politically and culturally significant 

stratum of university-educated men who formed the core of the reading public for 

political news and opinion.16 

 Censors were largely mid-level state officials, and many were involved in the 

state’s cultural apparatuses (museums, universities, libraries). Even those who held 

administrative positions were often engaged in the public sphere, as journal editors, 

authors, or as reform-oriented political publicists. Censors sought to resolve the 

contradictions of state and civil society by mollifying the repressive capacity of the state, 

while channeling civil society into “constructive” forms of dissent that eschewed 

fundamental change for a gradual, reformist approach. In so doing, censors acted in the 

spirit of much of the German bureaucracy. While historians have long known of such 

impulses within the German Beamtentum, though, censors have rarely, if ever, been 

understood as such. This study aims to address the central question of their role in the 

development of German public life. 

 
15 Quoted in Dominik Westerkamp, Pressefreiheit und Zensur im Sachsen des Vormärz (Baden-Baden: 
Nomos, 1999), 97. 
16 That the core of the political public was essentially made up exclusively of men, with women 
increasingly excluded, is the product of a process by which the public sphere was constituted as a 
masculine space. The canonical reference on this process is Joan Landes, Women and the Public Sphere in 
the Age of the French Revolution (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1988). 
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STRUCTURAL LOGICS OF CENSORSHIP 

 
 Censors were only actor within the larger system of censorship. That word, 

however—“system”—should not deceive us into seeing censorship as a seamless, 

coherent construct. There are three related ways in which German censorship’s 

complexity manifested, each of which presented multiple sites of translation where 

diplomats, bureaucrats, magistrates, and publicists drew and re-drew the boundaries of 

acceptable public discourse. Each of these sources of uncertainty could nudge the 

application of censorship towards greater or lesser stringency, efficacy, or 

predictability.17 

 The first source of uncertainty arises from the mismatch between the political 

structure of the German Confederation and the networks of the political press. The states 

of the German Confederation largely interacted with one another by means of their 

respective Foreign Service establishments. At the Bundestag, diplomats from each state 

met and coordinated the elements of policy under federal purview, most of them 

concerned with state security. During the course of the thirty years under consideration in 

this study, numerous other initiatives for greater coordination and cooperation among 

states emerged, most notably the issue of trade policy that culminated in the founding of 

the Zollverein. In the case of censorship, however, the impetus for greater uniformity and 

 
17 “Sources of uncertainty” are a key conceptual concern of Bruno Latour’s Actor-Network Theory. For 
Latour, such sources increase complexity, forcing us to attend to the empirical particulars of individual 
social actors. In my case, I argue that these sources of uncertainty forced censors to make difficult decisions 
without a clear programmatic sense of what they were supposed to do, a foundation for action which 
exposed them to charges that, despite the myriad ways their actions were determined, they were in fact 
acting as sovereign, unaccountable despots. See his Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor-
Network-Theory (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 30. 
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coordination came not from liberal Beamte, but from the Austrian government. Its efforts 

at greater coordination of political repression were based upon leveraging fears of 

revolutionary conspiracy in the wake of demonstrations of popular political mobilization 

and political violence to contain the spread of challenges to monarchical neo-absolutism.  

 The limits of this project were numerous: the unattractiveness to territorial rulers 

of ceding too much power to Austria (through the Confederation), the bi-polarity of 

German politics that allowed, within bounds, smaller states to play Prussia and Austria 

against one another, and Metternich’s own distaste for centralization that might clear a 

path for national unity are several. Consequently, censorship remained an affair for each 

state on its own, albeit with heavy and continuous influence from other states (and not 

simply from the two leading powers, either). This influence, exercised spasmodically, 

unpredictably, and often with only limited regard for arrangements, legal and otherwise, 

negotiated within the state of origin, contributed to the unpredictability of censorship that 

so infuriated authors and editors in the era. Where this arbitrariness has often been laid at 

the feet of the censor, however, a closer look reveals the significance of the uncertainty 

produced by interstate relations within the German Confederation, to say nothing of the 

diplomatic interventions of Great Britain, France, Russia, and the Swiss Confederation 

among others. In this respect, the investigation of censorship, even at the local level, 

requires an appreciation of the transnational scope of political communication and 

diplomatic wrangling over the press. 

 The unique political structure of the Confederation also contributed to the second 

source of uncertainty, which arose from the nature of censorship law itself. In principle, 
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confederal law was superior to individual states’ law; in practice, German legal thought 

was unsettled with respect to hierarchies of law. Constitutions were not yet seen as more 

fundamental, higher laws than other statutes, nor did the understanding of the relationship 

between German Confederation laws and state laws approach a consensus. Württemberg, 

for instance, explicitly proclaimed the supremacy of its own law before 1820.18 Not only 

were interstate relations remarkably open-ended within the Confederation, but the laws 

which regulated public life were partially contradictory and unevenly enforced. 

Consequently, publicists and ministerial authorities often clashed in major censorship 

cases over which laws were germane, while censors were left frequently without 

adequate guides for interpreting places of overlapping jurisdiction. 

 The indeterminacy of censorship law goes even deeper, however. Censorship 

regulations could empower officials to censor, specify what kinds of printed works might 

be subject to censorship, and draw broad outlines of what was permissible and what was 

forbidden. What it could not do, what it could never do, is offer a guide such that censors 

might be mere executors of policy, and censorship law always gestured towards the need 

for educated, virtuous, wise censors in a way that more specifiable forms of law did not 

mandate. The impulse to ground censors’ decision in law was nigh universal—the one 

charge against censorship that censors sought strenuously to counter was that they were 

merely expressing subjective interpretations of printed works. Yet censorship law never 

proved capable of bearing this burden, and the exercise of censorship always required 

 
18 Abigail Green, Fatherlands: State-Building and Nationhood in Nineteenth-Century Germany 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 38. 
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going beyond what could be determined within law to fill in the gaps with processes of 

accommodation and definition through repetition of individual judgments. 

 That censorship law was fundamentally indeterminate is not merely a 

consequence of the ambiguity of legal relations within the Confederation, but also a 

manifestation of the third source of uncertainty in the practice of censorship, the problem 

of language and the relationship of its individual components to an overall impression or 

meaning, known at the time as its Tendenz.19 At times, censors deemed entire works in 

violation of press law, or entire articles within newspaper editions. In many other 

instances, however, censors sought to limit their fingerprints, to excise smaller portions 

of works, even down to individual words, with an eye towards permitting as much as 

possible. This linguistic indeterminacy—the unstable relationship between individual 

parts of a work and its whole—undergirds a great deal of conflict between publicists and 

censors. For the most part, censors were instructed merely to cut, and never to add or 

replace (though some censors offered marginalia, to varying effects). Consequently, 

removal of sections of text was the principal way in which they could shape texts that 

they felt were impermissible as originally written. 

 Instances of minor revision, manifestations of censors’ efforts to minimize the 

changes they made, raised a host of questions, however. Authors expressed exasperation 

and confusion at why the censor might cut one expression, while leaving other, ostensibly 

 
19 The term “Tendenz” is crucial for understanding the legal framework and practical challenges of 
censorship; it refers to the combination of overall tone, form of presentation, and bias. Censorship of 
Tendenz implied a holistic approach to judging the effects of a work through criteria that were, to 
contemporaries, especially subjective. Though “tendency” is a passable translation, I elect in this study to 
leave it in the original German, so that it might more clearly remain a term of art for censors. 
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more challenging passages untouched. J.G.A. Wirth, for instance, made a habit of 

demanding the specific law violated for each jot and tittle trimmed from his articles, 

hastening the process of his journal’s suppression, which we will analyze in Chapter 

Four. It is difficult not to see many censors’ choices of smaller excisions as aesthetic 

interventions as much as semantic ones; not the removal of illegal parts from otherwise 

legal wholes, as Wirth would have it, but rather the refashioning of pieces that exceed 

bounds of discourse to rein in excesses while preserving, to the extent possible, the 

author’s meaning. Here, the censor’s efforts at mediation (as opposed to blanket 

repression) could incite as much confusion and hostility among authors. On the other 

hand, with a more trusting relationship between censor and publicist, as occurred between 

the censor Wilhelm Wachsmuth and the philosopher Arnold Ruge discussed in Chapter 

Five, such minor revisions might be welcome, provided they enabled the appearance of 

pieces which otherwise might invite hostile attention from higher authorities. 

 These sources of uncertainty in the exercise of censorship, and not some unusual 

constitutional proclivity for heavy-handed pedantry on the part of German censors, were 

among the principal engines of conflict between censors and authors, even as they also 

opened spaces of indeterminacy ripe for exploitation by attentive and bold writers, 

editors, and publishers. Tracing the development of censorship as a complex system 

produced in part by the interaction of these sources of uncertainty allows us to 

comprehend the way in which it shaped public discussion, the productive effects of 

political repression as it were. While the theoretical background for the notion of 

censorship as “productive” comprises the first chapter, at this point it suffices to spell out 
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the three principal forms by which censorship contributed to the specific formations of 

public communication and political culture in the German Confederation. 

 One function of censorship in political life is to channel discourse, to push writers 

and publishers to express themselves in preferred ways and to eschew not only dangerous 

ideas, but also purportedly dangerous modes of expression. As a result of this channeling, 

public life adopted certain forms to a greater extent than would have otherwise been the 

case. The most significant way in which censorship had this effect was in the promotion 

of an ideal of objective, disinterested, non-partisan, discourse, especially with respect to 

the discussion of politics and religion. The aim of channeling discourse in this direction is 

straightforward enough—to drive a wedge between speech and action, so that analysis of 

the existing order was sufficiently abstract and bloodless enough to forestall any action 

from arising. Fundamental critique might escape the censor’s pen provided it appear as a 

sober, disinterested piece of scholarship—preferably in a book as weighty as it was 

expensive. Yet even within the field of journalism, censorship of political discussion was 

considerably more laissez faire when the editorial voice was muted and overt calls to 

action were avoided.  

 There was an incentive for publicists to portray themselves as apolitical and above 

the fray, which fostered both a tremendous amount of deceptive self-presentation and 

moderation of certain aspects of authorial voice. As Anthony La Vopa argues, censorship 

was already beginning to play such a role during the German Enlightenment, when an 

ideology of distance and objectivity, supposedly transcending narrow, selfish private 

interests, spread among both civil servants and scholars. Discovery of the hidden patterns 
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of nature guided by careful research methodology proceeded best, according to 

proponents of this view like Friedrich Gedike, when insulated from distorting forces 

within society.20 In the first half of the nineteenth century, the demands of censors helped 

to promote this kind of objectivity as well, to convince wary editors and publishers that a 

tone of disinterested, academic interest in public affairs might be necessary to ensure a 

good working relationship with the censor. 

 On the other hand, there is reason to believe that censorship’s channeling effect 

was not so simple. In fact, by excluding a certain kind of moderate but engaged critique, 

writers could be driven towards an even more vociferous opposition. In these cases, once 

a certain line was crossed, writers who decided to write in defiance of censorship became 

especially mordant, oppositional, and/or critical. Channeling discourse away from 

mockery or polemic and towards scholarly, prosaic presentation promoted a backlash, as 

waters forced into a single stream prove strong enough to cut a new riverbed. In this 

respect, the channeling function of censorship had a bifurcating, not a homogenizing 

effect: it promoted an above-ground discourse of scholarly objectivity and an alternative 

domain of strident political critique, biting humor, and radical challenges to the status 

quo.21 

 A second function of censorship in the German public sphere we have had 

occasion to examine already is its mediating role. Defending their domains from new 

 
20 Anthony La Vopa, “The Politics of Enlightenment: Friedrich Gedike and German Professional 
Ideology,” The Journal of Modern History 62, no. 1 (1990): 34–56, 52. 
21 For the development of political humor in the Vormärz, see Mary Townsend, Forbidden Laughter: 
Popular Humor and the Limits of Repression in Nineteenth-Century Prussia (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 1992). 
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aspirants to political power, many (typically aristocratic) authorities at the upper reaches 

of the state governments in the Confederation did envision an especially restrictive vision 

of public speech, in which people were not only prevented from advocating forbidden 

ideas or policies, but also from speaking about certain subjects (from individual events to 

entire domains of political discussion) at all. Meanwhile, political publicists gradually 

and intermittently began to develop arguments for the freedom of the press from prior 

restraint and the strict legal specification of permissibility standards for the press.22 The 

censors’ role was to mediate these contrary impulses by attempting to specify and defend 

transparent standards of appropriate speech in the absence of sufficiently clear guidelines 

from above. In this respect, they mediated between the often competing interests of the 

government and those intellectuals engaged in political discussion who sought access to 

political information as well as a greater role in formulating state policy. 

 Of course, most writers subjected to censorship did not see the mutilation of their 

manuscripts as efforts at mediation on the part of the detested censor. Instead, they 

increasingly saw censorship as a powerful symbol of the social order they sought to 

change and a major obstacle to the success of that campaign. As Richard Evans argues, 

knowledge of the tactics of the police state, including but not limited to censorship, 

galvanized the political opposition throughout the history of the German Confederation.23 

Alongside protest over intrusive police measures like postal surveillance and infiltration 

of organizations by agents provocateurs and police informants, censorship was itself a 

 
22 For an excellent summary of this process, see Ziegler, Literarische Zensur, 134–140. 
23 Richard J. Evans, Rereading German History: From Unification to Reunification, 1800-1996 (New 
York: Routledge, 1997), 69. 
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political issue, and one which tended to unite disaffected members of the political 

opposition to the Restoration settlement. Censorship was simultaneously pervasive 

enough to affect the career and public life of all intellectuals and tenuous enough to allow 

for these annoyances to be translated into meaningful political action in part through the 

medium of the press. Moreover, the comparative effectiveness of the campaigns against 

voluntary associations like the Gymnastic movement (Turnverein) or the nationalist 

fraternities (Burschenschaften) heightened the significance of the press, which was 

unthinkable to be utterly banned in toto like political organizations were. As a result, the 

press became not only a tool of reform but also a cause in itself, one especially suited 

towards fostering liberal principles of individual civil rights and constitutional legal 

protections for civil society.  

 Ultimately, my investigation concludes that censorship helped to produce 

characteristic features of the public sphere before 1848. First, political publishers were 

eager to appear objective and non-partisan even when they were in fact anything but. In 

addition, a marginalized but disproportionately significant coterie of intellectuals began 

to shake off the strictures of censorship and stage a frontal assault on the German 

Confederation and more. State governments played complex and contradictory roles—

here defending new representative institutions, there suppressing political organizing with 

zeal—given the constellation of forces at play in any given moment. Finally, we witness 

the emergence of a core of politically organized, largely bourgeois intellectuals, 

galvanized by the injustice of censorship, who provided crucial leadership to the 
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successful, permanent destruction of the vormärz censorship regime in 1848, even as they 

proved incapable of forming a national state under liberal auspices the following year. 

CENSORSHIP AND STATECRAFT IN CENTRAL EUROPE BEFORE 1819 

 
Censorship, naturally, was no innovation in 1819, and many of its nineteenth-

century characteristics are discernible at an early date. In Germany, as Robin Lenman 

argues, censorship regulations are more or less coextensive with that of the printed book 

itself.24 During the Reformation censorship was a powerful tool for establishing 

orthodoxy, although Germany's political and religious disunity rendered such a procedure 

difficult.25 From the outset, these censors were always also participants in public 

discourse and only rarely outsiders to its norms and practices. Ecclesiastical censors 

charged with preventing destructive theological conflict, for instance, were precisely the 

sort of men who believed religious polemic to be a divine duty.26 Religious pluralism in 

the Holy Roman Empire further promoted secular control of censorship, as Protestants 

resisted being subjected to Catholic censorship for theological works and vice versa. 

Seventeenth-century appeals for relaxation of censorship from Bayle, Locke, and others 

primarily appealed to principles of religious toleration, for which the state appeared as the 

 
24 Robin Lenman, “Germany,” in Goldstein, ed., War for the Public Mind, 39. 
25 Andrew Pettegree and Matthew Hall, “The Reformation and the Book: A Reconsideration,” The 
Historical Journal , Vol. 47, No. 4 (Dec., 2004), pp. 785-808. 
26 Traditional theological censorship followed a highly formalized process, which began not with state 
censors repressing the work of a distant author, but rather the initiation of a process of rebuttal, demand for 
recantation, and eventual resolution by ecclesiastical and/or state authorities of the dispute in the form of 
suppression of one side’s opposing claim, a process known in the seventeenth century as elenchus. Martin 
Gierl, Pietismus und Aufklärung: theologische Polemik und die Kommunikationsreform der Wissenschaft 
am Ende des 17. Jahrhunderts (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1997). 
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ultimate guarantor.27 In Germany, the Pietist movement of the late seventeenth century 

also undermined the centrality of doctrinal orthodoxy and contributed (somewhat 

ironically) to the development of secular state control of censorship.28 

The practice of censorship in Germany began to change in the eighteenth century, 

when absolutist monarchs like Prussia’s Frederick II began to substitute state oversight 

for that of the church and the universities.29 By about 1750, political censorship began to 

replace theological censorship as the primary focus of censors, who increasingly 

answered to the state and not the church. Censorship gradually changed in nature. On the 

one hand, Enlightenment intellectuals in Germany frequently allied with the state in order 

to wrest control of education and intellectual life from churchmen.30 State censorship, 

first developed to mitigate the harmful effects of religious polemic, took on a kind of 

social-pedagogical reform in the eighteenth century, as Enlightened bureaucrats, 

intellectuals, and the centralizing state forged an alliance with the goal of increasing state 

power and prestige by producing more productive subjects and undermining traditional 

 
27 John Christian Laursen, “Literatures of Publicity and the Right to Freedom of the Press in Late 
Eighteenth-Century Germany: The Case of Karl Friedrich Bahrdt,” in Dario Castiglione and Lesley Sharpe 
(eds.), Shifting the Boundaries: Transformation of the Languages of Public and Private in the Eighteenth 
Century (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 1995), 110. 
28 The suppression of Johann Lorenz Schmidt’s rationalist Wertheim Bible reveals a similar process still at 
work. After the Altdorf theological faculty found Schmidt’s book heterodox and damaging, they did not 
immediately argue for prohibition, which they rightly feared would increase interest in the book. Instead, 
they urged authorities to engage with the author and induce him to recant his heterodox beliefs and 
voluntarily retract the work. Paul Spalding, Seize the Book, Jail the Author: Johann Lorenz Schmidt and 
Censorship in Eighteenth-Century Germany (West Lafayette, IN: Purdue University Press, 1998), 86. 
29 Bodo Plachta, Damnatur, toleratur, admittitur: Studien und Dokumenten zur literarischen Zensur im 18. 
Jahrhundert (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1994), 8. 
30 Hannah Barker and Simon Burrows, Press, Politics and the Public Sphere in Europe and North 
America, 1760-1820 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 15. 
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religious authority.31 Secular, university-trained men in state service worked as censors 

and generally pursued their goals of religious toleration and educational reform not by 

challenging the institutions of censorship but by occupying them.  

On the other hand, tacit alliances between publishers, ecclesiastical authorities, 

and state censorship institutions of preceding centuries began to fray, opening space for a 

critique of censorship and a call for freedom of the press.32 Kant’s call for freedom of the 

“public use of reason” in “What is Enlightenment?” sounds the ambivalence of the 

Enlightenment about restrictions on public speech; the best ruler, he asserts, tells his 

subjects, “Argue as much as you like and about whatever you like, but obey!”33 The 

enlightened censor could, acting within a cultural consensus and with respect for the free 

exercise of public reason, effectively establish and police the boundaries necessary for 

safeguarding public discourse.  

The French Revolution brought profound yet ambivalent effects to the practice of 

state censorship in Germany. Naturally, rulers concerned with the French revolutionary 

example set about insulating their own subjects from inflammatory ideas. Nevertheless, 

the waning years of the eighteenth century on the whole witnessed the flourishing of 

political journalism, including the 1798 founding of Johann Cotta’s Allgemeine Zeitung, 

the most significant organ of news and public opinion in the first half of the nineteenth 

 
31 Reinhart Koselleck, Preußen zwischen Reform und Revolution, (Stuttgart: Ernst Klett Verlag, 1967), 
415. 
32 The partial success of both of these strategies promoted the uneven and variegated application of 
censorship throughout Germany, which would mark its application throughout the period before 
unification. Schneider, Pressefreiheit, 254. 
33 Immanuel Kant, “Beantwortung zur Frage: Was ist Aufklärung?” in Kants Werke Bd. 8, Abhandlungen 
nach 1781. (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1968), 37. 
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century.34 The waning years of the eighteenth century were, despite the halting efforts of 

the Ancien Régime powers of central Europe, ones of great intellectual ferment. In 

Germany, qualified challenges to censorship among Aufklärer provided the foundation 

for the more full-throated defenses of freedom of thought that characterized Lessing’s 

arguments against censorship.35 

During the almost twenty-five years of war and upheaval between the fall of the 

Bastille and Waterloo, the most innovative and consequential censorship measures 

however, emanated not from the courts of the Holy Roman Empire but instead from 

Paris. Napoleon’s reorganization of the map of Europe brought not only French law but 

also new censorship measures designed to preserve the emperor’s power across the 

continent. Following his smashing victories over Austria and Prussia in 1806, Napoleon 

dissolved the old Reich and created a new alliance of lesser princes, the Confederation of 

the Rhine. Confederation members adopted French-inspired civil codes and contributed 

troops for Napoleon's ongoing campaigns. They also adopted Napoleon's censorship 

laws, which included restricting political news to sources from the regime-approved 

Moniteur. Napoleon’s censorship was essentially strictly political in nature; he was 

mostly unconcerned with religious, literary, or scientific censorship. Furthermore, he 

controlled the French press through state propaganda and power and not primarily 

through harsh censorship laws.36 That is not to say, however, that he was averse to 

 
34 Moran, Century of Words. 
35 Edoardo Tortarolo, “Censorship and the Conception of the Public in Late Eighteenth-Century Germany: 
Or, are Censorship and Public Opinion Mutually Exclusive?” in Castiglione and Sharpe, Shifting the 
Boundaries, 137. 
36 Arnold, Pressefreiheit und Zensur, 57–9. 
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employing harsh measures when he deemed it necessary. Perhaps the most infamous 

censorship case in modern German history, the summary execution of the Nuremberg 

bookseller Johann Palm, publisher of the anti-Napoleon Deutschland in seiner tiefen 

Erniedrigung, revealed the extent to which French occupation entailed a bewildering 

contradiction between formally liberal civil laws and authoritarian military occupation.  

 Resistance to Napoleonic domination spawned a movement that drew as much 

upon French precedent as it sought to challenge and overturn it. Particularly in the 1810s, 

when military setbacks began to loosen his hold over the continent, Napoleon began to 

pressure the states of the Confederation of the Rhine to crack down on political 

dissidence, just as it began to reach a fever pitch in the run-up to the Wars of Liberation 

(Befreiungskriege). After 1813, political publicists agitated for popular uprising against 

the French and a newfound spirit of German nationalism; writers like Ernst Moritz Arndt 

made political pamphleteering a major source of both support and concern for German 

princes.37 Moreover, the retreat of the French and their censorship structures brought 

about a temporary period of de facto freedom of the press, as many censorship 

institutions largely ceased to function from 1813-1815 and did not fully reconstitute 

themselves until 1819.38 This experience would inform the reaction of publishers and 

authors to the development in German press policy to come.  

 At the Congress of Vienna, the German rulers sought to reassemble the pre-

revolutionary political order. They recognized the impossibility, however, of precisely 
 

37 Eckhart Helmuth and Wolfgang Piereth, “Germany, 1760-1815,” in Barker and Burrows, Press, Politics 
and the Public Sphere, 78. 
38 Karl Heinz Schäfer, Ernst Moritz Arndt als politischer Publizist: Studien zu Publizistik, Pressepolitik 
und kollektivem Bewusstsein im frühen 19. Jahrhundert (Bonn: L. Röhrscheid, 1974), 59. 
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recreating the world before, and sought instead to forge new institutions and alliances to 

secure peace and domestic tranquility.39 For central Europe, that meant a new political 

order more centralized than the old Holy Roman Empire but still composed of 

autonomous states cooperating as allied sovereigns. Until its demise in 1866, the German 

Confederation and not a nation-state would represent the only supra-local political entity 

for all Germans.40  

 The Confederation’s censorship system would reflect elements of its historical 

predecessors, while offering a new synthesis of elements to strikingly different ends. 

The Bundesakte, in keeping with the general spirit of the alliance between Germany’s 

rulers and its intelligentsia forged during the Wars of Liberation, gestured towards 

freedom of the press, though crucially it did not univocally promise it.41 Specifically, 

Article 18(d) of the Bundesakte committed the German Confederation to draw up press 

regulation for the entire Confederation: “at its first meeting, the Federal Assembly will 

 
39 Mark Jarrett, The Congress of Vienna and Its Legacy: War and Great Power Diplomacy after Napoleon 
(New York: I.B. Tauris, 2013), 85. 
40 Recent historiography has set out to reevaluate the Confederation as a political entity, especially with 
regard to its potential viability as a state form. This new approach has sought, if not to valorize the 
Confederation, at least to rescue it from the derision with which it is customarily considered. For an 
example of the latter, James Sheehan’s depiction of the Confederation is illuminating: “a counter-
revolutionary holding company through which Metternich could coordinate action against his political 
enemies.” For revisionists of this viewpoint, not only are the Confederation’s virtues—for one, its 
international security achievements are fairly impressive—appreciated more, but also its irreconcilability 
with nationalist impulses has become less damning in an age in which nationalism is no longer seen as a 
self-evidently benevolent ideology. For the traditional take, see James J. Sheehan, German History, 1770-
1866 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989); for a summary of revisionist takes see Christopher Clark, “Germany 
1815-1848: Restoration or Pre-March?,” in Mary Fulbrook, German History since 1800 (New York: St. 
Martin’s Press, 1997), 44; finally, for an argument for the Confederation as the potential seed of a federal 
alternative to Prussia-Germany, see Abigail Green, Fatherlands, 15, and “The Federal Alternative? A New 
View of Modern German History,” The Historical Journal, Vol. 46, No. 1 Mar. 2003, 187-202. 
41 The provisions of the Bundesakte that spoke about maintaining press freedom with certain limitations, 
especially §15, were actually the work of the Prussian delegation, especially Wilhelm von Humboldt. 
Göpfert and Weyrauch, Unmoralisch an sich, 6. 
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occupy itself with drafting uniform decrees concerning press freedom and the guarantee 

of the rights of authors and publishers against copyright infringement.”42 No such 

legislation would follow until 1819. 

 The indeterminacy of the statement allowed each party to the settlement to read 

the document differently. Regarding Article 18(d), there were three contemporary 

interpretations. The first saw it as merely a promise to look at the issue, agnostic on the 

outcome to follow. A second interpretation, popular for obvious reasons with the 

intelligentsia and student movement, was that 18(d) indeed provided a programmatic 

promise of press freedom. A third interpretation, preferred by the smaller powers of the 

Confederation in particular, saw it as a “federalist” statement that would allow the 

member states to decide on any arrangements to be made.43 Irrespective of how one 

interpreted 18(d), however, the imposition of a new censorship system in 1819 

disappointed most observers, because it contradicted promises of press freedom, whether 

stipulated or merely implied. 

 Why did the German Confederation at the very least hint at press freedom in 1815 

only to quash it in 1819? To answer that question, we have to consider the factors which 

led to the promulgation of the Carlsbad Decrees in September 1819. For the most part, 

historians have tended to view the assassination of playwright August von Kotzebue, an 

“agent” of the Russian government, as a mere pretext for action, the opportunity 

 
42 “Die Bundesversammlung wird sich bey ihrer ersten Zusammenkunft mit Abfassung gleichförmiger 
Verfügungen über die Preßfreyheit und die Sicherstellung der Rechte der Schriftsteller und Verleger gegen 
den Nachdruck beschäftigen.” “Deutsche Bundesakte vom 8. Juni 1815,” reprinted in Huber, Dokumente 
zur Deutschen Verfassungsgeschichte, 80. 
43 Arnold, Pressefreiheit und Zensur, 62. 
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Metternich had sought to deal the constitutional movement a crippling blow.44 The 

Kotzebue murders, however, weren’t the only instances of political violence in 1819: 

Karl Löning, a fellow traveler of the radical Burschenschaft known as the “Giessener 

Schwarzen,” narrowly failed in his attempt to assassinate the Nassau state councilor 

(Staatsrat) Carl von Ibell, while anti-Semitic pogroms known as the Hep-Hep riots 

convulsed Southern Germany.45 

 Whether and to what extent Metternich was genuinely convinced of the existence 

of a revolutionary conspiracy in central Europe remains an open question. In any event, 

Thomas Nipperdey is correct in positing that Metternich felt wholly justified in 

suppressing oppositional political movements throughout the Confederation because of 

the threat he felt they posed to its integrity and security.46 The critical move in securing 

support for his initiative among other leaders appears not to be widespread acceptance of 

his dire warnings of conspiracy, but rather acceptance that control of the press was indeed 

a matter of state security, for which the German Confederation was unambiguously 

responsible.47 In this respect, the Confederation central organs were, in truth, the only 

potentially competent power, since political fragmentation would have permitted 

 
44 George Williamson has done much to recontextualize the Kotzebue murder, including the longstanding 
characterization of Kotzebue as an arch-reactionary or Russian spy. Instead, Williamson argues, 
Kotzebue’s criticism of the excesses of nationalism and the student movement, as well as the sexual 
“immorality” of his plays, marked him as an enemy to a nationalist movement founded upon an austere 
sense of virtue and sexual propriety. George Williamson, “What Killed August von Kotzebue? The 
Temptations of Virtue and the Political Theology of German Nationalism, 1789-1819,” The Journal of 
Modern History. 72, no. 4 (2000). 
45 Christhard Hoffmann, Werner Bergmann, and Helmut Walser Smith, Exclusionary Violence: Antisemitic 
Riots in Modern German History (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2002). 
46 Thomas Nipperdey, Deutsche Geschichte 1800-1866: Bürgerwelt und Starker Staat (Munich: C.H. 
Beck, 1983), 282. 
47 Arnold, Pressefreiheit und Zensur, 90–4. 
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publishers to move to liberal havens and publish with impunity. States resistant to this 

move like Bavaria and Württemberg successfully challenged extension of the Decrees 

into their internal administration, but gave ground when it came to the coordination of 

censorship systems because of this point. 

 Meeting throughout August 1819, delegates from a handful of the largest German 

states, including the four states Baden, Württemberg, Bavaria, and Saxony investigated in 

this study, met in Carlsbad in order to devise an emergency response to the roiling protest 

movement of students and intellectuals. The law which emerged contained four principal 

clauses: a university law banning the Burschenschaften and allowing for the dismissal of 

politically undesirable professors, a law establishing the Mainz Central Investigative 

Committee (Central-Untersuchungs-Commission zu Mainz) to ferret out the alleged 

conspiracy of political radicals (to ultimately derisory effect), a law empowering a federal 

executive force, and, of course, the press law establishing federal standards for the 

exercise of censorship and empowering the Confederation to supersede individual state 

law to ban publications outright, as well as to forbid editors of proscribed publication 

from publishing for five years. Passed on a temporary basis, the Press Law had a five 

year sunset provision. With this legislation, censorship policy was to be harmonized 

across the Confederation and no state was to allow itself to become a safe harbor for the 

publication of “undesirable” works. This work follows the tangled paths each state took 

in putting this vision into practice. 
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INTELLECTUALS AND THE PUBLIC SPHERE IN VORMÄRZ GERMANY 

 
 If the question at hand here is how censorship and public speech shaped one 

another, then two bodies of literature merit engagement. The first of these is the literature 

of the “public sphere,” while the second concerns its most noteworthy participants, 

intellectuals. The concept of the “public sphere” (Öffentlichkeit) emerged from the work 

of second generation Frankfurt School critical theorist Jürgen Habermas, in his 1962 

work The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere. Öffentlichkeit emerges as a 

category of bourgeois life, Habermas argues, during the Enlightenment, when it comes to 

represent the consensus of the critical public, achieved by means of rational-critical 

discourse. Habermas argues that economic developments among a class of commodity 

producer/exchangers (the bourgeoisie) carved out a division of public and private in the 

eighteenth century, wherein the freely contractual economic activity of rational 

individuals obeying impersonal economic laws could establish itself as a domain separate 

from intervention by the state. The public sphere arose as a mediating central space of 

praxis on the part of private individuals, coming together for the purpose of discussing 

issues of public interest.  

As this sphere emerged from its literary manifestation into more directly political 

concerns, it began to challenge the state to legitimate its actions in the political and social 

realms by grounding them in the expressed will of the public of educated and property-

holding private individuals. This system of public communication and deliberation was to 

provide the inspiration for the codification of civil rights in documents like the French 
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Constitution of 1791 and the U.S. Bill of Rights. Yet the persistence and widening of 

economic inequality rendered the formal universality of the bourgeois public sphere 

hollow; thinkers like Marx and Hegel launched devastating critiques that dialectically 

produced nineteenth century liberalism as the attempted defense (in the form of Mill’s 

anti-majoritarianism) of a status quo that could not live up to its professed ideals.48 

Meanwhile, the dialectic of expanding political participation as an attempt to ameliorate 

this contradiction only led to the growth of state intervention to redress the structural 

deficiencies of the free market—and with this came the dissolution of the sharp, Kantian 

divide between public and private upon which the public sphere had been based.  

Habermas’ work was not only a theoretical exposition of the concept but also an 

historical account of its germination, growth, and eventual degeneration into the 

twentieth century culture industry. For the most part, his own work moved away from 

that historical account, which historians have heavily revised, challenging his exclusive 

focus on the bourgeoisie, the role of “rational-deliberative” speech, and the necessarily 

pernicious effects of media commercialization.49 In works like The Theory of 

Communicative Action, Habermas went on to locate the emancipatory, critical potential 

of the public sphere not in an historically-specific social phenomenon, but rather in the 

structures of ordinary language. Meanwhile, a cottage industry of Habermas revision 

 
48 Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere : An Inquiry into a Category of 
Bourgeois Society (Cambridge, MA.: MIT Press, 1989), 117-140. 
49 David Zaret, Origins of Democratic Culture : Printing, Petitions, and the Public Sphere in Early-
Modern England (Princeton  N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2000). 
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sprung up both to explore the critical potential of his idea of the public sphere and to 

challenge his theoretical and empirical premises.50 

 Historians, however, have continued to employ the concept of the public sphere, 

albeit with reservations about his account. Historical investigations of public speech and 

media in societies across the globe have conceived of their object of study as the “public 

sphere.” Yet the seeming ubiquity of the term masks the ways in which many historians 

have crucially refigured it. In a striking critique of historians’ employment of the public 

sphere, Harold Mah criticized the tendency of “spatializing” the public sphere, seeing it 

as “a domain that one can enter, occupy, and leave.”51 Mah argues that this representation 

of the public sphere, complete with its metaphors of “boundaries,” “sites,” and the like, 

neglects the more fundamental feature of Habermas’s argument: namely, the significance 

of the attempt to invoke the normative claim of universality by specific, often quite 

narrow groups of social actors.52 Suspicious of the rhetorical fiction of the public as a 

singular entity, historians have tended to define the public sphere as the space in which a 

multitude of actors assembled to communicate, debate, and organize. What is lost in this 

conception is the basis upon which these deliberations acquired normative power in 

 
50 The first major sustained criticism of Habermas appeared in Negt and Kluge’s Public Sphere and 
Experience. There they argued for the existence of a second, proletarian public sphere, which Habermas 
mentioned only in passing in order to dismiss it. Alexander Kluge and Oskar Negt, Public Sphere and 
Experience: Toward an Analysis of the Bourgeois and Proletarian Public Sphere (Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 1993); Feminist scholars like Joan Landes also criticized Habermas for valorizing the 
public/private divide which made public speech contingent upon the silencing of the private sphere, to 
which women were consigned. See her Women and the Public Sphere. For a fuller view of the debates 
around Habermas, see the collections Nick Crossley, ed., After Habermas: New Perspectives on the Public 
Sphere (Oxford: Blackwell, 2004) and Craig Calhoun, ed., Habermas and the Public Sphere (Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 1992).  
51 Harold Mah, “Phantasies of the Public Sphere: Rethinking the Habermas of Historians,” Journal of 
Modern History 72, no. 1 (2000): 160. 
52 Ibid., 166. 
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Habermas’ account: the ability of participants in public communication (for him, again, 

exclusively “rational-critical debate”) to invoke the existence of a rational consensus with 

moral weight behind it, which rulers could ignore only at their own peril. 

 One attempt to rethink the public sphere as a central social category of analysis is 

James Brophy’s recent work on popular political culture in the Prussian Rhineland. For 

the most part, Brophy employs the concept of the “public sphere” in the spatialized 

manner Mah critiques, as the domain of public political discourse, a space where people 

came together to communicate. Brophy portrays a lively and vibrant popular culture that 

drew ordinary Rhinelanders into the debates over the major issues of their day. Plebeian 

Rhinelanders talked politics in taverns and at markets, listened to and performed 

politically charged songs, planted liberty trees, and developed partisan political 

viewpoints through the readings of calendars and popular periodicals.  

 Lack of education, wealth, or leisure time was not the principal obstacle to the 

formation and expression of political opinions. Instead, Brophy argues, state censorship 

and suppression of public assembly was to blame.53 Because of this censorship of overt 

political speech, Brophy argues, forms of popular culture were increasingly politicized. 

The Restoration (1815-1830) and Vormärz (1830-1848) were thus a key transitional 

period that served to incubate a political consciousness among the menu peuple of 

Rhenish Prussia. In Brophy’s view, censorship failed to crush public life in the Vormärz 

because of the creative capacity of ordinary Rhinelanders to adapt old forms and pioneer 

 
53 James Brophy, Popular Culture and the Public Sphere in the Rhineland, 1800-1850 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2007), 300. 
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new forms of political communication. Other historians have offered similar views on the 

nature of the public sphere in Germany. For David Blackbourn, the public sphere 

persisted in the cracks of censorship, emerging in the places where authorities could not 

root it out. He identifies the ways in which censorship and related forms of state 

repression functioned to politicize culture and social life, as political energy was driven 

“underground.” 54 In my view, scholarship was politicized in the 1830s in a similar 

manner, as I demonstrate in Chapter Five. 

 There is an echo in his portrayal of politicized literary culture of Habermas’ 

argument that the public sphere of literature preceded that of politics and pioneered its 

forms. In settings in which political action could not be publicly undertaken, politics was 

veiled but took place nonetheless. Historians have differed over the significance of this 

veiling. For Thomas Nipperdey, the inability to wage open political campaigns fostered a 

depoliticized, trivial culture; he goes as far as to describe the German Confederation's 

censorship regime as quasi-totalitarian.55 That writers adopted elliptical methods of 

evading censorship, or that concrete political debates were at times carried on at levels of 

abstraction to protect the debate from state intervention has been cited by people as 

evidence that the German public sphere was fatally deficient. Where Blackbourn and 

Brophy stress the ways in which Germans found ways of conducting politics under the 

table, so to speak, Nipperdey and Robert Goldstein have seen this process as more or less 

crippling. Goldstein, for instance, argues that German censorship stemmed from 

 
54 David Blackbourn, The Long Nineteenth Century: A History of Germany, 1780-1918 (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1998), 125. 
55 Nipperdey, Deutsche Geschichte, 249. 
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conservatives’ hatred of the press in itself, their desire to more or less shut down political 

speech as a whole.56  

 A more optimistic take on the potential of the German public sphere comes from 

James Sheehan, who argues that the rise of a German public culture was, alongside the 

development of the nation-state and industrial capitalism, the most significant process of 

German history in the century before unification. Rather than the “un-political” people of 

Sonderweg portrayals, late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Germans in 

Sheehan’s telling were frequently engaged with political issues, albeit in forms 

appropriate to local conditions.57 Challenging the Sonderweg idea that Germany had a 

pathological and deficient public culture, Sheehan sees a much more significant civil 

society in Germany than was previously assumed. Nevertheless historians like Sheehan 

have continued to stress the narrowness of the political discourse in Germany, its class-

specific (though not necessarily bourgeois) nature, and its fragmentation into milieux.58 

 In contrast to such views, Brophy argues that the public sphere should not be seen 

as a purely elite phenomenon, which was disconnected from the lives of ordinary people. 

Brophy contends that 

In spite of political exclusion at the municipal, regional, and state levels, common 
social groups acquired partisan views and exercised political agency. Such 
politicizing processes should be part of an interpretive framework of civil 
society….When viewed as a cultural formation, civil society enveloped additional 
groups that facilitated the expansion of political activity to non-elite classes.59 

 
56 Robert Goldstein, Political Censorship of the Arts and the Press in Nineteenth-Century Europe (New 
York: St. Martin’s Press, 1989), 30. 
57 James Sheehan, German History, 206. 
58 These views are summarized in Brophy, Popular Culture and the Public Sphere, 306. 
59 Ibid., 9. 
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Brophy’s approach to the problem of public communication in deeply class-stratified 

societies is telling. Habermas’s initial model of the public sphere had viewed its 

fundamental flaw as its class exclusivity, which contradicted its normative claims to 

universality and thus legitimacy.60 In response to his overly rigid depiction of the public 

sphere as a bourgeois phenomenon, critics proposed the existence of counter-publics, or 

multiple public spheres. Yet here Brophy contends that in fact a singular public sphere 

encompassed the broader spectrum of German society.61 While differentiated in form of 

communication, in fact the overlap in political content was considerable. Furthermore, 

elite media were connected to popular media in significant ways: “In the Rhineland, 

ordinary people were clearly in touch with bourgeois political culture and, not regarding 

themselves as a ‘counter-public,’ participated in it.”62 Perhaps the clearest example of 

that is the Hambach Festival, a popular festival-cum-political rally in 1832 that electrified 

the liberal nationalist movement and terrified authorities, which Brophy demonstrates 

was extremely influential in the political consciousness of both the bourgeoisie and the 

artisanal classes he examines.  

 Brophy’s work leaves unsolved the question of the nature of the relationship 

between the broader politically engaged public he surveys and the central participants in 

public communication. Here we return to the alternative sense of the public sphere to the 

spatialized model Mah discussed: the formation of a socially-constructed universal 

“public sphere” by certain social actors engaged in public political communication. When 
 

60 Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, 131. 
61 Brophy, Popular Culture and the Public Sphere, 11. 
62 Ibid., 169. 
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we turn to which forces within German society sought to lodge such a claim, it is 

apparent that whether they were civil servants (Beamte) inspired by idealist philosophy to 

see themselves as a “universal class” or bourgeois publicists positioning themselves as 

the vanguard of a new political order, university-educated men were critical actors in the 

public sphere. More often than not, these two groups seeking to claim for themselves the 

mantle of universality (whether as “the public” or on its behalf) had significant overlap. 

When these members of the educated class within German society turned to print to 

communicate and debate the political issues of the day, they began to play a distinctive 

social role requiring further exploration here. Another term for many of these social 

actors, however, has become fraught enough that it requires further definition before 

usage, even as its utility is undeniable: “intellectuals.” 

 Fortunately, a critical reappraisal of the social role of intellectuals has emerged in 

recent years, which has called into question longstanding prejudices about what 

constitutes an intellectual and what role they are to play in the public sphere. Stefan 

Collini has sought to unearth the levels of polemic the concept of the “intellectual” has 

accreted, to discover the rhetorical purpose behind deployment of the term. “Intellectual,” 

Collini argues, serves both as a cultural talisman for some and as a term of reproach for 

others, who criticize intellectuals as distant, elitist, or utopian, neglecting that they 

themselves are intellectuals.63 Jeremy Jennings has called into question our reflexive 
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association of intellectuals with political opposition as well.64 Bruce Robbins, 

meanwhile, has argued that the notion of intellectuals as autonomous has obscured the 

myriad ways in which intellectuals have been institutionally anchored throughout history. 

Intellectual pursuits always have some form of social anchor, and the relationship of 

individual to institutional framework is more complex than the simplistic sense of co-

optation of “free” intellectuals into static institutions.65 What unites Robbins, Jennings, 

and Collini is their suspicion of the ways in which prescriptions about intellectuals have 

masqueraded as descriptions of intellectuals. For Jennings, this has meant a particular 

political vision of the intellectual; for Collini, a particular cultural framework taken as a 

universal frame of reference; and for Robbins, an unrealistic and implausible ideal of 

autonomy from social forces. 

 This reappraisal of intellectuals is very suggestive for interpreting the nature of 

the public sphere in Germany in the first half of the nineteenth century, I would argue. 

First, it overturns traditional accounts in which intellectuals were necessarily defined by 

autonomy from powerful institutions. Historians have long known that intellectuals in 

Germany were more institutionally linked to the state than in Britain or France in the 

nineteenth century, in part because of the comparative lack of alternative means of 

economic support for intellectual activity. As Bodo Plachta argues, the German 

intelligentsia received its social position through the educational system, and thus the 

state. The state’s role in culture was consequently bound up with the position of the 
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intellectual in German society.66 At the same time, the period from 1819-1848 was 

marked by severe tension between the state and the intelligentsia, not despite but because 

of intellectuals’ numerous ties to state office. For German intellectuals, the challenge was 

two-fold: to fend off attacks on their public activity from authorities while forging greater 

connections with the people whom intellectuals hoped might form the basis of an 

engaged, politically conscious citizenry at the end of their process of political 

transformation.67 One effect of censorship, I argue, is to make this task more challenging, 

as censorship tended to reinforce a division between popular and elite manners of 

expression, despite the efforts of creative and far-sighted intellectuals to overcome the 

obstacles to greater political mobilization within the broader public. 

 A second way in which this reappraisal of intellectuals is useful for my 

investigation is that it offers a third alternative to the poles that predominated before: a 

highly restrictive ideal type assembled on the basis of a handful of notable examples, 

excluding a great deal of actual thinkers and writers who ought to belong to any 

reasonable category “intellectual,” and a comparatively capacious but shallow version of 

the category “intellectual” that means something like “thought worker.” 68 By broadening 

 
66 Plachta, Damnatur, toleratur, admittitur, 317. 
67 Professors and intellectuals in the Vormärz were especially subject to suspicion because of the prestige 
they enjoyed, which lent weight to their speech. Glossy, Literarische Geheimberichte, XIV. 
68 Stefan Collini offers a helpful schematic for the range of uses of the term. He posits three families of 
usages: sociological, subjective, and cultural. Of the three, the cultural and the sociological correspond 
respectively to the alternative uses I discuss. By the sociological sense, Collini means setting abstract 
criteria usually based upon education level and employment; the intellectual is merely a member of a 
socioeconomic group whose productive activity is characterized by discursive practices like holding 
lectures, editing newspapers, writing books, and so on. The cultural sense, which he argues is the dominant 
one in contemporary usage, refers specifically to figures whose culturally derived stature lends them 
legitimacy with which to address a wider public on issues of general concern. See his Stefan Collini, 
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the concept of the intellectual, their work enables us to include figures whose political 

activities did not conform to the defiant, oppositional tone associated with the classic 

intellectual in the Zola-Sartre mold. Intellectuals in this new sense might become not 

rare, austere figures, but ordinary features of the cultural life of societies.69 

 With respect to this study, one of my chief contentions is that any definition of 

“intellectual” capacious enough to be useful for describing the public culture of the 

German Confederation will not only contain a significant number of reform-oriented, 

publicly engaged Beamte, but also that within this group a further subset of them were 

censors. The content of their intellectual activity cannot be simply read from their role as 

censors. Censors were not especially likely to be reactionaries in comparison to other 

civil servants, just as civil servants, despite their undoubted possession of a sharply 

defined, self-conscious professional ideology by the nineteenth century, were not 

especially inclined towards political conservatism.  

 By terming censors “intellectuals” I neither claim some class-specific political 

opposition, nor merely note that their work entailed a great deal of reading. Rather, my 

argument is that in many cases (and not in others) the men who did the basic work of the 

censor—read, marking, and evaluating texts—were themselves experienced producers of 

public texts of all sorts, ranging from discipline specific academic works to books aimed 

at educated generalists to popular newspapers geared towards a broad literate audience. 

Despite the undoubted hostility of many of the Confederation’s leading political 
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authorities for the restive, unpredictable political press, the actual censors for the most 

part were not supportive of blanket crackdowns on the public political life of which they 

were an active part. 

 That many censors were intellectuals has another important implication: they 

were engaged with the milieu of German publishing in ways that gave them both 

sympathy and understanding for the challenges their own work presented for others. 

While political proclivities and stringency of oversight naturally varied from censor to 

censor, one thing that stands out when examining them as a group is the extent to which 

they believed in the state’s potentially constructive role in fostering public life. That 

desire for state servants to incite positive political action in addition to stifling destructive 

manifestations of it undergirds the ideology of censors. Where censors’ ideas were put to 

the test came in distinguishing the two to the satisfaction of other parties to censorship. 

Drawing and redrawing the boundaries of public speech would form the principal 

intellectual challenge for the Confederation’s censors. 

On the surface, the idea of a censor as an intellectual seems unlikely. As we have 

seen, the “traditional” intellectual is politically oppositional, geared towards public 

communication, and inspired by abstract conceptions of justice and truth. The censor 

seems to be therefore the Other of the intellectual, a creature of repression, secrecy, 

institutional servility, and obedience to arbitrary authority. Working from such a 

definition, the notion of the censor as an intellectual is absurd—except once one 

examines the actual careers of many censors in the German Confederation, those easy 

categories tend to break down. Individuals employed as censors one year might become 
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newspaper or journal publishers the next year. With censorship universally only a part-

time employment in the early nineteenth century, censors were usually employed in a 

variety of other forms of state service, including as university professors, librarians, and 

archivists. If we attend to their writings, we see individuals who proclaim their mission of 

fostering scholarship and public discourse, and a considerable degree of nuance in their 

views on the role the censorship plays in rendering a public possible. 

In conceiving of my project, I have also benefitted from prior attempts to 

understand censorship as an instance of intellectual activity. In “Censorship as a 

Vocation,” Dominic Boyer analyzes the role of censors in the German Democratic 

Republic. Boyer’s argument is ostensibly quite similar to my own, yet he argues that 

censors are intellectuals for different reasons than I do and thus produces a different kind 

of analysis. Boyer argues that censorship has always been conceived as the negative face 

of knowledge, the darkness that surrounds the light of scholarship and science.70 He 

challenges this conception by blurring the boundary between censorship and editing, 

which become different in degree rather than kind. From there he argues that censorship 

is thus a form of intellectual work, and that under certain historical formations the censor 

(qua censor) can be seen as an intellectual. The rest of the article is an explication of the 

official GDR understanding of censorship and the ways in which censors themselves 

(whose ideas are mostly gleaned from interviews) interpreted their work. Boyer argues 

that censors saw themselves as shaping public discourse in order to produce and 
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reproduce socialist social forms; their attention to linguistic precision as well as 

ideological conformity reveal the extent to which they saw themselves at least as 

participating in, rather than simply policing, communication. 

 I see the difference between what he is doing and what I want to argue largely in 

our usage of “intellectual.” Boyer adopts a quite liberal use of the sociological form of 

the intellectual—a “knowledge-specialist”—and does not offer much in the way of 

comment on why this is a preferred usage than the other possible forms. I argue, 

however, that the tension in those different usages (subjective and cultural) should not be 

prematurely eliminated through a stipulated definition. Insofar as “intellectual” solely 

means “knowledge-specialist,” calling censors intellectuals loses much of its puzzling 

and counter-intuitive nature. He recaptures this aspect and the uncomfortable irony of 

censors as intellectuals when he addresses the ways in which censors’ justification of 

intervening in order to speak for and perfect the discourse of others begins to resemble 

the lingering fears of academics themselves: “The articulation of communitarian horizons 

and/or the ventriloquization of an extant social collective are never far-removed from the 

capacity of the intellectual as specialist in generalization.”71 Where I differ from his 

approach is in offering not a sociological or categorical association of censors with 

intellectuals but rather an historical argument about why at a given time people might be 

recognized as intellectuals in a common-sense, intuitive usage of the word and also be 

censors, like the historian Wilhelm Wachsmuth or the more famous folklorist Jakob 
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Grimm. Boyer’s description that censors can be seen as intellectuals under certain 

historical formations suggests such an historical argument without really delivering it. 

 There are naturally pitfalls in both challenging the employment of prescriptive 

social scientific terms and employing an anachronistic word that would not be recognized 

by its designees. Yet I argue that “intellectual,” understood a certain way, is the most 

intelligible way to capture how my subjects’ society would see them. Censors were part 

of an educated elite (and had to be in order to fulfill their function of policing the written 

word). Many, though certainly not all, led the “life of the mind,” a vocational dedication 

to knowledge production and dissemination in their primary employment. We may 

understandably find their ideas of effective public discourse needlessly constraining and 

beholden to existing power arrangements. So did many of their contemporaries, not least 

among them Marx. The point is that seeing censors as intellectuals within the terms of 

their own society enables us to reexamine the knowledge systems of the early nineteenth 

century.  

 The system of discourse involved not only the newly emerging professional writer 

or the old-fashioned man of letters, but also a host of mediators, which included the 

publishing system, the social arenas of literary production, and the state through its 

censors. At least as it regards the early nineteenth century in Germany, the public sphere 

cannot be conceived of as by definition separate from and opposed to the state because of 

the extent of institutional interpenetration of state and society. Thus my employment of 

the term “intellectual” must be in the sense suggested by Robbins and Foucault, a kind of 
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specific, institutionally and/or socially anchored intellectual.72 Only such a usage, shorn 

of its prescriptive content yet self-reflexively aware of the ideological value behind its 

employment, can do justice to the historical complexity of censorship and communication 

in nineteenth-century Germany. 

ARCHITECTURE OF THE STUDY 

 
 This study proceeds through a series of case studies, each one focusing primarily 

on a particular state at a particular point in time, even as the influence and reach of other 

states and the Confederation itself is never ignored. Before beginning with the 

examination of the immediate implementation of the Carlsbad Decrees, however, it 

begins with an examination of why it is worthwhile and meaningful to study censorship 

at all. The first chapter offers an historiographical and methodological excursus on recent 

approaches to censorship that in some respects call into question the value of a focus on 

censorship as a formal, juridical practice. This chapter traces the outlines of the major 

understanding of the relationship between censorship and speech in liberal political 

theory and investigates challenges to this theory posed by Marxism and New Censorship 

Theory. While finding much merit in the new scholarship on censorship, it posits a new 

way of looking at censorship that employs insights into the working of structural 

censorship and its productive effects to reinvigorate the traditional study of state 

censorship. This new way of conceiving state censorship draws greater similarities 
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between traditional, state-centered censorship and forms of “structural” censorship, 

particularly the notion of “productive” censorship that undergirds the approach of this 

study. 

The second chapter picks up in the wake of the issuance of the Carlsbad Decrees 

and examines how states created Censorship Commissions as the central institution for 

coordinating the censorship of the press. This chapter analyzes specifically how Baden’s 

Censorship Commission formed and what issues it immediately faced. Baden offers a 

valuable window into the immediate implementation of the Decrees both because it was 

one of the enthusiastic proponents of censorship and because its geography and recent 

history made it highly susceptible to influences from beyond its borders. In this respect, 

Baden’s experience offers a heightened example of the challenges territorial systems of 

censorship faced when confronted with a publishing world that moved freely across 

borders. The chapter thus analyzes one of the first major problems to emerge was how to 

address foreign publications, which censors had less control over than those produced 

within their own state. By analyzing in detail the early experience of Baden’s censors for 

the Swiss Aarauer Zeitung, I argue that censors functioned as mediators between a 

transnational publishing and intellectual milieu and the foreign relations apparatuses of 

the German Confederation states. Censors filtered diplomatic complaints and inquiries 

through their own concerns about preserving state autonomy, a defined space for the 

public sphere, and the interests of local readers, publishers, and authors. 

 The 1820s have longed been seen as a repressive, politically quiescent period, one 

in which state censorship succeeded in crushing public life. In the third chapter, I 
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examine the extent to which the reactionary turn of 1819 stifled and inhibited public life. 

Examining the development of a political press in the Kingdom of Württemberg, I 

conclude that at least in a state like Württemberg, repression of public political life was 

seen as counterproductive. Unlike its western neighbor, Württemberg implemented the 

Carlsbad system reluctantly and partially. It therefore offers a valuable window into the 

limits of repression at its supposed height in the 1820s, as the development of political 

publishing in Württemberg proceeded despite the federally mandated implementation of 

prior restraint. As a result, I argue, the development of a political public consciousness 

proceeded, even in the “darkest days” of the 1820s, when German political life was 

alleged to have hibernated. This decade, I argue, provided the gestational period for the 

southwestern German variant of liberalism that would play a significant role in the 

decades to come; censorship, by mediating and tempering the nationalist opposition, 

opened a space for a kind of moderate liberalism that would underlay the more radical, 

assertive forms of opposition to come. 

 If the 1820s appeared tranquil, it is largely because the decade that followed was 

anything but. Despite state censorship and efforts to impede the formation of voluntary 

associations, the growth of a politicized intellectual culture proved impossible to forestall 

in the 1830s. Chapter Four investigates how censors responded to the rapid expansion in 

political commentary and the more strident and openly oppositional literature and 

journalism of the 1830s. Political activity across Europe spiked following the July 

Revolution in France, while the Hambach Festival of 1832 formed a rallying point for 

German liberals and nationalists. This chapter explores the intellectual and political 
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ferment of the 1830s in Bavaria’s Palatinate province, examining how the Deutsche 

Tribüne became one of the great vormärz political journals despite the numerous ways in 

which it was entangled with the interests and outlook of state servants broadly. While 

historians have focused on the legal specificity of the Palatinate to explain its role as an 

incubator for political radicalism, this chapter concludes instead that features of the 

Bavarian state and its relationship with its own educated, politically mobilized civil 

servants was more decisive in shaping the rapid politicization of ordinary people in the 

early 1830s. 

Censorship authorities in the years after Hambach sought for ways to foster what 

they saw as beneficial aspects of the new openness while warding off mounting threats of 

protest from the lower classes. Increasingly, the focus shifted from the fear of 

academically educated liberals to that of popular radicals; scholarly works seemed 

“safer” because of their narrow, elite audiences. How did censorship authorities respond, 

however, to scholarly works that appeared to resonate in the broader population? The 

fifth chapter examines how censors, publishers, and academics collectively came to 

define the boundaries of legitimate scholarship, using the case study of the Hallische 

Jahrbücher. To better understand the role of intellectuals in an era of pervasive 

censorship, I examine how censors functioned as intellectuals, and how this experience 

led the Jahrbücher’s censors to shelter it from attacks for years before it was banned by 

higher authorities. I investigate how censors’ ambiguous position within the field of 

literary production affected their intellectual output as well as their activities as censors, 

and what strategies they pursued to navigate the contradictions and challenges of being 
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intellectuals and state servants. Likewise, it analyzes how the Saxon state, one of those 

who received a written constitution after 1830, sought to balance the protection its 

privileged position in the literary market and its reputation as a center for intellectual life 

with the diplomatic demands of satisfying the Prussian government and containing the 

spread of political radicalism. 

Finally, the dissertation concludes by examining the changes in German public 

life between 1819 and 1848, focusing on the ways in which relationships between 

intellectuals, the publishing industry, and state officials had changed in the preceding 

decades and summarizing the way that censorship shaped the course of the 1848 

Revolution. By the late 1840s, censorship in its prevailing form had become anathema to 

an increasingly broad swath of the public. When revolution swept the German states in 

March 1848, one of the first acts of many of the new liberal ministries was to abolish 

preventive censorship and proclaim in bold terms freedom of the press.73 I also look 

beyond the Revolution, to examine the re-imposition of the German Confederation and 

its censorship in the 1850s. After the revolution splintered and eventually foundered, the 

forces of legitimacy and order moved to restore the pillars of their political control. 

Consequently, the question of censorship and state control of speech reemerged in the 

1850s. As it turned out, restored conservative governments either could or would not 

simply recreate Metternich's system of censorship; instead, the architects of post-1848 

Germany bowed to the inevitable and accepted the end of pre-publication censorship. 

 
73 Jonathan Sperber, The European Revolutions, 1848-1851 (Cambridge University Press, 2005); Eva 
Maria Werner, Die Märzministerien: Regierungen der Revolution von 1848/49 in den Staaten des 
Deutschen Bundes, (Göttingen: V & R Unipress, 2009).  
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Chapter One: Redefining Censorship 

 In recent decades, a powerful and expansive critique of the dominant paradigm 

for understanding freedom of speech and censorship has emerged, New Censorship 

Theory.74 In its simplest form, this approach to censorship stresses the multiplicity of 

forms of censorship and the creative, generative potential in an activity hitherto seen as 

purely repressive. Scholars such as Sue Curry Jansen and Nora Gilbert have engaged with 

concepts and arguments drawn from this approach to explore effects of censorship on the 

content and form of texts.75 In a different vein, scholars such as Annabel Patterson have 

demonstrated how the internalization of censorship in the form of self-censorship is not 

merely a common, but indeed a constitutive feature of the creation of literature as a 

distinct form of communication.76 The study of literature has engaged with censorship in 

a creative and novel way, drawing out new avenues of inquiry into the ways in which 

texts’ permeable boundaries are shaped by forces beyond those of the author. 

 Historians of censorship focusing on non-literary texts, like newspapers, political 

pamphlets, and argumentative non-fiction, however, have proven more reticent to 

embrace these trends. Since New Censorship Theory tends to expand the domain of the 

 
74 Though capitalization of the term “New Censorship Theory” tends to lend undue coherence and 
specificity to a diffuse and relatively uncodified set of arguments and practices, I adopt the most common 
method of representation, using capital letters. One aim of this study, to analyze the coherence and 
intellectual geneaology of New Censorship Theory, might be described semi-seriously as determining 
whether “New Censorship Theory” ought to be simply “new theories of censorship” instead. 
75 Nora Gilbert, Better Left Unsaid: Victorian Novels, Hays Code Films, and the Benefits of Censorship 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford Unviersity Press, 2013); Sue Curry Jansen, Censorship: The Knot That Binds 
Power and Knowledge (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988). 
76 For Patterson, censorship not only contributes to literary qualities such as allusive language, irony, and 
metaphor, but also to the open-ended experience of the readers’ construction of meaning; by making their 
writings more oblique to avoid censorial detection, writers open the door for a greater space of 
interpretation for readers. Annabel M. Patterson, Censorship and Interpretation: The Conditions of Writing 
and Reading in Early Modern England (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1984), 18. 
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term, to encompass a growing share of regulative practices and structures that shape the 

form and content of communication, many historians of censorship have sought to defend 

a more traditional, bounded sense of the term. These critics have a point: New Censorship 

Theory does stretch traditional meanings of the word “censorship.” Consequently, many 

historians have feared that the loosening of semantic standards might lead to a loss of the 

concept’s explanatory clarity and power. As Robert Post argues, “The challenge is thus to 

preserve the analytic force of the new scholarship without sacrificing the values and 

concerns of more traditional accounts.”77 Meeting Post’s challenge entails, I argue, 

retracing the roots of New Censorship Theory, to recover the valuable insights often lost 

in the debate over whether or not it is appropriate in any given case to apply the term 

“censorship.” 

 Though there are surprisingly no synthetic theoretical texts laying out a singular 

“New Censorship Theory,” a handful of principles underlying this approach have been 

remarkably consistent.78 The central insight of New Censorship Theory has been to recast 

censorship from a negative, repressive force, concerned only with prohibiting, silencing, 

and erasing, to a productive force that creates new forms of discourse, new forms of 

communication and new genres of speech. By “productive,” scholars mean generative or 

 
77 Robert Post, ed., Censorship and Silencing: Practices of Cultural Regulation (Los Angeles: Getty 
Research Institute for the History of Art and the Humanities, 1998), 4. 
78 The most commonly cited works laying out aspects of New Censorship Theory tend to be edited 
collections. See especially Richard Burt, ed., The Administration of Aesthetics: Censorship, Political 
Criticism, and the Public Sphere (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1994); Post, Censorship 
and Silencing; and the introduction to Beate Müller, ed., Censorship & Cultural Regulation in the Modern 
Age (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2004); For an introduction to New Censorship Theory that is especially effective 
at outlining the ways in which it comports with theories stressing the constructedness and contingency of 
individual selfhood and autonomy, see Helen Freshwater, “Towards a Redefinition of Censorship,” in 
Müller, Censorship & Cultural Regulation, 225-45. 
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fecund, not necessarily salutary—though not exclusively baleful, either. In this respect 

the debt to Michel Foucault, especially his History of Sexuality, Volume One, is most 

apparent: Foucault famously argues in that work that Victorian censoriousness about 

sexuality actually served as an “incitement to discourse.”79 New Censorship Theory thus 

generalizes this finding to see other forms of ostensible repression as de facto incitements 

to new forms of speech. 

 Additionally, New Censorship Theory posits state censorship not as the sole form 

of censorship, but rather as only a subset. In addition to state censorship, New Censorship 

Theory posits a broader domain of censorship, which includes “structural” forms of 

censorship based upon the effects of the market, ingrained cultural languages and 

grammars, and other forms of impersonal boundaries on acceptable (and indeed 

intelligible) speech. In this respect, Bourdieu’s influence becomes more evident, 

especially his argument that self-censorship and other unreflective and/or impersonal 

modes of censorship are ultimately more powerful and significant than overt formal 

repression.80 Bourdieu’s idea of the “field” of cultural production, determined as much 

by rules and structures as by the actions and intentions of the participants, is a crucial 

element of this redefinition of censorship. There are, of course, significant overlaps in 

Foucault’s notion of discourse and Bourdieu’s conception of the “field”—both, for our 

purposes, envision of bodies of knowledge and domains of power as bounded structures 

 
79 Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality. Volume 1, An Introduction (New York: Vintage Books, 
1990), 17.  
80 Pierre Bourdieu, Language and Symbolic Power, trans. John B. Thompson et al (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1991). 
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produced by rules formal and informal, conscious and sub-consciously habitual.81 These 

rules frequently involve the state and its formal, juridical power, but both Bourdieu and 

Foucault stress the ways in which power takes on much more ostensibly consensual, 

often invisible, and thus more effective forms through the cultural and social authority of 

non-state actors as well.  

 Finally, New Censorship Theory has overturned a paradigmatic model in which 

censorship constitutes an extraordinary, repressive intervention into the default norm of 

“free speech,” a violation of a natural freedom usually, if not exclusively, undertaken by 

agents of the state. In place of the dichotomy of free speech and censorship, New 

Censorship Theory offers a conception of censorship as a ubiquitous, even necessary part 

of communication. Though she is skeptical of the use of the term “censorship” to 

describe this process, believing, correctly in my view, that it has brought as much 

confusion as it has clarity, Judith Butler has advanced this argument most effectively. 82 

In her view, communication only becomes possible through processes that structure 

thought, foreclosing openness in order to render thought communicable. Productive, 

structural, necessary: censorship in the hands of New Censorship Theory thus becomes 

 
81 Though these threads run throughout their works, two of the clearest introductions to these aspects of 
their respectives ouevres are Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human 
Sciences, (New York: Vintage Books, 1994); Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production: Essays on 
Art and Literature, trans. Randal Johnson (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993); Pierre Bourdieu, 
Homo Academicus (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1988); This is not to say, of course, that the 
concepts are interchangeable; a cogent analysis of these differences appears in Manu Chander, “Art Fights: 
The Persistence of Controversy in Modern Aesthetics,” in Richard Howells et al., eds., Outrage: Art, 
Controversy, and Society (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2012), 296.  
82 Judith Butler, Excitable Speech : A Politics of the Performative (New York: Routledge, 1997). 
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almost unrecognizable to the classic images of censorship, such as the Index Librorum 

Prohibitorum or the Nazi banning of so-called “degenerate art.” 

 In order to provide theoretical grounding for my interpretation of censorship in 

the Vormärz, I would like to examine in this chapter the roots of the tension over New 

Censorship Theory’s redefinition of censorship, exploring the creative potential of the 

theory as well as its deficiencies in the eyes of many historians. To begin, I will outline a 

few of the major tenets of what I call the “liberal conception of censorship”; for the most 

part, this understanding of censorship is hegemonic in modern liberal societies, and 

debates over censorship take place within a field of possible exercises of censorship 

characterized by conscious agreement about what role all participants in censorship are 

playing. Because of the widespread acceptance of the liberal conception of censorship, 

the terrain to be surveyed here is vast; much of the nuance of the (near) consensus view 

of censorship will be necessarily flattened out. The map laid out, though, will hopefully 

provide the straight line by which we can better measure the deviations represented by 

New Censorship Theory and its antecedents. 

 The deeper background of New Censorship Theory is the second object of this 

study, the Marxist roots of critique of liberal notions of free speech. Many of the most 

significant features of New Censorship Theory, including skepticism over the notion of 

“free speech” within civil society and the focus upon impersonal and structural forms of 

power over communication, emerge naturally from the critiques of Marx and later 

thinkers like Gramsci and Althusser. As I argue, one of the New Censorship Theory’s 

principle innovations is to renovate old Marxian concepts by abandoning class as the 
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master category for constructing social reality in favor of a more polyvalent sense of 

power/knowledge.83 Jansen has drawn our attention, for instance, to the ways in which 

Marxist critiques of the liberal public sphere can lead to novel conclusions when 

detached from a system of investigation in which class is privileged above all other social 

constructs.84 

 Having traced lines of development in both the modern liberal conception of 

censorship and its most significant challenges, I will examine how and where New 

Censorship Theory has changed the way scholars have employed the concept of 

censorship, why certain scholars have resisted its redefinition of censorship, and how 

historians can write histories of censorship in light of the promise and pitfalls of New 

Censorship Theory. I argue that the problems of New Censorship Theory are best 

addressed by extending its logic further into the analysis of state censorship, which New 

Censorship Theory has tended to bracket into a separate category. Where critics have 

seen the expansion of the term “censorship” as a threat to the integrity of the concept, in 

my view we ought to be exploring the ways in which New Censorship Theory can 

reinvigorate older concepts. The state of present debate has focused upon defining which 

acts counts as censorship; rethinking New Censorship Theory might enable us instead to 

re-imagine how censorship in its traditional, state-centered sense functions. The analysis 

to follow will demonstrate precisely why this is an attractive option for historians 

grappling with a host of questions about the integrity of texts, the meaning of authorship, 

 
83 Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy: Towards a Radical Democratic 
Politics (London: Verso, 1985), 86. 
84 Jansen, Censorship, 94. 
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and the role of repression and state “intervention” in the formation and functioning of the 

public sphere. 

 To study censorship naturally requires situating it within an understanding of the 

contours of communication within a given society and of the ways in which power 

enables, shapes, and constrains discourse. No study of censorship, thus, can evade the 

question of censorship’s role within the broader domain of public discourse or 

communication. In this respect, theories of censorship, I argue, are necessarily also 

theories of public communication. Where censorship is envisioned as an external 

aberration, civil society is more likely to be described as a sphere of autonomous 

individuals interacting consensually. Conceptions of censorship stressing its ubiquity and 

productivity, on the contrary, often argue for the social determination of individuals, 

whose space for “agency” is either severely bounded or, more tellingly, entirely illusory. 

What we believe about censorship often reveals how we understand society and the self. 

THE LIBERAL CONCEPTION OF CENSORSHIP 

 
 Before analyzing critiques of liberal civil society, it is worth sketching the 

contours of the conception of censorship that still dominates contemporary thought. In 

modern liberal societies, freedom of speech, in the abstract, is understood as a 

fundamental human right, and its abridgement, in the form of state censorship, is 

imagined as an unjust, coercive act of tyranny. For instance, Article 19 of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights in the U.N. Charter enshrines the principle of freedom of 

expression as such: “Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this 
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right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and 

impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.”85 

Increasingly, international NGOs dedicated to human rights have developed indices of 

press freedom and individual liberty, which rank nations on the basis of both laws as well 

as the degree of informal state control of the media; such indices as the Freedom House 

Report on Press Freedom categorize and rate the actions of states throughout the world 

with respect to the imposition of state censorship.86 An entire infrastructure of NGOs, 

think tanks, and conferences exists to promote and safeguard freedom of expression from 

the power of states.87 

 Perhaps the most visible and explicit form of censorship that has largely 

disappeared in the West is prior restraint, the requirement of government approval before 

publication. Once practically universal, the practice of preventive government censorship 

began to fall out of favor on the European continent in the course of the nineteenth 

century, though remnants of prior restraint lingered well into the twentieth century. The 

last vestiges of prior restraint in the U.K., theatre censorship under the purview of the 

Lord Chamberlain, did not disappear until 1968, while the office of the censor in Spain 

 
85 The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr (accessed March 21, 
2014). 
86 The most recent available report, which contains archival data for several decades is available at the 
Freedom House website. “Freedom of the Press,” http://freedomhouse.org/report-types/freedom-press 
(accessed March 21, 2014). 
87 The freedom of the press is consequently measured primarily in terms of its independence from state 
control; corporate consolidation of control over broadcast media in particular does not factor into such 
indices. That is not to say that activists and intellectuals are not concerned with other forms of control over 
news media, whether in the form of corporate interests or organized pressure groups. A host of “media 
watchdog” groups research and highlight the ways in which advertisers, publishers, and other entities shape 
and distort media; my argument is simply that traditional notions of censorship view such practices as 
distinct from censorship, while New Censorship Theory sees them as the essence of structural censorship. 
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was only abolished in 1966, though the press remained under watchful eyes until after 

Franco’s death.88 For the post-Communist states of Eastern Europe, the disappearance of 

the mechanisms of Soviet domination has not quickly and painlessly produced transitions 

to a “free press.”89 At the heart of the old Soviet Union, Russia has witnessed a 

reemergence of state control of the media without requiring the recreation of formal 

censorship offices.90 Even third-world, authoritarian nations like Burma (Myanmar) have 

scrapped the practice of prior restraint, eliminating the role of censor in favor of a 

licensing regime, in many ways recapitulating the censorship trajectory of nineteenth-

century European nations like France and Germany.91 Naturally, state intervention into 

communicative practice continues, though in new forms. Such entanglements of the state 

and the public sphere simply assume different forms from the traditional picture of the 

censor, cutting and amending texts before they receive the government’s imprimatur.92 

 
88 Dominic Shellard, Steve Nicholson, and Miriam Handley, The Lord Chamberlain Regrets—: A History 
of British Theatre Censorship (London: British Library, 2004); Anthony Aldgate, Censorship and the 
Permissive Society: British Cinema and Theatre, 1955-1965 (Oxford: Oxford University Press1995); 
Anthony Aldgate and James C. Robertson, Censorship in Theatre and Cinema (Edinburgh: Edinburgh 
University Press, 2005); Michael Thompson, Performing Spanishness: History, Cultural Identity and 
Censorship in the Theatre of José María Rodríguez Méndez (Chicago: Intellect, 2007). 
89 Nike Kocijančič-Pokorn, “(Post)communist Censorship in Translation - Religion as a Taboo,” Tradition 
versus Modernity, 2008, 175–85; Walter, Tlostanova, M.V. Mignolo, Double Critique: Knowledges and 
Scholars at Risk in Post-Soviet Societies (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2006); Patrick H. O’Neil, 
ed., Post-Communism and the Media in Eastern Europe (Hoboken: Taylor and Francis, 2014). 
90 Jan Ekecrantz and Kerstin Olofsson, Russian Reports: Studies in Post-communist Transformation of 
Media and Journalism (Stockholm, 2000). 
91 Thomas Fuller, “Chief Censor in Myanmar Caps His Red Pen,” The New York Times, September 21, 
2012, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/09/22/world/asia/myanmars-chief-censor-is-closing-his-
office.html?pagewanted=all (accessed March 12, 2014). To note the similarities between the role of the 
censor under junta-controlled Burma and that of, for instance, Metternichian central Europe, compare with 
Robert Justin Goldstein, Political Censorship. 
92 In some cases, censorship has been seen as a necessary form of silence in societies that have undergone 
traumas. See for instance, Jennifer Keating-Miller, “Testimony and Theater: The Controversy of Truth-
Telling in Post-Apartheid South Africa and Post-Conflict Northern Ireland,” in Howells, Ritivoi, and 
Schachter, Outrage, 207-22.  
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 Yet the liberal consensus on censorship extends far beyond increasing skepticism 

about prior restraint; most fundamental is the broadly shared definition of what 

“censorship” connotes, who or what can be said to exercise it, and, perhaps most 

crucially, what lies outside of censorship, the imagined space of un-repressed, un-

censored “free speech.” With notable exceptions to be considered shortly, this liberal 

conception undergirds both proponents of state action to regulate speech (who may 

indeed be found across the ideological spectrum) and opponents of state action to repress 

or punish speech deemed offensive, harmful, or impermissible.93 That is, most debate 

over state censorship turns on questions of harm: does a given instance of speech cause 

enough harm to overrule the presumption in favor of a right to communicate?94 

 This liberal conception hinges on several major understandings regarding 

censorship, with room for individual elaborations among the variety of thinkers within 

the tradition. First, in a normative dimension, censorship is conceived as the abridgement 

by authoritative institutions of an individual’s natural right to communicate. Such an 

abridgement may be defensible given specific circumstances; most liberal democratic 

states opt to leave such a decision to courts, which means that most censorship policy in 

the contemporary West is determined, in some form or another, by judicial precedent and 

not positive legislative action.95 

 
93 Post, Censorship and Silencing. 
94 Abigail Levin, The Cost of Free Speech: Pornography, Hate Speech and Their Challenge to Liberalism 
(New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2010); Marjorie Heins, Not in Front of the Children: “Indecency,” 
Censorship and the Innocence of Youth (New York: Hill and Wang, 2001). 
95 For an interesting, granular view of how the process of judicial takeover of censorship functioned in the 
context of the American South, see Whitney Strub, “Black and White and Banned All Over: Race, 
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 Censorship is also conceived as a specifically coercive action, which in liberal 

political thought typically means an abridgement of freedom achieved against the will of 

the individual through repressive means.96 Since most liberal political thought views 

market transactions as consensual arrangements between formal equals, in which 

restrictions upon natural liberty are justified insofar as they are voluntarily agreed upon, 

more impersonal, structural features like market demand, the concentration of the means 

of communication in corporate hands, etc. are not considered censorship.97 Moreover, 

while in theory any number of organized social actors might exercise coercive control 

over speech, in practice censorship is generally a state monopoly, based upon the 

responsibility of the state to balance personal liberties with preventing harm through the 

restriction of the scope of individual liberties. 

 Yet this was not always the case. The liberal conception of censorship emerged in 

the specific context of Enlightenment thinkers resisting the censorial authority of the 

church.98 The work of Robert Darnton and historians of the book like Adrian Johns has 

 
Censorship and Obscenity in Postwar Memphis,” Journal of Social History, Vol. 40, No. 3 (Spring, 2007), 
pp. 685-715. 
96 One of the best modern exemplars of this vision is Judith Shklar, whose depiction of the liberalism of 
fear—the development of liberal political arrangements to forestall cruelty and coercion by powerful 
actors—is canonical. Judith Shklar, Ordinary Vices (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1984). 
97 Nietzsche recognized early on how structural, impersonal forces might conspire to exercise the same 
effects as formal censorship. The market, he argued, may offer incentives not only to speech, but also to 
selective silences, which, in the aggregate, works to forestall entire avenues of thought. “Because it seems 
almost a matter of indifference morally whether one writes one more line or fails to write it, perhaps 
moreover without one’s name being attached to it, anyone possessing money and influence can transform 
any opinion into public opinion.” Friedrich Nietzsche, Human, All Too Human: A Book for Free Spirits, 
trans. Marion Faber et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 164. 
98 While the Enlightenment witnessed the flowering of theories of free speech, the lineage of this theory 
stretches back at least to Milton’s Areopagitica of 1644. In fact, there were other contemporary 
justifications of free speech as well in the works of the Levellers also in the 1640s. The sudden collapse of 
censorship authorities in England after the flight of Charles I laid the foundations for the English 
experience of “press freedom;” in this sense, as David Zaret argues, the practice of free speech outstripped 
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demonstrated the extent to which enlightenment thinkers and state officials cooperated as 

much as often as not, with challenges to the existing order of censorship frequently 

emerging from decidedly grittier and often overtly libelous Grub Street sources.99 

Moreover, arguments for free speech cannot be separated in the eighteenth century from 

the broader issue of religious toleration. Demands for a relaxation of censorship and the 

removal of the power to censor from the church predated the campaign against absolutist 

state control of communication, though the concepts developed to justify heterodox 

religious and philosophical speculation would eventually form the basis of pleas for 

greater freedom to engage in political and social discussion as well.100  

 It was thus largely in the nineteenth century, after the effective “secularization” of 

censorship was largely complete, that state censorship became the major target of liberal 

critique.101 The 1848 Revolutions represent one clear manifestation of how crucial 

opposition to censorship was in the broader political programme of liberalism.102 Yet the 

 
its theoretical justification. See Origins of Democratic Culture; see also Debora Shuger, Censorship and 
Cultural Sensibility: The Regulation of Language in Tudor-Stuart England (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2006) for a more critical view, asserting that public debate in Stuart England was so 
contaminated by scurrilous hate speech that calling it a “public sphere” is a misnomer.  
99 Robert Darnton, The Literary Underground of the Old Regime (Cambridge, MA, Harvard University 
Press, 1982); Adrian Johns, The Nature of the Book: Print and Knowledge in the Making (Chicago, 
University of Chicago Press, 2009); As Sophia Rosenfeld points out, one debate opened by the historians of 
the book was whether strict formal censorship actually masked the ineffectiveness of the institutions 
designed to carry out censorship. See her “Writing the History of Censorship in the Age of Enlightenment” 
in Daniel Gordon, ed., Postmodernism and the Enlightenment: New Perspectives in Eighteenth-Century 
French Intellectual History (New York: Routledge, 2001), 121. In his investigation of the publication 
history of the Enlightenment-era intellectual Johann Schmidt, Paul Spalding recounts how the German 
philosopher and critic Johann Gottsched used his power as a censor at the University of Leipzig to suppress 
orthodox attacks on his Wertheim Bible. See his Seize the Book, Jail the Author, 115. 
100 Robert Goldstein, War for the Public Mind. 
101 Schneider, Pressefreiheit. 
102 Jonathan Sperber, The European Revolutions, 1848-1851; Karl Wegert, German Radicals Confront the 
Common People: Revolutionary Politics and Popular Politics, 1789-1849 (Mainz: Verlag Philipp von 
Zabern, 1992). 
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general fact of liberal opposition to censorship should in no way imply that ostensibly 

liberal states or political parties invariably behaved in a manner befitting their official 

stances on the freedom of expression.103 Especially in the nineteenth century, liberals 

also developed sophisticated justifications for the state's continued regulation of certain 

aspects of the public sphere.104 German liberals are especially noteworthy for the 

arguments they constructed justifying not a divorce of the state and the public sphere, but 

the necessary role of state support in saving intellectuals from reliance upon wealthy 

patrons, market forces, and the church as sources of support.105  

 For our purposes, the most significant contribution of liberals’ campaign to 

overturn state censorship was the specific form they gave to the concept. Liberalism in 

the nineteenth century offered a definition of censorship that continues to influence not 

only historians, but also much contemporary public discussion of free speech and its 

limits. In its outlines, this conception of censorship focuses on state actors exercising 

coercive control over public media and communicative acts; in the battle against 

ecclesiastical censorship, liberals won a smashing political victory, and by the twentieth 

century, the existence of things like the Index became an awkward embarrassment for the 

 
103 Robert Alexander, Re-Writing the French Revolutionary Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press 2003), 10–11. 
104 As Daniel McMillan argues, mid-century liberals did not want the autonomy of civil society from the 
state but rather the harmonious cooperation of the two. The basis would be a shared recognition of the 
common good and not the striving and contestation of rival viewpoints of democratic politics. See his 
“Energy, Willpower, and Harmony: On the Problematic Relationship between State and Civil Society in 
Nineteenth-Century Germany” in Frank Trentmann, ed., Paradoxes of Civil Society: New Perspectives on 
Modern German and British History (New York, 2000), 177. 
105 La Vopa, “The Politics of Enlightenment,” 51. 
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Catholic Church.106 While non-state actors can engage in censorial behavior—staging 

book burnings, protesting “profane” performances, or threatening people who say 

unpopular or controversial things in public—these activities do not in themselves 

constitute censorship unless backed by force of law.107 

 In this view, censorship represents the negative image of a communicative space 

of autonomy and legally-sanctioned public communication without state interference: 

“free speech.” While censorship is a relatively well-defined and understood phenomenon, 

the meaning of free speech is ambiguous within liberal theory. Liberal opponents of 

censorship rhetorically contrasted its repressive qualities with an imagined sphere of 

communicative autonomy, but left the tolerable degree of non-state repression relatively 

unspecified. Mill, for instance, in On Liberty argues in favor of a strong degree of not 

only freedom from state coercion, but also public tolerance and social acceptance of a 

broad spectrum of opinion. “[Censorship] is as noxious, or more noxious, when exercised 

in accordance with public opinion, than when in opposition to it.”108 Where Mill speaks 

of rights, however, his justification is a familiar utilitarian paean to the virtues of the free 

market of ideas, and he advocates for limits where speech acts produce direct harms to 

others. 

 
106 Una Cadegan, All Good Books Are Catholic Books: Print Culture, Censorship, and Modernity in 
Twentieth-Century America, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2013). 
107 That is not to say that the word “censorship” has only ever been applied to state authorities. The role of 
private coercion and control of speech is a difficult one for liberal political theory to address, in part 
because freedom of speech also grants the right to silence and suppress speech on the part of private actors, 
through a variety of means. Economic coercion aimed at suppressing speech undergirds behaviors as 
ethically and practically divergent as consumer boycotts, blacklists of political dissidents, parents’ 
associations dedicated to policing the display of obscene literature, and employer and school speech codes. 
Understandably, the desire to silence certain kinds of harmful speech is found on both the left and right of 
contemporary western societies; the major difference comes to the role that the state ought to play. 
108 John Stuart Mill, On Liberty (Boston: Bedford St. Martin’s , 2008), 35. 
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 Moreover, liberals consistently opposed censorship as an abstraction while 

necessarily finding reasons to condone specific manifestations of censorship, often on a 

case-by-case basis. The principle behind such individual exceptions to a general 

predisposition against censorship is for the most part utilitarian: speech acts which cause 

undue harm (especially those likely to manifest in acts of physical violence) might 

justifiably be censored, provided the harm caused by the speech outweighs the harm 

caused by violating the general proscription against censorship. A night-watchman state, 

seeking only to guard the rights of individuals from infringement by others, has not only 

an interest but a positive duty to police such instances of direct harm from speech—in 

Oliver Wendell Holmes’ unavoidable analogy, “shouting fire in a crowded theatre.”109 

Naturally, in liberal theory specifying that harm simply replicated the challenge of 

determining the boundaries of speech rights at one level removed. This dynamic has 

ensured that debates over censorship in liberal societies have usually centered on the 

degree of harm permissible by certain speech acts.110 

 While free speech thus remained a point of ambiguity and contention for 

liberalism, the definition of censorship as state action to regulate and control speech 

became increasingly associated with repression and unjustified infringement of individual 

 
109 For an illuminating discussion of how the application of harm theory de-politicizes political speech, see 
this post from an unpublished manuscript by Elaine Schrecker and Corey Robin, “Falsely Shouting Fire in 
a Theater: How a Forgotten Labor Struggle Became a National Obsession and Emblem of Our 
Constitutional Faith,” Coreyrobin.com, February 17, 2013, http://coreyrobin.com/2013/02/17/falsely-
shouting-fire-in-a-theater-how-a-forgotten-labor-struggle-became-a-national-obsession-and-emblem-of-
our-constitutional-faith (accessed March 22, 2014). 
110 The Centrality of the Millian “Harm Principle” to liberal thought has commanded a significant amount 
of scholarly attention. For a good recent examination of the potential meanings of the concept, see Piers 
Norris Turner, “‘Harm’ and Mill’s Harm Principle,” Ethics, Vol. 124, No. 2 (January 2014), pp. 299-326. 
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rights. In this light, censorship represents backwardness and a benighted state of 

exception to the trends of political modernity.111 Consequently, the past struggles of 

states on the road to a liberal political order illuminate the struggles of contemporary 

societies laboring under censorship.112 By the twentieth century, the battle over state 

censorship in liberal western societies was largely “won,” and continuing public conflict 

over censorship was as likely to emerge from organized private interests seeking to spur 

the state, consumers, and/or distributors of objectionable material to action, rather than a 

dedicated effort on the part of state bureaucracies in opposition to a relatively unified 

civil society.113 In actual historical example, naturally, liberal politicians, political 

activists, and governments have found a myriad of exceptions to the general rule of 

opposition to state censorship. What remains, however, is the binarism of 

freedom/censorship and the conviction that censorship connotes the state’s action to limit 

a natural right.  

 It is not difficult to see why the liberal conception of censorship would confine 

censorship to state activity as much as possible. As a political philosophy, liberalism 

seeks to stipulate and limit state power both to act coercively as well as to act to protect 

many forms of private coercion within civil society. Most modern liberal societies, for 

 
111 One point of complication for this interpretation is the lingering question of whether the we can 
meaningfully compare censorship regimes across state forms. Scholars continue to face challenges in 
discovering how censorship worked in practice in early modern states, whose extensive legal strictures on 
speech coincided with spotty implementation by the state. Plachta, Damnatur, toleratur, admittitur, 12. 
112 Robert Goldstein, for instance, draws parallels between nineteenth century countries like France and 
Russia and twentieth century counterparts like South Africa and Taiwan, where practices of evasion and 
responses from authorities echo those of a century before in Europe. Goldstein, Political Censorship, xvii. 
113 For a relatively recent paradigmatic case of such organizations, see Maria Fontenot and Chad Harriss, 
“Building a Better PIG: A Historical Survey of the PMRC and Its Tactics,” Media, Culture, and Society 32, 
no. 4 (2010): 565–80. 
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instance, differentiate state censorship from private action to silence speech through non-

violent means. Employers, for instance, hold substantial power over the speech of their 

employees in many liberal societies; even consumers might exercise a chilling influence 

on the speech of corporations, who risk offending segments of the market with 

inflammatory speech.114 Thus, as George Marcus argues, private property rights are a 

major way in which liberal states support private claims to coercive authority over 

speech.115 Free speech is thus limited with respect to private relationships and alienable 

through contracts. These forms of regulation involve private actors, whose interactions 

within civil society are conceived as purely voluntary, free of impermissible coercion.116 

Over the course of the nineteenth century in particular, censorship transformed from a 

mostly neutral description of authoritative consultation and regulation of public speech, 

to a pejorative term for arbitrary state intervention in a free interchange of public 

speech.117 For both principled and pragmatic reasons, liberal political theorists and 

activists championed constitutional protections for free speech and the abolition of 

 
114 Sue Curry Jansen, “Ambiguities and Imperatives of Market Censorship: The Brief History of a Critical 
Concept,” Westminster Papers in Communication and Culture (London, 2010), Vol. 7(2): 12-30. 
115 The belief in robust private property rights underwrites the belief in the inviolability of contracts, and a 
primary purpose of the state in liberal theory is to enforce those contracts. If contracts are the voluntary, yet 
binding agreement of two legal equals, then employers may seek to curtail employee speech, since their 
association is purely voluntary.  See George Marcus, “Censorship in the Heart of Difference: Cultural 
Property, Indigenous Peoples’ Movements, and Challenges to Western Liberal Thought,” in Post, 
Censorship and Silencing, 221-46. 
116 A major feature of ongoing discussion that characterizes liberal political philosophy is precisely 
defining what constitutes force or coercion. Largely in response to the challenges of workers’ movements 
and socialist politics, left-liberals in Europe and the United States adopted a broad reading of private 
coercion to support a host of policies that circumscribed property rights in order to address coercion 
exercised by private actors. American legal scholar Cass Sunstein bases his argument for government 
circumscription of “harmful” speech on precisely this twentieth-century extension of liberalism, calling for 
a “New Deal for speech.” See Cass R. Sunstein, Democracy and the Problem of Free Speech (New York: 
The Free Press, 1995), 16. 
117 On the etymology and connotations of “Zensur” in the German-speaking realm, see  Arnold, 
Pressefreiheit und Zensur; Goldstein, Political Censorship. 
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censorship, even if, as we shall soon see, they did so with many caveats and exceptions 

allowing for state intervention when executed under legal norms. 

THE MARXIST CHALLENGE TO LIBERAL CIVIL SOCIETY 

 
 Before New Censorship Theory, the principle criticism of the liberal conception 

of censorship, and indeed of liberal civil society as a sphere of individual freedom as a 

whole, arose from the Marxist tradition. As Jürgen Habermas demonstrates, Marx’s 

critique of the liberal public sphere drew heavily from Hegel’s analysis of how the public 

sphere of formally autonomous, rational actors concealed social inequality, which made 

the reality of public speech sharply diverge from the ideal realm of equality imagined in 

liberal theory.118 Marx and his intellectual heirs, reflecting the Enlightenment heritage 

they ultimately shared with liberals, do little for the most part to challenge the basic 

understanding of censorship as repressive state action to control thought. Marxist social 

theory, however, places censorship within a completely new context, one which radically 

alters the meaning of censorship and suggests in particular that the absence of formal 

state censorship does not necessarily equate with “free speech.” As we shall see, many of 

the significant theoretical contributions of New Censorship Theory are anticipated in 

Marxism.  

 Marx's critique of liberal civil society has become one of the most contentious 

features of his intellectual legacy. Critics of Marx’s conception of the public sphere have 

sought the origins of pervasive state censorship and propaganda in the Soviet bloc in 

 
118 Habermas, Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, 118. 
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Marx's conflation of civil society with market capitalism. In challenging the foundational 

beliefs of the liberal public sphere, Alvin Gouldner has argued, Marx left open the door 

to an instrumental view of public communication that privileged the political and social 

goals of party dictatorships over citizens’ freedom of communication.119 For defenders of 

Marx like Hanno Hardt, however, Marx offers a consistent valorization of free public 

communication as essential to the full realization of humanity. Hardt describes Marx’s 

newspaper and journal articles on censorship in the 1840s as “cornerstones of resistance 

to official attempts to manipulate the understanding of freedom as license to act and to 

suggest that truth is relative and determinable by public authorities.”120 What is clear is 

that the issue of press freedom was not abstract for Marx: some of his earliest experiences 

as a public intellectual consisted in tangling with and evading Prussian and Saxon 

censors.121 

 For Marx and the intellectual tradition he inspired, the major problem with the 

liberal conception of censorship is its narrow focus on state coercion. The liberal 

movement of his own day fought against state coercion and control of public 

communication, a battle Marx also joined early in his career.122 While the state does act 

 
119 Alvin Ward Gouldner, The Two Marxisms: Contradictions and Anomalies in the Development of 
Theory, (New York: Seabury, 1982), 355. 
120 Hanno Hardt, “Communication is Freedom: Karl Marx on Press Freedom and Censorship.” Javnost, 
Vol. 7, no. 4 (November 2000), 85-100. 
121 Early in his career, Marx addresses censorship explicitly, as evading the Prussian censors exhausted a 
great deal of his intellectual energies. Some of Marx’s first published work addresses this challenge 
through an examination of the censorship history of the Hallische Jahrbücher, the house organ of the 
Young Hegelian movement to which Marx belonged. His valorization of the free press in the Rheinische 
Zeitung, especially its role in the intellectual cultivation of the human being, is recognizable in the terms of 
Humboldtian neo-idealism. Marx adds, though, the contention that this cultivation enhances class 
consciousness. 
122 Ziegler, Literarische Zensur, 28. 
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as a repressive force in Marxist theory, though, it does not do so at the expense of civil 

society but at its behest. That is, for Marx, civil society as a sphere of market 

relationships constitutes exploitation disguised as consensual, contractual behavior. In 

Marxist thought, the state no longer assumes the central role it did in the liberal 

conception of censorship, becoming only a manifestation, albeit an important one, of 

logically prior social contradictions in the realm of production. Ruling economic classes 

replace absolutist states as the principal agents of repression, and their tools change as 

well to include not only censorship and repression, but also manipulation, distortion, and 

mystification. In lieu of censorship as the predominant source of distortion in intellectual 

life, Marxism breathes new life into an older concept: ideology. 

 Marx’s challenge to liberal theory posits a contradiction between formal equality 

in bourgeois civil society and actual social inequality among speakers in the public 

sphere. Later in his career, Marx had comparatively little to say about censorship. In 

place of the unity with progressive liberals in opposition to state censorship in the 1840s, 

Marx's efforts to grapple with the ways in which the ruling class maintains its power and 

control led him to look away from overt state control. Instead, Marx began to investigate 

the variety of means by which representations and perceptions of social reality can be 

systematically distorted in ways favorable to the maintenance of the status quo. From this 

examination comes Marx's theory of ideology, with its emphasis on the affirmative forms 

of social control beyond straightforward political repression.  For Marx, ideology 

explains how people come to see the social world through the lens of specific socially-

sanctioned beliefs and mental structures. As Terry Eagleton points out, Marx vacillates in 
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his usage of “ideology,” at times meaning only the mental representations of class 

relationships while at other times singling out their specifically distorted or false 

character.123 When Marx uses “ideology” to mean distortion or mystification, it is 

especially apparent how ideology relates to formal censorship: ideology does the 

“normal” work of obscuring the social contradictions that engender revolutionary 

challenge to the status quo, with censorship as the repressive reserve force that silences 

what overt challenges do appear.124 

 Later Marxists like Antonio Gramsci offered a refinement of Marx’s insight that 

state censorship was not the only way of securing people’s compliance to unequal social 

arrangements. Gramsci’s theory of hegemony, explains how state repression is 

supplemented and often even superseded by the constructive, positive forms of 

ideological mediation: control of the content of education and public instruction, alliances 

with nominally independent organs of the press, and domination of the ranks of the 

intellectual class within civil society. While the state acts through direct domination or 

repression, intellectual allies of the ruling class exercise hegemony.125 Gramsci’s cardinal 

contribution to Western Marxism was to explain how capitalist ideology elicits consent 

and support on the part of the subaltern classes. Mature capitalist societies such as those 

in Western Europe and the United States have complex and developed civil societies, 

much more resilient than brittle state forms based solely upon the obvious application of 

 
123 Terry Eagleton, Ideology: An Introduction (London: Verso, 1991), 83–4. 
124 This pattern—where repression serves only in the last instance and is ordinarily subordinate in effect to 
subtler, more ostensibly consensual forms of manipulation—is the guiding thread from Marx to Bourdieu, I 
would argue, running through the Western Marxist tradition. 
125 Antonio Gramsci, The Gramsci Reader: Selected Writings, 1916-1935 (New York: NYU Press, 2000), 
306. 
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coercion and violence. Gramsci sought to describe the powerful systems that served to 

forestall direct violence and the necessity of coercion, including direct state censorship, 

by producing ideological hegemony, a consensus of thought that naturalizes historically-

contingent social relations. Thus for Gramsci, the state’s exercise of repression and the 

proliferation and insidious domination of ruling class ideology in civil society are part of 

a single process. Censorship by state actors is but one method of controlling thought and 

speech, and usually not the most important. 

 Drawing from Gramsci, Louis Althusser develops the concepts of Repressive 

State Apparatuses (RSAs) and Ideological State Apparatuses (ISAs) to explain how 

modern states rely upon positive forms of ideological production and not simply upon 

repression to maintain their power in society. Like Gramsci, Althusser sees state 

repression as a necessary underpinning of ideological control that, nevertheless, plays a 

secondary role in the “ordinary” deployment of state power. Repressive state apparatuses 

include the police and the military; censorship institutions are a form of RSA, since state 

control of public communication ultimately rests on its capability for violent repression 

of speech. RSAs’ command of violence, though, mostly serves to secure the conditions 

for ISAs to function. In most cases, ISAs function relatively independent from the state 

and induce the tacit consent required for the social order to reproduce itself.126 Althusser 

also offers a clearer reasoning behind Gramsci’s conflation of the state and civil society: 

 
126 Louis Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy, and Other Essays, trans. Ben Brewster (New York: Monthly 
Review Press, 1972), 150. 
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this distinction itself, Althusser argues, is an historical product of bourgeois society and is 

not logically prior to it.127 

 By “ideology,” Althusser does not mean consciously-held beliefs, but rather sub-

conscious, habituated forms of conditioning. Additionally, while specific ideologies, 

more or less coherent systems of cognition and practice, emerge in history, ideology as a 

species of being in the world has no history. That is, ideology is omnipresent and trans-

historical as a form of social mediation and conditioning.128 Indeed, Althusser argues that 

human subjectivity itself is a product of this conditioning; he calls the way in which 

ideology creates us as subjects “interpellation.”129 For Althusser, the human subject is an 

effect of social processes, not an a priori given that precedes the social world. 

Consequently, ideological structures exercise control by producing certain kinds of 

subjects and not others, attendant to the logic of the prevailing ISAs of the historical time 

and place. Censorship, whether in the form of prior restraint or of post-publication 

repression, nevertheless presupposes that subjects are capable of formulating dangerous 

thoughts in communicable forms, which the state attempts to interdict. Althusser suggests 

that such practices, while no doubt real, are in fact quite marginal to the larger project of 

making such thoughts literally unthinkable, and not just unpublishable. The major 

analytical thrust of Marx’s theory of ideology, namely that social authorities primarily 

maintain power by affirmatively controlling the production and diffusion of knowledge in 

 
127 Ibid., 146. 
128 Ibid., 161. 
129 Ideology, Althusser argues, makes concrete individuals into the subjects that it needs to reproduce itself, 
by causing them to recognize themselves as subjects. A more mundane synonym for interpellation he 
employs is “hailing”: ideology is like the police officer who hails us on the street, whose call 
“spontaneously” impels one to recognize that he or she is indeed the one being called. Ibid., 174–5. 
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society, rather than repressing hostile challengers, reaches in a sense its logical 

conclusion in the work of Althusser here. Recognizing formal state censorship as only 

one form of control of society, secondary to the more “productive” systems of ideological 

production and dissemination, the Marxist critique of the liberal conception of censorship 

lays the groundwork for the much broader assault on notions of free speech and 

censorship from New Censorship Theory. 

NEW CENSORSHIP THEORY AND ITS DETRACTORS 

 
 Most discussions of the New Censorship Theory place Foucault’s theory of 

power/knowledge as the theoretical basis for a re-conceptualization of the centrality of 

the state and its sovereign power in the exercise of control of communication.130 Yet the 

connections between Foucault’s work and the theory of ideology and its relation to state 

repression in twentieth-century Western Marxism has not been fully appreciated.131 One 

way to understand Foucault’s contribution to the development of New Censorship 

Theory, for instance, is as a jettisoning of the Marxist focus upon class power in favor of 

an examination of a multiplicity of possible loci of power/knowledge within society that 

 
130  On the centrality of Foucault’s reevaluation of power and knowledge for New Censorship Theory, see 
Post, Censorship and Silencing; Gordon, Postmodernism and the Enlightenment; Müller, Censorship & 
Cultural Regulation in the Modern Age; Burt, The Administration of Aesthetics. 
131 In a recent analysis of the relationship between the Marxist theory of ideology and Foucault’s own 
conception of discourse, Mark Stoddart outlines Foucault’s objection to the theory of ideology: that 
ideology is conceived as false consciousness, that it is extrinsic to man’s “true” essence, that it supposes 
passivity on the part of subjects. Tellingly, his analysis proceeds from Gramsci to Foucault; I argue that 
including Althusser’s theory within the intellectual trajectory of ideology’s transformation into discourse 
reveals greater continuity and gradual displacement than a radical break from traditional Marxist critiques 
of knowledge formation and communication within Foucault’s theory. See M.C.J. Stoddart, “Ideology, 
Hegemony, Discourse: A Critical Review of Theories of Knowledge and Power,” Social Thought and 
Research 28 (2007): 191–226. 
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produce and regulate docile bodies and ideological conformity.132 Instead of ideology 

proceeding from a unitary source (the ruling class), we have discourse proliferating from 

sites of multiple and diffuse sites of power, organized around authoritative bodies of 

knowledge and the institutions formed to cultivate and disseminate them.133 These more 

localized systems of control and regulation also work primarily not through overt 

repression. Instead, they function through the formulation and policing of this knowledge 

and of institutions for implementing social praxis on the basis of that knowledge through 

a myriad of power dynamics, rather than a single method of dominance and submission.  

 Foucault’s view of censorship as a productive force and not merely repression is 

consonant with his conception of power more broadly. In fact, Foucault’s view is not that 

power never acts repressively, only that this is not the primary means in which it acts. 

Drawing from Althusser and Gramsci, as well as the Frankfurt School, Foucault analyzes 

the myriad ways in which the production of discourse requires forms of silencing, 

discipline, and gate-keeping behavior; these discourses operate on logics of power that 

they perpetuate, multiplying and disseminating the logic of censorship that made them 

possible.134 For the most part, Foucault avoids the actual term “censorship,” likely 

 
132 This subject is particulalry well-developed in Foucault’s dialogue with Deleuze in Michel Foucault et 
al., Language, Counter-memory, Practice: Selected Essays and Interviews (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University 
Press, 1977). 
133 The gradual abandonment of class as the central organizing principle in society on the part of radical 
social theorists can be traced in part to the efforts of the Frankfurt School; in the work of Marcuse and 
those whom he influenced in the New Left, the working class was gradually displaced as the central subject 
of history by a more fractious coalition of social groupings. See, for instance, Herbert Marcuse, One-
Dimensional Man  Studies in the Ideology of Advanced Industrial Society (Boston: Beacon Press, 1964). 
134 Foucault, History of Sexuality, 84. 
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because the term evoked precisely the forms of juridical repressive power whose 

significance he felt was overestimated in modern societies.135 

 Although in certain respects Bourdieu hews closer to Marxist critique than 

Foucault, he nevertheless adopts an even more radically expansive conception of 

censorship and its formative role in discourse. In Language and Symbolic Power, 

Bourdieu develops a theoretical model for how differential social power and language 

mutually define one another. In opposition to structuralism, which he argues has an 

internalist bias, Bourdieu stresses the role of social structures in shaping the production 

and reception of texts. Where this differs from traditional Marxism is in its focus upon 

language itself as an historical product that reflects power distribution within society. 

Linguistic analysis for Bourdieu reveals the traces of power from the “outside” of the 

text.136 Formal state censorship is of course one of these “outside” features, but only one 

of them. 

 If Foucault’s “discourse” relativized and expanded the underlying concept that 

Marxists termed “ideology,” Bourdieu’s notion of “habitus” re-conceptualizes ideology 

by stressing its automatic, pre-reflective qualities at the expense of its propositional, 

cognitive contents. Actors govern their behavior through measurement of their position 

within society, the strategies available for securing their goals, and the rules and norms of 

 
135 Michel Foucault, “Society Must Be Defended”: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1975-1976 (New 
York: Picador, 2003), 168–9. 
136 As Michael Levine argues, traditional approaches to censorship (what I term the “liberal conception of 
censorship”) tends to envision the borders of a text as already fixed, only to be later interfered with by 
“external” intervention. See his Writing through Repression: Literature, Censorship, Psychoanalysis 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1994), 52. New Censorship Theory, by contrast, posits the 
more Derridean notion that the external/internal binary is incomplete and misleading. 
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correct behavior. Most of this activity is below the level of conscious calculation and 

works by producing human subjects already conditioned through their interaction with 

social institutions and with language itself to think and act in certain socially sanctioned 

ways.137 Formal censorship of unauthorized thought is a usually unnecessary, but 

nevertheless indispensable fallback measure for when the normally effective structures of 

control fail to prevent dangerous forms of expression and communication.138 

 State censorship works primarily through its effects on the production of speech, 

not its distribution. That is, evidence that state censors are doing a lot to hinder the 

distribution of unauthorized content reflects a failure of censorship in a broader sense, the 

failure to induce the kinds of self-censorship that constitutes a more effective system. 

This kind of self-censorship bears only an indirect relationship to the particular 

constellation of repressive forces arrayed to regulate speech as well; it is possible to use 

the “positive” form of press politics to induce the same kinds of behavior as repressive 

prohibitions of speech.139 All that matters is that the presence of censorship alters the 

field of linguistic expression, leading people to tailor their responses in different ways to 
 

137 This is not to say that Bourdieu views a project like Marxist ideological critique as fruitless; as he 
argues, making these unconscous features conscious is possible and can expose them to reflexive critique. 
As he puts it, “many ‘intellectual debates’ are less unrealistic than they seem if one is aware of the degree 
to which one can modify social reality by modifying the agents’ representation of it.” Bourdieu, Language 
and Symbolic Power, 128. 
138 Aulich suggests that censorship represents a habitus, which censors might share in some parts with 
authors. Aulich, “Elemente,” 196. 
139 The distinction between “positive” and “negative” press politics underpins a great deal of recent 
scholarship on censorship and the relationship between the press and the state. While censorship represents 
“negative” press policy, the repression of unfavorable viewpoints, “positive” press policy refers to the 
methods by which the state seeks to advance ideological and political goals through collaboration, 
manipulation, and co-optation of the press. Such practices include manipulation of stories through selective 
official leaks, cultivating friendly relations with “loyal” journalists, and financially subsidizing press organs 
to achieve positive media coverage. For a discussion of the breadth of state policies for instrumentalizing 
the press, see Hartwig Gebhardt, “Organisierte Kommunikation als Herrschaftstechnik: zur 
Entwicklungsgeschichte staatlicher Öffentlichkeitsarbeit,” in Publizistik, vol. 39, 1994, 175-89. 
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take account of how censorship modifies the differential profits to be made from cultural 

capital. All speech is euphemized, modified by a censorship from the structure of the 

market, transformed into self-censorship through the process of anticipation.140 

 Discourse constitutes a kind of euphemization, where speakers compromise the 

expressive content of their message in accordance with the norms of the field in which 

they are communicating, which Bourdieu calls “censorship.” The state can offer one 

impetus for this behavior, but it is not the only one; in fact, the market is the most 

dominant one in contemporary societies. All of these external spurs to self-censorship, 

however, are historical products of the deployment and distribution of social power, and 

can be studied as such. Which form of censorship is dominant at any given time is an 

empirical-historical question. Bourdieu argues that the specialized languages that 

constitute the tests of competency within a given field are the most effective, invisible 

form of censorship of all, designed to rule out certain speakers and certain thoughts a 

priori.  

Censorship is never quite as perfect or as invisible as when each agent has nothing 
to say apart from what he is objectively authorized to say: in this case he does not 
even have to be his own censor because he is, in a way, censored once and for all, 
through the forms of perception and  expression that he has internalized and 
which impose their form on all his expressions.141  

 
In this respect, Bourdieu comes close to arguing that the presence of visible, direct state 

censorship is indicative of a failure of structural censorship, broadly speaking, and 

indicative of a greater range of imaginable thoughts and modes of communication. The 

 
140 Bourdieu, Language and Symbolic Power, 19. 
141 Ibid., 138. 
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necessity of repression indicates the expansiveness of the possible and the failure of the 

normal functioning of habitus and the norms of the field for containing speech and 

thought. 

 Ultimately, New Censorship Theory rejects liberalism's “common sense” answer 

to the three major questions posed at the outset. “Censorship” connotes not only state 

actions, but an exceptionally broad category of social institutions, practices, and actors. 

Likewise, traditionally-understood state censorship is seen as a decidedly secondary form 

of thought and opinion control, while censorship is conceived as a productive and not 

merely repressive force.142 Censorship thus appears ubiquitous, ineradicable, and 

politically ambiguous; on some level, everything for good or ill appears only after 

passing through the omnipresent matrix of structural censorship. 

 New Censorship Theory offers a challenge to historians of censorship on a 

number of levels, which they have met with a varying degree of success. On the one 

hand, New Censorship Theory calls into question the object of study itself: why single 

out state censorship as a peculiarly important object of study when it is now seen as only 

an increasingly insignificant part of a much broader, indeed essentially omnipresent 

phenomenon? For many historians, conflating state censorship, with its potential for 

juridical violence, with the more insidious but less violent forms of private censorship is 

ethically questionable. As the Marxist literary critic Terry Eagleton argues,  

 
142 This is not to say that historians have not sought to apply principles of New Censorship Theory to the 
traditional study of state censorship. Laura Bradley, for instance, has argued that New Censorship Theory 
can help to broaden our understanding of censorship and resist the too easy assumption of unified and 
separate spheres of repressive state and besieged civil society in dictatorial states like the GDR. See her 
Cooperation and Conflict: GDR Theatre Censorship, 1961-1989 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 
4. 
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Nor is it anything but sophistry to claim that, since all speech acts are socially 
conditioned, no speech is really free. This is rather like claiming that since 
swanning around the Savoy all day is quite as shaped by social convention as 
labouring in a salt mine, guests at the Savoy are no freer than miners.143  

 
On the other hand, New Censorship Theory threatens not to diminish the importance of 

censorship, but rather to inflate its meaning to such a degree that an historian of 

censorship must study virtually every feature of the discourse networks of a society in 

order to get a handle on the functioning of censorship, now broadly defined. 

 Historians have been much more successful in challenging the semantics of New 

Censorship Theory than in responding forcefully to its implications for the continuing 

treatment of censorship as a state repressive activity. Calling the impersonal forms of 

regulation and control of discourse “censorship” may dramatize their role in constraining 

speech, but at the cost of muddying their differences from state action. Differentiating 

Bourdieu’s definition of censorship from the state-only definition of liberal theory 

through the use of additional descriptors like “structural” seems a half-measure at best. 

Likewise, Helen Freshwater’s argument, that historians ought to focus upon the 

subjective experience of feeling oneself censored, is helpful in offering productive 

alternatives to playing a semantic “either/or” game of categorizing acts as “censorship” or 

“free speech.”144 The problem with such an approach, though, is that it offers precious 

little criteria for independent judgment on the part of the historian—is an author 

“censored” whenever and by whatever means she feels herself censored? It may indeed 

 
143 Terry Eagleton, Figures of Dissent: Critical Essays on Fish, Spivak, Žižek and Others (London: Verso, 
2005), 176. 
144 Freshwater, “Towards a Redefinition of Censorship,” 225. 
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be true that using the word “censorship” to describe impersonal, socially diffuse, 

structural ways in which power shapes thought formation and communication leads to a 

problematic erosion of specificity for censorship as an analytical category. Calling 

everything censorship means that no one thing in particular is censorship. For that reason, 

Judith Butler argues that using the word censorship confuses the issue; her preferred term 

is the Heideggerian concept of “foreclosure.”145 In a related vein, Beate Müller has 

argued that state censorship bears a “family resemblance” to other forms of discourse 

control like canon formation, market dynamics, and specialist language.146 Consequently, 

using the term “censorship” formally to refer to state regulation and oversight of public 

speech is still valid for historians. 

 If historians of censorship are correct to believe that New Censorship Theory’s 

appropriation of the term “censorship” has been largely unproductive, if understandable, 

that by no means blunts the force of New Censorship Theory’s challenge to the 

comfortable narratives of censorship. What New Censorship Theory challenges is less the 

definition of censorship than the assumption that its absence constitutes any meaningful 

sense of “free speech.” If the absence of state censorship simply means that discourse is 

controlled all the more effectively and insidiously by structures and institutions 

reinforcing habitus, discourse, or ideology, then the ethical and historical significance of 

state censorship in particular is greatly diminished. As Sophia Rosenfeld points out, 

Bourdieu’s implicit historical narrative sees the decline in overt state censorship in 

 
145 Judith Butler, “Ruled Out: The Vocabularies of the Censor,” in Gordon, Postmodernism and the 
Enlightenment, 255. 
146 Müller, Censorship & Cultural Regulation in the Modern Age, 19. 
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western societies as a consequence of the perfection of structural and impersonal forms of 

control.147 His description of the end state of such goals—a self-censorship that functions 

effortlessly without requiring any identifiable censors—leads, I argue, to a seemingly 

paradoxical, but on closer inspection possibly correct conclusion: intense, overt state 

repression may signal a more effective, “free,” and politically dangerous public sphere. 

The informal and structural forms of control in some societies under harsh state 

censorship may be under-developed or incomplete in such a way that the public sphere 

offers a greater critical capacity than we might otherwise expect. 

 What aspects and consequences of state censorship should the historian therefore 

isolate and examine? Historians have taken this challenge to heart, investigating the ways 

in which a variety of social structures and ingrained practices serve to channel and 

control communication. These approaches have tended to group around two different but 

related approaches. One line of inquiry has focused on how non-state actors like literary 

critics, academic institutions, and corporations exercise authority over what can and 

cannot be said within their respective fields. Biblical scholars Jan and Aleida Assmann, 

for instance, have examined canon formation as a form of structural censorship very 

much along Bourdieuvian lines.148 Crucially, in most of these cases, the regulation of 

speech exercised is not absolute: individuals formally have the ability to say things, but 

ingrained social practices either ensure that they are almost never thought, or, if thought, 

are not heard. The examination of self-censorship, particularly significant in recent 

 
147 Rosenfeld, “Writing the History of Censorship in the Enlightenment,” 128. 
148 Jan and Aleida Assmann, eds., Kanon und Zensur: Archäologie der literarischen Kommunikation II,  
(Munich: Fink, 1987). 
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literary scholarship, as a response to pervasive and inchoate social regulative functions 

for speech is one outcome of this line of inquiry.149 

 A second approach has been to focus less on the ubiquity of social control outside 

of the state and more on the ways in which censorship serves as a co-productive 

determinant of discourse. With or without New Censorship Theory, historians of 

censorship have long known about the myriad strategies that authors, editors and 

publishers used to circumvent and avoid censorship. Literary scholars focusing on 

censorship have long connected certain literary techniques to this cat-and-mouse game 

with the censor: Aesopian language, pseudonymous writing, and irony all serve to 

disguise authors’ intentions while conveying subversive messages to the public.150 

Questions of literary style cannot be answered as if authors existed in a social vacuum, 

and state censorship, the literary market, and other formal and informal structures that 

limit what can be published also contribute to what in fact is published. 

 One provocative argument derived from this line of thought addresses the role of 

censorship in the formation of specifically literary language and in creating aesthetic 

value. Literary scholars have investigated the ways in which censorship has fostered the 

development of literary forms, especially irony and allusion, as well as forced authors 

into more figurative and challenging forms of expression that prolong the interpretative 

 
149 Leslie Anne Boldt-Irons et al., Silence and the Silenced: Interdisciplinary Perspectives, (New York: 
Peter Lang, 2013), 98; Keith Allan and Kate Burridge, Forbidden Words: Taboo and the Censoring of 
Language (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006). 
150 Lev Losev, On the Beneficence of Censorship: Aesopian Language in Modern Russian Literature 
(Munich: Sagner, 1984). 
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process to positive aesthetic effect.151 Heinrich’s Heine quip that without censorship, “All 

style will cease! All syntax, all good habits,” is thus only half in jest; though his 

vituperation towards the German censors remains legendary, his point that laboring under 

censorship fundamentally shaped style and literary aesthetic was no doubt correct.152 

 Beyond this tried and true acknowledgement of censorship’s role in shaping the 

content and style of speech, however, is an emerging approach to censorship within 

literary studies that sees a much broader sense of productivity than this “addition-by-

subtraction” sense of censorial productivity. In his study of censors in the German 

Democratic Republic, Dominic Boyer has articulated a compelling case for seeing the 

work of censors in itself as intellectual labor. Interpreting censors’ actions alongside their 

professed justifications for censorship, Boyer sees censors as actors in their own right, 

advancing a novel vocabulary designed to control the dangers posed by language and to 

advance an ideological vision specific to their cultural milieu and experiences.153 His 

censors acted, thus, not only as repressive forces or as mere intermediaries for the 

policies of the SED leadership at the top (although they were often these things too) but 

also as an intellectual force in their own right, who played a part in shaping the historical 

experience of intellectual production and communication in East German society. 

 
151 Celia Marshik, British Modernism and Censorship (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006); 
Gilbert, Better Left Unsaid; Jansen, Censorship. 
152 Quoted in Fanny Lewald, A Year of Revolutions: Fanny Lewald’s Recollections of 1848 (Providence, 
RI: Berghahn, 1997), 52. 
153 Dominic Boyer, “Censorship as a Vocation: The Institutions, Practices, and Cultural Logic of Media 
Control in the German Democratic Republic,” Comparative Studies in Society and History 45, no. 3 (July 
1, 2003), 511–45. 
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Traditional approaches that ask only whether and to what extent censors hindered the 

“real” players of intellectual life neglect precisely these crucial perspectives. 

CONCLUSION 

 
 New Censorship Theory occupies a curious place in contemporary historical 

writing about censorship. No new work on censorship can well afford to neglect the 

approaches developed within the preceding decades, yet most discussion of New 

Censorship Theory tends to circle back to a remarkably narrow group of texts by either 

Bourdieu or Foucault, with the odd mention of Freud or Leo Strauss.154 As this chapter 

has demonstrated, many of the roots of these new approaches lie in the Marxist critique 

of liberal civil society; we as historians ought to supplement our deployment of Foucault 

and Bourdieu with this older approach as well. 

 Questioning the consensus view of censorship in historical scholarship has 

undoubtedly been a salutary effect of the new scholarship. However, one cannot help but 

feel that critics of the New Censorship Theory have a point about semantic inflation—

rendering “censorship” useless as an analytical term by over-extension is a real threat. 

Now the question is what to do. The call of scholars like Beate Müller to simply restrict 

 
154 Strauss’ central contention with respect to censorship bears superficial similarity to arguments about the 
productive aesthetic effects of censorship: philosophers (the authors who concern Strauss for the most part) 
craft their messages in a kind of coded language to escape from censorial persecution, which the 
conservative Strauss associates as much with social censure as with state repression. Their works thus 
possess esoteric meanings in contrast with the exoteric readings available to the philosophically unitiated; 
Strauss’ method of reading philosophy is thus to key upon the ways in which philosophers have masked or 
disguised their true intentions. In this respect, with its focus upon authorial mastery and the power of the 
author to control the meaning of the text, Strauss’ arguments bear little internal connection in my view to 
the post-modernist vision of New Censorship Theory. Leo Strauss, Persecution and the Art of Writing 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988). 
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our usage of the term “censorship” to state repression and to employ different terms to 

account for the productive and regulative forms of “structural censorship” is 

insufficient.155 The true challenge of New Censorship Theory is not in questioning the 

validity of our concept of censorship, but rather in relativizing the meaning of 

censorship’s opposite, freedom of speech and of the press. 

 Simply put: if state censorship is only a small part of the constant, all-pervasive 

process by which our thoughts are formed and controlled, why should it concern us so 

much? Perhaps it ought not; yet, of course, it does. Censorship has been a concern of 

authors and scholars for centuries, and it seems understandably perverse to attempt, by 

means of a semantic conjuring trick, to make it no longer seem so. There does seem to be 

some specific, palpable way in which state repressive censorship seems—perhaps even 

feels—distinct from the myriad forms of structural determination, of the ways in which 

fields constrict and define our communicative possibilities. Neither Foucault nor 

Bourdieu, of course, ever denied that there are instances in which thought and speech are 

repressed, in which discourse is not incited but stifled, in which censoring structures do 

not co-produce, but instead simply silence communication. By diminishing the 

uniqueness and centrality of state censorship, New Censorship Theory has begun to push 

authors like Boyer and others to examine state censorship as a form not distinct from civil 

society, a repressive sub-species in a sea of constitutive structural censorship, but as 

largely created by the same sorts of forces. State repression begins to look different—not 

necessarily more consensual, but certainly more contingent, contested, and 

 
155 Müller, Censorship & Cultural Regulation in the Modern Age, 9. 
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unpredictable—when historians shift their focus from the “upper reaches” of power to 

examine the functioning of censorship in the quotidian life of writers, censors, editors, 

and publishers.  

 In this respect, we might move past the unproductive but understandable debates 

over whether given forms of cultural regulation, policing of speech, and acts of control 

over communication constitute “censorship” by understanding their common roots as 

well as significant differences. While eschewing a nominalist definition of censorship as 

unworkable, we may nevertheless see “censorship” less as a coherent category for 

analysis and more as the object of study in itself, the analysand as much as the tool of 

analysis. This approach takes the objection of scholars concerned that New Censorship 

Theory undercuts the clarity of the concept of censorship as a call to investigation of how 

historical actors attempt to define and stabilize the idea of “censorship” in light of actual 

practices that shape the process of writing, publishing, and reading. Such an investigation 

entails examining the actual practice of censors, not as the sole actors within a system of 

communicative control, but as the surprisingly under-theorized and unappreciated cogs 

within censorship systems too often understood simply as the mechanical execution of 

authoritative plans for social control and engineering. Though this represents far from the 

only way historians might make use of the ideas of New Censorship Theory, it remains 

an approach whose methodological value I believe to be as yet overlooked and worthy of 

further exploration.  

 In the study to follow, I examine the history of censorship in the German 

Confederation in light of the approach to New Censorship Theory I have outlined. 
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Specifically, three principal features of censorship, I argue, become clearer when we 

apply the analytical framework developed for “structural” forms of censorship to the state 

censors I investigate. First, by moving past the focus on repression and silencing, we can 

better understand the specific effects of censorship on the production of speech, the ways 

in which censorship institutions are themselves embedded in more complex systems of 

communication. By placing censorship “inside” communication rather than external to it, 

we can better trace the effects of censorship on genres, rhetorical strategies, and political 

development in the Vormärz.  Not only can we get a clearer picture of censorship qua 

system, but also the specific role of censors. New Censorship Theory has tended to focus 

on diffuse, impersonal structures like markets, but states can be viewed in much the same 

way once we get past the fixation on power as emanating from a central point. Seeing 

censors as mediators within a larger system enables us to better grasp the multiplicity of 

possibilities in each encounter between censor and author. Finally, the understanding of 

power as productive and not simply repressive is crucial to my understanding of how 

censorship could have powerful and lasting effects even when it proved limited, partial, 

and at times self-defeating. As this study will demonstrate, even these gaps in censorship 

could play important roles in the formation of the political public. 
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Chapter Two: The Development of Censorship Institutions, 1819-1821 

 Clemens von Metternich did not invent censorship. In fact, very few of the 

mechanisms of the German Confederation’s censorship system would have been 

unfamiliar to writers of the German Enlightenment a century before. Requiring the 

censor’s approval before publication, confiscating offensive works, fining or jailing 

recalcitrant authors: none of these were novelties. Yet for Germans active in public life 

the development of the Metternichian system appeared to be not only a broad assault on 

public life, but also a profound betrayal. What, then, had changed? How did censorship 

come to play such a crucial role in the historical imagination of the Vormärz?  

 These questions are complex and not amenable to simple answers. In one sense, 

the issuance of the Carlsbad Decrees indeed represented a quintessentially reactionary 

maneuver. In The Reactionary Mind, Corey Robin argues that the essence of reactionary, 

conservative politics is the response of traditional authorities to new challenges to their 

power, the “the felt experience of having power, seeing it threatened, and trying to win it 

back.”156 For defenders of the monarchical-aristocratic elite, the French Revolution not 

only posed a mortal danger to the entire constellation of their power, but also galvanized 

a generation of new social actors to imagine themselves as legitimate participants in the 

realm of politics. For Europe’s traditional elite, this intrusion was felt all the more 

intensely in that they were subject to withering, often intensely personal criticism by 

ostensible social inferiors. It is understandable that the ruling classes of central Europe 

 
156 Corey Robin, The Reactionary Mind: Conservatism from Edmund Burke to Sarah Palin (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2011), 4. 
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saw such a state intolerable, and rigid hierarchy a guarantor that they would not be 

subject to the rule of hitherto subordinate classes. As Robert Goldstein has demonstrated, 

they quickly turned to censorship as a means of suppressing popular political 

participation and of rooting out those elements of the intelligentsia they saw as the 

instigators and organizers of the unnatural phenomenon of the political nation.157 For that 

reason, it is tempting to see the Confederation’s turn towards political repression in 1819 

as the clearest evidence for the authoritarian, backwards political order forged in Vienna. 

 Such a view is understandable, tempting—and incomplete. To understand the turn 

towards censorship requires we recall the immense challenges and opportunities that the 

German states faced in the late 1810s. For over two decades, central Europe was laid 

waste. Alliances, states, and empires formed and dissolved.  Avoiding war—especially 

revolutionary, continent-spanning war—was paramount. Although in retrospect the 

liberal and nationalist movements of 1819 seem relatively narrow and incapable of 

mounting a challenge so the social order on par with that of 1789, Matthew Levinger has 

done important work to demonstrate how they appeared at the time as a vivid and 

legitimate threat in the eyes of the established order.158 For timorous monarchs in central 

Europe, the security of the state appeared not a selfish desire of ruling classes to maintain 

their power, but the unquestioned prerequisite for reconstruction, peace, and stability.159  

 Paradoxically, the effect of this rehabilitation of the significance of the radicalism 

of 1819 is to make authorities’ repressive actions seem much more reasonable reactions 
 

157 Robert Goldstein, Political Repression in 19th Century Europe, (New York: Routledge, 1983), 333. 
158 Matthew Bernard Levinger, Enlightened Nationalism: The Transformation of Prussian Political 
Culture, 1806-1848, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 144. 
159 Jarrett, Congress of Vienna, 209. 
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to a perceived threat to social order and much less a calculating “ruse” to force unpopular 

and unnecessary reactionary policies on a recalcitrant population. We also know a great 

deal now about how, in his Levinger’s words, “the party of fear triumphed over the party 

of hope”; that is, how the fear of revolution won out over the belief in the reconcilability 

of civil freedom, constitutional, representative government, and the monarchical and 

hierarchical social order.160 Censorship and police repression of “enemies of the state” 

were and are not unique to “backwards” or “authoritarian” societies; they are common 

features of all modern states, exercised in proportion to the nature of the threat to the 

security of the state. 

 In this chapter, we will examine the development of the most important institution 

of censorship in the Vormärz, the state-level Censorship Commission. These 

commissions coordinated the efforts of censors, issued binding instructions, and served as 

the resort of appeal for authors and publishers. Censorship Commissions, I argue, were 

the locus of “normal” censorship, the ordinary and quotidian practice of cultural 

regulation in the German states. Censorship shaped the public sphere not only through 

highly publicized repressive actions like prohibiting newspapers or incarcerating 

journalists but also through shaping the everyday behavior of journalists. The principal 

challenge of German censorship—to regulate political speech without undermining state 

legitimacy through lawless repression—fell to these institutions. When they succeeded, 

censorship was more or less effective; when they failed and ministerial and confederal 

authorities intervened, censorship brought the state more harm than good. 

 
160 Levinger, Enlightened Nationalism, 2002, 158. 
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 These structures of censorship placed a limited but real amount of discretionary 

power in the hands of censors whose interests and attitudes at times diverged from that of 

their superiors. In many cases, censors act not as the agents of repression, faithfully 

transmitting the directives of ministerial authorities, but instead as mediators, tempering 

and constraining the repressive force of the state to draw wider boundaries for acceptable 

discourse. By examining the formation of the institutions of censorship and the role 

censors, publishers, and editors played in defining their parameters, this chapter aims to 

recast our understanding of turn towards Reaction in 1819. 

 The state of Baden offers us a heightened version of a pattern of experience found 

in all German states. The major structural deficiency of German censorship would always 

be the Confederation’s decentralized nature. The system’s architects rightfully feared that 

without central coordination, some of the member states might not implement prior 

restraint at all. By stipulating the formation of a Censorship Commission in charge of 

preventive censorship and making its decisions answerable to the Confederation as a 

whole, Metternich hoped to use diplomatic pressure to ensure each state did its part.  

For a state like Baden, though, despite enthusiastically supporting Metternich’s program, 

the transnational network of the political press rendered territorial solutions more difficult 

to implement. All German states struggled with censoring foreign newspapers, but for 

Baden, a great deal of even local coverage came from presses located across borders. 

Thus, the institutional arrangement of censorship, based upon individual territorial 

commissions met its first great challenge when confronting the transnational flow of 

news. 
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THE “CARLSBAD MOMENT” AND THE REACTIONARY TURN 

 
 The revolutionary era transformed not only states but also their subjects cum 

citizens. For German intellectuals, the Revolution inspired political participation even 

when that activity was geared towards opposing the French. Beyond even political 

changes, new forms of seeing and understanding emerged to account for the dissolution 

of the traditional and the acceleration of history itself.161 Through these tumults, a 

generation experienced not only war and hardship, but also the stirring of hope for a new 

future, a vision both this-worldly and eschatological. Not only politics but also art and 

culture were deeply shaped by the experience—in fact they were deeply intertwined.162 

Even as new currents of thought like Romanticism looked backwards—to the Catholic 

middle ages, to a philhellenistic idealization of antiquity, or to the distant Germanic 

past—they nevertheless heralded dramatic transformations in political and cultural life. 

 This mélange of hope and fear, nostalgia for a lost past and cautious optimism for 

the future yet to come lent the period between the outbreak of the Befreiungskriege in 

1813 and the Carlsbad Decrees in 1819 its transitional, indeterminate status. The 

“Carlsbad moment” represented not so much the defeat of the liberal nationalist 

movement as the first time in which it confronted (and subsequently forgot) the fact that 

its political goal would not be achieved in cooperation with the monarchical states. That 

 
161 Michael Broers, Europe after Napoleon: Revolution, Reaction, and Romanticism, 1814-1848 (New 
York: Manchester University Press, 1996), 16–17. 
162 “Although itself a reactionary settlement, the Restoration, which followed the defeat of Napoleon (at 
first prematurely), could not hide the fact that it too was in the business of unearthing a political 
imaginary,” writes Paul Hamilton. See his Realpoetik: European Romanticism and Literary Politics (New 
York: Oxford University Press: 2013), 13. 
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is not to say that liberalism would play no role within state ministries, nor that liberals 

could not extract concessions or forge alliances of convenience on specific issues with 

the forces of neo-absolutism.163 Rather, the Carlsbad Decrees, and especially the 

censorship laws, demonstrated to those who would see that the achievement of liberal 

goals would not follow from the gratitude of monarchs at the people’s loyalty in the 

Napoleonic Wars.  

 Censorship was one of the crucial ways in which authorities in the newly-created 

German Confederation sought to promote international and domestic security, counteract 

the dissolution of the bonds of subordination and responsibility they believed held the 

prevailing order together, and mend the fabric of society rent by decades of war and 

political upheaval. Yet censorship in its new form belied a weakness and fear at the heart 

of this project. Rulers could no longer render whole domains of discussion obviously out 

of bounds for public speech. Censors, academically-educated state servants tasked with 

reading and evaluating virtually all publications in Germany, were charged not with 

shutting down public discussion, but instead with controlling, regulating, and managing 

the forms it took. Consequently, the new paradigm was to accept that some discussion 

simply would take place, and to hope learned experts could channel it.  

 While many German rulers in 1819 saw censorship as a necessary tool for 

controlling unruly and dangerous communication, there was a growing recognition that 

 
163 James Sheehan, German Liberalism in the Nineteenth Century (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1978); Rudolf Vierhaus, “‘Wir nennen’s Gemeinsinn’ (We Call It Public Spirit): Republic and 
Republicanism in the German Political Discussion of the Nineteenth Century,” in James Henretta and 
Jürgen Heideking, Republicanism and Liberalism in America and the German States, 1750-1850 
(Washington, DC: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 21–34. 
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overly repressive censorship that sought to stifle public discussion of politics as a whole 

was ultimately untenable. Although Robert Goldstein cites Friedrich Gentz’s statement 

that “as a preventive measure against the abuses of the press, absolutely nothing should 

be printed for years,” as evidence of authorities’ fear and hatred of the press, Gentz’s 

gallows humor here should not be mistaken; as significant as his disdain for the press’ 

effects is the obvious implausibility and hopelessness of completely eliminating its 

effects.164 The revolution in print, both in volume and the unprecedented level of political 

involvement on the part of ordinary citizens that James Brophy has analyzed, had yet to 

come.165 To perceptive observers like Gentz, though, its outlines were visible.  

 Censorship as an institutional structure was geared around coordinating officials 

located at various local levels, whether administrative districts or individual cities and 

towns, to oversee the production of texts. Allied with but distinct from the censors were 

the police, responsible for the actual task of ferreting out the physical copies of banned 

texts, for meting out punishment of lawbreakers, and for suppressing the other major 

vector of political organization, voluntary associations. The system of regulation and 

control of publishing thus included a variety of actors: policy makers at the ministerial 

level, aristocratic coteries of court advisors and monarchs themselves, censorship 

authorities in state-level censorship commissions, and local censors to name only the 

most significant participants.  

 
164 Goldstein, War for the Public Mind, 5. 
165 Brophy argues that scholars have underestimated the volume and character of popular participation in 
political life and in a nascent political public sphere, which extended to classes below the educated 
bourgeoisie as well. James Brophy, Popular Culture and the Public Sphere. 
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 To understand why Metternich and his allies adopted the unwieldy decentralized 

administration that it did, it is worth pausing to explore some of the antinomies of the 

reactionary response to nationalism that inspired much of the political form of the 

German Confederation. The statesmen and diplomats who created the German 

Confederation designed it with a number of related goals in mind. First and foremost, the 

Confederation’s architects envisioned it as a source of peace and stability for the German 

states of Central Europe. To meet this task, it would need to establish the requisite unity 

to promote self-defense, from threats both foreign and close to home. The revolutionary 

experience left little doubt in most German statesmen’s minds that France remained a 

powerful potential threat, because of not only its size and wealth but also its 

revolutionary heritage and restive lower classes. The Holy Roman Empire had proven 

woefully unprepared to meet the challenges of French invasion, and precious few arch-

conservative defenders remained in the 1810s to urge its reformation. In Prussia and 

elsewhere, on the other hand, waves of reform centered on administration and especially 

the military recast the role of the traditional state and advanced visions of citizen 

participation in government that threatened to erode aristocratic dominance. Thus the 

German Confederation sought to enhance the ability of the German states to act in 

concert to defend themselves against a potential resurgence of French militarism.166 

 In another sense, however, the Confederation had to strike a delicate balance in its 

pursuit of peace and social stability: enough cooperation to successfully manage 

 
166 Green, “The Federal Alternative.”  
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collective security while preserving the autonomy and sovereignty of the dynastic states. 

The nationalist drive for a greater Germany was to be forestalled through a new form of 

cooperation, which limited the sovereignty of states in the quest of preserving it. This 

situation embroiled the German Confederation in a paradox never fully resolved in its 

life-span and only exacerbated over time. Namely, as calls for reform and, moreover, 

revolutionary change intensified in the public, the necessity of greater cooperation and 

unity increased. What political unit of the time, however, was better suited to foster 

cooperation and unity among member units than a federally-organized nation-state? 

Conservatives, or at least a numerous and influential faction of them, would learn by the 

later decades of the nineteenth century that their political and social goals could be 

achieved within the framework of the nation-state, though only after sacrificing long-

cherished commitments to dynastic particularism and absolutism.  

 In 1819, however, moves towards greater integration at the federal level, even 

ones that formally preserved the ruling houses of each state, were too close to nationalism 

for Metternich and other reactionary rulers to countenance. Consequently, the censorship 

system, despite its veneer of centralization, would remain bound to the state-level, 

dependent upon each state for its budget, personnel, definition, and implementation. 

Although there were some gestures towards developing effective repressive organs at the 

level of the Confederation’s central authority, the Mainz Central Investigative 

Commission, exercised more symbolic than real authority. Its investigations were 
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laborious, poorly supported, and of limited practical effect.167 Consequently, relatively 

little actual censorship took place at the federal level, even as the Federal Diet in 

Frankfurt held broad powers to suppress publicists guilty of promoting conspiracy and 

revolution. Bans carried out at the federal level were only one way, and not always the 

most effective, for bringing rogue states within the Confederation to heel or influencing 

the exercise of domestic censorship in each state.  

 Censors were also not the only actors exercising critical judgment over the 

meaning of texts, nor the executors of their own decisions.168 They answered to higher 

authorities, whose judgments of texts mattered even when we have no evidence they had 

ever read them. Police and postal officials also had to discover, investigate, and interdict 

questionable texts. At times, they carried out decisions enacted by ministerial authorities 

and/or censors, while at other times they were responsible for instigating official action in 

response to their own concerns and inquiries. As Eva Maria Werner has argued, our 

understanding of the individual state actors in the smaller states of the Confederation is 

startlingly limited—even at the ministerial level.169 When one begins to examine the 

lower levels of the bureaucracy, there has naturally been even less attention paid: 

biographical sketches of censors in the Allgemeine- or Neue Deutsche Biographie, for 

instance, frequently lack any reference to the subject having been a censor.  

 
167 Siemann, Deutschlands Ruhe, Sicherheit und Ordnung, 81. 
168 I employ the term “censor” to refer to participants within this system who perform the function of 
reading texts and judging their acceptability either in whole or in part. This largely corresponds to 
contemporary usage, “Zensor” extending to members of the censorship commissions and subordinate local 
officials charged with arbitrating the acceptability of texts. 
169 Werner, Die Märzministerien, 13. 
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 Censors were not directly responsible, however, for formulating an ideological 

programme for the state, which occurred largely in cooperation between monarchs, their 

coteries of advisors, and ministries of culture and public instruction. Rather, censors were 

charged with enforcing a domain of acceptable speech that expanded and contracted 

given the political and diplomatic contexts of the moment. Fears of revolutionary 

upheavals, diplomatic pressure from Confederation members and other foreign powers, 

desires to foster political acceptance for government projects, and concern for promoting 

useful and long valued ethical-religious viewpoints represent only a handful of the 

motivations for controlling the circulation of printed texts. Deciding what and how to 

censor meant drawing a greater or smaller boundary around what defined acceptable 

discourse and what was too injurious to permit.  

 Political authorities like Metternich as well as the sovereigns of the smaller states 

in this study sought to address the threat of political destabilization by developing 

functional institutions and filling them with loyal, judicious, and efficient members. In 

this early period, censors faced some of the same challenges that the new political order 

faced as a whole: how to coordinate action among member states while preserving 

autonomy and regional differences, how to foster positive interaction and exchange with 

foreign powers while mitigating the dangers they posed, and how to unite the diverse 

peoples under the authoritative rule of the variety of new political units devised to govern 

central Europe at the Congress of Vienna. The success or failure of the German 

Confederation depended upon its ability to attain precisely these ends. 
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 In the Metternichian system, the German states committed themselves to an open-

ended battle against, if not the press itself, a substantial part of its most active and 

vociferous partisans. The challenges they would face derived from the scope of the task 

and the means they had to achieve it. In the smaller, poorer states like Hesse-Kassel, it 

was more a case of limited resources available for censors rather than a flood of domestic 

publishing; naturally, the situation was reversed in a state like Prussia. Irrespective of the 

size of a domestic publishing industry, however, every state had to face a trade-off 

between desires to control the flow of printed material and unwillingness or inability to 

deploy the material resources necessary to make such a thing possible.170 As a result, 

different states adapted the guidelines of the Carlsbad Decrees to their own 

circumstances, as process to which we now turn. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF CENSORSHIP COMMISSIONS  

 
 The Carlsbad Decrees did indeed envision a counteroffensive against the 

exponents of ideologies like nationalism and liberalism, as well as the cessation of the 

political participation of the menu peuple of central Europe. The Metternichian system 

was to achieve that goal in two ways: first, by rooting out the sources of revolutionary 

opposition to the monarchical order through the police, and second, by stemming the 

spread of revolutionary ideas through the stringent circumscription of the boundaries of 

public speech. From promising at first to issue laws concerning press freedom in Article 
 

170 Nipperdey argues that the intent behind Metternichian policies was basically totalitarian, but the means 
were insufficient. The federal structure did not allow the most authoritarian elements the ability to bend 
others to their will, and to scrap federalism for a unitary state would have completely undermined political 
legitimism. See Deutsche Geschichte, 285. 
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18(d), after the Decrees the Confederation became instead a structure designed to rein it 

in. On paper at least, the Confederation’s censorship system included the overwhelming 

majority of printed materials, empowering the state to shape and control cultural life in its 

entirety. 

 Curiously enough, though, this did not happen. Censorship commissions were not 

the tools by which the state promulgated an official ideology, like the contemporary 

efforts of the Russian czars, nor were they the instruments by which political life was 

choked in its crib, with the possible exception of Austria. Indeed, almost immediately 

censorship commissions set out to devise methods of carving out spaces of exemption for 

censorship, develop methods for differentiating between genuine threats to the existing 

order and forms of speech which could be safely ignored by the state. This process 

continued throughout the period, as will become apparent in later chapters. 

 For this reason, analyzing the formation of censorship commissions at the state 

level is of crucial importance for a grasp of how censors and censorship as a system 

shaped the development of public life in Germany. In accordance with its decentralized 

political structure, the German Confederation placed preventive censorship in the hands 

of the individual states. The Carlsbad Decrees, issued after nationalist student Karl 

Sand’s murder of playwright August von Kotzebue and the anti-Semitic Hep-Hep riots 

that swept Germany in the summer of 1819, primarily aimed at controlling what kind of 

policy member states could adopt towards the press and towards the complaints over the 
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press that domestically-produced publications might arouse.171 The Press Law of 

September 10, 1819, §2 stipulated that states may erect any institution of their choosing 

that fulfills the requirements of prior restraint and conformity with federal law, which 

was supposed to be issued in the future.172  

 Censorship commissions served as the point of contact between local officials, 

ministerial authorities, and the writers, editors, and publishers who formed the leading 

edge of civil society. Consequently, their activities are especially important for 

understanding how censorship—in the most basic sense of the choices censors made—

was a process negotiated between a host of actors. The institutional framework of 

censorship was designed in large part to stabilize and regulate this process of 

contestation, to lend predictability to the unstable process of interpretation and to 

establish the extent and limits of the censor’s power and his relationship to the two 

sources of political sovereignty available in Germany, the territorial state and the German 

Confederation as a whole. 

 The Carlsbad Decrees mandated each state of the Confederation create an 

appropriate institutional framework for exercising preventive censorship. While police 

officials could handle the basic task of executing the law—searching bookstores for 

banned books, confiscating forbidden works, and jailing recalcitrant writers—specialized 

bodies of educated civil servants were necessary to read and evaluate manuscripts. 

Censors were thus the first line of defense for the forces of traditional authority in 
 

171 For a discussion of the background and consequences of the Kotzebue assassination, see George S. 
Williamson, “Articles - What Killed August von Kotzebue? The Temptations of Virtue and the Political 
Theology of German Nationalism, 1789-1819,” The Journal of Modern History. 72, no. 4 (2000): 890. 
172 Ernst Rudolf Huber, Dokumente zur deutschen Verfassungsgeschichte, 90. 
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confronting the new political reality, the fulcrum of state and civil society in the 

Vormärz. To facilitate this crucial role, each state had to develop an institutional 

framework that would satisfy the Confederation’s requirements—within two months— 

while drawing upon the limited resources and existing structural features of the state to 

make the potentially immense labor of censoring public communication possible. At the 

center of this effort was the Censorship Commission; where these institutions were 

absent, new commissions were formed, and where they already existed, they were 

imbued with new significance in 1819.173 

 Although various censorship councils had existed since censorship began, the 

novelty of post-1819 censorship commissions was their greater coordination, even as it 

remained limited in scope by the political structure and resources of the German 

Confederation. Censorship organs in the eighteenth century in particular were diffuse and 

particularistic: universities claimed the right to censor their own members extensively, as 

did significant religious institutions.174 State institutions dedicated to censoring works on 

the basis of raison d’état began to take over in the 1750s, but remained limited by the 

relatively narrow circle of readership and the privileged corporate membership that 

 
173 Most states called the institution either a “censorship commission” (Censur-Commission) or a 
“censorship college” (Censur-Collegium); I have opted to translate all instances of either term as 
“censorship commission” for the purposes of this study in order to stress their similarity. Likewise, some of 
these institutions were also designated the “supreme” (Ober-) censorship commission, especially where 
each administrative district (Kreis) government, or members thereof, were designated as subordinate 
commissions. Whether or not the central censorship commission was officially termed “superior,” all 
played a similar role as instances of appeal (Appellationsbehörde) for authors and editors seeking to 
overturn or protest the decisions of local censors. 
174 This is largely true of censorship organs throughout continental Europe. See Nicholas Harrison, Circles 
of Censorship: Censorship and its Metaphors in French History, Literature, and Theory (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1995); Spalding, Seize the Book, Jail the Author; Robert Darnton, The Forbidden Best-
sellers of Pre-revolutionary France (New York: W.W. Norton, 1995). 
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accrued to so many participants in intellectual discourse.175 The nineteenth century was 

the great era of democratizing speech, and the corollary to this spread in public 

readership was the relative diminution of speech within closed, privileged communities 

that could plausibly police their own speech. Speech began to spill outside boundaries of 

scientific scholarship, legal theory, and theology, to say nothing of growing availability 

of imaginative literature. The censorship institutions of the German Confederation thus 

represent a crucial period of transition between censorship as a ubiquitous local 

phenomenon to one of censorship as a periodic but highly concentrated state activity.  

 The waning months of 1819 thus brought a flurry of activity in the capitals of the 

German Confederation, as states reformed or created central organs for coordinating their 

censorship regimes. By the end of 1820, every large and medium-sized state but a 

handful, like Hesse-Darmstadt, had assembled a collegial organ to oversee censorship 

within their borders and to collaborate when necessary with the dictates of the 

Confederation and with cooperative efforts among combinations of states.176 The German 

Confederation did not present any form of fiscal union between the German princes, but 

instead offered mandates for action with which German rulers complied at their own 

expense. Thus, censorship commissions drew not from specially appointed censors paid 

solely for this role, but from ad hoc appointments of other state servants from a variety of 

 
175 Goldstein, War for the Public Mind, 59. 
176 Hesse-Darmstadt exercised censorship apparently entirely on the basis of federal decrees and 
fulfillment of requests from outside its borders. In a certain light, it is surprising that fewer mid-size states 
did not adopt such a tactic. For more, see Mathias Friedel, Zensur und Zensierte: hessische Presse zwischen 
1806 und 1848 (Weinheim: Ed. Diesbach, 2010). 
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fields to staff the commissions as a “part-time,” additional duty.177 As it turns out, the 

inability of states to finance full-time, dedicated censors will play a significant role in the 

tendency for censors to also act as intellectuals. 

 The position of the Censorship Commission within the state often shaped the 

makeup of its members. Before examining the specific case of Baden, it is worthwhile to 

establish some basis of comparison. In most cases, censorship commissions were 

formally subordinated to interior ministries, though some, as we shall see in the case of 

Württemberg examined in the next chapter comprised officials from the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs. In Baden, however, where the Censorship Commission was under the 

stewardship of the Interior Ministry, a great diversity of officials made up its ranks, 

including the director of the post office, judges, a prelate, and various privy councilors. 

Similarly, state size mattered as well. In smaller Hesse-Kassel, the Censorship 

Commission comprised a librarian, an archive and museum director, and a court preacher 

and theologian. Saxony, a state we will focus on in greater detail in Chapter Five, did not 

preserve as much of its records before its 1830 Constitution. Not coincidentally, the most 

up-to-date work on Saxon censorship, Dominic Westerkamp’s study of vormärz 

censorship in Saxony begins in depth only after the administrative reorganization and 

formation of administrative domain-specific ministries in 1831.178 Thus, generalizing 

about who served as a member of a censorship commission in the aftermath of the 

Carlsbad Decrees poses a challenge to historians. 

 
177 In this study, the generic term “Censorship Commission” will stand in for the handful of terms 
employed to designate such institutions: “Zensur-Commission,” “Zensurcollegium,” etc. 
178 Westerkamp, Pressefreiheit und Zensur. 
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 To understand the role of censorship commissions, we need to consider not only 

the German (and European) contexts for the development of post-1819 censorship, but 

also the state-specific political and social challenges and the array of forces that met 

them. Hesse-Kassel, for instance, had created a censorship commission in 1813, after the 

return of its ruler Prince-elector Wilhelm I from exile. Now back in power, he wanted to 

re-create censorship as it had existed before Hesse-Kassel’s incorporation into the 

Kingdom of Westphalia. Finally delineating the commission’s duties and responsibilities 

in early 1816, Wilhelm I appointed the director of the Royal Museum Ludwig Völkel, 

Justus Rommel, Hesse-Kassel’s most powerful court minister, and a senior government 

councilor (Regierungsrat) and later constitutional commission member Otto von Porbeck, 

who successfully petitioned shortly thereafter to remove himself from the honor.179 

Porbeck’s replacement ultimately proved to be Germany’s most famous censor, Jakob 

Grimm, at the time a young scholar and court librarian. He became the third member of 

the Censorship Commission, where he would remain until his fateful departure for 

Göttingen in 1829.  

 Grimm’s work as a censor is known to historians by this point, largely through the 

superb work by Frederik Ohles.180 Yet it is worth pausing to reflect on the fact that 

employing a significant scholar and intellectual, engaged in productive academic work 

and publishing for an audience beyond the narrow confines of specialists, was not a one-

 
179 Porbeck’s request for “liberation” (Befreyung) from the position must have been more tactful at the time 
than it sounds to a modern observer. His request succeeded, which was not a foregone conclusion in Hesse-
Kassel or in other states. Governments usually could not hold a censor’s employment qua censor as a 
bargaining chip when disagreements occurred, and resorted to fines or oblique threats to the censor’s 
primary employment instead. Royal Censorship Decree, April 19, 1816, HHStAM 25 Nr. 4 
180 Ohles, Germany’s Rude Awakening. 
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time “accident,” as the examples of other Kassel censors like the author Wilhelm 

Strieder, a literary historian, and Völkel, an art historian, demonstrate. In states like 

Hesse-Kassel, qualified, academically-trained civil servants often made up the core of the 

public sphere, as authors, editors, and scholars; they also worked for little to no pay as 

censors to hold on to one or another position available within the state for Gelehrten. 

 Hesse-Kassel’s Censorship Commission, however, had little impetus to action in 

the handful of years before 1819, even as revolutionary strivings and popular organizing 

increased across Germany. The 1816-1819 period, in fact, gives us a glimpse at 

censorship in the absence of strong pushes from the major powers, Prussia and Austria. 

Wilhelm I was committed in principle to censorship and re-built an institution designed 

to carry it out that broadly resembled that of his peers. Yet, as Ohles has argued, Hesse-

Kassel resisted aspects of the Carlsbad order and followed the German Confederation’s 

line despite his disbelief that the revolutionary upheavals of the age much concerned his 

corner of Germany.181 The activity after 1819 admittedly did not expand dramatically, 

but the archival record leaves little doubt that the censors were more active, saw more 

works, and became more likely to take some form of corrective action in the years 

immediately following 1819.  

 In Württemberg, a state roughly two-and-a-half times the size and with at least as 

great an advantage in population over Hesse-Kassel, the state administration faced a 

different challenge. Where Wilhelm of Hesse-Kassel sought to restore his administration 

after the interregnum of French rule under Jerome Bonaparte, Württemberg was one of 

 
181 Ibid., 33. 
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the mid-sized states that greatly enriched itself through the process of “mediatization,” 

taking over land from some of the hundreds of smaller territories and imperial knights 

dispossessed after Napoleon’s dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire. Like its western 

neighbor Baden, it had grown by first allying with Napoleon under the Confederation of 

the Rhine, only to abandon his cause in 1813 to join the victorious Sixth Coalition. For 

Württemberg, efficient administration and incorporation of new territories prompted the 

establishment of a constitution in 1819. Accordingly, it did not establish a censorship 

commission until 1819, by establishing the existing Stuttgart active censors as a 

supervisory board of sorts for censorship carried out throughout the kingdom. We shall 

examine their work in the next chapter. 

 As in Württemberg, Baden developed its censorship institutions in a domestic 

political and social context hostile to overt expressions of absolutist police power. Baden 

also had some of the most strained relations with the German Confederation and 

consistently sought to reform it as an institution.182 Its Censorship Commission reported 

to the Ministry of the Interior. From Karlsruhe, its members decided over books and 

newspapers appearing in the capital, while appointed censors in each Kreis, an 

administrative district developed in many German states in the late eighteenth century, 

handled local publications. This neat division, as we shall see, does not fully account for 

the confusion between responsibilities and lines of jurisdiction for censorship in Baden or 

many other states. In fact, an examination of how Baden’s institutions of authority 

 
182 Loyd Lee, The Politics of Harmony: Civil Service, Liberalism, and Social Reform in Baden, 1800-1850 
(Newark, DE: University of Delaware Press, 1980), 52. 
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parceled out the deliberative and executive functions of censorship is instructive for the 

function of censorship within the developing state apparatuses as a whole.  

 Baden’s censorship commission appointed in 1819 contained a striking variety of 

individuals, pulled from assorted government posts in part to reflect the varied forms of 

expertise presumed necessary for each particular domain of censorship. These included 

Karl von Fahnenberg, Johann Peter Hebel, Daniel von Gulat-Wellenburg, and Wilhelm 

Reinhard. Like Hesse-Kassel, this list includes a number of scholars and intellectuals 

significant within their own time. Hebel specifically merits note, as his dialect poetry 

collected as Allemannische Gedichte drew praise from Goethe and Gottfried Keller; 

Baden-Württemberg’s top literary prize is named for him to this day. Not all censors, of 

course, were also published authors; Gulat, for instance, was a career civil servant who 

ascended to the rank of Justice Minister in the liberal cabinet of Ludwig Winter in the 

1840s.183 We will also have occasion to see how Fahnenberg viewed the relationship 

between his scholarly work as a noted political economist and communication with a 

broad educated public sphere about the principles of liberal economics.  

 Comparing censors’ experiences during the formative years following the 

Carlsbad Decrees across these three states thus helps to reveal commonality in the 

constraints and spaces for action of censors. One issue, for instance, where censors in 

these states (and indeed others) could agree is in the insufficiency of censorship 

instructions. To guide censors’ decision-making, each state (at times from the ministerial 

authorities, at times directly under the monarch’s name) issued censorship instructions.    

 
183 Lee, Politics of Harmony. 
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Wilhelm’s instructions to his Censorship Commission in Kassel, issued in 1816 well 

before the Carlsbad Decrees had given them a more standardized form across Germany, 

reveal a profound lack of understanding for the scope of the task he has set. While 

pledging to protect “the free pursuit of intellectual development and the spread of 

scientific and practical knowledge,” Wilhelm placed the lending libraries, reading 

societies, and the university in Marburg under special oversight. Censors in Hesse-Kassel 

were to perform the kinds of hands-on searching for prohibited books that police officials 

were to do elsewhere. There, censors are to function not only as arbiters of the 

permissibility of works, but as investigators in the own right, examining numerous 

sources to ferret out revolutionary material.184 This research task extended the role that 

censors usually adopted, which was merely to make determinations over the works they 

received and to allow the police to handle execution of their decrees. Rommel argued that 

it would be impossible for anyone to accomplish this while still fulfilling his primary 

responsibilities, in his case within the church. Thus the Commission should discretely 

find ways to minimize the labor required, by forming informal specialties and avoiding 

collegial deliberation as Wilhelm had demanded.185  

 After 1819, states had a much greater sense about the nature of instructions.  

In Württemberg, for instance, the Commission was given a relatively narrow purview in 

1819: to censor domestic periodicals of a political nature only. “Censorship does not 

cover all the contents of a newspaper or periodical, but instead limits itself to ensuring 

 
184 Instruction for the Censorship Commission (Hesse-Kassel), April 19 , 1816, HHStAM 25 Nr. 4, pg. 4. 
185 Censorship Commission (Hesse-Kassel) Circular, June 24, 1816, HHStAM 25 Nr. 4, pg. 11. 
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that in those writings no abuse of the press against the German Confederation or its 

member states occurs,” the instruction reads.186 The instruction offers only the barest 

basis upon which determinations about what is and is not political or injurious to state 

interests could be made, although it does helpfully inform censors that they face personal 

punishment for their mistakes only for writings deemed impermissible later by the 

Federal Assembly (Bundesversammlung). 

 The question of censors’ workload and the burdens it posed is not easy to resolve, 

in part because so much of censorship goes completely undocumented. Censors 

throughout the first half of the century complained of the burden of censorship, yet the 

complaints were often concentrated among those with skepticism or even hostility to the 

ways in which vormärz states implemented censorship. In 1819, of course, such concerns 

were largely hypothetical, and governments tended to have faith that their bare-bones 

financial support and small core of censors could handle the potentially massive task of 

censoring the vast majority of published works. In practice, censors would complain, but 

also discover work-arounds, including finding ways to minimize the attention given to 

longstanding publications that seemed to pose little threat to public order.187 Low pay 

 
186 “Die Censur erstreckt sich nicht auf den ganzen Inhalt eines Tagblattes, oder einer Zeitschrift, sondern 
sie beschränkt sich darauf zu verhüten, daß in jenen Schriften kein Mißbrauch der Presse gegen den 
Deutschen Bund, oder die einzelnen Bundes-Staaten, verwirklicht werde.” Royal Instruction for Censors, 
Württemberg Ministry of Interior to all Kreis governments and the Censorship Commission, November 26, 
1819, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 29. 
187 Thus in practice, reputational effects played an even larger role than we might assume: overworked 
censors had to shift their attentions towards the “likely suspects” within the German publishing world. 
Acquiring a “bad name” meant facing much more stringent censorship even in those cases where censors 
made a scrupulous show of fairness and adherence to the language of written law. 
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only made the burden of censorship work more intolerable and unpleasant for many 

censors. 

 To address some of these problems in Baden, Chairman Gulat determined early 

on that much of the Commission’s work could be done without consultation of members. 

There were no fixed meeting days; instead, the Censorship Commission only met for 

voting in the event of differences of opinion about a circulated work. In accordance with 

censorship practice in the larger states, each censor had his own special field, which he 

handled largely alone. Works were thus only circulated in difficult cases, a fact that 

explains the dearth of cases on which the Commission deliberated as a whole.188 

 The tedium and workload led censors, local authorities, and police officials to 

conceive of ways of paring back the scope of what had to be censored. Police officials in 

Karlsruhe, for instance, expressed doubts about the feasibility of censoring the over 150 

journals that entered the city. Better, they argued to exempt large numbers of “safe” 

publications and reserve post-censorship for those deemed “political.”189 In Hesse-

Kassel, Grimm thought the Commission should only censor politically radical works, 

while leaving publications not dangerous to the maintenance of public order alone. He 

believed this practice could comport with the Federal Press Law, saving Hesse-Kassel the 

trouble of pretending to actually devote full attention to censoring the vast majority of 

works without great political significance. 

 
188 Censorship Commission (Baden) Circular, November 18, 1819, GLAKA 233 Nr. 29464. 
189 Karlsruhe Police Direction to Censorship Commission (Baden), November 12, 1819, GLAKA 233 Nr. 
29464. 
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 Another major issue to be resolved in 1819 and 1820 was how to organize the 

tasks of censorship across numerous jurisdictions and governing bodies within the 

German states. In Hesse-Kassel, for instance, the Censorship Commission sought and 

succeeded to define itself almost exclusively as a book censorship commission. 

Consequently, they had to repeatedly deflect requests (and demands) from local 

authorities to render judgment on periodicals. The press of the work and the general lack 

of interest in censorship within the ranks of Hesse-Kassel’s initial Censorship 

Commission contributed to the desire to off-load this responsibility onto others. In Baden, 

questions rose immediately over the issue of foreign publications, which we will examine 

in greater detail later. There, the Kreis handled newspapers that appeared within its 

borders, with the Censorship Commission in Karlsruhe was responsible for publications 

printed in the capital and those which came from outside. While the Kreis held 

considerable power to ban publications, even those found acceptable by the central, 

Karlsruhe-based Censorship Commission, most Kreis governments had good reason not 

to exercise such a power. The Dreysamkreis government, for instance, argued that it had 

not exercised its formal power to ban foreign publications, because this power was best 

wielded by higher authorities. The motivation behind this renunciation of power, 

however, is not only belief about the best means of implementing censorship, but also 

concern that exercising censorship for itself could invite criticism and retribution for any 

faults.190 

 
190 Dreysamkreis Government to Censorship Commission (Baden), December 6, 1819, GLAKA 233 Nr. 
29641. 
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 At the local level, Kreis governments only occasionally appointed special censors, 

usually because of a particularly troublesome publisher or periodical. As the Murg- und 

Pfinzkreis government informed the Censorship Commission, “At the moment we found 

it best not to appoint special censors, because we can do the work ourselves faster and 

with greater oversight.”191 In Württemberg in contrast to Baden, a relatively well-

developed sense of delegation and clear demarcation of responsibilities emerged. The 

division that emerged there instead relates to Württemberg’s atypical decision to 

subordinate the Censorship Commission there to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, even as 

it recognized that the Interior Ministry would remain competent for execution given its 

“greater familiarity with the necessary relationships with the [Kreise].”192 

 Taken as a whole, these cases reveal that across a variety of states a relatively 

uniform central organ for conducting censorship emerged in short order after the Decrees. 

State-level censorship commissions were neither the first nor the final resort in many 

censorship cases, but they nevertheless are the most significant single institution to 

analyze when investigating censorship in the Vormärz. A system of decentralized 

censorship like that of the Confederation, however, required a degree of cooperation and 

coordination across borders that proved challenging; this effect was only heightened 

when the apparent threats to the political order emerged not from within the borders of 

the Confederation, but from without. 

 
191 “Besondere Censoren aufzustellen, haben wir zur Zeit nicht für gut gefunden, da die Arbeiten derselben 
hier unmittelbar ohne Verzug erledigt werden können, und unserer speziellen Aufsicht alsdann nicht wohl 
etwas entgehen kann.” Murg- und Pfinzkreis Government to Censorship Commission (Baden), December 
6, 1819, GLAKA 233 Nr. 29641. 
192 Württemberg Ministry of Foreign Affairs to Ministry of Interior, November 29, 1819, HStAS E 146 Bü 
4736. 
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CENSORSHIP AND THE PROBLEM OF BORDERS IN BADEN 

 
 While excellent work has been done on the censorship of books in recent years, 

censors’ work regulating the periodical press has been less developed.193 The inordinate 

focus on books reflects as much our greater familiarity with their contents and authors 

over that of more ephemeral publications than it does their relative importance at the 

time. Put simply, most censorship was censorship of newspapers and other periodicals. 

These shorter, recurrent publications posed a greater challenge to censors and officials 

concerned with regulating and managing the flow of public communication. The bulk of 

censors’ complaints also arose from the sheer laboriousness of censoring the growing 

body of periodicals.194 

 Even in the early nineteenth century, before industrial progress rendered time and 

distance increasingly less a burden to communication, political journalism entailed the 

formation and maintenance of networks of international correspondence. When foreign 

correspondence made its way into German-printed periodicals, censors had the 

opportunity to arrest any dangerous influences. When newspapers crossed borders, 

however, censors’ ability to effect change was diminished. German-language periodicals 

printed outside the Confederation were especially challenging to the effectiveness of the 

censorship net. For a state like Baden, possessing long borders and linked in trade 

 
193 Heady, Literature and Censorship in Restoration Germany; Townsend, Forbidden Laughter. 
194 Even in 1819, it was clear that political publications would constitute the most difficult part of the job, 
which explains the campaign of the Hesse-Kassel Censorship Commission, for instance, to decentralize 
their censorship.  
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networks with both France and Switzerland, foreign sources of news were especially 

significant.  

 German censors naturally had much less control over the content of newspapers 

printed outside the boundaries of the Confederation. To understand the ways in which 

these issues shaped the exercise of censorship and the role that censors could potentially 

play in not only repressing publications but also in applying their own standards of public 

discourse to provide cover for controversial publications, we will now examine the 

example of Baden’s response to foreign newspapers, especially coming from 

Switzerland. German-language newspapers appearing in the surrounding states, 

especially Switzerland and France, appeared as one of the greatest threats to the security 

of new constitutional order in Germany. These papers, for the most part, faced censorship 

within their own originating countries, but German Confederation censors for the most 

part faced only the stark choice to permit or to ban issues (or indeed whole newspapers) 

from circulating within the borders of their jurisdiction. Censors thus had fewer tools at 

their disposal, unable to legally mandate prior censorship of issues before printing or 

suggest necessary changes. Once printed, copies of foreign newspapers could be 

forbidden, confiscated, or suppressed, but punishment of foreign nationals serving as 

editor or publisher was usually out of the question. Naturally, formal bans of publications 

were only as effective as their enforcement, which relied much more upon the 

effectiveness of Germany’s highly decentralized, local police authorities than the actions 

of censors.  
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 Yet even as authorities at every level of German society saw foreign newspapers 

as a potent threat to the established order, they did not countenance a blanket ban upon 

foreign publications. Instead, censorship commissions, in consultation with police and 

administrative authorities at the Kreis level, read incoming periodicals and determined 

whether or not they could freely circulate within their legal jurisdiction. Postal 

administrators were naturally crucial in enforcing bans of foreign papers; even though 

smuggling remained a possibility for a publication facing prohibition, the most cost- 

effective method of circulation for a periodical was naturally the regular mail service. In 

the case of Baden, to which we now turn, the importation of foreign newspapers was 

especially widespread given Baden’s geography and the significance of the publishing 

centers directly beyond its borders in Strasbourg, Basel, and Bern. 

 One of the best-documented cases of the difficulties coming to consensus over the 

issue of permitting foreign newspapers is that of the Aarauer Zeitung. In late 1819, 

district administrators throughout Baden began to protest the continued appearance of the 

Aarauer Zeitung within the grand duchy. Founded in 1814, the Aarauer Zeitung was the 

brainchild of Swiss liberal author Heinrich Zschokke and publisher Heinrich Sauerländer. 

From 1814 until 1821, the Aarauer Zeitung offered readers one of the most 

comprehensive sources of news and liberal political opinion in Switzerland. Sauerländer 

built a successful publishing house in Aarau after stints in Frankfurt and Paris on the 

basis of his publication of some of Switzerland’s most noteworthy liberal intellectuals of 

the time, especially Zschokke, but also pedagogical reformer Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi 
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and others.195 The paper brought Sauerländer into conflict with censors in his native 

Switzerland. The Swiss cantonal structure meant that censorship policy was equally as 

decentralized and heterogeneous in the German Confederation. Moreover, Switzerland 

was subject to diplomatic pressures from its more powerful neighbors in a similar manner 

as smaller German states like Baden.196 Pressure from France and from Austria in 

particular was acute, as was that of other cantons like Bern; the Aargau, the Swiss canton 

where the paper was printed, eliminated its preventive censorship in 1817.  

 Unfortunately for Sauerländer, however, publishing without the oversight of 

censors did not mean he would be free of state pressure. Now that pressure came from a 

distance, however. Acting through charge d’affaires in each Swiss canton, aggrieved 

foreign governments could and did demand retribution for perceived slights in the pages 

of the newspaper. The Aargauer cantonal government parried such diplomatic requests 

where possible by claiming it had no responsibility for the content of the press after the 

abolition of censorship. This seemingly sensible interpretation of the implications of a 

free press, however, rang false in a political environment in Central Europe where 

preventive censorship of some form was nearly universal. The Austrian Ambassador 

Schraut aptly summarized the aims of not only his government but also those of states 

 
195 Dominik Sauerländer, “Sauerländer, Heinrich,” Neue Deutsche Biografie, Last acccessed December 4, 
2014, http://www.deutsche-biographie.de/sfz110282.html. 
196 Josef Inauen, Brennpunkt Schweiz: die süddeutschen Staaten Baden, Württemberg und Bayern und die 
Eidgenossenschaft 1815-1840 (Freiburg, Switzerland: Academic Press Fribourg, 2008), 210–12. 
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like France and Bavaria that protested the Aarauer Zeitung: “We hope that Aarau will be 

isolated within the [Swiss] Confederation on account of the laxity of its press police.”197 

 The Aargau cantonal government felt this isolation acutely and issued an 

ultimatum to Sauerländer in 1821 after years of escalating complaints and intimidation 

from the courts of surrounding countries. Distressed by the commitment of time and 

resources defending what had become a publishing vehicle of increasing frustration and 

decreasing material returns, Sauerländer simply abandoned the paper in 1821. In spite of 

its continued popularity among not only the local population, but also dedicated readers 

in surroundings lands, Sauerländer found it preferable to abandon the paper and avoid 

potential legal fees or the uncompensated confiscation of his capital, than to continue the 

paper until the foreign powers eventually hounded it out of existence.198  

 Though the paper’s brief print run saw a number of challenges from foreign 

governments, it is crucial to not conflate these attacks with censorship in the narrower 

sense. That is, protesting against negative representations of one’s own country and its 

ruler(s) was simply an assumed part of diplomacy in early nineteenth-century Europe. 

Lodging such complaints were a low-stakes way of demonstrating to authorities at home 

the diplomat’s zeal; the difficult decisions weighing domestic law, property rights, and 

public opprobrium rested with the state where the work appeared in this event. Foreign 

ministries in Germany and beyond were likewise especially stout bastions of 

conservatism; even in the states of southwest Germany where liberal ministries formed in 

 
197 Schraut to Metternich, quoted in Albert Brugger, Geschichte der Aarauer Zeitung, 1814-1821: ein 
Beitrag zur Geschichte der schweizerischen Presse, (Aarau: Sauerländer, 1914), 63. 
198 Ibid., 72. 
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the Vormärz, foreign ministries remained in the hands of reactionaries throughout the 

period. It is thus unsurprising that states lodged formal complaints over unfavorable news 

coverage in neighboring countries’ presses. Thus it is essential to examine a different way 

in which censorship functioned across boundaries: the decision to ban or permit 

importation and distribution of foreign papers. 

 In Baden’s case, the Aarauer Zeitung aroused the suspicion of Kreis officials and 

a controversy within the ranks of Baden’s recently formed Censorship Commission late 

in 1819. Responding to inquiries about the paper’s content and Tendenz from postal 

administrators in Offenburg, Wilhelm Reinhard, a member of the Censorship 

Commission and censor for works on law and state administration, initiated a discussion 

about the paper. He suspected that the provocation in issue 145, which addressed how 

Baden was implementing censorship in accordance with federal law, meant that the paper 

held “no claim on an entry permit in accordance with the Censorship Edict of November 

5, 1819.”199 Baden’s Press Law codified a censorship system modeled after that of 

Prussia. As we have seen, the Carlsbad Decrees represented a striking grab of power at 

the federal level in the area of censorship, even as its administration remained in large 

part in the hands of individual member states.  

 Baden’s Censorship Commission, unlike that of Hesse-Kassel, censored not only 

books, but also newspapers printed in the capital and those that entered Baden from 

“abroad,” whether from other German states or elsewhere. Like its counterparts in Hesse-

Kassel, Württemberg, and Saxony, though, Baden’s Censorship Commission divided its 

 
199 Censorship Commission (Baden) Circular, December 10, 1819, GLAKA 233 Nr. 29641. 
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members’ censorship responsibility along disciplinary and genre lines.200 The chairman, 

Daniel von Gulat-Wellenburg, censored periodicals appearing in the grand ducal capital 

of Karlsruhe. Censors throughout Baden’s seven administrative Kreise (each named for a 

significant body of water within them) formed lower-level censorship commissions under 

the oversight of the district government to censor periodicals appearing within their 

respective bailiwicks. Censorship of the foreign press, however, fell to the Director of the 

Postal Service, Karl Heinrich Freiherr von Fahnenberg.  

 As the head of Baden's postal service, Fahnenberg combined the discretionary 

power of membership in the Obercensurcollegium with the executive power to actually 

carry out his decisions through administration of the mail service, a relatively rare thing 

for a censor. As head of Baden’s postal service, Fahnenberg undertook major reforms 

including instituting Germany’s first express postal service between Mannheim and 

Karlsruhe, which became a model for the rest of Germany.201 Additionally, Fahnenberg 

was also a classical economist and active organizer in the 1810s and 1820s of both a 

journal for Baden’s commercial interests, the Magazin für Handlung, 

Handelsgesetzgebung, und Finanzverwaltung, and an agricultural improvement society, 

the Landwirtschaft Verein.  

 As an economic liberal, Fahnenberg fit in well with many of his civil servant 

colleagues, yet also made for a curious sort of censor.202 Nowhere is this more apparent 

 
200 Praesentationsbuch des Obercensurcollegiums, GLAKA 233 Nr. 29643 
201 Friedrich von Weech, Badische Biographien, (Heidelberg: Bassermann, 1875), 233. 
202 Fahnenberg’s economic liberalism placed him squarely within the predominant ideology of “civil-
servant liberalism” that animated the bureaucratic caste and gave it ideological coherence and organization 
in its confrontation with the more static forces of traditional society. See Lee, The Politics of Harmony. 
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than in his introduction to his German translation of Jean-Baptiste Say’s Catechisme 

d’economie politique. Say’s work, Fahnenberg points out, represents a simplification for 

a broader audience of  the ideas Say developed in his masterwork, the Traité d’economie 

politique.203 Popularizing the economic science of the Traité offers a host of benefits in 

Fahnenberg’s view, chief among them laying the foundation for more rational and 

prudent public discussion of fiscal policy. Disseminating this knowledge within the 

public sphere is thus a pre-condition for a rational-critical deliberation over such features 

of economic life as tax policy, limitations on trade and occupation, government 

intervention into economic activity (Betriebsamkeit), and the like.204 Impoverishment 

brought on by decades of war made the insights of Nationalwirtschaft indispensable, 

Fahnenberg argues, not only for government ministers but also for the educated public. 

What did this public look like in Baden, though? Fahnenberg cites the rise of 

landständische constitutions as one spur to greater public facility with economics, as well 

as the practical applications to be found in “all of life’s events.”205 For Fahnenberg, 

promoting public discourse, even of sensitive state budgetary matters, was a salutary 

development provided that the public inform itself of the best of modern scholarship and 

engage in a rational process of self-improvement. 

 
203 By the time of Fahnenberg’s translation, the Traité was in its second, in his view “much improved” 
edition. Say would re-work the Traité throughout his life. Fahnenberg does not point out that Say’s second 
edition had been suppressed by the Napoleonic censors and only appeared thanks to the victory of the Sixth 
Coalition. See Richard Whatmore, Republicanism and the French Revolution : an intellectual history of 
Jean-Baptiste Say’s political economy, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000). 
204 Jean Baptiste Say, Catechismus der National-Wirthschaft, trans. Karl Heinrich von Fahnenberg, 1816, 
3. 
205 Ibid., 2. 
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 Fahnenberg’s stout defense of the value of informing public opinion in the 

introduction resonates with his role in facilitating the continued acceptance of the 

Aarauer Zeitung in Baden. It is worth at this point comparing a more “innocuous” import 

to see how the Aarauer Zeitung raised particular challenges for censors. In early 

December 1819, David Hurter, scion of a publishing family from the Swiss canton of 

Schaffhausen, applied for an entrance permit for the Allgemeine Schweizerische 

Korrespondenten under the terms of the 1819 Press Law. Across multiple name changes, 

the paper could trace its lineage as far back as over a century at that point.206 The 

newspaper was widely distributed in neighboring states, where it was renowned for its 

conservative-aristocratic editorial line. Hurter's petition describes the paper’s stance as 

“observant of the existing order, respectful of governments, intellectually independent 

commensurate with the laws of those governments.”207 The Censorship Commission 

based its positive response to the petition on the paper’s value as a source of accurate 

information for Swiss matters, which it presents in a “merely narrative form,” without 

editorial commentary.208 The Allgemeine Schweizer Korrespondenten’s popularity and 

value as an informational source in this case weighed in its favor for the Censorship 

Commission. 

 Unlike the Allgemeine Schweizerische Korrespondenten, however, the Aarauer 

Zeitung aroused the suspicions of authorities in Baden because of its tone. Responding to 

 
206 Eduard Joos, “Parteien und Presse im Kanton Schaffhausen” PhD. Diss. Schaffhausen: P. Meili, 1975. 
207 “mit Achtung für bestehende Verfassung und Ehrerbietung gegen Regierungen und deren 
Verordnungen vereinbarte Freisinnigkeit.” Hurtersche Buchhandlung to Censorship Commission (Baden), 
December 3, 1819 (received), GLAKA 233 Nr. 29641. 
208 “blos erzählenden Form.” Censorship Commission (Baden) decree, December 3, 1819, GLAKA 233 
Nr. 29641. 
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local censorship, the Aarauer Zeitung had run several issues with censorship gaps 

(Zensurlücken)– in this case in the form of large print letters.209 We have already 

witnessed the comparative liberality of censorship in the Aargau; printing Zensurlücken, 

Albert Brugger argues, silenced critics within the cantonal authorities of the censor’s 

laxity.210 Yet the printing of Zensurlücken had many more potential meanings: mute 

protest against the cutting of articles or paragraphs, attempts to make censorship itself the 

subject of discussion, or even a typographical necessity to preserve the layout of the 

paper after the censor’s cuts when it was impractical to re-write articles. The form of the 

paper that reached Baden, thus, bore signs of a problematic sign of resistance to 

censorship itself. Not only its reportage and editorial line, but also its manner of 

presentation and tendency to push back against censorship, however subtly, counted 

against the Aarauer Zeitung in the eyes of its critics. 

 Responding to the call for proscribing the Aarauer Zeitung, Fahnenberg 

challenged the prevailing interpretation of the paper’s Tendenz. As the commission 

member in charge of foreign publications, Fahnenberg evinced a clear familiarity with 

the paper and its print history. Having carefully read each incoming issue of the paper in 

the prior month, Fahnenberg writes that he found “nothing offensive or contrary to 

censorship law.”211 Banning the Aarauer Zeitung may, of course, be necessary in the 

 
209 Censorship gaps were typographical marks or blank spaces inserted to indicate passages or words 
censors had stricken. Censors did often interpret Zensurlücken as an attack and usually did not like 
censorship to become an object of consideration in such a blatant manner. 
210 Brugger, Geschichte der Aarauer Zeitung, 4. 
211 “Seit dem 12. May habe ich die Aarauer Zeitung aufmerksam durchgangen und keinen Artikel darin 
gefunden, die mir anstößig schien und den Bestimmungen des Censuredikts entgegen.” Censorship 
Commission Circular, November 10, 1819, GLAKA 233 Nr. 29641. 
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future, he concedes, but only after it has provided some greater instigation. For the 

moment, he argues, the Kreis government owed it to the publisher to voice any of its 

concerns informally before taking more drastic steps. From the Censorship Commission, 

the Kreis authorities could expect no immediate action. 

 Fahnenberg’s colleagues on the Censorship Commission largely supported his 

view, although they express more ambivalence about the paper than his largely 

supportive stance. Johann Hebel admits that his experience reading the paper left him 

somewhat ambivalent about permitting it—its expression was not always “polite” (artig), 

yet it also broke no censorship laws. Gulat weighs in as well, suggesting further vigilance 

but no immediate steps. Such a response, of course, could be issued in response to any 

call for censorship: vigilance in censorship could, depending upon the context, mean 

stringent repressive measures or a piece of bureaucratic double-speak meaning that 

censors would take no immediate action at all. In this case, Gulat’s call for vigilance had 

the effect of parrying the calls for prohibition of the AZ emanating from Kreis 

governments throughout Baden. 

 What was it about Nr. 145 of the Aarauer Zeitung that incited calls for 

suppression from the Neckar-, Kinzig-, and Dreysamkreise? The commission’s censored 

copy most likely represents the work of the Kreis Censorship Commission 

(Kreiscensurcollegium), subordinate institutions developed in each of Baden’s six 

administrative districts primarily charged with censoring publications appearing in their 

administrative boundaries. Articles on Swiss politics, the promulgation of the Carlsbad 

Decrees, and even on the release of documentation from the investigation of Karl Sand’s 
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murder of August von Kotzebue are unmarked. Instead, the censors in Mannheim flag a 

piece on the back page of the weekly addition to the paper addressed to Baden’s Zeitung-

Expedition.212 Sauerländer quotes a rescript from the Zeitung-Expedition informing him 

of conditions placed upon all Swiss papers’ continued permission to circulate in Baden. 

Namely, thenceforth the Aarauer Zeitung had to list its editor and place of publication on 

its front page and submit copies to the censorship commission. The censor specifically 

underlines as well where Sauerländer alludes to the role of the Kreis authorities in 

Offenburg, seat of the Kinzigkreis encompassing much of Baden's western border with 

France, in demanding this censorship. 

 Sauerländer’s open letter to Baden’s Post-Expedition touches on a number of 

themes common in writers’ and publishers’ responses to censorship. He declares his 

longstanding compliance with technical provisions of the law, in this case printing his 

name on the front of the paper. Yet his response to Baden’s demand that he do so goes far 

beyond what this simple provision merits. The Aarauer Zeitung, Sauerländer writes, is a 

Swiss paper for a Swiss public: level-headed, moderate, and impartial. Shaped by the 

spirit of happy neutrality in world affairs, the Swiss public are discerning, giving “no 

value to the exaggerations of ultras of any color.”213 He concedes that verification of 

foreign news is not perfect, though he links his own fallibility as editor with that of the 

censor as well. Any lapses, therefore, result not from malice but instead from limited 

 
212 The Zeitung-Expedition was an institution designed as a clearinghouse of sorts for all newspapers 
circulating throughout the territory. 
213 “die Uebertreibungen der Ultra jeder Farbe keine Werth haben.” H.R. Sauerländer, “An die 
Großherzogliche Badische Post-Expedition in Offenburg,” Aarauer Zeitung, December 4, 1819, Nr. 145 
Insert Nr. 61, p. 584 
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resources. Despite the ever-present potential for error, though, Sauerländer vigorously 

asserts his commitment to the impartial truth. He ultimately goes as far as professing that 

he would prefer to not publish in Baden than to subject the paper to standards outside of 

those of its own country and primary reading public.  

 This frank discussion of censorship naturally drew the attention of a number of 

authorities in Baden, especially within the Kreis governments. Needless to say, the 

Aarauer Zeitung continued to appear in Baden after Sauerländer’s declaration. As Loyd 

Lee argues, the Kreis governments were centers of reaction within Baden’s state; for this 

reason, as well as their relative novelty and lack of connection to Baden’s established 

communal order, they were especially unpopular.214 At this point in the evolution of 

Baden’s censorship organs, it remained unclear how the central Censorship Commission 

would divide responsibility with the censorship commission springing up in each of the 

individual Kreise. In the Neckarkreis, where the complaint against the Aarauer Zeitung 

originated, the Kreis government installed a Heidelberg bailiff (Amtmann) Picot as the 

local censor for the foreign newspapers.215 In theory, decentralized censorship might 

mitigate conflict in instances where the Kreise disagreed with Karlsruhe (or with one 

another).  

 Conversely, the logistical difficulties associated with installing not one but nine 

semi-autonomous censorship apparatuses were not lost on the censors: “The censorship 

of this paper (by each Kreis) offers only an uncertain half-measure, because it is 

 
214 Lee, The Politics of Harmony, 1980, 46. 
215 Neckarkreis Direction to Censorship Commission, December 19, 1819, GLAKA 233 Nr. 29641. 
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impossible to administer censorship identically everywhere.”216 The Kreis authorities 

feared uneven censorship across Kreise would make it too easy for curious readers, their 

interests piqued by the prohibition, to acquire copies of the paper from another district. In 

short, Baden’s attempt at a decentralized censorship apparatus represents an early 

microcosm of many of the problems that would plague the German Confederation’s 

censorship structures as a whole. 

 Having seemingly resolved the complaints and challenges from the Kreise, the 

conflict over censoring the paper flared up almost immediately over the publication of a 

satirical rendering of a traditional Swabian popular verse form, the “Watcher’s Call” 

(Wächterruf). Bernhard Siegel, Director of the Neckarkreis, urged the Censorship 

Commission to ban the Aarauer Zeitung after this latest provocation, in which the paper 

printed the following stanza of verse: 

 Your citizens hear you and let you say, 
 the clock has struck midnight. 
 Put out your fire and your light, 
 That nothing disturbs the rest 
 of the stern lords.217 
 
Inverting the Wächtterruf’s standard meaning, a benevolent and paternalistic protection 

from the dangers of the night, this version calls into question the good will of “stern 

 
216 “Aus diesem Grunde ist die Censur dieses Blattes eine halbe und darum sehr schwankende Maasregel, 
weil die Censur ohnmöglich überall ganz gleich gehandhabt wird.” Neckarkreis Censorship Commission to 
Censorship Commission, December 28, 1819, GLAKA 233 Nr. 29641 
217 “Ihr Bürger hört und laßt euch sagen/ Die Glock hat Mitternacht geschlagen!/ Löscht aus eur Feuer und 
eur Licht/ Daß nichts die Ruhe unterbricht/ von den gestrengen Herren.” The traditional version of a 
Wächterruf is sung from the night watchman to the people, announcing the end of day and the beginning of 
the night watch. It expresses thanks to God and hope for a safe night. In his Alemannische Gedichte, Johann 
Peter Hebel offers a version of the Wächterruf similar enough to see the Aarauer Zeitung’s version as a 
clear parody of the form. Hebel’s collection of dialect poetry had made him famous in literary circles 
before he took a position in Baden’s Landeskirche and on its censorship commission. For Hebel’s version, 
see Johann Peter Hebel and Richard Gäng, Alemannische Gedichte (Stuttgart: P. Reclam, 1960).  
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lords” who silence their citizens to maintain their own repose. The poem’s “innuendo” 

(Anspielungen) bespoke no good intentions on the part of the editors.218 Urging the 

paper’s prohibition, he requested action on the part of Karlsruhe. 

 The Censorship Commission, however, refused once more to ban the Aarauer 

Zeitung. In its defense, Fahnenberg minimized its threat by pointing out that the 

offending poem clearly originated elsewhere and had already appeared in papers 

throughout Germany. His colleague Hebel, whose own well-known poem quite possibly 

provided the basis, saw the paper as, in his terms “problematic, though still not decidedly 

malicious.”219 In accordance with Article 3 of the Censorship Edict of 1819, each 

individual Kreis was free to issue its own proclamations, valid within its borders alone. 

As Martin Arnold argues, Baden had in fact exceeded the requirements for censorship 

specified in the Carlsbad Decrees.220 On the one hand, this should surprise us, as Baden 

was one of the most liberal states in Germany, and indeed in continental Europe as a 

whole. On the other hand, though, Baden’s adoption of a relatively liberal constitution 

represented a conscious strategy of integrating the fractious and newly formed grand 

duchy as it weathered a major transformation in the latter half of the 1810s. Creating 

representative institutions was part of a strategy to procure political legitimacy and 

acceptance of the newly assembled pieces of the state of Baden. 

 
218 Neckarkreis Censorship Commssion to Censorship Commission (Baden). December 28, 1819. GLAKA 
233 Nr. 29641 
219 “problematisch, aber noch nicht entschieden böse.” Censorship Commission (Baden) Circular. January 
1, 1820. GLAKA 233 Nr. 29641. 
220 Arnold, Pressefreiheit und Zensur, 101. 
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 Allowing the Kreise to pursue their own censorship lines, independent of the 

clearly stated preferences of the competent organ for the grand duchy as a whole, reflects 

the painful integration process of Baden’s distinct regions. Hebel, for one, lamented the 

situation in which one jurisdiction could repress what another allowed, “out of which a 

multitude of unpleasant possibilities threaten to emerge.”221 With this remark, Hebel 

referred especially to ways of evading the law by exploiting Baden’s lack of legal 

uniformity across all jurisdictions. As Mack Walker argues, greater local autonomy 

represented both a frequent liberal goal and a devolution of power to often staunchly 

conservative and insular “home towns.”222 For censorship, therefore, these administrative 

transformations could just as easily result in a de facto sharpening of censorship, given 

the political cast of the Kreis governments vis-à-vis the comparatively liberal Censorship 

Commission. 

 If the Censorship Commission found it improper to make general state measures 

dependent upon individual considerations of the Kreise, they nonetheless relied heavily 

upon them. Karlsruhe could not execute its political directives on its own. It needed the 

local police and administrative apparatus of the Kreis to seek out and suppress forbidden 

publications. As a result, most of the activity of the Obercensurcollegium in the first few 

years of its inception in Baden revolved around negotiation with and regulation of local 

authorities. This decentralized institutional structure was not unique to Baden, though the 

 
221 “woraus eine Menge unangenehmer Weitläufigkeiten zu entstehen droht.” Weitläufigkeit means a large 
expanse of space—a comparable term here might actually be “stretch,” as Hebel fears the local 
jurisdictions might stretch the terms of the law.  Censorship Commission (Baden) Circular. January 1, 
1820. GLAKA 233 Nr. 29641. 
222 Mack Walker, German Home Towns: community, state, and general estate, 1648-1871. (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1971), 259. 
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volume of censorship undertaken by Kreis officials was high compared to some of its 

neighbors. 

 One foreign newspaper that posed a different sort of challenge to the censorship 

authorities in Baden was the bilingual Strasbourg newspaper Le Patriote alsacien/Der 

Elsäßer Patriot. The product of a former editor of Le Censeur européen Charles-Philippe 

Marchand, the Elsäßer Patriot offered news and commentary in both French and English 

beginning in January 1820. Drawing upon his work as a member of the Amis de la 

Liberté de la Presse, Marchand devoted this short-lived paper to advocating for civil 

freedoms and religious toleration in the German states as well as France.223 In accordance 

with Baden’s 1819 press law, the publishers submitted the newspaper’s prospectus to 

postal authorities in the border town Kehl, who immediately flagged it for its 

questionable Tendenz. Most notably, the prospectus announces that the paper will be 

written in a “constitutional spirit,” promoting freedom and the rule of law. Using the 

French-derived “constitutionell” instead of the German “verfassungsmäßig” made it 

abundantly clear to authorities in Baden that the editors had the oppositional, liberal sense 

of the word “constitution,” rather than the more generic form for “existing political 

order” in mind. The censors in Karlsruhe now faced a clear challenge: the paper seemed 

as if it would be politically inflammatory, yet no issues had appeared, nor was the 

prospectus the sort of document likely to give censors an obvious opportunity to suppress 

the paper. 

 
223 Alexander, Re-Writing the French Revolutionary Tradition, 130. 
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 The Censorship Commission’s first step in this case was to escalate the issue to 

the Ministry of the Interior. In particular, it was suspected this publication might spread 

“underground” (auf Schleichwegen) and particular vigilance was recommended given the 

tone of the prospectus.224 In all likelihood, the prospectus alone was not sufficient to 

merit this attention. Marchand’s renown in nearby Strasbourg undoubtedly influenced the 

censors; Marchand blames “gossip” for convincing skeptics of his work that he must be a 

Jacobin or revolutionary.225 Directing prospective German subscribers to submit requests 

to the postal office in Kehl proved presumptuous. First, the Kinzigkreis government 

objected to the new publication.226 Then, Baden banned the publication as a whole. 

Moreover, Baden’s prohibition would not be the last; the journal was suppressed entirely 

by French authorities in May after a brief print run.227 Germans were not the only ones 

concerned with censoring the political press in the years after 1819, it seemed. 

CONCLUSION 

 
 At this point, it is worth returning to the question of how the Metternichian 

censorship regime came to define the era in contemporary imagination. The experience of 

Baden, both in the formation of its Censorship Commission and its handling of foreign 

newspapers is indicative of several answers. As should be apparent, it is neither novelty 

which marks the Carlsbad system, nor particular severity in historical comparison. 

 
224 Censorship Commission Circular, January 12, 1820. GLAKA 233 Nr. 29641. 
225 Charles-Philippe Marchand, Le Patriote alsacien/Der Elsäßer Patriot. Nr. 1, Jan 16, 1820. 
226 Kinzigkreis Government to Censorship Commission, January 11, 1820 GLAKA 233 Nr. 29641. 
227 Marchand did not give up without a fight, which he documents in C. Marchand, Procès du “Patriote 
alsacien”, ou défense prononcée devant la Cour d’assise du Bas-Rhin, le 15 Juin 1820 (Strasbourg: 
Marchand, 1820). 
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Instead, two important facts stand out. First, Baden was among those states where French 

influence in the form of law and administrative practice was formative. Unlike the 

neighboring Palatinate or left-Rhenish provinces, Baden escaped French occupation for 

the most part. Nevertheless, French censorship, though actually quite stringent, was 

narrowly tailored. As a result, it offered considerable latitude for discussion. Secondly, 

the political winds in Baden itself between 1815 and 1819 seemed favorable to the 

extension and state recognition of press freedom, at least with respect to the non-

imposition of prior restraint. Though the German Confederation would later become the 

apotheosis of reactionary rule, it was really only after 1819 that this became apparent to 

observers. For liberals, a second-best solution to the German Question in the late 1810s, 

after a constitutional nation-state, would be a decentralized federation of states in which 

liberal polities could set their own course free of intervention from Austria. The Carlsbad 

Decrees rendered that scenario out of reach as well. Thus, a certain kind of political 

disappointment colors the response to the imposition of the Carlsbad system. 

 Meanwhile, for censors, caught as they were between the state’s demands for 

security and suppression of public challenge and the public sphere’s claims to participate 

in political debate, the law as written offered precious little guidance. In the face of this 

absence, censors drew upon the legal culture and ideology of both moderate liberalism 

and civil service dirigisme to justify and inform their practice of censorship. For censors 

like Fahnenberg, censorship could serve to check the excesses of public speech, enabling 

and not suppressing critical debates. Crucially, such debates took place within an 

educated public—the people for whom, for instance, economic or political knowledge 
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was relevant and valuable. Though Baden’s ministerial authorities indeed sought to 

implement the Decrees vigorously, their effects were muted by the censors’ beliefs and 

practices. 

 As for the political press, events and currents beyond the Confederation’s borders 

continued to shape the direction of the public sphere in the decades to come. As the next 

chapter will make apparent, far from destroying domestic political publishing, the gaps in 

the system allowed for the persistence of newspapers focused upon politics, even as they 

were channeled away from questions of international politics by states concerned for their 

reputation with larger powers. Domestic publishing would rebound, limiting though by 

no means eliminating the significance of the foreign press. Meanwhile, the system of 

state-level commissions and spasmodic intervention by confederal authorities would be 

entrenched for the remainder of the Vormärz. 
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Chapter Three: Censors and the Mediation of Public Life, 1820-1829 

 The consequences of the triumph in 1819 of conservative forces we considered in 

the previous chapter, partial though they may have been, were nevertheless immense. “It 

is this reactionary turn,” Heinrich Lutz argues, “whence the most significant legal and 

political occurrences of the following decade emerge.”228 Throughout the 1820s, the 

Metternichian system cast a long shadow, in the form of a withdrawal from public life, an 

engrossment in the private, domestic sphere, and a cowardly hypocrisy in intellectual 

life.229 In cultural memory, this era, the Biedermeier, has thenceforth adopted a two-fold 

appearance: as the “good old days” of peace, hearth, and home, and as an era of cringing 

submission to the police state. The poet Adalbert von Chamisso set the tone for this 

description as early as 1822:  

 Fill the cup to the edge, 
 Tell me, friends, of: 
 The liberated Fatherland  
 And the good, golden Age! 
 Because the Bürger thinks and believes 
 Speaks and writes completely freely now, 
 Anything that the political police 
 Has first examined and permitted.230 

 

 
228 “Es ist diese reaktionäre Wende, von der die wichtigsten gesetzlichen und politischen Geschehnisse der 
nähcsten Jahrzehnte ausgehen.” Heinrich Lutz, Zwischen Habsburg und Preussen: Deutschland, 1815-1866 
(Berlin: Siedler Verlag, 1985), 47. 
229 “Conformism is the dominant mode of society in the age of Metternich: similarly, the dramas of the age 
portray tragic heroes who are the victims of impersonal forces.” Joseph Peter Stern, Idylls and Realities. 
(New York: Ungar, 1971), 18. 
230 “Füllt die Becher bis zum Rand,/ Thut, ihr Freunde, mir Bescheid:/ Das befreite Vaterland,/ Und die 
gute goldne Zeit!/ Denn der Bürger denkt und glaubt,/ Spricht und schreibt nun Alles frei,/ Was die hohe 
Polizei/ Erst geprüft hat und erlaubt.” “Die Goldene Zeit,” Adelbert von Chamisso, Gedichte von Adelbert 
von Chamisso (Weidmann, 1869), 107. 
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The “golden age” of the Biedermeier was thus built upon a fundamental silencing. The 

pall that settled over German political life, in this view, rendered public life necessarily 

frivolous, superficial, and hypocritical.  

 In many ways, this version of the 1820s is familiar to us: it is the era of 

Restoration, neo-absolutism, of an apolitical Biedermeier aesthetic in the arts and a 

dispirited, timid opposition in politics.231 Romanticism, always a politically mutable 

aesthetic and philosophical impulse, was increasingly shorn of its more grandiose and 

transcendent elements to give way to a quiet, introspective, and unassuming style of 

domestic-oriented art and literature.232 Public culture in Austria set the tone for such an 

image, of course: “A more fettered being than an Austrian author never existed,” Charles 

Sealsfield wrote in 1828.233 Austria’s influence on the other German states was especially 

potent when, as in most cases in the 1820s, it acted in concert with Prussia. Thus did 

governments in Vienna and Berlin shape political developments in provincial capitals 

like Stuttgart.234 

 Though there is certainly much to suggest this view of German public life—there 

really was, as we will see, more open and radical opposition to the Restoration order after 

1830—it remains incomplete without an appreciation for the limits of repression. As this 

 
231 Christopher Clark, “Restoration or Pre-March,” 38. 
232 Virgil Nemoianu, The Taming of Romanticism: European Literature and the Age of Biedermeier, 
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1984). 
233 Charles Sealsfield, Austria as It Is; Or, Sketches of Continental Courts (London: Hurst, Chance, and 
Co., 1828), 209. Sealsfield’s critique of Metternichian Vienna, Austria, as it is was naturally suppressed in 
Austria itself upon publication, though it would eventually find an audience in the 1830s in the other 
German states. See Balázs Trencsényi and Michal Kopeček, National Romanticism: The Formation of 
National Movements (New York: Central European University Press, 2007), 134. 
234 Nipperdey, Deutsche Geschichte, 300. 
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chapter will demonstrate, censorship was neither so pervasive nor so univocally 

repressive that it could silence voices of opposition and engagement for an entire decade. 

Politics still occurred—even in print—not only because the state’s reach was limited, but 

also because the complete stifling of political discussion was not the consensus goal of 

Germany’s ruling elites. Throughout Germany, spaces emerged where political life grew 

and developed, even in the era of Restoration. 

 In this chapter, we turn our attention to Baden’s eastern neighbor, the Kingdom of 

Württemberg, in order to examine how censorship functioned in one of those spaces. The 

situation in Württemberg offers a crucial window into the limits of repression and the 

survival of public politics in the 1820s for a number of reasons. Where Baden (at least at 

the ministerial level) carried out the Decrees with enthusiasm, Württemberg was perhaps 

the state most reticent to administer them. It thus offers a useful corrective to the view of 

the Biedermeier as one of universal state repression. Moreover, Württemberg shows us 

how a state interested in political reform and modernization, not simply retrenchment, 

sought to square its own interests with the dictates of the German Confederation. 

Precisely because it proved a thorn in Metternich’s side is Württemberg a crucial case 

study for examining the limits of the reactionary environment of the 1820s. 

 Though Württemberg possessed unique characteristics shaping its press policy, it 

was also representative of important broader trends as well. Baden’s challenge—to instill 

political legitimacy and popular support in newly acquired territories—was just as 

pressing for the Württemberg state. With the obvious exception of Austria, all of the 

states in South Germany (Baden, Württemberg, and Bavaria) promulgated constitutions 
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guaranteeing representative institutions in the years before 1820. The political struggle 

over its constitution fundamentally stamped Württemberg’s political culture in the decade 

to come, as Württemberg groped for solutions to the problem of how a constitutional 

state “fit” in a Confederation built for the purpose of suppressing such political 

innovations. With respect to censorship, it is less the specific constitutional provisions 

regulating freedom of speech that mattered than it is the institutional and legal anchoring 

of a liberal opposition in the Second Chamber that provided a core of organization and 

protection for the political press. 

 An analysis of Württemberg’s censorship of its domestic political press 

demonstrates the complex relationship between governments, their censors, and 

intellectual producers in the period. Censors in Württemberg, especially members of its 

Censorship Commission, were legitimately concerned about the potential for abuse or 

overreach in the application of censorship and struggled to administer it with fairness and 

restraint. In this respect, they served as mediators between publishers, aggrieved both by 

censors’ seemingly arbitrary intervention into their work and the cost and inconvenience 

of compliance with censorship law, and higher state officials, concerned at least as much 

by the risks of offending powerful Confederation members like Prussia and Austria as 

they were with regulating speech on domestic political issues. By blunting the harsher 

edges of censorship and militating against its more straightforwardly repressive 

capabilities, these censors preserved a space of public life in Württemberg that 

contributed to it becoming a center of political reform and development throughout the 

period disproportionate to its relatively small size. 
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 Where the matter becomes more complex, however, is in assessing the ultimate 

effects of this relative laxity in censorship. In order to temper censorship, censors drew 

upon their own understanding of laws and instructions that were ambiguous and 

controversial. For authors and publishers, laxity in censorship could just as often invite 

charges of favoritism, while inconsistency in administration brought charges of unfair 

arbitrariness. Conversely, a lenient hand in censorship did not entail a rejection of the 

principles of state oversight of public speech; censorship in Württemberg in the 1820s 

reveals the extent to which the state could intervene in publishing successfully, provided 

censors effectively played their mediating role. In that respect, an accommodating, “well-

intentioned” censor could all the more effectively prolong the life of state control of 

public communication. 

 To grapple with these issues of how censors shaped the development of public life 

in the Biedermeier, this chapter investigates in particular the domestic political press in 

Württemberg. While Baden’s censors were heavily concerned with foreign periodicals in 

the immediate years after the promulgation of the Decrees, Württemberg had an 

established coterie of political publishers. The kingdom’s most illustrious publishing 

house, the Cotta Verlag, was Germany’s most prominent, of course—prominent enough 

that Cotta had considerable leverage over the state, as we shall see in Chapter Four. As 

such, it is more illuminating to examine a series of other domestic papers, all of which 

faced scrutiny from censors but also a degree of protection of sorts in instances in which 

foreign governments protested their coverage. One contention of this chapter is that 

Württemberg’s political situation as a constitutional power shaped its censorship; 
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censors, in their own way, sought to advance state policy by entrenching the legal order 

of the Württemberg Constitution of 1819 and limiting their activity in accordance with it.  

 Before proceeding to the specific case of Württemberg, however, it is worth 

reexamining what exactly censorship was supposed to achieve, as in the literature the 

1820s appear as the era in which it ostensibly worked. As we have seen, opposition to the 

spread of constitutions and representative assemblies—and not simply the fear of 

revolutionary conspiracies—was the primary factor motivating Metternich to intervene in 

the practice of political repression within the member states. Friedrich Gentz’s memo to 

the Bundesversammlung delegates assembled in Frankfurt attacked the requisite features 

of representative government: ministerial responsibility, publicity of state affairs 

(Öffentlichkeit), press freedom, and the demand for formal legal equality of all 

citizens.235 Gentz’s fear, which he shared with Metternich, was that even those 

constitutions ostensibly granted by monarchs would ultimately prove the thin end of the 

wedge of revolution.236 In fact, for Metternich and Gentz, the line between constitutional 

monarchy and revolutionary democracy was itself illusory, as the former had an 

inexorable tendency in their view to devolve into the latter.237  

 Yet Metternich did not have the leverage to roll back constitutions in south 

Germany, nor was the Austrian government eager to intervene in the internal 

 
235 Friedrich Gentz, “Über die Unterschiede zwischen einer landständischen und einer repräsentativen 
Verfassung.” Reprinted in Hartwig Brandt ed., Restauration und Frühliberalismus: 1814-1840 (Darmstadt: 
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1979), 218–22. 
236 Adolf Laufs, Rechtsentwicklungen in Deutschland (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2006), 218; Lothar 
Dittmer, Beamtenkonservativismus und Modernisierung: Untersuchungen zur Vorgeschichte der 
Konservativen Partei in Preussen 1810-1848/49 (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1992), 105. 
237 Markus Prutsch, Making Sense of Constitutional Monarchism in Post-Napoleonic France and Germany 
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), 187. 
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administration of member states.238 This was not a necessary outcome, but instead 

contingent on a number of factors, one of which was the preference for stability and 

retrenchment in general for Central Europe. Metternich, as Wolfram Siemann shows, 

understood that representative institutions that might provide an integrative function in a 

state of recent, Napoleonic construction like Württemberg posed a disintegrative threat to 

the multi-ethnic Austrian state.239 His preference for social and political stability meant 

that he usually proved unwilling to take the steps necessary to rollback liberal institutions 

where they had already taken root: in 1821, for instance, he opposed the French military 

intervention that toppled the Spanish constitutional regime given the likelihood it might 

upset the European balance of power.240 That constitutions were allowed to stand 

provided that censorship was exercised in accordance with Metternich’s wishes indicates 

how important it was to his vision of the Confederation.241 

 Thus, in southern Germany at least, the 1820s were a decade not of restoration of 

absolutist monarchy, but instead one of an uneasy balance of contrasting political 

institutions and impulses. A liberal constitution, guaranteeing a measure of civil rights to 

 
238 In part to promote political stability at the expense of advancing a politics of “roll-back,” the 
maintenance of existing constitutions is part of the Final Acts (Schlussakte) in 1820. See Victor G. 
Doerksen, A Path for Freedom: The Liberal Project of the Swabian School in Württemberg, 1806-1848 
(Columbia, SC: Camden House, 1993), 80. 
239 Wolfram Siemann, Metternich: Staatsmann zwischen Restauration und Moderne, (Munich: C.H. Beck, 
2013), 87. 
240 Ibid., 77. 
241 In later years, the Confederation’s dominant powers would not prove as accommodating of deviations 
from their preferred censorship policy. Acting in concert with the Prussians, Austria did take decisive 
action in 1832 against Baden when it attempted to amend its constitution to guarantee press freedom and 
dismantle its mechanisms of prior restraint. In this respect, we see the value that conservative forces saw in 
censorship; likewise, acceptance of the existence of Southwestern constitutions was contingent upon their 
the willingness of these states to enforce and carry out the Confederation’s censorship policy despite their 
initial hesitation to tolerate what was seen as an infringement of their domestic prerogatives. Arnold, 
Pressefreiheit und Zensur, 111–112. 
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Württembergers, and a two-chamber representative assembly co-existed with the 

“monarchical principle” mandated for all member states of the German Confederation.  

The 1820s were thus an era in which countervailing tendencies shaped the development 

of public politics: alongside the suppression of organizational life, especially at the 

universities, censorship hemmed in the growth of the press just as the formation of the 

Württemberg legislative assembly served to incite it. 

 If the 1810s concluded with federal repression of the universities, student 

fraternities, and the press, this process was only fitfully and partially achieved. Between 

the birth of the Carlsbad system and its first major challenge after the 1830 July 

Revolution (discussed in Chapter Four), German public life entered into a phase that both 

contemporaries and most later observers came to see as quiescent, repressive, and, 

hypocritical. By examining the practice of censorship in the 1820s in Württemberg, 

however, we will see how censorship had complex and unpredictable effects on the 

development of public political communication. Though the official political culture of 

the 1820s might have seemed reactionary and stultifying, censorship had a series of 

paradoxical effects. 

 Specifically, this chapter will focus upon one of the key features of political life, 

the daily press in Stuttgart and several surrounding towns. Engagement with the press 

brought together a diverse set of actors within Württemberg society; collectively, the core 

participants, including the student population, within each distinct field comprise the so-
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called Bildungsbürgertum.242 By examining the practice of political censorship, this 

chapter will demonstrate how the interaction of education, state service, and public 

communication generated a form of civil society conducive to the moderate liberalism 

that characterizes southwest Germany. 

CENSORSHIP AND STATE FORMATION IN WÜRTTEMBERG 

 
 Centered on the city of Stuttgart, Württemberg emerged as a distinct political 

territory as early as the thirteenth century and grew into an important regional power in 

the German southwest under the aegis of its long-lived ruling dynasty, the House of 

Württemberg. As far back as the seventeenth century, Württemberg also had developed, 

in the context of its time, a model bureaucracy at the level of central government 

alongside an idiosyncratic but coherent form of local self-government by a body of 

notables known as the Ehrbarkeit.243 Meanwhile, a unique cultural blend of south 

German particularism, Pietism, and a delicate political balance between ducal house and 

 
242 For the connection between the older generation of the Bildungsbürgertum and the student protest 
movements see Konrad H. Jarausch, “The Sources of German Student Unrest 1815-1848 [1974],” 
Historical Social Research / Historische Sozialforschung. Supplement, no. 24 (January 1, 2012): 80–114; 
As Jürgen Kocka argues, before 1848 the Bildungsbürgertum played an outsized role in German public life: 
“With university-trained civil servants at its core, the early-nineteenth century German Bildungsbürgertum 
was small and influential. With respect to social recognition, power, and self-estimation its members were 
ahead of most merchants, manufacturers, and businessmen, who usually enjoyed more income and wealth. 
Only in the latter part of the century did the balance start to change, when industrialization dramatically 
increased the wealth, power, and public reputation of part of the business community. ” See his “The 
Middle Classes in Europe,” The Journal of Modern History 67, no. 4 (December 1, 1995): 793. 
243 James Allen Vann, The Making of a State: Württemberg, 1593-1793 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 
1984), 22, 38. 
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the estates formed a stable social foundation for the growth and gradual enlargement of 

the state.244 

 In the three decades of turmoil preceding the 1820s, when the French Revolution 

shook the foundations of old Europe to their core and Napoleon redrew the maps of 

Europe, Württemberg had engrossed itself immensely, mostly at the expense of once 

autonomous ecclesiastical provinces mediatized after the dissolution of the Holy Roman 

Empire.245 Through shrewd political marriages and timely alliances (both with and 

against Napoleon, in 1805 and 1813 respectively) Duke Friedrich II became 

Württemberg’s first King, Friedrich I. By 1816, Württemberg was a kingdom of 

approximately 1.4 million people, though its regional significance was due as much to its 

surprising intellectual prominence as to its size.246 

 In the aftermath of Württemberg’s occupation by the French in 1803, Friedrich 

had abrogated Württemberg’s ancient constitution, the Tübinger Vertrag of 1514. As an 

1815 work extolling the “Old, Good Law” argued, “There never were legal inequalities 

before in Württemberg. Thenceforth, though, there would be only one constitution, one 

law, one government.”247 An idealized picture of Württemberg’s more egalitarian past 

 
244 Mary Fulbrook, Piety and Politics: Religion and the Rise of Absolutism in England, Württemberg, and 
Prussia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983); Vann, The Making of a State. 
245 For an in-depth analysis of the process of mediatization of an imperial city into Württemberg, see 
Walter Döring, “Die Mediatisierung der ehemaligen Reichsstadt Hall durch Württemberg: 1802/03” (diss. 
University of Tübingen, 1981); Edwin Ernst Weber, “Von der Knechtschaft in die Freiheit?: Die 
Mediatisierung und die rechistädtischen Landgebiete am Fallbeispiel des Rottweiler Territoriums” in Peter 
Blickle et al., eds., Die Mediatisierung der oberschwäbischen Reichsstädte im europäischen Kontext 
(Epfendorf: Bibliotheca Academica Verlag, 2003), 147–168. 
246 Wolfram Fischer et al., Sozialgeschichtliches Arbeitsbuch. Vol. 1, (Munich: Beck, 1982), 39–41. 
247 “Rechts-ungleichheiten gab es in Württemberg nie. Für alle sollte auch jetzt nur Eine Verfassung, Eine 
Gesetz, Eine Regierung seyn.” Friedrich Gutscher, Der Tübinger Vertrag oder die Wiederherstellung der 
würtembergischen Verfassung unter der Regierung Herzog Ulrichs im Jahr 1514, (Stuttgart: 1815), 106. 
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was a requisite feature of decrying, as the author Friedrich Gutscher did in this case, the 

lapse in centuries of constitutional rule that Friedrich’s “absolutism” represented. These 

nostalgic sentiments were crucial for liberals engaged in a struggle, first with Friedrich 

and then his son and successor after 1816, over a constitution in the years between the 

Congress of Vienna and the reactionary turn of 1819. Württembergers could point with 

pride to centuries of constitutional rule—despite the selective deployment of the past, no 

tradition had to be invented out of whole cloth to justify codification of civil rights, 

either.248 The poetry of Ludwig Uhland was especially significant in inculcating a 

reverence for the constitutional tradition in Württemberg, and Victor Doerksen is correct 

to call into question the longstanding view of the Swabian school of poetry with which he 

is associated, with its paeans to the representative traditions of the country, as reflexively 

conservative.249 As he suggests, “conservative” appeals to tradition could be marshaled in 

defense of institutions like the legislative assembly that took on increasingly modern, 

representative forms in the 1820s. 

 As Ian McNeeley has exhaustively described, Württemberg’s political culture 

experienced a fundamental transformation in the first two decades of the nineteenth 

century.250 The newly emerging political public sphere demanded a role in the 

governance of the Kingdom that Wilhelm I simply could not ignore. That this public 

sphere was heavily made up of educated state officials in the pre-industrial Kingdom, 

 
248 Vann, The Making of a State, 45–7. 
249 Doerksen, A Path for Freedom, 46. 
250 McNeely describes the transformation thusly: “A closeknit provincial political community, united by a 
striking and unusual commitment to the written culture of the state, yielded to a more atomistic, 
cosmopolitan civil society.” Ian McNeely, The Emancipation of Writing German Civil Society in the 
Making, 1790s-1820s (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 10. 
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dominated by a dense landscape of small towns with traditions of local political self-

determination, also shaped the nature of the demands made for freedom of the press and 

the concerns raised over censorship.251 Thus, Württemberg’s implementation of the 

Confederation’s censorship policy necessarily entailed doing so in a manner consonant 

with its constitutional order, given the centrality of constitutionalism in southwestern 

political culture. 

 For a state like Württemberg, however, the legislative assembly was not only a 

grudging concession on the part of the monarchy to public demands in the late 1810s, but 

also a crucial tool for realizing the state’s central, long-term goal for integrating “New 

Württemberg” and enhancing the stability of the kingdom. Here it is worth noting the 

divergent goals of the professional bureaucracy, just emerging as a self-conscious 

political actor in its own right in southwestern Germany, and the dynastic state. The 

King’s vision for this elected body was as an advisory council, whose deliberations were 

thus confidential state secrets. As he put it in a message to the newly formed Stuttgart 

Censorship Commission: “No reports may be printed of the two chambers’ confidential 

negotiations.”252 Here Wilhelm echoes, rather than opposes, Metternich, in calling for 

tight restrictions on publishing the deliberations of the legislative assembly. 253 

 
251 Green, Fatherlands, 30; Walker, German Home Towns. 
252 “keine Nachrichten von den bei einer vertraulichen Berathung der beiden Kammern stattgefundenen 
Verhandlungen aufgenommen werden dürfen.” Ministry of Foreign Affairs to Stuttgarter Censorship 
Commission, February 5, 1820, Hauptstaatsarchiv Stuttgart (hereafter HStAS), E63/3 Nr. 29. 
253 Metternich’s own concerns about the press were much more geared towards discussion of immediate 
matters of state rather than simply discussions of liberal or nationalist political theory in the abstract. To see 
how this tendency played out in a somewhat later context, see Frank Thomas Hoefer, Pressepolitik und 
Polizeistaat Metternichs: die Überwachung von Presse und politischer Öffentlichkeit in Deutschland und 
den Nachbarstaaten durch das Mainzer Informationsbüro (1833-1848) (Munich: K. G. Saur, 1983). 
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 The Kotzebue assassination took place in the middle of debates over what would 

become the 1819 Constitution. Almost immediately the window of opportunity for south 

German liberalism, at least with respect to the ability of south German states to chart their 

own course in regulating the press, began to close. In Württemberg, the tightening of 

Confederation policy which we saw last chapter was greeted as an especially unwelcome 

intrusion. Perhaps no state within the German Confederation was as concerned about 

federal infringement of sovereignty as Württemberg. As the last state to join the German 

Confederation, Württemberg pursued a policy of independence from Austrian and 

Prussian hegemony that fostered both a tendency towards divergence from confederal 

norms and a marked interest in forging cooperation between its neighboring states. This 

jealous guarding of sovereignty was not incommensurable, however, with a number of 

programs of cooperation and coordination of policy; in fact, for a state like Württemberg, 

the surest route to the defense of the state’s interest was collective action. 

 This so-called “trialism” (Triaspolitik) aimed to check the domination of Prussia 

and Austria by uniting the Mittelstaaten of the Confederation into a countervailing 

power. This project had a two-fold significance for Württemberg’s history of censorship 

in the 1820s. First, it promoted a certain distance from the German Confederation’s 

federal institutions for rooting out dissident and revolutionary movements in public life. 

Second, Württemberg’s political program found expression in one of the most 

controversial texts of the era, the Manuscript aus Süddeutschland. A proposal (of sorts) 

for territorial reorganization and bloc building among the states of the old Confederation 

of the Rhine to form a counterweight to Austria and Prussia, the Manuscript aroused 
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understandable suspicion and hostility in the larger powers, as well as states like Baden 

which were to be annexed to Württemberg under the plan. Diplomatic pressure was only 

amplified by the rumor that the Manuscript originated out of the Württemberg court 

itself.254 Not only was the Manuscript itself banned, but also Württemberg censors spent 

the next decade suppressing any mention of the Manuscript in print.  

 For this reason, the exercise of censorship in Württemberg was particularly 

fraught. In his examination of German trialism, Peter Burg argues that Württemberg’s 

execution of the Carlsbad Decrees was especially halfhearted.255 With respect to the 

repression of political speech within the universities, that view confirms Oelschlägel’s 

assertion that Tübingen was not especially subject to surveillance compared to some of 

its peers.256 In the matter of censorship, however, the Württemberg state and especially 

its king both had to comply with German Confederation law and actively sought 

opportunities to root out forms of opposition deemed impermissibly radical. The 

opposition of mid-sized states like Württemberg should not be mistaken for opposition to 

the ends nor the means of censorship, but rather jealous defenses of sovereignty 

 
254 While the reality of the connection between Württemberg’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the 
composer of the Manuscript Friedrich Linder is more complex than the rumors alleging that Lindner was 
simply a mouthpiece of the court, it is a fact that voices in Württemberg, especially the Foreign Minister 
and representative to the Federal Diet in Frankfurt, Karl August Freiherr von Wangenheim, harbored 
similar ambitions for Württemberg’s role in the new landscape of central Europe. Wangenheim would fall 
victim in 1823 to joint pressure from Berlin and Vienna for his dismissal, and, in a rich twist, his dismissal 
became another event of which censors were instructed to suppress any public discussion. Censorship 
Commission to all censors, August 14, 1823, HStAS E 63/3 Nr 29. 
255 Peter Burg, Die deutsche Trias in Idee und Wirklichkeit: vom alten Reich zum Deutschen Zollverein 
(Stuttgart: F. Steiner Verlag, 1989), 141. 
256 Thomas Oelschlägel, Hochschulpolitik in Württemberg 1819-1825: die Auswirkungen der Karlsbader 
Beschlüsse auf die Universität Tübingen (Sigmaringen: J. Thorbecke Verlag, 1995). 
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combined with pragmatic calculations of what forms of state power were reconcilable 

with a changing political culture based upon liberal constitutionalism. 

 Thus Württemberg entered the 1820s with an uncertain place within the German 

Confederation, a political system perched between neo-absolutism and a well-entrenched, 

broadly held parliamentarism, and a bureaucracy internally divided over the role it should 

play in modernizing and reforming the new state. This relationship is reflected in its press 

policy towards the German Confederation itself, which combined Württemberg’s 

acquiescence to confederal intervention in its constitution with a degree of autonomy and 

leeway in the application of its press law. When it came to reporting on and discussing 

the German Confederation Diet, press controls were intended to be even more stringent, 

in keeping with confederal policy.257 Only a handful of Württemberg papers were 

authorized to print articles about the fourth seating in 1824 at all, for instance. The 

Censorship Commission issued explicit directives to local censors to ensure that only the 

Federal Diet’s own self-report was printed.258 Yet, in part through the light touch of 

censors, discussion of the German Confederation persisted in Württemberg’s press, as an 

analysis of the political press in Württemberg will demonstrate. 

 Württemberg’s experience developing a professional bureaucracy is instructive in 

a number of ways. First, Württemberg adopted, in the course of first opposition to, then 

collaboration with, and finally renewed resistance to the French, a number of “modern” 

administrative practices, including the development of a functionally-differentiated, 

 
257 On the relationship of the press and the German Confederation authorities, see Rolf Darmstadt, Der 
Deutsche Bund in der zeitgenössischen Publizistik. (Frankfurt am Main: Lang, 1971). 
258 Censorship Commission to all censors, March 23, 1824, HStAS E63/3 Nr. 29. 
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hierarchically arranged bureaucratic structure. In this respect, Württemberg’s experience 

mirrors that of other German states, like Bavaria.259 Additionally, the Württemberg 

bureaucracy also typified the pattern identified by David Blackbourn for the southern 

states, in which “liberalism” could manifest in a variety of approaches to the state’s 

relationship to economic development, and civil society broadly, especially in light of the 

difficulty of adequately funding government plans.260 Activist bureaucrats like 

Württemberg’s most famous official, Friedrich List, combined arguments on behalf of 

government restraint and respect for civil rights with calls for state-driven investment in 

infrastructure, especially the most significant technological innovation of the decade, the 

railroad.261 

 In Württemberg, however, the bureaucracy also had to contend with an especially 

active monarch in the person of Wilhelm I, including in the functioning of censorship. In 

Wilhelm’s view, reform of the bureaucracy to become more efficient might mitigate 

some of the ill will censorship engendered. In a memo to the Interior Minister, he 

explicitly linked the problems engendered by censorship and the functioning of the 

bureaucracy. Any law laying out the boundaries of the freedom of the press, in his view, 

 
259 One reason that constitutional government was palatable to quasi-absolutist rulers in the German 
Confederation was that the promulgation of constitutions offered an opportunity to reorganize state 
institutions along bureaucratic and not collegial lines. Saxony offers an instructive contrast to the south 
German constitutional states. Unlike Württemberg, the Saxon government did not issue a written 
constitution in the late 1810s. Instead, the Saxon constitution was a product of the revival of liberal political 
opposition in 1830 and 1831. Alongside the expansion of codified civil rights came a reorganization of the 
state into functional ministries in what once would have been seen as the French model but had by then 
become standard in most of the German Confederation as well. 
260 Blackbourn, Long Nineteenth Century, 103–5. 
261 William Otto Henderson, Friedrich List: Economist and Visionary, 1789-1846 (New York: Cass, 
1983); James M Brophy, Capitalism, Politics, and Railroads in Prussia, 1830-1870 (Columbus: Ohio State 
University Press, 1998); Paul Gehring, Friedrich List; Jugend- und Reifejahre, 1789-1825. (Tübingen: 
J.C.B. Mohr, 1964). 
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would only be effective provided the administration of the press increased its efficiency 

and the speed with which censorship was carried out. Efficient administration would both 

prevent complaints from those forced to submit works to the censorship administration 

and ensure friendly relations with the other states of the Confederation.262 The belief in 

the conciliatory power of better government in all its forms was not confined to Wilhelm 

either. For state bureaucrats, greater administrative efficiency promised a potential cure 

to the social ills of post-revolutionary society. Though more heavily administered, at least 

in terms of per capita numbers of civil servants, Württembergers did not experience the 

heavy-handed rule of bureaucrats in the manner in which Prussians, especially newly-

minted Rhenish Prussians, did.263 Instead, public feelings towards the bureaucracy were 

often conflicted and ambivalent; as Michael John suggests, there were as many calls for 

the bureaucracy in states like Württemberg to intervene more into civil society as there 

were for it to retreat.264 

 With respect to the administration of censorship, Württemberg’s institutional 

arrangements were broadly similar to those we saw in Baden: members of the central 

Censorship Commission in Stuttgart served as censors for periodicals appearing in the 

capital as well as a kind of oversight and appeals board for censorship carried on outside 

of Stuttgart. In towns like Heilbronn and Ulm, relatively small cities compared to the 

scale of urbanization in industrializing states like Saxony, censors were appointed by 

 
262 Friedrich I to Interior Ministry, April 2, 1819, HStAS, E 146 Bü 4736. 
263 Alf Lüdtke, “Gemeinwohl,” Polizei und “Festungspraxis”: staatliche Gewaltsamkeit und innere 
Verwaltung in Preussen, 1815-1850 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1982). 
264 Michael John, “The Napoleonic Legacy and Problems of Restoration in Central Europe,” in David 
Laven and Lucy Riall, Napoleon’s Legacy: Problems of Government in Restoration Europe (New York: 
Berg, 2000), 93. 
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local magistrates. In smaller towns and villages, where a local intelligencer 

(Intelligenzblatt) might constitute the totality of local publishing, town magistrates 

themselves filled the role of censor. These publications were small and of regional 

significance, yet through the practice of reprinting articles, they provided one avenue for 

Württembergers to participate in the emerging network of news developing across the 

German-speaking lands. 

 The Kingdom’s censorship arrangements were overhauled in the months 

following the promulgation of the federal laws instantiating the Karlsbad Decrees in late 

1819. In consultation with the Justice and Interior Ministries, the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs proposed the institutional arrangement that ultimately prevailed. Political 

censorship was recognized as part of compliance with federal law, and thus properly the 

concern of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Given the Interior Ministry’s greater 

familiarity with the local, domestic institutions (especially local governments) and 

individuals necessary to administer censorship outside the capital, it would play a 

nevertheless significant role in developing the institutions of censorship. Accordingly, the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs organized the Stuttgart Censorship Commission and 

developed its instructions, while the Interior Ministry was to handle the policing aspects 

of punishing violations of the law. The Censorship Commission was established as the 

proper board of appeals for any adverse decisions by local censors, who were to be 

appointed by local authorities.265 

 
265 Ministry of Foreign Affairs to Interior Ministry, November 29, 1819, HStAS E 146 Bü 4736. 
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 Censorship (in the sense of prior restraint) was to apply, not to the entirety of the 

periodical, but instead strictly to “abuses against the German Confederation or individual 

member states.”266 This narrow political purpose is reflected in the way in which 

responsibility was to be apportioned in cases where objectionable articles appear with the 

censor’s approval: the censor is, at least potentially, criminally liable for permitting 

articles against the German Confederation or its member states, while the publisher 

and/or editor remains liable for any other forms of impermissible speech. In this respect, 

we again see the paradoxical effects of freeing certain forms of expression from prior 

restraint while still subjecting them to post-publication review. 

 In January 1821, Wilhelm, in response to continued pressure from the 

Confederation, tightened the application of censorship to also include domestic affairs. 

Now, public attacks on state officials were subjected to censorial oversight. It was not 

impermissible to criticize the government per se; the Instruction is not to be seen 

to contain any arbitrary limitation of such articles, which share, within the bounds 
of decency or of calm evaluation, private views and opinions over government 
measures and objects of administration, as through the above definitions his royal 
Majesty is not inclined to suppress articles of this sort. 267 

 
On the one hand, such a declaration, especially when issued from a higher authority to 

individual censors, was common. All states took pains to distinguish their forms of 

 
266 “Mißbräuche gegen den deutschen Bund, oder einzelnen Bundes-Staaten.” “Obligations of the 
Censorship Commission,” Interior Ministry to Kreis governments, November 25, 1819. HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 
29. 
267 “jeder willkührlichen Beschränkung solcher Artikel zu enthalten, welche eine in den Schranken des 
Anstandes, oder der ruhigen Würdigung gehaltene Mittheilung von Privat Ansichten und Meynungen über 
Regierungs-Maasregeln und Gegenstände der Verwaltung geben, indem S. König. Majestät durch obige 
Bestimmungen derley Artikel nicht zu unterdrucken geneigt seyen.” Ministry of Foreign Affairs to 
Censorship Commission, January 29, 1821, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 29. 
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censorship from a theoretical alternative of arbitrary, capricious repression or 

indiscriminate hostility to all sharing of news and opinion. In a place like Württemberg, it 

was necessary for the government to justify its censorship policy explicitly to the civil 

servants charged with carrying it out as a sober, middle ground between dangerous press 

anarchy and an unspecified form of indiscriminate terror.  

 On the other hand, what is most noteworthy in this excerpt is the way it 

appropriates and subverts the meaning of “arbitrary” (willkürlich). Opponents of 

censorship in vormärz Germany invariably attacked it primarily as an instance of lawless 

or arbitrary behavior. As is usually the case, Heine put it best in ironic form in his 

Deutschland, ein Wintermärchen in 1844: 

 The people enjoy’d full freedom of thought, 
 For the masses it never was stinted; 
 Restrictions affected nobody, save 
 The limited number who printed. 
 
 No lawless despotism then reign’d, 
 The worst of demagogues never 
 Were deprived of their rights of citizenship 
 Till condemn’d for some wicked endeavor.268  
 
In these two stanzas, Heine reveals a great deal about the functioning of censorship and 

the meaning of “Willlkür” in the political imagination of the time. Not only is the caustic 

sarcasm towards the pretensions of German rulers and their censors unmistakable, but 

 
268 “Gedankenfreiheit genoß das Volk/ Sie war für die großen Massen/ Beschränkung traf für die g'ringe 
Zahl/ Derjen'gen, die drucken lassen./ Gesetzlose Willkür herrscht nie/ Dem schlimmsten Demagogen/ 
Ward niemals ohne Urteilspruch/ Die Staatskokarde entzogen.” Bowring’s translation renders Willkür as 
“despotism,” but “arbitrariness,” as I have used, is an equally acceptable translation. My own, unrhymed 
rendering of the stanzas would be: “The people enjoyed freedom of thought/For all of the broad 
masses/The only ones who met obstacles/were the few who sought to publish./ Lawless arbitrariness never 
ruled/ Even the worst demagogue/ was never stripped of his citizenship/ until a judge condemned him.” 
Heinrich Heine, Germany, a Winter Tale, Edgar Bowring, trans., (New York: Mondial, 2007), 104. 
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Heine also means for the reader to see the absurdity of precisely the outlook Wilhelm 

espouses: that the censorial judgments of state officials might ever be something other 

than purely arbitrary. 

 There is another way, however, to interpret Heine. In addition to a critique of state 

repression, he also recognizes its limits. There are textual cues to point to such an 

interpretation; for one, his use of “freedom of thought” (Gedankenfreiheit) in lieu of the 

more common “freedom of the press” (Preßfreiheit) not only sets up the ironic reversal—

that such freedom precludes the communication of said thoughts—but also accurately 

describes how frustrations with censorship were especially felt only by those who 

grappled with the limitations it imposed on their ability to publish. For the “broad 

masses,” indeed, German regimes were neither equipped nor inclined to carry out some 

kind of twentieth-century style ideological indoctrination scheme.  

 Moreover, the legal safeguards for political dissidents—sardonically termed 

“Demagogen” in reference to the Metternichian Demagogenverfolgung—were, though 

admittedly of limited utility, not quite nothing. That is, reading Heine perhaps against 

himself may suggest not that the words of the censorship authorities are contemptible 

because they are false, but rather because they are true. Censorship could survive 

precisely because most people only felt it indirectly, while its exercise was cloaked at 

every turn by at least the pretense of restraint and legality.  

 It is thus telling to read Wilhelm’s memo as an apparent gesture of liberality, at 

least in his own mind. In it, the censors are instructed specifically that its application of 

relevant censorship laws is based upon the discretion of the higher authorities, who aren’t 
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“inclined” (geneigt) to suppress certain forms of opposition based largely upon their tone 

and comportment with nebulous norms of “decency” (Anstand). The king offers, in 

essence, to foreswear the (entirely lawful) application of repressive power on the basis of 

inclination—so as to avoid acting arbitrarily. It is not difficult to see why Heine’s ironic 

apology for censorship might cut too close to the bone in its exposure of the state’s logic 

of administration of the law as a whole: it is not in the sovereign word of the censor 

above the law that the power of censorship is revealed, but rather in the embedding of 

discretionary, arbitrary power within impersonal structures of legality that enabled 

censors to wield their power with a (relatively) clear conscience. 

CENSORS AND PUBLIC LIFE IN A BIEDERMEIER STATE 

 
 While most every state in the Confederation possessed similar institutions of 

censorship, they often varied in terms of who actually worked as a censor. Each state had 

its own unique mixture of privy councilors, university professors, local magistrates, 

clergymen, bailiffs, and independent scholars reading and marking copy. The institution 

of the Censorship Commission served to bind these disparate elements, to transmit the 

policy developed on the individual state level to those who actually performed the 

tedious, thankless work of censoring. That the members of these commissions were not 

only censorship administrators but also censors themselves ensured that commissions had 

a measure of identification with the other censors who worked under them. In virtually all 

cases where censors were admonished or disciplined, the action originated with the 

ministerial authorities, often themselves influenced by foreign diplomatic pressure. 
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  In Württemberg, the Censorship Commission in Stuttgart originally consisted of 

members of Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Roughly a month after drafting the first 

Censorship Instruction, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs tapped a group of five mid-level 

officials to serve as the Censorship Commission. The original chair was State Councillor 

(Geheimer Staatsrath) Johann Peter von Feuerbach, the senior state official within the 

Commission. Feuerbach was the subject of an encomium upon his death in 1825, which 

focused especially on his diplomatic career.269 The remaining members were privy 

legation councilors (Geheime Legationsräthe) Gottfried Jonathan von Harttmann, 

Christian Ludwig von Bilfinger, and a Freiherr von Wächter and legation councilor 

(Legationsrath) Karl Wilhelm Friedrich Roser.270 Of these five, only Feuerbach was no 

longer active in 1848; upon his death in 1825, the chair of the Commission passed first to 

Harttmann and then later in the 1840s to Wächter. 271 

 The longevity of their terms on the Commission is in part a function of 

generational effects and in part reflective of the relative stability (or stagnation) of 

governmental personnel in the Vormärz, where even the constitutional states did not 

feature ministerial responsibility to the assemblies. All were members of the nobility with 

notable state service apart from censorship. In addition to his diplomatic service, 

Harttmann (1775-1849) served as Archive director as well, and was often addressed in 

this capacity (“Director Harttmann”). The long-lived Bilfinger (1770-1850) was an 

 
269 Immanuel Köstlin, Zum Andenken des Verewigten Joh. Peter v. Feuerbach (Stuttgart, 1825). 
270 While there were several officials named Wächter in Württemberg service, their documented histories 
seem to rule out that any one of them was a censor. For this reason, I cannot with confidence discuss the 
censor Wächter’s background. Ministry of Foreign Affairs to all censors of the local newspapers, January 
15, 1820, 1819. HStAS E63/3 Nr. 29. 
271 Ministry of Foreign Affairs to Censorship Commission, December 23, 1845, HStAS E 63/3 Nr 31. 
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intimate of the young Hölderlin during university study in Tübingen. In Hölderlin’s 

estimation, Bilfinger did not share his pervasive Weltschmerz: “He is always cheerful—I 

am always hanging my head.”272 Hölderlin dedicated an early poem, “An meinen 

Bilfinger” to his jovial friend.273 Not long after the poem’s composition, Bilfinger 

abandoned the seminary (home not only to Hölderlin, but also his fellow seminarians 

Hegel and Schelling) to study law in preparation for a career in the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs.274 Roser, a companion of Uhland as a student, was not only a censor and official 

within the ministry, but also a noted entomologist, who published, among other things, a 

taxonomy of beetles to be found in Württemberg.275 

 It is worth recalling the pattern of urbanization in Württemberg to understand how 

similar censorship systems could function differently and require different personnel as 

one moves from state to state within the Confederation. Württemberg, as we have seen, 

was solidly ensconced in Mack Walker’s “individualized country,” a land of small and 

mid-sized “home towns.”276 Stuttgart was the only large city in the kingdom, and it did 

not compare in size to larger cities like Dresden, Munich or Frankfurt, to say nothing of 

the capitals of Germany’s leading powers, Berlin and Vienna. In a truly small state like 

Kurhessen, publishing might be so spotty on the ground that a body of censors located in 

 
272 “Er ist immer lustig—ich hänge immer den Kopf.” Wilhelm Michel, Friedrich Hölderlin. Eine 
Biographie (Hamburg: Severus Verlag, 2013), 24. 
273 Friedrich Hölderlin, Holderlin: samtliche Werke, (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1946), 18. 
274 Friedrich Hölderlin, Essays and Letters, eds. Jeremy D. Adler and Charlie Louth, (London: Penguin, 
2009). 
275 Karl Ludwig Friedrich Roser, Verzeichniß der in Würtemberg vorkommenden Käfer (Stuttgart: Cotta 
Verlag, 1838). 
276 Walker, German Home Towns, 1971. 
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the capital handled the vast majority of censorship.277 Meanwhile, in a larger, urbanizing 

state with emerging metropolises like Saxony, or in the free city of Hamburg, for 

instance, the publishing industry tended to form increasingly more significant 

concentrations. Stuttgart’s moderate but extraordinarily evenly-spread level of 

urbanization, however, meant that the role of the “local censor,” who reported to the 

central Censorship Commission in the capital, was especially prominent. 

 In the 1820s, a number of these local censors were appointed, primarily in order 

to censor specific periodicals that appeared in their town of residence. Towns like 

Ellwangen and Ulm all saw censors appointed to oversee papers classed as “political,” 

the Nationalchronik der Deutschen and the Ulmer Landbote respectively.278 As the titles 

may make apparent, such papers were as likely to make claims to national significance as 

they were to focus on local matters. Moreover, they both reproduced national news for 

local subscribers and offered original reporting on matters of local significance that 

filtered its way in similar fashion to other papers as well. 

 For the most part, these local censors were members of town councils or other 

local magistrates, especially bailiffs (Oberamtmänner), although another frequent choice 

where possible was a professor who lived in the town. Professors also, naturally, 

predominated as censors in university towns, although Tübingen had a philosophy 

professor for an academic censor, Professor Heinrich Christoph Wilhelm Sigwart, but an 

ordinary bureaucrat to censor periodicals appearing in the town, a bailiff Johann Karl 

 
277 Ohles, Germany’s Rude Awakening. 
278 Directory of Newspapers, (undated), HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 29. 
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Ludwig Seubert.279 If we inquire after the social and occupational background of 

“censors,” therefore, we are likely to find it to be quite great given the diversity of sites of 

censorship in Germany. The single most significant contributor to this social and 

occupational diversity arises from a fundamental incapacity on the part of the state: the 

inability (and not the unwillingness) to expend the resources necessary to police the 

printed word in the way that the German Confederation and its laws demanded of it. 

Württemberg attempted to remunerate its censors—like many of its fellow member 

states—through a system of censorship fees paid by publishers.280 

 Such a system of paying for a major part of public administration, of course, 

would be much more at home in the eighteenth century. Yet these practices clashed with 

the leading trends within the professional bureaucracy by the early nineteenth century. 

Funding censorship through censorship fees not only provided the impetus for potential 

corruption within the bureaucracy, but it also added yet another dimension to the conflict 

between publishers and the authorities. When it came to actually reading and marking 

newspapers and other printed works, again the location made a great difference in the 

process. For the local censors, there was usually no one else with whom to formally 

discuss the matter. Time pressures meant that requesting clarification or guidance from 

the Censorship Commission over a matter of uncertainty was not usually feasible. 

Consequently, most communication between local censors and the Commission took 

place in regards to something already printed—often though not always because the 

 
279 Censorship Commission to all censors, July 7, 1823, HStAS E 63/3 Nr 29. 
280 “Obligations of the Censorship Commission” Interior Ministry to all Kreis Governments, November 25, 
1819. HStAS E63/3 Nr. 29 
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censor had let something pass that later prompted complaints from somewhere else in the 

Confederation.  

 Members of the Censorship Commission, all of them residing in Stuttgart, could 

deliberate with one another to ensure a greater uniformity of practice among themselves. 

Censorship Commissions typically combined elements of functional specialization with 

this kind of collegial deliberation, although, as Baden’s example shows us, they could 

also elect to work more or less individually. While rural, local censors were charged with 

overseeing specific newspapers and usually little else, censorship commissions were 

typically responsible for both books and newspapers. In Hesse-Kassel, in fact, the central 

censorship commission fought a long-running, unsuccessful battle to constitute itself as 

purely a book censorship commission, whose interest in periodical publishing was limited 

to serving as an appeals board for the decision of subordinate censors entrusted with the 

political press. At times, these efforts at deflecting calls to censor newspapers are frank, 

at least when speaking among themselves.  

 In a state as small as Hesse-Kassel, little specialization was called for or even 

possible. Its three-person committee and the lack of considerable publishing centers made 

its workload, especially in the 1820s, fairly negligible. Württemberg, while by no means 

a bustling center of commercial publishing yet, was much more significant to the German 

world of letters, thanks in large part to Cotta and to the climate of relative press freedom 

that encouraged local political publishing. In Bavaria and Saxony, censors not only were 

assigned specific newspapers to cover, but also a field of (mostly book) publishing, often 

though not always linked to some academic or occupational specialization. Professors of 
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law or Staatswissenschaft censored works on law or international politics, theologians 

censored religious tracts, and so on. No fine differentiation, of course, was possible in a 

committee composed of only a handful of members; meanwhile, the category of 

“politics” represented the proverbial “short straw,” certain to burden the censor with 

more labor and headaches than any other, even religion. 

 In Württemberg, however, such specialization was informal, and collegial 

deliberation and collective responsibility were the norm in the 1820s, at least for the 

central Censorship Commission. A sense of its significance for the censors is glimpsed in 

an episode from the mid 1830s, when the government attempted to prevent the issuance 

of censorship decisions as a group, the better to enforce individual accountability and 

enhance oversight of the censors. Faced with these moves towards bureaucratization that 

undermined collective accountability, Privy Councilor Linden, a censor since 1819, 

protested. As a censor, he argued, he has had to be responsible for all sorts of writings his 

colleagues did not, making their work “by far easier than [mine].”281 This difficult burden 

requires the assistance of his colleagues, specifically as a means of equally shouldering 

the burden. Such a practice, he argues, is a longstanding part of censorial practice:  

The privilege of expressing one’s view on the process of censorship is a natural 
corollary of the office of censor. Denying this right to the person [of the censor] 
would introduce an unnatural  relationship, and stands in obvious contradiction 
with the ordinance according to which all censors are to assemble from 11:00 to 
1:00 and vote on questionable cases.282 

 
281 “bei weitem leichter als Seinige.” Linden was discussing himself in the third person. 
282 “Die Befugnis, über das Censurverfahren den anderen Censoren seine Ansicht zu äussern, ist ein 
natürliches Correlat des Censuramtes! Eine Verweigerung dieses Rechts in Beziehung auf die Person 
würde ein unnatürliches Verhältniß herbeiführen, und in offenbaren Widerspruch stehen mit der 
Verordnung, wornach sämtliche Censoren jeden Morgen von 11 bis 1 Uhr sich im Departement 
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He clearly resented the elements of functional differentiation; moreover collegial 

deliberation shielded individual censors from the repercussions of making “incorrect” 

decisions on borderline cases in the course of their work. Collective responsibility was a 

desired byproduct of collegial deliberation.283 

 For the most part, these marked copies were not retained; the ones remaining in 

the Ministry’s files were either internal copies circulated with respect to specific legal 

proceedings or had been returned. Instead, the marked copies, signed by the specific 

censor, were to be maintained by the publisher. When the publisher of the Volksfreund, 

Friedrich Ludwig Lindner, misplaced his signed marked copies, the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs ordered the Censorship Commission to ensure that publishers maintain them, 

especially in order to ensure nothing had been altered in the final copy from the one 

presented to censors.284 Maintaining such records, the Ministry argued, was in the 

interests of publishers as well as censors.285 The exchange of these copies formed the 

primary basis of communication between censor and author/editor, and, given the volume 

 
versammlen, und in zweifelhaften Censurfällen abstrimmen sollen.” Linden to Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
August 26, 1835, HStAS E 50/01 Nr 1064. 
283 An unfortunate consequence of these meetings of the Censorship Committee is that much of the 
deliberation that took place between censors was never recorded in writing. For that reason, ironically 
enough we often have better records for the censorship of comparatively insignificant provincial papers, 
deliberations over which were conducted by post, than for those concerning larger papers published in the 
capital. In addition to such cases, which find their way into the records precisely because of the nature of 
bureaucratic communication, there are also those where copies still exist with the censor’s original 
markings, usually in the form of red pencil lines identifying words, passages, or whole articles to be cut. 
284 We have already seen Lindner as the author of the Manuscript aus Süddeutschland. He was ultimately 
expelled from Württemberg in 1824. Konrad Feilchenfeldt, “Lindner, Friedrich Ludwig,” Neue Deutsche 
Biographie, Last acccessed December 4, 2014, http://www.deutsche-biographie.de/pnd117026379.html. 
285 There is some truth to this seemingly self-serving suggestion; failure to archive marked copies 
eliminated the publisher’s favored legal strategy when facing post-publication fines and confiscation, that 
the censor had cleared the work. Ministry of Foreign Affairs to Censorship Commission, February 19, 
1821, HStAS E63/3 Nr. 29. 
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of daily publishing versus what exists in archival records, in the vast majority of cases 

this exchange sufficed. 

 The exchange between editor and censor was further complicated by the secrecy 

that surrounded censorship instructions, again the principal form of legal framework as 

far as the actual censor was concerned. Censorship instructions were not like published 

laws; instead, they were administrative guidelines for the execution of existing press 

laws. Most censorship instructions (and not just in Württemberg) began by laying out the 

legal precedent for censorship and spelling out broad categories of impermissible speech, 

before concluding with more specific references to events, persons, or institutions 

requiring particular delicacy. This list of touchy subjects would be updated periodically 

by cabinet authorities, and then overhauled completely whenever new instructions were 

to be issued. In a series of “special prescriptions” to the general censorship instructions of 

1828, for instance, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs highlighted particularly sensitive 

subjects, such as the Federal Diet talks in Bavaria and the Decembrist Revolt in Russia 

(obliquely referred to as “the events in St. Petersburg of December 26, 1825”). Moreover, 

it informed censors that they should inform editors of policies not made public only when 

necessary, that is, when the special provisions had been or were likely to be violated.286 

 Under the influence of the combined force of the Austrian-Prussian alliance, the 

Confederation’s most abiding concern throughout the 1820s was to check the growth in 

 
286 “die Ereignisse zu St. Petersburg vom. 26. Dezember 1825.” Censors could hardly keep their contents 
secret for long; even if only by implication, editors could quickly begin to piece together the direction of 
state policy by examining which stories or passages were marked for excision. “Weitere Besondere 
Vorschriften zur Instruction,” May 12, 1828, HStAS E 63/3 Nr 352. 
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influence and extent of constitutions and electoral assemblies.287 In the 1820s, these were 

essentially limited to the states of the southwest, including Bavaria. Other than the 

assemblies in the four states with constitutions in the 1820s, though, the press was the 

only remotely broad social institution that might lodge any form of claim to speak for the 

“people,” as opposed to the state. For Württemberg’s government, however, parliament 

and constitution were not merely concessions to the people but crucial tools of state 

building.288 In a certain sense, it was only natural that the states of “Third Germany,” as 

Lindner calls it in the Manuscript, at least entertained ideas of providing a counterweight 

to political policies developed with the interests of Berlin and Vienna in mind. Protecting 

such institutions, as well as state sovereignty as a whole, meant deciding which points to 

contest and which points to concede to the Confederation’s dominant powers. Needless to 

say, the Manuscript would have to be suppressed: in Württemberg, no one was permitted 

even to discuss the Manuscript, nor announce its sale.289 In fact, as late as May 1828, the 

Württemberg government continued to make discussion of the Manuscript not only 

illegal, but a specific point of reference in its instructions to censors, even as it had 

become a dead letter.290  

 
287 Even discussion of foreign parliamentary systems was suspicious; in 1820, Harttmann cut an article in 
the Neckarzeitung titled “England: Memoires der Königin”; after the editor appealed, Harttmann informed 
him that, though the entire article was inflammatory, it might be permitted provided the parts about 
parliamentary deliberations were cut. Lade to Censorship Commission, June 13, 1820; Censorship 
Commission Protocoll, June 19, 1820, HStAS E 63/3 Nr 52.   
288 Moran, Century of Words, 201. 
289 Censorship Commision to censors Deissler, Sandberger, and Wirth, January 16, 1821, HStAS E63/3 Nr. 
29. 
290 “Additional Special Regulations to the Instruction” (Weitere Besondere Vorschriften zur Instruction), 
May 12, 1828, HStAS E 63/3 Nr 352. 
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FOREIGN PRESSURES AND THE DOMESTIC PRESS 

 
 The challenge the Württemberg authorities faced throughout the 1820s, therefore, 

was as much about keeping the larger powers of the Confederation from restricting the 

kingdom’s sovereignty as it was about suppressing any kind of domestic threat to order. 

The principal sources of public discomfort for the government were the three overlapping 

groups of the intelligentsia, such as it existed in Biedermeier Germany: civil servants, the 

universities, and the small but influential political press. The role of civil servants in the 

public sphere is the subject of Chapter Four. The role of the university has also been 

explored increasingly in the literature. For Württemberg, recent work by Thomas 

Oelschlägel has revealed much about the political workings of the University of 

Tübingen, Württemberg’s only university in the first quarter of the nineteenth century.291 

After a brief period of heightened tensions in 1819, Tübingen was, relatively speaking, 

one of Germany’s more politically quiescent universities in the first half of the 1820s. 

 The political press, though certainly not ignored, has yet to be fully explored, 

however. In the previous chapter we saw how a state like Baden attempted to address the 

importation of newspapers printed in the outside. Yet censors faced also the reverse 

challenge to that posed by foreign newspapers; they had to censor papers printed in their 

own state so as to satisfy the interests and sensibilities of foreign governments. For the 

remainder of the chapter, we will examine some of the censorship cases of the 1820s to 

examine what pressures censors faced from higher authorities, foreign governments, and 

 
291 Oelschlägel, Hochschulpolitik in Württemberg 1819-1825. 
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from the authors, editors, and publishers who sought to make for themselves a greater 

room for expression. 

 There was no single dominating publication in Württemberg in the 1820s, though 

the most significant was perhaps the Schwäbischer Merkur. The Merkur was, alongside a 

handful of other papers we will consider, including the Nationalchronik der Deutschen, 

and the Neckarzeitung among others, a strong exponent of southwestern German 

liberalism and constitutionalism and dated back to the late eighteenth century. Yet, 

despite the oppositional tone of these papers and their at times fraught relationship with 

authorities, they all published more or less without interruption throughout the decade. As 

such, they offer a study of how political papers co-existed with censorship to contrast 

with the examples we shall see of suppressed publications in later chapters. 

 Three generations of the Elben family edited and published the Merkur, a 

regionally significant paper in the Vormärz under Carl Elben.292 In the immediate 

aftermath of the Carlsbad Decrees, the Merkur fell under Austrian suspicion for articles 

on revolutionary uprisings across Europe. Incensed by a leading article in the October 23, 

1819 edition, Austrian statesman Ferdinand Trauttsmandorff made an impassioned appeal 

to Württemberg’s foreign minister and former ambassador to the Viennese court during 

Trauttmansdorff’s ministry Heinrich Wintzingerode to suppress the newspaper. Its story 

on the Italian Carbonari, whose nationalist, revolutionary struggle had shifted seamlessly 

from opposing the French to opposing Austrian hegemony in Italy, Trauttsmandorff 

 
292 Otto Elben, Geschichte des Schwäbischen Merkurs, 1785-1885 (Stuttgart: Verlag und Druck des 
Schwäbischen Merkurs, 1885). 
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argued, was an outrageous piece, “written in the spirit of the maddest demagogy and 

filled with wholly distorted facts.” Trauttmansdorff draws the sinister conclusion from 

the paper’s intimate knowledge of the Carbonari: “The similarity and relatedness of the 

Carbonari described in [the article] and the revolutionary groups forming within 

Germany certainly cannot be mistaken.”293 Thus the sheer fact that the Schwäbischer 

Merkur noted the Carbonari’s activity was suspicion enough of its revolutionary 

sympathies in Germany as well as the Italian states. 

 The reaction from the Württemberg Censorship Commission was to temporize, 

hoping that Austria would be satisfied with promises of future oversight. The 

Schwäbischer Merkur’s censor, Wächter, argued that, “according to the letter of the law, 

the paper had not overstepped its boundaries.” Württemberg’s Press Law had not fully 

gone into force without appropriate censorship instructions at the time of publication, and 

there were questions whether it could apply to this earlier article. He questioned the 

danger posed by the article, but acknowledged the basis for Austria’s complaint, seeing it 

reasonable to object to the article.294  

 One of the pressing needs in the early 1820s was not only to suppress speech 

opposed to the new political order in Germany, but also that criticizing the system of 

censorship erected to defend it. In Stuttgart, the Censorship commission met in March 

 
293 “im Sinne des verruchtesten Demagogismus geschrieben, mit gänzlich entstellten Daten gefüllt.” 
Underlining in original. “Die Aehnlichkeit und Verwandschaft der darin geschilderten Carbonari mit den in 
Deutschland sich gebildeten revolutionären Verbindungen kann gewiß nicht leicht verkannt werden.” It is 
telling that in this respect at least, the Austrians did actually face a pervasive network of subterranean 
revolutionaries—only in Italy, not Germany, as Trauttsmandorff alleges. Trauttsmansdorff to 
Wintzingerode, November 12, 1819, HStAS E 50/01 Bü 412. 
294 Censorship Commission circular, November 18, 1819, HStAS E 50/01 Bü 412. 
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1820 to discuss the Neckarzeitung, a local newspaper whose editor, Johann Christoph 

Lade, had criticized the new arrangements. The paper’s censor, Harttmann, also found 

himself forced to defend his censorial choices, over politically-sensitive articles on topics 

like Prussia's constitutional conflict. The Neckarzeitung had reprinted a number of 

articles that had already embroiled the Schwäbsicher Merkur in controversy, including its 

reporting on the Carbonari. Lade sought to head off challenges to his paper among the 

Commission by praising their liberality and pointing towards the press freedoms 

enshrined in Württemberg's constitution.295 

 In fact, Harttmann’s cuts were often quite mild. How should we interpret a 

censor’s choice to insert or remove a single word or two that does not alter the substance 

of a sentence? For instance, Harttmann edits a sentence on police informants in France 

from “each citizen who speaks out is denounced by the spies of the police,” by replacing 

“of the police informants,” with “of their police informants,” that is of France.296 In this 

case, it is clear that Harttmann’s intent is to make certain that discussion of this matter 

focuses on the Parisian informants and holds no implications for German affairs. The 

effects of this small, probably routine interaction is to make the piece as a whole 

marginally more palatable to authorities by preserving its overall content through 

incremental changes in tone. 

 
295 Johann Christoph Lade to the Censorship Commission, October 30, 1820, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 52 
296 The change is from “von den Spionen” to “von ihren Spionen”—note also that in this instance, the 
censor has made marginal notations to alter the original text. As we shall see in the following chapter, the 
appropriateness of such actions was often up for debate. Censorship copy (Probebogen) of the 
Neckarzeitung, February 25, 1821, Nr. 53, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 52. 
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 One charge censors sought to guard against in the struggle against the perception 

of Willkür was that they were unevenly applying the law, precisely the charge that Lade 

leveled against the Commission.297 Upon general agreement from the entire Commission, 

Harttmann had forbidden Lade from reprinting articles from the Elsässser Patriot, one of 

the Strasbourg papers with which officials in Baden also were concerned. “Passages 

marked in red [in the Neckarzeitung] have been inserted word for word by Professor 

Elben in his newspaper, out of the paper I am forbidden to use; even foreign editors use 

it,” argued Lade. In his complaint, Lade interestingly plays off both the cooperation and 

the competition within publishing: on the one hand, he has friends who reveal to him the 

extent of government injustice, while on the other hand his principal fear is that this 

unequal treatment will disadvantage his paper financially.298 

 Throughout the summer, Lade pled with authorities not to forbid him to publish 

on the deliberations of representative assemblies. In late June, for instance, he argued to 

the Censorship Commission that, since other states don’t have this policy, it means he 

would be scooped on reporting the deliberations of the Württemberg assembly by 

outsiders, as well, at a significant cost in circulation and thus money.299 Finally, the 

authorities relented, but not before warning Lade that by taking on this material he was 

also increasing his own liability for future troubles.300 Given the increasing burden of 

 
297 Collegial vote taken by Feuerbach and other censors, March 4, 1820, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 52. 
298 “Roth angemerkte Stellen hat Hr. Professor Elben aus jenem für mich verbothenen Blatt, wörtlich in des 
Seinige eingerückt; auch auswärtige Redaktionen benutzen es…” Lade to Censorship Commission, March 
2, 1820, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 52. 
299 Lade to Censorship Commission, June 29, 1820, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 52. 
300 Censorship Commission to Lade, July 1, 1820, HStAS E 63/3 Nr 52. 
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time spent censoring the Neckarzeitung, Harttmann’s responsibility was transferred to a 

censor from outside the Commission, the Royal Archive Director Kaufmann.301  

 Lade wasn’t satisfied, however; by October, he had found another instance of 

unfairness that was hampering his ability to do his job. Articles in the Neckarzeitung 

quoting Neapolitan sources on the Revolution occurring there were stricken by the 

censor, while what in Lade’s eyes were comparable pieces in the Schwäbischer Merkur 

were permitted.302 He questioned sarcastically whether the law against reporting on the 

Italian political scene only applied to the Neckarzeitung—perhaps, he averred, “the 

censorship of that paper [the Merkur] is more indulgent than that of ours.” 303 

Lade went so far as to request compensation for the subscriptions to Neapolitan 

newspapers, since he was forbidden from excerpting them. The Commission informed 

Lade that one can take facts from any newspaper; it is the reprinting of articles written in 

a revolutionary sense that is forbidden. Lade’s perhaps pointedly ironic bid for restitution 

for his “useless” Neapolitan subscriptions was flatly denied.304 Moreover, the transfer of 

responsibilities would prove short-lived, as authorities’ difficulties with the 

 
301 Ministry of Foreign Affairs to Censorship Commission, October 8, 1820, HStAS E 63/3 Nr 52. 
302 Lade’s anger at what he saw as unequal treatment should not lead us to assume any necessary acrimony 
between himself and the editors of the Merkur. In 1826, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs noted with 
displeasure the Merkur’s advertisement for Lade’s “Sammlung einer grossen Auswahl vorzüglicher 
Miscellen,” a collection of political writings. Beroldingen to Censorship Commmission, July 7, 1826, 
HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 59.  
303 “...die Zensur für jenes Blatt nachsichtsvoller ist, als die Unsere.” Lade to Censorship Commission, 
October 2, 1820, HStAS E 63/3 Nr 52. 
304 Censorship Commission to Lade, October 27, 1820, HStAS E 63/3 Nr 52. 
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Neckarzeitung prompted a second re-assignment, this time to Roser.305 Nevertheless, 

acrimony continued in the relationship between Lade and the Censorship Commission.306 

 Stuttgart papers like the Schwäbischer Merkur or the Neckarzeitung were not the 

only papers considered by the authorities as “political” (and thus subject to stricter 

scrutiny). Ellwangen, a town roughly 50 miles from Stuttgart, played host to one of 

Württemberg’s more significant publishing efforts in the 1820s as well, Johann Gottfried 

Pahl’s resurrected Neue Nationalchronik der Teutschen. Pahl, an historian, political 

publicist, and Protestant pastor, first published the Nationalchronik in its initial form 

from 1801 until 1809, when it was suppressed by Württemberg authorities concerned that 

its sharply anti-Napoleonic tone might invite hostile attention from the French.307 As a 

rationalist and product of the late Enlightenment, Pahl promoted a moderate version of 

liberalism opposed to obscurantism in religion and neo-absolutism in politics.308 

 1820, needless to say, was an inauspicious year to (re-)launch a journalistic 

venture already once suppressed by Württemberg authorities; that Pahl’s bête noire had 

once been Napoleon did little to tip the scales in his favor in the eyes of authorities.  

The Interior Ministry appointed a local bailiff (Oberamtmann), Sandberger, to censor the 

paper. In addition to the standard instructions, it shared with him a list of sensitive topics, 

including the execution of Karl Sand, the “confidential” (vertraulich) deliberations of the 

 
305 Ministry of Foreign Affairs to Censorship Commission, November 26, 1820, HStAS E 63/3 Nr 52. 
306 Censorship Commission to Lade, October 31, 1822, HStAS E 63/3 Nr 52. 
307 Johannes Weber, “Pahl, Johann Gottfried von,” Neue Deutsche Biographie, Last acccessed December 
4, 2014, http://www.deutsche-biographie.de/pnd10038384X.html. 
308 Johann Pahl, Denkwürdigkeiten aus meinem Leben und aus meiner Zeit (Tübingen: L.F. Fues, 1840). 
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Legislative assembly, and the French response to the assassination of the Duc de 

Berry.309 

 Sandberger did not last a month before he was trying to beg off from the burden 

of censoring the paper. In a letter to the Commission, Sandberger noted that he had 

requested that Pahl send copies to the Censorship Commission, an incongruous fact 

suggesting he may have hoped that the Commission would simply assume responsibility 

for censoring the paper itself. Sandberger argued, as many censors would after him, that 

the time commitment of censorship, in addition to his existing duties, was too much:  

“I therefore see myself forced to humbly request the Royal Censorship Commission to 

replace me as censor, as I under the current circumstances cannot take on the 

responsibility.” 310 The Commission informed Sandberger that it wasn’t responsible for 

selecting him and therefore could not relieve him of duty.311 The Interior Ministry, in this 

case as in many others, largely delegated this selection process to local Kreis 

governments; from Sandberger’s perspective, then, he had likely received the short straw 

from his own colleagues. 

 Censorship of the Nationalchronik, based upon surviving records, was no more 

onerous than most political papers of its day, and certainly involved less trouble than the 

successive censors of the Neckarzeitung faced. The Censorship Commission had to warn 

Sandberger about the printing of censorship marks—dashes used to represent excised 

 
309 Censorship Commission to Sandberger, June 11, 1820, HStAS, E 63/3 Nr 53. 
310 “So sehe ich mich veranlßt, Königl. Censur Commission um so mehr um Abnahme derselben 
unterthänigst zu bitten, als ich in eintreffenden (trettenden?) Fall keine Verantwortung übernahmen kann.” 
Sandberger to Censorship Commission, July 8, 1820, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 53. 
311 Censorship Commission to Sandberger, July 11, 1820, HStAS, E 63/3 Nr 53. 
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passages—in 1820 (the practice would eventually be banned by federal decree in the 

mid-1830s).312 Sandberger’s wish was granted in February of the next year, when 

responsibility for censorship of the paper was transferred to State Secretary Gaul.313 

Under Gaul’s watch, the Nationalchronik experienced growing tension with the 

authorities, tensions which also found Gaul himself facing criticism from the Censorship 

Commission in Stuttgart. Throughout 1821 and 1822, complaints began to pile up 

regarding the paper’s treatment of both domestic and international politics; in November 

1821, for instance, a complaint regarding an article on the Greek revolt prompted a 

reproach of Gaul’s diligence from the Commission.314 

 The flashpoint in the periodical press of 1822 was the now essentially forgotten 

Congress of Verona, a meeting of representatives of the Quintuple Alliance to address the 

revolutionary movements of southern Europe.315 Coverage of the Congress also 

embroiled other publications in conflict with the authorities. The Tübingen censor, 

Seubert, for instance was remonstrated for permitting a critical article on the congress to 

appear in Nr. 46 of Der Patriot, published deceptively under the heading of 

“International Commerce” (Welthandel).316 Joseph Görres’ Die Heiligen Allianz und die 

Völker auf dem Congresse von Verona, with its ultramontane plea for the peoples of 

 
312 Censorship Commission to Sandberger, December 8, 1820, HStAS, E 63/3 Nr 53. 
313 Ministry of Foreign Affairs to Censorship Commission, February 1, 1821, HStAS, E 63/3 Nr 53. 
314 Censorship Commission to Gaul, November 19, 1821, HStAS, E 63/3 Nr 53. 
315 Irby Coghill Nichols, The European Pentarchy and the Congress of Verona, 1822. (The Hague: 
Nijhoff, 1972). 
316 Censorship Commission to Justice Ministry, January 5, 1823, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 29. 
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Europe to look to Rome for assistance, bore a Stuttgart provenance as well and incited a 

Prussian ban.317 The Schwäbischer Merkur published extensively on the Congress. 

 Prior to the Congress, censors were alerted to the significance of suppressing any 

critical mentions of its goals and outcomes. As the Commission put it in its message to 

Gaul, censors would be held 

personally responsible that in these pages neither original articles nor those taken 
from other newspapers would appear with inappropriate judgments or 
inflammatory remarks concerning the Congress assembled in Verona and its 
deliberations, as well as the Holy Alliance itself and its individual members.318  
 

It is noteworthy that the Holy Alliance was singled out as opposed to the Quintuple 

Alliance as a whole; in this respect, the censors anticipated greater scorn for the more 

autocratic Eastern powers than for England and France, an assumption only partially 

correct. The diplomatic pressure surrounding the Congress was great enough that Gaul 

was cautioned to any critical (raisonnierenden) discussion at all. 

 Unfortunately from the perspective of the authorities, Gaul received this 

notification too late. On October 21, he wrote to the Commission, informing them that in 

an edition submitted to him before the receipt of the Commission’s warning, the 

Nationalchronik had critically discussed the deliberations in Verona. Number 43 of the 

Nationalchronik, dated October 26 but sent to post prior to Gaul’s writing, featured a lead 

article on the Congress of Verona. The article’s conceit is clever: ostensibly discussing 

the nature of rumors that form when a news-hungry public is starved of official 

information, it gives space to the speculation of other newspapers regarding the intentions 
 

317 GStAPK I HA Rep. 77, II Spec. Lit. A Nr. 12. 
318 Censorship Commission to Gaul, October 13, 1822, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 53. 
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of the Great Powers assembled, including their intentions to erect a continent-wide 

political policing apparatus. Dismissing such rumors as unsubstantiated, Pahl quotes with 

little comment the warnings of an English paper, The Star: “If the Congress takes up 

these suggestions [for erecting a police state], the consequences can scarcely be 

reckoned; a European civil war will break out, and the entire continent will be awash in 

blood and tears.”319 Even couched as a skeptical reference to a foreign paper’s 

speculation, it was hard not to mistake such a pronouncement as a threat of sorts. 

 Gaul excused his passing the article by stating that it did not seem to violate any 

existing censorship laws—one presumes the editorial distance and ostensible skeptical 

eye towards the wilder conspiracies about the Congress given air in the article influenced 

this judgment. He suggested that, if the edition must be suppressed, interdiction of copies 

by the postal service was still perhaps possible.320 Upon review, the Commission together 

determined, unsurprisingly, that the article did possess inflammatory passages (anstößige 

Stellen); however, it was simply not practicable to suppress it now that every copy had 

gone out, especially since to do so would require the cooperation of the Interior Ministry, 

which was responsible for the policing aspect of censorship.321 Here the significance of 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs holding responsibility for censorship is apparent: 

Vorzensur and Nachzensur followed separate bureaucratic lines.  

 
319 “Wenn der Congreß auf jene Vorschläge eingehe, so lassen sich die Folgen davon nicht berechnen; es 
werde daraus ein europäischer Bürgerkrieg entstehen und der ganze Continent in Blut und Thränen 
schwimmen.” “Der Congreß von Verona,” Neue Nationalchroink der Teutschen, Nr. 43, October 26, 1822. 
320 Gaul to Censorship Commission October 21, 1822, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 53. 
321 Censorship commission to Gaul October 23, 1822, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 53. 
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 As for Gaul, the Commission lost faith in him.322 The article “Teutschlands 

Vergangenheit und Gegenwart” in February of the following year was judged 

problematic despite the fact that the author “attacks neither the German Confederation 

nor its member states,” largely because of the unspoken message, delivered in general 

terms (ins Allgemeine), of dissatisfaction with the course of political circumstances.323 

By May 1823, the Commission realized that Gaul was outmatched. In a circular, one 

member (it is uncertain which one) even decried the constant need to admonish the 

censor as a form of callousness (Engherzigkeit). The paper, the Commission decided, 

appeared to be designed to challenge the censor, with articles asserting the dissatisfaction 

of the people with their governments and asserting, as in Number 11, that people, 

including colonial subjects, struggling under paternalistic rule (Mündigkeit) ought to 

emancipate themselves. While such subjects might be acceptable in the form of learned 

treatises, their appearance in a daily paper (Tagblatt) spread among the people was a 

bridge too far.324 Gaul was replaced by a Professor Gebhardt, but the paper limped into 

1824 under a cloud of suspicion and was abandoned by its editor before the end of the 

year. 

 
322 Regarding a separate matter of Gaul permitting an article on the Bavarian constitution several weeks 
later, Wächter noted to his colleagues, “Mr. Gaul should be informed of the mockery found in the stricken 
passages. Perhaps on the basis of this page we ought to suggest greater attentiveness?” (“Herr Gaul ist die 
Possirung der angestrichen Stellen zu verweisen. Vielleicht nur aus Anlaß diese Blatt demselben mehr 
Aufmerksamkeit zu empfehlen?”) Additional Internal Note to Censorship Commission to Gaul, November 
19, 1822, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 53. 
323 “…greift weder den Deutschen Bund noch den einzelnen Bundesregierungen an.” Censorship 
Commission to Gaul, February 10, 1823, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 53. 
324 Censorship Commission circular, May 17, 1823, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 53. 
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 The Congress of Verona was the last of the great diplomatic gatherings of the 

Congress system by which the rulers of European sought to maintain domestic and 

international stability.325 The major political events of the 1820s that animated the 

German press often took place on the margins of core Europe, especially in southern 

Europe. Other events of note for the German press, like the Decembrist Revolt and the 

Italian Carbonari, resonated particularly with Austrian authorities convinced of a central 

European revolutionary conspiracy. Such beliefs were much less common and, where 

present, more weakly held in places like Württemberg. Editors like Elben, Lade, and Pahl 

fed as well as stoked a public hunger for news on such political events; censors, as it 

turned out, were often divided on how they interpreted such reportage. Were articles 

about revolutionary movements or political unrest automatically impermissible, or was 

the intention and argument of the author paramount? Did the source of information 

matter or simply the content? Censors were far more likely to trust in their own 

judgments of the intent and impact of writings, while higher authorities, especially 

influenced by the diplomatic pressures from powerful states, often favored blanket bans 

on discussion of certain topics. In practice, therefore, the censor was pulled in a variety of 

directions by legal instructions, ministerial priorities, and the vigorous advocacy of 

aggrieved publicists. 

CONCLUSION 

 

 
325 Jarrett, Congress of Vienna, 309. 
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 Censorship was indeed a defining feature of the 1820s, but not in the way many 

historians have assumed. It was not the triumph of a successful repressive bureaucracy 

that destroyed the liberal-nationalist movement of the Wars of Liberation, but rather the 

successful translation of those impulses into a more moderate and effective model of 

partial maintenance of press freedom by the states of the Confederation like 

Württemberg. We cannot know whether a continent-wide police-repressive network like 

that darkly hinted at by Pahl would have promoted a “European civil war.” We can, 

however, clearly see how in the 1820s the reactionary turn in politics was ironically 

abetted by the ability of states like Württemberg to carve out spaces of accommodation 

for the press while focusing especially on reining in attacks on the larger powers that 

could, if provoked, end what press freedom remained in Württemberg.  

 For the Württemberg government, censorship was a matter of managing 

diplomatic relations with powerful states possessing a claim to limit its sovereignty. The 

Württemberg Foreign Minister Graf von Beroldingen put it aptly, arguing that the 

extension of censorship by the Confederation in 1823, which made the temporary, 

“emergency” Carlsbad Decrees permanent, impeded upon the boundaries of 

Confederation power negotiated initially at the Congress of Vienna. Under the 1819 laws, 

preventive measures were only required for writings that threatened the security and 

integrity of the German Confederation and its member states. By extending prior restraint 

to non-Confederation states, domestic politics, and even admittedly non-political 

periodicals, the Württemberg state tacitly acknowledged the extension of censorship 

beyond the kind of state security justifications that predominated in the crisis atmosphere 
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of 1819. Beroldingen saw that “articles that do not exactly attack the dignity, security, 

constitution, and administration of other states can still be unpleasant for them in many 

other respects.”326 By this, he acknowledged that a system of interstate censorship 

coordination designed to secure the foundations of the political order could be (and 

indeed had been) used to quash all sorts of relatively harmless speech that nonetheless 

offended or inconvenienced foreign governments and statesmen.  

 In fact, Beroldingen was merely touching upon a feeling that grew throughout the 

1820s, as states grew accustomed to mediation of censorship complaints and learned to 

judge which complaints to take seriously and which to shelve with diplomatic courtesy 

and empty words. His disquisition on the transformation of censorship policy appeared as 

the context for answering a pressing question: under what circumstances could the 

government not merely suppress a publication for printing impermissible articles, but 

forbid it from publishing in the first place? Beroldingen’s response appears, on the 

surface at least, sophistical. He argues that the 1819 restrictions on the freedom of the 

press supplemented but did not repeal the 1817 Constitution’s promise of freedom of the 

press. State subjects thus retained a right to sharing their opinions, including through the 

medium of newspapers; needless to say, this was a “granted” right (eingeräumte Recht) 

and not a natural right in any respect. Thus, all subjects could publish provided they met 

the criteria of the 1819 law, which stipulated seeking and receiving prior approval from 

 
326 “somit Artikel, welche andere nicht zum teutschen Bund gehörige Staaten oder seiner des Inland, ohne 
eine daraus zu besorgende Rückwirkung auf die Sicherheit anderer Bundesstaaten, betreffen mochten, nicht 
ins Auge gefaßt und ebensowenig Rücksicht darauf genommen hatten, daß auch Artikel, welche nicht 
gerade die Würde, Sicherheit, Verfassung, oder Verwaltung anderer Staaten angreifen, für diese durch in 
manchen Beziehungen unangenehm seyn können.” Graf von Beroldingen, Ministry of Foreign Affairs to 
Interior Ministry, November 18, 1830, HStAS E 146 Bü 4736. 
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the authorities. His argument thus appears to conclude that every state subject held the 

right to free speech because anyone was permitted to publish whatever the state 

permitted. 

 As the previous chapter made apparent, reflexively treating censorship laws as if 

they were seamlessly and unambiguously carried out by administrative bodies is 

untenable. Censorship legislation at the federal level, to say nothing of the codification of 

state policy within the ministries of individual states, required the cooperation and 

faithful implementation of a body of officials throughout the state. Censorship laws 

necessarily left broad areas of discretion to individual censors, especially in the crucial 

area of permitting initial publication. 

 The ordinary work of censorship is often difficult to reconstruct from government 

records. Censors’ internal deliberations appear to have often taken place face to face, in 

their meetings. Where there is correspondence, it concerns cases which need to be 

elevated to a higher level for the most part. Historians of censorship are left for the most 

part to focus on spectacular, galvanizing cases, which not only produced great official 

and public oversight, but also reams of documents about them. Focusing on controversial 

and difficult cases, which by their very nature produce larger, more colorful, and more 

comprehensive paper trails, tends to highlight the gaps, deficiencies, and limits of 

censorship in a way that obscures its ordinary, quotidian functioning. In short, most 

records of censorship entail violations of censorship, and of those violations, the most 

egregious, most numerous, and most extensive are the best-documented. It is therefore 

understandable that historians can all-too-easily slip into viewing censorship as a system 
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that consisted exclusively of conflict between censors and the censored, failure on the 

part of censors.  

 Such cases can, of course, be illuminating; the chapter to come will indeed 

examine several of them. Yet it is worth pausing to remember that newspapers were 

published, books written, pamphlets circulated throughout the Vormärz, even in the 

reactionary 1820s. There was no cessation of public political life, only a great, unstable 

lid placed over it. As long as the political temperature was in check, the lid sufficed to 

allow political life to continue under the surface. In this respect, censorship itself played a 

largely indirect role. Censors steered authors and editors towards modes of expression— 

dispassionate, “objective,” and mild—which kept passions from rising. In one respect, 

this served as a check on political organizing and activity, of course, yet in another light, 

censors in Württemberg and elsewhere also tended, time and again, to favor small cuts to 

large ones, to favor minimally reshaping press products to outright banning them, and 

tailor their readings of relevant statutes and instructions to permit some space of 

discussion over political topics that many at the apex of the political hierarchy in the 

Confederation would have preferred to be out of bounds completely. What would happen, 

though, if the public were sufficiently inflamed, if the cauldron began to boil over? That 

is the question we will consider when we turn to July Revolution and its aftermath. 
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Chapter Four: Entanglements of State and Civil Society, 1830-1832 

 On the night of March 16, 1832, a crowd of thousands gathered around the local 

jail in the city of Zweibrücken in Bavaria’s Rhine province. Earlier that morning, 

gendarmes stationed in the city arrested a newspaper editor, thirty-three year old Johann 

Georg August Wirth, at a tavern, “zum goldenen Pflug,” which he frequented with his 

supporters among the townspeople.327 As word spread of the arrest, groups formed 

throughout the city, debating and arguing over the arrest and the prospects for Wirth’s 

provocative and widely-renown journal, the Deutsche Tribüne. During the day, rumors 

began to spread that Wirth would be re-located from the local jail, possibly even handed 

over into Prussian custody.  

 According to the President of the Rheinkreis government, that evening a majority 

of the inhabitants of Zweibrücken assembled before the jail to protest the arrest and resist 

the extradition they believed might be imminent.328 In his view, the crowd contained 

“among them a great deal of rabble,” though they made no attempt to free Wirth by 

force.329 Yet reports from the customs inspectors (Oberzoll-Inspection) in the city 

suggested that the protest drew upon a wide range of people in the city:  

This arrest caused a great sensation among the exalted, and led to a multitude 
forming of close to 2000 people around 6:30 PM…A deputation of the first class 

 
327 Gendarmerie Oberlieutenant Kreutzer to the Command of the Eighth Gendarmerie Company – Speyer, 
March 16, 1832 BHStA MInn 25114-XII 
328 The Congress of Vienna ratified many of Napoleon’s territorial changes, while undoing others. For 
Bavaria, it lost historic claims to the Palatinate on the right bank of the Rhine, while it incorporated the left-
Rhenish territory, which had been annexed to France, as a new Kreis. The Rheinkreis, re-named the 
Pfalzkreis in 1838, was Bavaria’s only non-contiguous province. 
329 “darunter vieles Gesindel.“ Rheinkreis government to Interior Ministry, March 1832, BHStA MInn 
25114-XII. 
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of civil servants went to the Royal General Procurator von Koch and asked him 
why Wirth had been arrested and whether assurance might be given that Wirth 
would not be carried away from the jail. To this [von Koch] responded that the 
arrest was legal and that Wirth could only be sentenced under local laws; nothing 
less, though, satisfied them, and they proceeded to the jail and wanted to free 
Wirth. Admittedly, this was not carried out, though both sides of the path to the 
jail were barricaded with wagons and carts.330 

 
All accounts suggest that the demonstration ended peacefully by 11:00 PM at the latest, 

though tensions in Zweibrücken and throughout the Rheinkreis remained heightened.331 

 The events of March 16 represented the culmination of a month of escalating 

tensions in Zweibrücken and the nearby town of Homburg touched off by the conflict 

between Wirth and his comrades in the recently founded Preßverein (Deutsche 

Vaterlandsverein zur Unterstützung der Freien Presse) and Bavarian authorities in the 

Palatinate. More significantly for the future course of German history, they also led Wirth 

to abandon, for a time, his editorial role to focus on the planning for Germany’s first mass 

popular demonstration for democratic political reform, the Hambach Festival of May 

 
330 “Diese Arretirung macht unter den Exaltirten große Sensation, und veranlaßte Abends gegen ½ 7 Uhr 
einen Volksauflauf von beynähe 2000 Köpfen…Eine Deputation aus der ersten Beamtenklasse ging zu dem 
Königl. General Procurator und Staatsrath Herrn. von Koch und frug denselben warum der H. Wirth arretirt 
sey, und ob nicht die Versicherung gegeben werden könne, daß demsolchen aus dem hiesige Arresthaus 
nicht weggeführt werde? Hierauf soll entgegnet werden seyn, daß die Arretirung gesetzlich sey, und Wirth 
nur nach den diesseitigen Gesetzen abgeurtheilt werden könne; nichts weniger aber hat man sich hierauf 
begnügt, und man zog vielmehr vor das Arresthaus, und wollte den Wirth befreien; dieses wurde zwar nicht 
ausgeführt, jedoch mit Wagen und Karren die beiden Seiten der Wege zum Arresthaus verbarricatirt.” 
Oberzoll-Inspection to Rheinkreis Government, March 17, 1832, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
331 In fact, the first half of the nineteenth century did not witness much political violence in southwestern 
Germany at all, and usually none unless soldiers were introduced into the mix. The peacefulness of the 
demonstration should not be taken to indicate a lack of dedication or élan on the part of the Zweibrücker, 
but rather their adherence to a tradition of non-violent political protest indicative of the region. See Karl 
Wegert, “Contention with Civility: The State and Social Control in the German Southwest, 1760-1850,” 
The Historical Journal, Vol. 34, No. 2 (Jun., 1991), pp. 349-369. 
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1832.332 Only months after his arrest, Wirth would become a leader of the political 

demonstration that defined the decade. That role would also land him in even greater 

trouble with authorities, complete with a prison sentence of two years. 

 The Deutsche Tribüne represents one of the most significant periodicals to appear 

in the extraordinarily volatile and fruitful years of the early 1830s. Between the outbreak 

of revolution in France in July 1830 and the German Confederation’s legal response to 

Hambach, the so-called Six Acts of 1833, the liberal and nationalist opposition in 

Germany mounted increasingly active campaigns against the restoration order.333 The 

first years of the 1830s witnessed a marked increase in newly founded journals, an 

intensification of political life in parliaments across Germany, and a growing sense 

among many charged with censoring German publishing that the task was becoming 

Sisyphean. Even before its first issue appeared, Bavarian authorities recognized the 

radical potential of the Deutsche Tribüne, which was written in a popular, engaging tone, 

addressed to a broad readership, and edited by a man with little respect for the system of 

accommodations and half-measures that characterized much of the publishing world of 

the 1820s. The Deutsche Tribüne thus represents one of the first great efforts at 

 
332 The literature on the festival itself is extensive, especially given the Hambacher Schloss’s continuted 
usage as a public museum space. Any reckoning with the Festival ought to begin with Wirth’s account; see 
Johann Georg August Wirth, Das Nationalfest der Deutschen zu Hambach (Neustadt: Philipp Christmann, 
1832). Also see Helmut Asmus, Das Hambacher Fest. (Berlin: Deutsche Verlag der Wissenscaften, 1985); 
J. A Brein, Das Hambacher Fest: eine Bibliographie (Speyer: Pfälzische Landesbibliothek, 1932); 
Wilhelm Kreutz, Hambach 1832: deutsches Freiheitsfest und Vorbote des europäischen Völkerfrühlings 
(Mainz: Landeszentrale für politische Bildung Rheinland-Pfalz, 2007); Wilhelm Herzberg, Das Hambacher 
Fest: Geschichte der revolutionären Bestrebungen in Rheinbayern um das Jahr 1832 (Ludwigshafen am 
Rhein: Gerisch, 1908). 
333 On the Six Acts, which reinforced traditional censorship practice without radically changing it, see 
Ernst Rudolf Huber, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte seit 1789 Bd. 2, Bd. 2, (Stuttgart [etc.]: Kohlhammer, 
1988). 
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confronting the censorship system—in word and deed—head on, without flinching or 

equivocating. 

 Though the Tribüne was undoubtedly at the center of the struggle over press 

freedom, it did not stand alone, nor was it Wirth’s first foray into political activism 

through publishing. This chapter will present a history, not only of the Deutsche Tribüne, 

but also, secondarily, of the family of papers that formed the core of liberal and radical 

oppositional politics in southwestern Germany.334 It will examine the challenges these 

papers posed to the censorship system constructed in the 1820s, how they differed from 

earlier the oppositional papers examined in Chapters Two and Three, and how they 

publicized conflicts with the censors in novel and transformative ways. Conversely, it 

will also examine censors’ actions and deliberations concerning the papers. Sensitive as 

always to criticism of censorship as lawless and arbitrary, censors sought to demonstrate 

the falsity of such claims through scrupulous attention to existing laws. Yet the legal 

uncertainty of Bavarian censorship in the early 1830s, as well as the relative 

indeterminacy of all censorship law, served to intensify the conflict. In trying to conduct 

censorship by written laws, Bavarian authorities highlighted the necessary subjectivity of 

the censor, while creating “liberal” exemptions for some forms of news and not others 

only touched off contentious debates about the limits of what constituted “domestic” 

politics in a state with questionable boundaries of sovereignty.  

 
334 Differentiating moderate liberals from radicals or democrats is difficult in the Vormärz, when mutual 
opposition to government policy especially at the level of the German Confederation itself muted 
differences over the franchise and economic policymaking. For the Southwest, specifically Baden, see Lee, 
The Politics of Harmony; for an analysis of the breadth of liberal politics, the still invaluable source is 
Sheehan, German Liberalism in the Nineteenth Century. 
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 Moreover, an analysis of the case raises and suggests answers for a host of 

broader questions, which this chapter will consider. First, it will look at the role that 

concerns over credibility and respect for the law played in driving the escalation of 

government action against Wirth and his cohorts. Time and again, as we shall see, state 

officials feared that Wirth’s actions undermined public respect for the state and had to be 

suppressed in order to prevent further incitement to actions that would not remain 

confined to publishing attacks on the government. It is crucial to recall that 1830 was a 

year of revolution, after all, in many states in the Confederation. While no royal heads 

rolled in the German lands, several found themselves no longer bearing crowns. Though 

spared such indignities, as we shall see, Ludwig I turned away from the more liberal 

overtures found in his early reign towards a policy of caution and reaction. This chapter 

will thus examine how the censorship of 1830-2 reflected not merely an extension of 

existing practices and patterns, but a novel response to a semi-revolutionary crisis that 

reflects the pressure of newly-energized representative bodies as well as the anxieties and 

concerns of wary monarchs.  

 Finally, the history of the Tribüne, and especially its forerunners, demonstrates 

the centrality not of distance and hostility between the opposition and the state, but 

instead the forms of connection and dependence between them. This case is especially 

significant because, in one sense, it represents perhaps the most obviously oppositional 

dynamic between a journal and state authorities in the German Confederation, at least 

before the immediate outbreak of revolution in 1848. Yet Wirth’s first newspaper was in 

fact a ministerial paper, subsidized by the government. His ally, whose fate intertwined 
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with that of Wirth in the early 1830s, Philipp Jakob Siebenpfeiffer, was a 

Landeskommisär in Homburg when he began his own oppositional journal, 

Rheinbayern.335 Their careers reveal the tension between state service and independent 

journalism. Moreover, the fates of their papers are entwined with their effects on a 

readership heavily composed of restive state servants themselves. Concern over 

controlling and mollifying this crucial group shaped policy towards the Tribüne and its 

allies as well. 

THE JULY REVOLUTION IN SOUTHWESTERN GERMANY 

 
 Few pieces of literature capture the effects of the French Revolution of 1830 on 

German intellectual life as powerfully as Ludwig Börne’s Briefe aus Paris. A literary 

invention drawn from his own actual correspondence with long-time friend Jeanette 

Wohl, Börne’s letters appeared serially from 1830-1833, including excerpts in the 

Deutsche Tribüne. In the letters, Börne offered commentary on the upheaval of the day 

and pondered the way forward for advocates of political and social transformation. For 

Börne, one difficulty lay in taking up struggle in an age of political repression.  

Freedom of the press is neither the victory, nor even the struggle; it is only the 
taking up of arms. How, though, can one achieve victory without struggle, or 
struggle with arms? That is the circle that drives one mad.336 

 
335 The office of Landeskommisär was an administrative grade between minister and town official. 
According to Siebenpfeiffer, his office covered an area with a population of between 40,000-50,000 
inhabitants. Philipp Siebenpfieffer, “Rheinbayern und Herr von Schenk” Das Bayerische Volksblatt, Nr. 52, 
December 13, 1831. 
336 “Die Preßfreiheit ist noch nicht der Sieg, noch nicht einmal der Kampf, sie ist erst die Bewaffnung; wie 
kann man aber siegen ohne Kampf, wie kämpfen ohne Waffen? Das ist der Zirkel, der einen toll macht.” 
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 For the revolutionaries of 1830, be they in Paris, Brussels, or Dresden, freedom of the 

press was both an end in itself and a means to truly begin the struggle. The free press was 

to be their greatest weapon in the battle with the Ancien Régime that the Great 

Revolution of 1789 had begun yet not concluded. Börne’s “maddening circle,” though, 

bedeviled efforts to advance revolutionary transformation throughout the early nineteenth 

century. How could the goal of realizing a state order with liberal political freedoms be 

achieved when those freedoms represented the most crucial instruments to effect the 

necessary change? This was the challenge that oppositional publishers, chief among them 

Siebenpfeiffer and Wirth, took up in the early 1830s. 

 While the wave of revolutions in 1848 would go on to overshadow the more 

modest uprisings of 1830, the July Revolution’s long-term effects on German politics and 

the emergence of a confident, growing public sphere should not be discounted. 

Revolutions in Saxony, Hannover, Hesse-Kassel, and Braunschweig brought new 

constitutions. In those states where constitutions and parliaments existed already, liberal 

parties experienced a popular upswing and used the momentum of the time to press for 

greater civil freedoms, as occurred in Baden. Nevertheless, the relatively quick retreats 

from the cause of reform experienced in these states after about 1833 has often led 

historians to view 1830 as a minor, failed prelude to 1848. The effects of 1830, though, 

 
The Tribüne ran excerpts of Börne’s letters, already a literary sensation in Germany, throughout late 1831. 
Ludwig Börne, Briefe aus Paris, (Hoffmann und Campe, 1832), 77. 
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are best appreciated over a longer time horizon, as the temporary stimulus to 

organization, publishing efforts, and party formation bore fruit in the long term.337 

 This long-term process was only imaginable, however, in a context where 

political occurrences in one end of Europe could galvanize action across the continent. 

Even in a great era of emerging nationalism, nineteenth-century European politics were a 

transnational affair in several crucial senses. Perhaps most apparent was the role of 

European intellectuals, who were mobile across political, geographic, and linguistic 

borders throughout the first half of the nineteenth century. Censorship, if anything, 

exacerbated these trends.338 While Paris has naturally drawn the most attention as a 

refuge for dissident Germans, Poles, Hungarians, and Russians among others, traditional 

havens like the Netherlands remained important. Switzerland also played a significant 

role as a refuge point, a fact which brought it into conflict with the German 

Confederation’s leading powers, most notably in the early 1820s, as we have seen.339 

Refuge was often available closer to home as well: in the midst of official attacks on his 

activities, Siebenpfeiffer considered moving his operation to Strasbourg, while Wirth 

sought (though he failed to find) political refuge from Munich officials in the Bavarian 

Palatinate. 

 Moreover, at its upper reaches, the publishing industry transcended national 

barriers as well. When authorities sought to blame the publisher Johann Georg Cotta’s 

 
337 Andreas W. Daum, “Science, Politics, and Religion: Humboldtian Thinking and the Transformations of 
Civil Society in Germany, 1830-1870,” Osiris, 2nd Series, Vol. 17, Science and Civil Society (2002), pp. 
107-140. 
338 Lloyd S. Kramer, Threshold of a New World: Intellectuals and the Exile Experience in Paris, 1830-
1848 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1988). 
339 Goldstein, Political Repression in 19th Century Europe. 
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personal absence for any offenses against Bavarian press laws in his publications, he 

sardonically pointed out to the ministry that, “were my presence necessary to lead my 

publishing house, I would have to present in Munich, Augsburg, Stuttgart, Jena, Berlin, 

Paris, London, Vienna, and who knows where else.”340 While most German publishers 

did not operate on the level of Cotta, even modestly endowed publications printed pieces 

drawn from an emerging international system of news. Networks of correspondents, 

including Germany’s leading literary figures of the day like Heinrich Heine and Börne, 

served as foreign correspondents. This transnational flow of news and published products 

was not new to the nineteenth century, of course. Yet technological developments, 

combined with a growing hunger for international political news, sped the development 

in the early nineteenth century of a transnational publishing industry for journalism.341 

 The aftermath of the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars also had a 

paradoxical effect on the diplomatic plane that reinforced not only emergent nationalism, 

but also a transnational understanding of politics. We can look no further than Wirth’s 

famous oratory from the Hambach Festival in 1832 to see the extent to which nineteenth 

century liberals understood the clash of post-Revolutionary political ideologies as a 

diplomatic and even military struggle, as much as a domestic political one.  

 
340 “Wäre meine Anwesenheit zur Leitung und Führung meines Verlags nothwendig, so müßte ich in 
München, Augsburg, Stuttgart, Jena, Berlin, Paris, London, Wien und wer weiß wo ich noch drucken laße, 
gegenwärtig seyn.” Cotta to Interior Minister Schenk, April 10, 1831, BHStA MInn 45313. 
341 Jörg Requate and Martin Schulze Wessel, eds., Europäische Öffentlichkeit: transnationale 
Kommunikation seit dem 18. Jahrhundert (Frankfurt am Main: Campus, 2002); Jürgen Wilke, Unter Druck 
gesetzt: vier Kapitel deutscher Pressegeschichte (Köln: Böhlau, 2002); Reinhard Wittmann, Geschichte des 
deutschen Buchhandels (Munich: Beck, 1999). 
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Called by nature to be the guardian of light, liberty, and the order of international 
law in Europe, German power on the contrary is used for the suppression of 
liberty of every people and the foundation of an eternal empire of darkness, 
slavery, and brute force. Thus is the misery of our fatherland at the same time the 
curse for all of Europe.342 
 

What had changed from the period before the French Revolution was the perceived 

malleability of these categories. Foreign powers no longer embodied timeless principles 

of light or dark; instead, liberal ideologues envisioned a commonality among peoples that 

transcended the differences of rulers. Even backwards, reactionary Russia might one day 

become a fully-fledged member of European society—if only Russian society could 

mature adequately to develop the moral, intellectual, and institutional capacities for self-

government. The correlation of political tendency with individual states and recognition 

of the web of mutual political interaction thus characterized both Metternichian 

reactionaries and republican radicals in the Vormärz, where all politics was 

simultaneously local and international at once. 

 One question to address, then, is what role specifically the July Revolution played 

in transforming the German publishing landscape and how censors responded to the 

change. There is no doubt that France, or perhaps simply Paris, played an immense role 

in the revolutionary movements of the nineteenth-century.343 Beyond the physical, 

 
342 “Berufen von der Natur, um in Europa der Wächter des Lichtes, der Freiheit und der völkerrechtlichen 
Ordnung zu seyn, wird die deutsche Kraft gerade umgekehrt zur Unterdrückung der Freiheit aller Völker 
und zur Gründung eines ewigen Reiches der Finsterniß, der Sclaverei, und der rohen Gewalt verwendet. So 
ist denn das Elend unseres Vaterlands zugleich der Fluch für ganz Europa.” Wirth, Das Nationalfest der 
Deutschen zu Hambach, 41. 
343 French politics played three overlapping roles. First, it offered a physical space of organization and 
networking that fostered the growth of political organizing. While French police did conduct surveillance 
and at times detain unwanted political dissidents, the political climate in France seemed to many refugees 
from central and eastern Europe to offer their best chance to engage in politics without fear of reprisal. 
Paris was thus a place of comparative physical security, and its material advantages did not cease there. 
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material role of Parisian exile in fostering the growth and survival of oppositional 

politics, France played a key symbolic role in the political imagination of nineteenth-

century Europeans. French political history provided symbolic axes that helped to define 

inchoate political leanings into more coherent parties organized around worldviews.344  

 In 1831, Siebenpfeiffer explicitly described the July Revolution as the necessary 

impetus to this public comprehension of the necessity of nation building. “Just now the 

right time appears,” he wrote of the aftermath of the Parisian uprising, “where all hearts 

are stirred, a deep convulsion spreads through all governments and nations, and all the 

directions of life, being and non-being, are again called into question.”345 Not only for 

France, but for all states there is a new “reckoning with time” (Zeitrechnung).346 

Siebenpfeiffer sees his own role, as well as those like him, in serving to foster a 

development in the making: the progressive intensification of public life and the 

emerging centrality of public opinion in legislation. “The masses sense it, dimly but all 

the more deeply: agreement with those fighting, clarification for the lost, strengthening 

 
High population density and comparative press freedom made political organizing simpler and more 
effective in Paris. Authoritarian governments throughout Europe found it difficult to truly stamp out 
oppositional movements given their mobility and the sanctuary possible in Paris. See Martyn Lyons, 
Reading Culture and Writing Practices in Nineteenth-century France (University of Toronto Press, 2008); 
Irene Collins, The Government and the Newspaper Press in France, 1814-1881. (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1959). 
344 French imagery and the memory of the revolutionary era were especially significant in the West, both in 
French-annexed territories like the Palatinate and in the former states of the Confederation of the Rhine. 
See James Brophy, Popular Culture and the Public Sphere. 
345 “Jezt eben scheint der rechte Zeitpunkt, wo alle Gemüther aufgeregt sind, eine tiefe Erschütterung alle 
Kabinete und Völker durchdringt, alle Lebensrichtungen, Seyn und Nicht-Seyn auf’s Neue in Frage gestellt 
sind.” The passage was marked as troubling by the censorship authorities in the Rheinkreis. Philipp 
Siebenpfeiffer, Prospectus for Rheinbaiern: eine vergleichende Zeitschrift, September 9, 1830. Ministerial 
copy (with censorship marks): BHStA MInn 45314 
346 “Zeitrechnung” refers to the system of ordering time—Siebenpfeiffer thus suggests here that not only 
does his own time represent a new historical epoch, but that this epoch marks a break with old ways of 
understanding time altogether. 
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doubters, shaming the recalcitrant, and exposing the deceitful is more necessary than 

ever.”347 

 The July Revolution also severely tested the system of diplomatic containment 

created at Vienna, with unpredictable effects for Metternich and other German statesmen. 

As we saw last chapter, the Congress system had gone into abeyance by the middle 

1820s. If 1830 was a year of revolution, 1831 was a year of possible intervention, both 

from the French and from reactionary eastern powers like Russia and Austria. During the 

war scare of 1831, Austria and France appeared poised to go to war over rebellions in 

Italy, prompting South German states to moot plans to form neutrality pacts with Prussia 

that would have undoubtedly hastened the demise of the Prusso-Austrian alliance that 

held the German Confederation together.348 The practice of censorship was highly 

sensitive to political currents, including the make-up and outlook of the ministries and the 

state of international diplomacy at a given time. 

 Nevertheless, there are limitations in viewing the process of protest and reaction 

in Germany in the early years of the 1830s as simply the ripple effects of the July 

Revolution in France. For one, as David Blackbourn points out, outbursts of revolution in 

Germany in 1830 drew upon economic grievances particular to local conditions 

prevailing in each German state.349 The events of the July Revolution themselves may 

not have actually been that significant to developments outside of France. Instead, 

 
347 “Die Massen ahnen sie, dunkel aber desto drangvoller: Verständigung der Streitenden, Aufhellung der 
Tappenden, Stärkung der Zweifelnden, Beschämung der Widerstrebenden, Entlarvung der Arglistigen thut 
mehr als je Noth.” Ibid. 
348 Robert D. Billinger, Jr., “The War Scare of 1831 and Prussian-South German Plans for the End of 
Austrian Dominance in Germany,” Central European History, Vol. 9, No. 3 (Sep., 1976), pp. 203-219. 
349 Blackbourn, Long Nineteenth Century, 126. 
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Germans and others wrapped up in revolutionary fervor looked to the examples of 1789 

and 1793 as much as contemporary events.350 In this sense, one can argue that on a 

symbolic level, the most powerful motive force of 1830 was its nostalgic evocation of a 

bygone era of revolution, equally true on both sides of the Rhine. 

 The speed and spontaneity of German protests after the sharing of news of the 

July events in Paris suggests that the symbolic dimension predominated. Were Germans 

inspired by French example to protest politically in recognition of their own pre-existing 

grievances? The picture is complicated. Needless to say, Germans did not require French 

instructions on how to protest. Popular protest, much of it organized through the press 

and through voluntary associations, was a recurring feature of political life in nineteenth 

century Germany.351 State policy took square aim at these sources of organization. 

Censorship of the Deutsche Tribüne was linked, more than in other cases we have 

examined, to the suppression of actually existing, rather than hypothetical, political 

organizing. 

 The southern states, not only Bavaria, but also Baden and Württemberg, 

experienced little of the revolutionary outbreak found in reactionary outposts like 

Braunschweig or Hesse-Darmstadt.352 While southern Germany avoided revolution and 

regime change, though, it did witness a marked increase in support for liberal, 

oppositional factions within their elected chambers and a spike in newly founded 

 
350 Jonathan Sperber, “Echoes of the French Revolution in the Rhineland, 1830-1849,” Central European 
History. Vol. 22, No. 2, (Jun., 1989), pp. 200-217. 
351 Brophy, Popular Culture and the Public Sphere; Goldstein, Political Repression in 19th Century 
Europe; Wegert, German Radicals Confront the Common People. 
352 Blackbourn, Long Nineteenth Century, 126. 
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publications. Governments throughout Germany began to face criticism in forms they had 

grown unaccustomed to in the relatively quiescent 1820s. Bavaria, alongside Baden and 

Württemberg, was a major source of such criticism, and Bavaria’s press played a 

prominent role in German politics throughout the three year period of intense activity 

from mid-1830 until 1833. 

 As it turns out, the actual effects of censorship cannot be easily predicted on the 

basis of simply categorizing the censorship laws on the basis of “stringency.” Bavaria 

featured some of the most formally liberal censorship laws in the entire German 

Confederation, yet in actual practice these laws produced a morass of confusion that 

touched off a spiral of recrimination and authoritative intervention into normal censorship 

practice. The culmination of this process was the suppression of the Tribüne, the protest 

of the Preßverein, and ultimately the second great wave of confederal-level press 

regulation, the Six Acts in 1833. In short, institutional arrangements and the “fog of war” 

produced by legal uncertainty mattered greatly to the way that the oppositional press 

emerged and developed. 

 In part, Bavaria’s relative distance from the German Confederation’s censorship 

order reflects raison d’etat. Like their neighbors in Württemberg, Bavarians of all stripes 

widely viewed the original Carlsbad Decrees of 1819 as a kind of federal coup, infringing 

on the sovereignty of the other German states in order to enhance the leverage of Prussia 

and Austria working in concert. Though Bavaria would advance the motion in 1824 to 

renew the laws indefinitely, the actual censorship structure envisioned in Carlsbad was 
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never fully realized in Bavaria.353 Against Metternich’s wishes, Bavaria relied only upon 

post-publication confiscations, rather than preventive monitoring, for book publishing. 

That Bavaria did not become the undisputed center of the German book trade, however, 

tells us two things: Bavarian repressive censorship was not discernibly less onerous than 

that found elsewhere and other economic considerations predominated in this choice. 

Furthermore, Bavaria was the first German state to place responsibility for censorship in 

the Foreign Ministry—Württemberg followed shortly thereafter—in a move reflecting 

the role of diplomatic pressure in Bavaria’s exercise of censorship.354 

 At the beginning of Ludwig I’s reign in 1825, Bavarian censorship law was 

amended, further distancing it from the norms of the Confederation. In addition to 

exempting books from prior restraint, Bavarian law now also permitted newspapers to 

print articles that concerned only domestic—Bavarian—affairs. Articles touching on 

Bavaria’s foreign policy, the internal politics of any other nation, or the actions of the 

German Confederation Diet, remained subject to pre-publication censorship. In theory, 

such a policy ought to have inverted the usual effect of German censorship, which was to 

permit much broader latitude in discussing the actions in foreign countries. In practice, 

the Bavarian state used pre-publication censorship to protect itself from diplomatic 

pressure from Austria and Prussia. News about non-German countries remained much 

 
353 Heinrich von Treitschke, History of Germany in the Nineteeth Century: Austria’s Hegemony and the 
Increase in the Power of Prussia, 1819-1830 (New York: McBride, Nast & Co., 1918), 101. 
354 This policy was ended by the events of the July Revolution, and a strange anomaly resulted: Bavarian 
censorship was overseen by the Interior Ministry, even as it was supposed to focus primarily upon writings 
addressing foreign relations. Moran, Century of Words, 93. 
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more unhindered. After 1831, Bavarian censorship law even codified this further; Foreign 

Minister Armansperg’s new draft censorship law stated that  

In regards to those states in which complete freedom of the press exists and where 
injuries to foreign states are pursued solely through judicial means, among which 
England, France, Holland, and Belgium are numbered, a complete and equivalent 
response occurs in Bavaria as well.355 
 

The effects of the exemption of domestic news from censorship are not to be found in 

significantly greater openness to political discussion on the part of the Bavarian 

government, but rather in the window of opportunity opened for a paper dedicated to 

challenging censorship law to nevertheless legally appear, at least temporarily. The 

Deutsche Tribüne would seize that chance in 1831. 

 Bavaria’s actual press policy under the early years of Ludwig’s reign might have 

become more “liberal” on paper, but in practice, the exemptions for domestic news had a 

number of contradictory effects. First, it goes without saying that “censorship free” meant 

only free from prior restraint: domestic reporting received no carte-blanche immunity 

from post-publication confiscations, fines, or criminal proceedings. In fact, publishers no 

longer had at their disposal their favored legal defense in such cases, that objectionable 

articles had passed censorship. Even as simple a matter as determining what constituted 

“domestic matters” (innere Angelegenheiten) was not simple. In line with contemporary 

usage, “foreign” news meant news outside Bavaria, not the German Confederation, 

 
355 “Bey jene Staaten, in welcher vollige Preßfreheit besteht, und die Verletzungen fremder Staaten 
lediglich auf gesetzlichen Wege zu verfolgen sind, tritt auch in Bayern ein völlige, gleiche Erwiedrung ein, 
wohin England, Frankreich, Holland, und Belgien in Europa zu zählen sind.” Instruction for uniformity in 
the exercise of censorship of political articles in newspapers and periodicals, (“Instruction für die 
Gleichförmigkeit bey Ausübung der Censur der politischen Artikel in den Zeitungen und periodische 
Schriften”), September 30, 1831, Minn BHStA 45180. 
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substantially narrowing the number of exempt articles or publications. In theory, 

reporting and Raisonnement on domestic politics, including the Landtag, ought to have 

been uncensored. In practice, however, politics in even a mid-sized German state like 

Bavaria had little respect for borders. Publishers were left to determine whether passing 

references or brief digressions into events outside Bavaria meant that articles needed to 

pass through censorship. Consequently, a great deal of papers continued to more or less 

send their entire issues, with both “domestic” and “foreign” reporting through censorship 

for convenience sake.  

 An example from 1832 should suffice to understand the challenges censors faced 

interpreting censorship regulations. Heinrich Kurz, editor of the short-lived 1832 

oppositional journal Die Zeit, wrote to authorities in protest over the repeated 

confiscations of his editions. Kurz had been in France when the July Revolution broke 

out and returned to Munich in late 1830 to become the first Sinologist at the University 

before his politically motivated dismissal in 1832.356 As a disgruntled and ideologically 

suspicious former state employee, he fit in well with the social profile of Preßverein 

supporters.357 Where the case becomes interesting is in Kurz’s plan to avoid conflict with 

the censor. In a letter of May 5, 1832, the government of the Oberdonaukreis wrote the 

Interior Ministry for guidance. Kurz’s complaint stemmed from the confiscation of his 

paper after it had passed censorship. In short, Kurz wanted to know why the censor did 

 
356 Gert Naundorf, “Kurz, Heinrich,” Neue Deutsche Biographie,  Last accessed December 4, 2014,  
http://www.deutsche-biographie.de/pnd100816703.html. 
357 Cornelia Foerster, “Sozialstruktur und Organisationsformen des Deutschen Preß- und Vaterlandsvereins 
von 1832/33,” Geschichte und Gesellschaft. Sonderheft , Vol. 9, Liberalismus in der Gesellschaft des 
deutschen Vormärz (1983), 147-166.   
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not make the cuts necessary to satisfy the government. His plan to avoid such problems 

was to divide his paper in two: one edition, Die Zeit für Bayern would cover only 

domestic news and thus appear without prior censorship, while Die Zeit für Deutschland 

would be censored, as it covered foreign affairs.358 Such a division was not unheard of; 

indeed, Wirth planned to create much the same stable of specialty papers geared around 

Bavaria’s censorship exception.  

 The challenge came in identifying what constituted domestic news, and 

censorship itself was squarely in the middle of the controversy. The Ministry approved of 

the planned split and informed the censor that the edition he would see contained Die 

Zeit’s foreign coverage. Yet the supposedly domestic paper also was to cover Bavaria’s 

policy regarding the German Confederation. Authorities were unsure how much relation 

to politics beyond the borders of Bavaria would be permitted in an article focused on 

“domestic affairs.” Similarly, an article from Nr. 38 of Die Zeit, “Über den Haß gegen 

Österreich,” passed censorship because the censor believed that only attacking the 

government of a foreign nation, and not social groups within it like the aristocracy, was 

legally prohibited.359 Thus, efforts to create special classes of permissible or 

impermissible speech inevitably became central points of controversy when discovered 

and exploited by dedicated editors.  

 Other examples revealed the misunderstanding of policy by police, which led to 

inordinate repression on the local level. In 1830, a Dr. Coremanns began announcing an 

 
358 Oberdonaukreis government to Interior Ministry, May 5, 1832 BHStA MInn 25114-I. 
359 Oberdonaukreis government to Interior Ministry, June 3, 1832, BHStA MInn 25114-I. 
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upcoming paper, Der Zuschauer an der Isar. Since Coremanns had a reputation as a 

political malcontent, police officials in Munich began tearing down his 

announcements.360 Given that all of this occurred in the capital, the Interior Ministry was 

aware enough of the events and of the likelihood of Coremanns submitting a thoroughly 

justified complaint that it was able to intercede to have his announcements restored. The 

police were informed of Coremanns’ right to publish a paper without prior police 

permission—granted in a law of 1806 no less—and ordered them not to interfere with his 

activities unless he violated a specific press law. Interior Minister Schenk, however, 

lamented having to defend a man he saw as a rabble-rouser, and bemoaned what he saw 

as the deficiency of press law based on exempting domestic news coverage:  

The deficiency of existing penal law, decreed at a time when the repressive 
system of censorship was valid in its fullest extent, assures that in the majority of 
cases the outrages perpetrated by the abuse of the periodical press go completely 
unpunished.361 
  

Experiences of repression and petty harassment colored editors’ and authors’ experiences 

of censorship, yet authorities charged with censorship believed themselves constrained 

and hamstrung at all turns in actually achieving anything with censorship. The 

consequence was not success in managing public opinion, but instead the escalation of 

hostility. 

 
360 Coremanns was later arrested for his part in the Hambach Festival. Richard Von Kralik, Allgemeine 
Geschichte der Neuesten Zeit von 1815 bis 1915 (Paderborn: Salzwasser Verlag, 1915), 677; Nürnberger 
Tag-Blatt für Stadt und Umgegend, 1832. 
361 “Die Mangelhaftigkeit der bestehenden Strafgesetze, die zu einer Zeit erlassen worden sind, als das 
repressive System der Censur in der vollsten Ausdehnung geltend gemacht wurde, sichert der durch den 
Mißbrauch der periodischen Presse verübten Freveln in den meisten Fällen gänzliche Straflosigkeit.” 
Interior Minister Schenk to King Ludwig I, November 5, 1830, BHStA MInn 25114-IV. 
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 Censorship law itself was in flux during this period. A new, more repressive press 

law drafted in late 1830 became a major point of contention for the newly seated Landtag 

of 1831. For the first eight months of the year, and thus for the earliest months of the 

Westboten’s and the Deutsche Tribüne’s existences, Bavarian had no fully functioning 

press law. Working in August 1831, the Minister of Foreign Affairs Ludwig, Graf von 

Armansperg offered a draft censorship ordinance in September that eventually formed the 

basis of new censorship instructions. Censors would receive confidential instructions 

about foreign policy relations, subject to modification. Offenses against Bavarian law or 

foreign governments were not to be permitted. Particular attention should go, naturally, to 

writings addressing the "seditious movements in Germany” (aufrührerische 

Bewegungen).362 

 The legal picture in Bavaria was further complicated by the anomalous policy in 

Bavaria’s non-contiguous Rhenish province. The Rheinkreis, as it was known from 1815 

until re-organization in 1837, represented the remainder of Bavaria’s historic Palatinate 

possessions; the right bank of the Rhine, including Mannheim and Heidelberg were 

annexed to Baden as part of the territorial shuffling at the Congress of Vienna. From 

1794 until 1815, the Palatinate had been a French possession, with French civil law 

including jury trials and legal equality between nobles and commoners. Palatine Bürger 

 
362 Instruction für die Gleichförmigkeit bey Ausübung der Censur der politischen Artikel in den Zeitungen 
und periodische Schriften, August 30, 1831, BHStA MInn 45180. 
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resisted replacement of Rhenish law with old Bavarian law, and kept their anomalous 

legal status quo into the 1850s.363 

 The combination of the legal environment, popular memory and enthusiasm for 

French revolutionary politics, and distance, metaphorical and otherwise, from the 

Bavarian crown, combined to make the Bavarian Palatinate into a hotbed of activity in 

the early 1830s. While the Deutsche Tribüne began in Munich, Wirth moved his 

operation west in order to seek a more favorable publishing environment, the one shared 

by his comrade Siebenpfeiffer. The Palatinate was thus the stage where the intellectual 

vanguard of the radical liberal opposition would stage its greatest demonstration of the 

depths of popular support for change in Germany.364 

THE DEUTSCHE TRIBÜNE AND ITS FORERUNNERS 

 
 As early as the opening years of the nineteenth century, prescient observers had 

argued that German rulers would find greater success engaging with the press than 

attempting to stifle or repress it. During the Reform Era, Wilhelm von Humboldt had 

sought to cultivate journalists in order to mobilize public opinion in favor of Prussian 

policy when he was placed in charge of Prussian censorship.365 States had of course long 

published their own official periodicals, official chronicles of events and announcements 

of royal policy. Privately-published newspapers also had arrangements with various state 

authorities (royal governments, district or city authorities, etc.) to publish certain state 

 
363 Sperber, “Echoes of the French Revolution in the Rhineland,” 201. 
364 Wegert, German Radicals Confront the Common People. 
365 Moran, Toward the Century of Words, 1990, 110. 
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announcements. These relationships served as de facto advertising revenues for 

periodicals, many of which were often financially precarious undertakings. Governments 

consequently could exercise some leverage over the press by means of economic 

inducements. 

 Although all German states were concerned about the management of public 

opinion, Bavaria was especially active and effective in pursuing “positive press 

politics.”366 As an official in the Interior Ministry, Ludwig, Fürst zu Oettingen-

Wallerstein had developed a plan to combat the oppositional press by creating a high-

quality official press, which would rival the opposition’s popularity.367 Such an endeavor, 

though, required funds that the government proved unwilling and unable to spend. 

Moreover, official papers engendered suspicion in many readers, or worse, disinterest. 

Instead, other officials like Schenk guided Bavarian policy to seek to enhance its position 

within the Confederation by actively courting influential press organs. By forming a 

mutually beneficial arrangement with publishers, editors, and writers, the Bavarian state 

could channel editorial content in ways favorable to state interests and positively 

influence both the general public and other states. 

 Actively managing the press through policy interventions like subsidies, 

manipulation of government inserts (in many ways comparable to advertising revenues), 

and cultivating mutually beneficial relationships with friendly journalists grew in 

 
366  Hoefer, Pressepolitik und Polizeistaat Metternichs; Richard Kohnen, Pressepolitik des Deutschen 
Bundes: Methoden staatlicher Pressepolitik nach der Revolution von 1848 (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 
1995). 
367 Heinz Gollwitzer, Ein Staatsmann des Vormärz, Karl von Abel, 1788-1859: Beamtenaristokratie, 
monarchisches prinzip-politischer Katholizismus (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1993), 382. 
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importance, as Abigail Green has argued, after the end of ubiquitous pre-publication 

censorship in 1848.368 Yet Bavaria was a pioneer in many ways of this subtler approach 

to channeling public opinion through favorable press, well before 1848. Nevertheless, 

such a policy, as Schenk’s replacement as Interior Minister in 1831, Karl von Abel, 

recognized, amplified some of the risks associated with censorship.369 Mandatory state 

censorship had the paradoxical effect of making states co-responsible, at least in the eyes 

of their peers, for the output of domestic publishing houses. Abel used the opportunity of 

the wrangling over Bavaria’s press law to eventually whittle away at the system of 

exemptions developed under his predecessors. Moreover, while the state could attempt to 

“keep its hands clean” by working through intermediaries, such relationships rarely 

stayed secret. 

 The most famous example of Bavaria’s efforts to enhance its international profile 

through press management is its relationship with Germany’s leading publisher of the 

Goethezeit, Johann Georg Cotta. Cotta’s (and Germany's) first truly great political 

newspaper, the Allgemeine Zeitung, began publishing in Tübingen in the waning years of 

the eighteenth century. By 1807, though, it had run its course in Cotta's native 

Württemberg. Diplomatic pressures, again reflecting the widespread attitude that states 

were responsible for the content of publications appearing within their borders, induced 

Stuttgart to proceed against the paper. Far from being a “censorship refugee” 

 
368 Green, Fatherlands, 149; See also Ziegler, Literarische Zensur, 99. 
369 Schenk was forced out of his position due to the concerted protest of liberal Landtag deputies, and a 
more liberal interim Minister, Stürmer, held the position for several months before Abel was promoted to 
the position. 
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(Zensurflüchtling), however, the Allgemeine Zeitung was courted by several German 

states, and eventually relocated to Augsburg in Bavaria.370 

 Cotta’s relationship with the Bavarian state extended well beyond his most 

noteworthy publication. In 1829, he agreed to publish Das Inland, a paper under the aegis 

of his Literary Institute (Literarischen Anstalt) in Munich. Das Inland would serve as a 

semi-official paper; it received a state subsidy, and the Bavarian Interior Ministry viewed 

it as a preferred organ for expressing government opinion. By contrast, the Allgemeine 

Zeitung had always fashioned itself as a forum for contrasting views, though within a 

relatively narrowly bounded spectrum of educated, elite opinion. The paper appeared in 

Munich, located in the Isarkreis administrative district. Like most of its fellow German 

states, Bavaria divided responsibility for censorship by Kreis. Publications appearing in 

each Kreis were subjected to censorship by censors appointed not by the central 

government, but by the Kreis government. Naturally, central oversight was greatest in the 

Isarkreis, containing the capital, Munich. There, the censors had regular contact with the 

Interior Ministry directly. By contrast, central authorities only communicated with 

censors in the provinces directly in rare circumstances, and instead issued directives and 

received reports from deputations of the Kreis government. With each additional layer of 

bureaucracy came the possibility for deviation from ministerial policy. 

 Given its political sensitivity, Das Inland bypassed the normal censorship system 

and was instead read by then Interior Ministry councilor, Karl von Abel. As a young 

official, Abel had spoken on behalf of press freedom, while serving as a local censor in 

 
370 For the most comprehensive account of Cotta’s publishing, see Moran, Century of Words. 
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Bamberg. After 1830, however, he grew increasingly suspicious of the oppositional 

press, especially the Palatine press that proved particularly recalcitrant. Abel had served 

as a kind of overseer for the censorship of the Allgemeine Zeitung, due to its sensitivity 

and importance. In this capacity he acquired a reputation for micro-managing the actions 

of the lower censors. Though many contemporaries saw Abel as a petty tyrant, for the 

most part his constant admonitions to censors were not backed by punitive actions. 

Actually firing censors, rather than simply reassigning periodicals to other censors, 

appears rare.371  

 This special relationship reflected both the journal’s relative importance to the 

Bavarian state and the implicit trust held by the government given their sponsorship of 

the paper. The government’s consternation at the level of criticism it received in the 

paper, then, is understandable. The official editor of Das Inland, responsible for any 

offenses against the press law, was Wilhelm Schulz.372 Schulz steered the paper in a 

liberal direction, supporting the ministry’s efforts for the most part but constantly seeking 

to advance the cause of liberals in the Landtag.373 Before Wirth’s arrival, Schulz had 

already begun to chafe under Abel’s censorship. Like many vormärz authors and editors 

who ran afoul of censorship, one of Schulz’s primary complaints about censorship was its 

seeming arbitrariness. It was difficult for an editor to know what would set the censor off, 

in part because censorship instructions were not meant to be publicized. Abel adopted a 

 
371 Gollwitzer, Karl von Abel. 
372 Walter Grab, Ein Mann der Marx Ideen gab: Wilhelm Schulz, Weggefährte Georg Büchners, Demokrat 
der Paulskirche : eine politische Biographie (Düsseldorf: Droste Verlag, 1979). 
373 Wolfram Siemann and Christof Müller-Wirth, “Editor’s Introduction,” Deutsche Tribüne (1831-1832), 
Band 2: Darstellung, Kommentar, Glossar, Register, Dokumente, (Munich: Saur, 2004), 15. 
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relatively novel approach to addressing the problem: he began to make marginal notation 

to explain the source of his cuts.374 Censors were neither required nor encouraged to do: 

censorship laws stipulated that censors were only to mark and cut, and never to propose 

replacements or make emendations to texts under consideration. Nevertheless, Abel 

argued that his commentary might help to foster “mutual understanding” (gegenseitige 

Verständigung) with Schulz and counter the notion that his decisions were personal and 

legally unfounded. 

 If Abel saw himself as extending a kind of professional courtesy, Schulz, it 

seemed, did not take kindly to his censorial innovation. Schulz wrote to Abel demanding 

he cease the practice of including his own commentary, which Schulz took as 

insulting.375 Both men's prickly senses of honor were offended: Schulz took Abel’s notes 

as a provocation and claimed that he might be moved to publicly defend himself, “which 

might lead to public expressions that would not be very pleasant for both parties.”376 

Abel plausibly interpreted this as a thinly-veiled threat to attack him publicly and sought 

redress. 

 Abel’s superior, the Interior Minister von Schenk, wrote to Cotta, seeking an 

apology for Abel.377 Now that he had begun to complain, however, Abel did not want to 

stop; censoring Das Inland, it appears, brought him a whole host of indignities and 

inconveniences. Chief among them was the time commitment. In order to facilitate the 

 
374 Abel to Schenk, January 23, 1831, BHStA MInn 45313. 
375 For an exploration of how ordinary people saw bureaucrats as overbearing and tyrannical in daily life, 
see Lüdtke, Gemeinwohl,“ Polizei und ”Festungspraxis. 
376 Schulz to Abel, January 22, 1831, BHStA MInn 45313. 
377 Schenk to Cotta, January 28, 1831, BHStA MInn 45313 
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addition of articles drawn from the morning’s correspondence, Schulz gave Abel the 

paper twice; an early edition with planned articles, and an update including new articles 

drawn from the early morning’s post delivery. At times, though, Schulz brought even a 

third copy by, needing Abel to censor it. If he wasn’t present throughout the morning, 

Schulz would complain about production delays caused by Abel’s absence. In one 

instance, Schulz even published an apology for a delayed edition of the paper, blaming 

the censor implicitly for missing an issue. Abel demanded that such attacks cease—or 

better, that he be freed from the responsibility of censoring Das Inland.378 

 Though Abel interacted with the responsible editor Schulz, Wirth, who only 

joined the paper in March 1831, came to be quickly seen as a leading force in the paper. 

Wirth had no mean influence on the course of the paper; it is evident, however, from 

reading the print run that the oppositional and at times even defiant nature of the articles 

was not purely his invention. Moreover, as Elisabeth Hüls reveals, Wirth was not without 

some sympathy in the Ministry of Graf Armansperg, who favored strengthening Bavarian 

constitutionalism at the expense of the conservative factions who supported a close 

relationship with Austria.379 

 Cotta, by this time fed up with the distractions that Das Inland posed to his larger 

commercial operation, was prepared to entertain the possibility of shuttering the paper. In 

his response to Schenk, Cotta intimated that he was willing to simply let the paper go if 

the normal censorship procedure was proving incapable of reconciling the editorship with 

 
378 Abel to Schenk, January 29, 1831, BHStA MInn 45313. 
379 Elisabeth Hüls, Johann Georg August Wirth (1798-1848): ein politisches Leben im Vormärz 
(Düsseldorf: Droste, 2004), 154. 
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the authorities.380 Ludwig was well aware of Das Inland’s deviations from the 

government line as well. He urged Schenk to sever the government’s ties with the paper, 

withdraw all official subscriptions, and force the paper to publish an official disclaimer of 

all relationship with the Bavarian government. The Interior Ministry would no longer 

offer it a privileged source of information, nor financially support it.381 As Schenk later 

noted, Das Inland still publicly announced its semi-ministerial character as late as the 

initial issue of its 1831 print run.382 Again, the government’s increasing distance from 

Das Inland predated Wirth’s arrival, and he should not be seen as its catalyst. Its 

increasingly politically adventurous and oppositional tone now made it a questionable 

public avatar for the Bavarian government, and one that attracted hostility and suspicion 

with many other states in the Confederation. 

 Such a withdrawal of financial backing would likely have crippled the paper, yet 

the government did not leap at Cotta’s suggestion to close down the paper. Instead, 

Schenk repeatedly expressed hope that the editors could be brought around to a more 

government-friendly tone. The escalating personal slights between Abel and the editors, 

as well as the increasingly confident political voice of Wirth, though, made such a hope 

illusory. Das Inland soon began to address its issues with censorship directly to readers. 

In these addresses, Wirth’s voice and characteristic modus operandi become apparent: a 

call to arms on behalf of radical change coupled with an incongruous faith that the law 

and institutions presently favored his cause. 

 
380 Cotta to Schenk,  March 28, 1831, BHStA MInn 45313. 
381 Ludwig I to Schenk, March 29, 1831, BHStA MInn 45313. 
382 Schenk to King, March 31, 1831, BHStA MInn 45313. 
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 The government’s complaints against Das Inland must be understood in light of 

its concerns over the implications of its official sponsorship.383 Likewise, its withdrawal 

of official support and complaints over editorial direction did not directly kill the paper. 

In fact, Bavarian officials foreswore directly repressive approaches, fearing popular 

backlash. Wirth was never removed as editor, nor was the paper banned. Censorship was 

less effective in corralling Wirth than the alternative of undermining the economic basis 

of the paper.  

 The particular circumstances of Das Inland’s hasty demise also reveal which 

norms were defended, even as the state acted against the paper. For instance, while Cotta 

proved willing, in principle, to remove Wirth as editor, he was adamant that he would not 

subvert his actual editorial decisions. Bavaria’s reluctance to fire Wirth largely reflects its 

fear of public backlash; as Schenk argues, “It is foreseeable that the removal of Wirth 

will be seen as the Ministry’s work, and he will be portrayed in the public papers as a 

victim of the incessant efforts of the Ministry to oppose any open expression of 

opinions.”384 Wirth’s dismissal would trigger discussion in the Landtag that Schenk 

wished to avoid. In this respect, the presence of parliament tied the government’s hands, 

even when the publisher of the offending journal expressed a complete willingness to 

jettison an editor. 

 
383 Complaints could even include the type-setting; Schenk complains to Cotta over an article on a 
Neapolitan tax levy that the description of the king's exemption for his civil list is written in 
“durchschlossenen Lettern” to make it particularly conspicuous. Schenk to Cotta, February 2, 1831, BHStA 
MInn 45313. 
384 “Es ist voraus zu sehen, daß die Entlassung des Wirth als ein Werk des Ministeriums, und er als ein 
Opfer der beharrlichen Anstrebungen des lezteren gegen jede Freymthige Aeusserung der Meinungen 
werde angesehen und in öffentlichen Blättern dargestellt werden.” Schenk to Ludwig I, 31 March 1831, 
BHStA MInn 45313. 
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 Beyond these pragmatic concerns, however, lies a principled argument on the part 

of Schenk against the unlimited extension of the censor’s power that is worth considering 

in context. 

The censor is not entitled to define the color of the editorship responsible for a 
newspaper; for the censor, there is one and only rule, irrespective of whether a 
paper is oppositional or ministerial. Their duties extend no further than 
consideration of the question of whether the content of individual articles is illegal 
according to the Press Law of January 28. Any transgression of this boundary will 
bear the appearance of the arbitrary limitation of a constitutional right.385 
 

Critics of German censorship most often attacked it for its arbitrariness. Censors and 

censorship authorities were naturally aware of such criticisms and strove to counter them. 

Just a week after Cotta mooted the possibility of closing down the paper, Wirth wrote to 

the authorities to protest censorship of Nr. 95 of Das Inland. In Wirth’s view, censors had 

cut an entire essay and the essential parts of two others despite the fact that the articles 

“contained no offense to the principles of government or to government in particular.”386 

Wirth argued that censors cut articles without having specific legal rationales for their 

decisions. Both Wirth and Schenk, erstwhile antagonists, both evince a conception of 

censorship as a predictable, legally-codified, and impersonal system. Censors are to 

administer the legal apparatus of censorship, never over-stepping the boundaries and 

guidance laid down by the law.  

 
385 “Die Censur ist nicht berechtigt, die Redaktion eines Tagblattes die Farbe zu bestimmen, welche das 
Blatt zu tragen hat: für die Censor besteht nur eine und die nämliche Norm, es ging um das Blatt der 
Opposition oder dem Ministerium sich zuwerden. Ihre Befügnisse estrecken sich nicht weiter als auf die 
Prüfung der Frage, ob der Inhalt der einzelne Aufsäze nach den durch die Verordnung vom 28. Januar 
gegebenen Normen als gesezwidrig anzusehen sey. Jede Ueberschreitung dieser Gränze wurden das 
Gepräge willkürliche Beschränkung eines verfassungsmäßigen Rechtes tragen.” Ibid. 
386 “...weder gegen das Begriff noch gegen ein etwas Gouvernment eine Beleidigung enthalten.” Wirth to 
Interior Ministry, April 5, 1832, BHStA MInn 45313. 
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 Shortly before the end of the paper’s run, Wirth began a practice that would 

define his later editorship of the Deutsche Tribüne: the publication of collected volumes 

of censored material. Publishing material cut by the censors in some form was not 

unheard of before Wirth began to issue “censorship-free booklets” (censurfreie 

Broschüren) to his subscribers. However, Wirth pioneered the practice of aggressively 

flouting censors’ decisions through re-packaging. Later works that evaded censorship 

through aggregating smaller essays into books large enough to receive exemption from 

prior restraint, such as Herwegh’s Einundzwanzig Bogen aus der Schweiz, were, if 

anything, a less provocative assault on censorship.387 Submitting articles to censorship 

only to reprint them in volumes touting their flouting of the censor was an openly 

antagonistic line towards the state.  

 Ultimately, the ministry’s efforts to re-orient the paper back towards its purpose 

as an exponent of the government’s line failed. Cotta especially rejected the 

government’s efforts to induce him to publicly proclaim his own responsibility for the 

paper’s deviations. “It is not my absence, but rather censorship which bears the primary 

fault for what has gone wrong with Das Inland,” Cotta wrote. In his view, the censors 

bore responsibility for hemming in editors when they exceeded the law. 388 To both the 

 
387 Herwegh’s volume included numerous articles originally destined for journals like the Rheinische 
Zeitung and the Deutsche Jahrbücher, alongside new political poetry from Herwegh himself. It was issued 
with a false title page: Hours of Devotion for Household Worship, or Prayerbook for Christian Families 
(Stunden der Andacht zur häuslichen Gottesverehrung, oder Gebetbuch für christliche Familien). In 
addition, it was printed in Swiss refuge and smuggled across the border; it evaded censorship, rather than 
flaunting its direct assault upon it. 
388 “Also nicht meine Abwesenheit sondern die Censur trägt vor allem die Schuld, was im Inland mißfallen 
hat...” Cotta to Schenk April 10, 1831, BHStA MInn 45313. 
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government and Cotta, the limits of censorship were apparent.389 Both Cotta and the 

Interior Ministry admit, from different angles, the impossibility of dictating an editorial 

line through the blunt method of censorship. Tendenz was not something one could create 

through cuts alone.  

 On April 15, 1831 the Interior Ministry sent notices for publication in two leading 

newspapers, Cotta’s Augsburger Allgemeine Zeitung and the Münchener politsichen 

Zeitung, explicating the government’s policy towards Das Inland. In them, the ministry 

expressed the need for a state-supported press in terms that ironically borrowed from the 

rhetoric of anti-censorship arguments. The government, the notice explained, required a 

forum for defending itself and justifying its own actions in the public. Das Inland, given 

its editorship, had ceased to play this role, thus degrading the quality of public debate by 

no longer faithfully representing the government line. Therefore, it ought no longer to be 

considered an official organ.390  

 On the same day, the Interior Ministry turned Das Inland over to the Isarkreis to 

censor, as merely another political journal, with a reputation for difficulty now, as 

well.391 Schenk balked, however, at the King’s suggestion that he remainder all of the 

issues already paid for by the government. Schenk reasoning is telling of three major 

constraints of all censorship. First, the state lacked funds to just waste on subscriptions. 

They had paid for the issues, and ought to use the subscriptions, even if they were later 

 
389 Censors’ inability to adequately control the press included times such as this one, when a particularly 
assiduous public official, Abel, was only a year away from holding the position of Interior Minister. Pity 
the poor provincial Amtmann charged with censorship. 
390 Schenk to the editors of the Allgemeine Zeitung and the Münchener politischen Zeitung, April 15, 1831, 
BHStA MInn 45313. 
391 Schenk to Isarkreis, April 15, 1831, BHStA MInn 45313. 
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allowed to lapse. Second, other state servants would be up in arms over missing out on 

one of their preferred sources of political news.392 Finally, such a quarantine of 

newspapers would be counted in the public as a confiscation, which would only redound 

to the benefit of the editors, who would thus get to keep the state’s money while posing 

as martyrs to official censorship.  

 As the economic underpinnings of the paper evaporated, Cotta elected not only to 

discontinue the paper in June 1831, but also to distance himself from Wirth and the 

Deutsche Tribüne, with which Cotta had no public relationship.393 James Brophy argues 

that even slow, ineffectual, and partial censorship nevertheless has powerful incentive 

effects, factoring into the calculations of publishers, editors, and authors.394 Editorial 

decisions must account for the additional costs, risks, and uncertainties brought on by the 

process of censorship, even when censorship “fails” to bottle up or repress public 

communication. Economically undermining publishers and printers was often an 

important strategy, but threats to individual authors or editors could often backfire. The 

case of Philipp Siebenpfeiffer’s first major publication, Rheinbayern, illustrates this point 

clearly. 

 Before publishing Rheinbayern, Siebenpfeiffer had built a long career in state 

service. After obtaining a legal degree at the University of Freiburg, where he was 

inspired by the liberal jurist Karl von Rotteck, Siebenpfeiffer’s career as an 

 
392 Schenk to Ludwig I, April 21, 1831, BHStA MInn 45313. 
393 Elisabeth Hüls and Hedwig Herold-Schmidt, Deutsche Tribüne (1831-1832) Wolfram Siemann, and 
Christof Müller-Wirth, eds., Band 2: Darstellung, Kommentar, Glossar, Register, Dokumente, 24–5.  
394 James Brophy, “The Public Sphere,” in Jonathan Sperber, Germany, 1800-1870 (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2004), 198. 
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administrative Beamter took him to a variety of smaller towns in southwestern Germany. 

After 1818, Siebenpfeiffer became a Bavarian Landescommissär in the Palatine city of 

Homburg. What is most striking is that, before 1830, there is little in his history to 

suggest that he would become such a political dissident. In Siebenpfeiffer’s mind, the 

reform program he began to advance in 1830 was fully consonant with loyalty to the 

Bavarian constitution.395 His journal, however, would very quickly embroil him in 

controversy with his superiors. 

 First published in 1830, Rheinbayern reflected the spirit of the July Revolution’s 

reception in the Palatinate. From Zweibrucken, Siebenpfeiffer’s quarterly journal 

presented a scholarly, but politically engaged take on the political issues of the day. In 

particular, Rheinbayern offered in-depth articles on issues of local policy in addition to 

his broader critiques of the restoration order. Rheinbayern’s publication prospectus, 

circulated in September 1830 in advance of the journal itself, stated that the mission of 

the paper was to connect love of the Heimat to a broader progress of civilization and 

culture. This was to be a practical-minded effort, though: no romantic mysticism, but 

instead a solid look at the need for institution building in the Palatinate. French 

occupation destroyed many of the old institutions, with nothing really growing up to 

replace them. Especially significant, therefore, is a comparative focus on what 

 
395 Bernhard Becker, “Siebenpfeiffer, Philipp Jakob,” Biographisches Lexikon zur Geschichte der 
demokratischen und liberalen Bewegungen in Mitteleurop, eds. Helmut Reinalter, Axel Kuhn, Alain Ruiz 
(2005): 265–266; Elmar Wadle, Philipp Jakob Siebenpfeiffer und seine Zeit im Blickfeld der 
Rechtsgeschichte, (Sigmaringen: Thorbecke, 1991); Saar-Pfalz-kreis, Ein Leben für die Freiheit: Philipp 
Jakob Siebenpfeiffer, 1789-1845 (Konstanz: Südkurier, 1989). 
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institutions, old and new, have worked in other places as well, and the infusion of public 

opinion into institutions like the Landrat.396 

 On the surface, it seemed like precisely the sort of publication that Bavarian law 

was crafted to free from censorship. Unlike an eight-page daily or cheap broadsheet, 

Rheinbayern appeared in longer octavo editions. When each year’s individual editions 

were combined into a single volume, the resulting book was long enough to evade prior 

restraint in the German Confederation. Although Rheinbayern did offer commentary on 

foreign affairs in censored articles, it was heavily focused on providing an educated take 

on issues of Bavarian, and especially Palatinate politics and policy. Almost immediately, 

however, Kreis authorities flagged it as a worrisome appearance. The president of the 

Rheinkreis government in 1830, Franz Joseph Stichaner, argued that, though 

Rheinbayern was exempt from preventive censorship in most respects, it nevertheless 

appeared to permit itself broad latitude in offering judgments on matters of politics.397 

 For the Kreis government, such lassitude might be forgivable in a normal 

publication. The editors of Rheinbayern, Siebenpfeiffer and his early collaborator, a 

councilor at the appeals court (Appelations-Gerichtsrath) Ludwig Hoffmann, were both 

civil servants (Beamten), however, in administration and justice respectively. As 

Stichaner argued,  

Their [Siebenpfeiffer and Hoffmann’s] expressions in this journal could easily 
come into collision with their public duties. That which is subjected to the most 

 
396 Prospectus to Rheinbayern, BHStA MInn 45314. 
397 Stichaner to Interior Ministry, March 10,1830 BHStA MInn 45314. 
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hateful criticism in such a journal today, may tomorrow have to be suggested or 
carried out in the capacity of civil servant. 398 
 

It was easy for authorities to imagine the disadvantages to allowing subordinate Beamte 

the freedom to critique state policy. The question was how far they were willing to go in 

attempting to corral lower officials, and how ordinary state servants would respond. 

 Rheinbayern prompted an immediately hostile response from the Kreis 

authorities, who initiated proceedings to have its first issue confiscated with the Interior 

Ministry.399 State servants in Zweibrücken, it argued, were unreliable and contributed to 

an atmosphere of political ferment. Interior Minister Schenk wrote to the Justice Minister 

von Zentner to complain of the unprecedented liberty of expression exhibited by state 

servants in the Rheinkreis, who ignored the terms of their service (Dienstverhältnisse) in 

order to turn public opinion against the existing order which they are supposed to 

embody. Schenk warns that Rheinbayern “spreads the seeds of dissatisfaction in a highly 

volatile time.”400 

 On November 20, Armansperg wrote the Interior Ministry to allege that 

Zweybrücken harbored outright revolutionaries bent on reunion with France, including 

Cullmann, Schäller, Savoye, and Sturz, also Sternfeld.401 Several of Armansperg’s 

 
398 “Ihre Aeusserungen in dieser Zeitschrift könne leicht mit ihrem Amts-pflichten in Collision kommen. 
Was der Herausgabe einen solchen Zeitschrift heute den gehäßigsten Critik unterstellt, kann er Morgen in 
seiner Eigenschaft als Beamten in den Fall kommen empfohlen oder vollziehen zu müßen.” Stichaner to 
Interior Ministry, November 19, 1830, BHStA MInn 45314. 
399 Stichaner to Interior Ministry, November 4, 1830 BHStA MInn 45314. 
400 “den Samen der Unzufriedenheit in einer höchst belegten Zeit auszustreuen.” Schenk to Justizminister 
von Zentner, November 25, 1830, BHStA MInn 45314. 
401 On Armansperg, see Roswitha Armansperg, Joseph Ludwig Graf Armansperg: ein Beitrag zur 
Regierungsgeschichte Ludwigs I. von Bayern (Munich: Kommissionsbuchhandlung R. Wölfle, 1976). The 
“revolutionary” party was especially made up of attorneys, many of whom were familiar to Siebenpfeiffer 
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purported revolutionaries were Rheinbayern contributors, most notably Savoye, whose 

attack on Bavaria’s customs policy made him a target.402 The issue of tolls and customs 

duties were of particular significance for the Palatinate, as a non-contiguous province 

separated from Bavaria proper by Baden and heavily integrated into the French economy 

in the early years of the nineteenth century. At issue was the South German effort to 

regularize and lower customs duties: the Zollverein was the eventual outcome of this 

impetus.403 Siebenpfeiffer argues that Bavaria’s plan does not go far enough, especially 

in excluding Baden.  

 The Rheinkreis government was convinced of the pernicious influence of the 

journal, though they argued an immediate confiscation was not yet appropriate. The most 

significant question was to determine whether or not Rheinbayern, despite its editors’ 

protestations to the contrary, was in fact a political newspaper subject to special 

censorship requirements. In this respect, the foreign component was most significant. In 

November, the Interior Ministry began to work with the Justice Ministry to deal with the 

editors of Rheinbayern. Hoffmann, as a councilor in the appeals court, was to be re-

assigned away from the Palatinate to the Oberdonaukreis. As for Siebenpfeiffer, Schenk 

had him re-assigned to serve as a warden at a penitentiary in Kaisheim, a small village 

north of Augsburg not far from the Danube.404 Siebenpfeiffer reacted to being sent to 

prison—albeit it as a warden—with a public protestation of injury. When the second 

 
and Hofmann in their professional lives. Armansperg’s letter referenced in Schenk to Zentner, November 
25, 1830, BHStA MInn 45314. 
402 Friedrich Savoye, Freies Wort. Die Mauth im königl. bayerischen Rheinkreise (Speyer: Kolb, 1830). 
403 W. O. Henderson, The Zollverein, 2013. 
404 Schenk to Justice Minister Zentner, November 29, 1830, BHStA MInn 45314. 
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volume of Rheinbayern appeared December 1 1830, Siebenpfeiffer had yet to learn of his 

imminent re-assignment, finalized the day before the journal went out to subscribers.405 

Hoffmann, however, was aware of the threat of re-assignment, and protested what he 

viewed as a constitutional breach of the civil service code’s promise of freedom from 

punitive relocation (Inamovibilität).406 By this point, Schenk was prepared to agree with 

the Rheinkreis’s assessment that the publication was in fact a “narrowly” political journal 

and thus subject to heightened scrutiny.407 

 The matter spread to other press as well. In an article, “Rheinbayern und Herr von 

Schenk,” the Bayersiche Volksblatt praised Rheinbayern and attacked the Ministry for its 

actions against the editors. Rheinbayern, it argued, had achieved such popularity, “that 

there is no village in the Rheinkreis where it was not read: even in the other Kreisen, it 

found a deserved reception, such that two print runs, each of 1000 copies, have already 

sold out.” 408 Moreover, the Volksblatt saw the assault on Siebenpfeiffer as a danger to all 

state servants. Intimidating Beamten with spotless professional records because of their 

private intellectual pursuits would have a chilling effect on all other state servants. The 

legality of the move turned on the interpretation of whether or not such re-assignments 

could be considered a demotion. Civil servants in good standing could be relocated at 

will, provided they were not demoted. “Who will count, though, the post of a 

Landeskommissär, entrusted with the welfare of free citizens, of 40 – 50,000 souls, and 

 
405 Stichaner to Schenk, December 1, 1830, BHStA MInn 45314. 
406 Zentner to Schenk, December 24, 1830, BHStA MInn 45314. 
407 Schenk to Stichaner, December 13, 1830, BHStA MInn 45314. 
408 “daß im Rheinkreise kein Dorf ist, wo sie nicht gelesen wurde; auch in den übrigen Kreisen fand sie die 
verdiente Aufnahme, so daß zwei Auflagen, jede zu 1000 Exemplaren bereits vergriffen sind.” Undated 
clipping from Das Bayerische Volksblatt , marked copy in BHStA MInn 45314. 
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that of the head of a penal institute, who has to oversee around 100 outcasts of human 

society, as part of one and the same service class?”409 

 The affair galvanized the Palatine press. Censors excised a passage in the January 

1, 1831 Landauer Wochenblatt that spoke, in thinly veiled code, about Siebenpfeiffer’s 

attack on the toll and subsequent conflicts with authorities. In a play on his name, he is 

rendered as a fife (Pfeiffe) that stirs people to dissatisfaction with the costs of state 

policy.410 In fact, Siebenpfeiffer’s evocative last name frequently invited such 

metaphorical representation in the press and among clandestine supporters. Siebenpfeiffer 

protested not only in the pages of Rheinbayern, where he addressed the ambiguities of 

Bavaria’s censorship administration, but also in pamphlets prepared to stir public support. 

In a pamphlet called “Freie Wahl und Freie Presse in Bayern,” Siebenpfeiffer argues that 

constitutional guarantees of the right to criticize ministerial actions were rendered 

worthless given the law’s proviso that such discussion not “degenerate into mockery” (in 

Schmähung ausartet). The police, he argued, find a press crime whenever “any kind of 

Excellency is affected.”411 Not all press in Bavaria, of course, was sympathetic to 

Siebenpfeiffer’s cause. He had reason to complain about his treatment in the ministerial 

press—that is, in the pre-Wirth Inland.412 

 
409 “Wer wird aber die Stelle eines Landeskommissärs, dem das Wohl freier Staatsbürger, das Wohl von 40 
– 50000 Seelen anvertraut ist, und jene eines Vorstandes einer Strafanstalt, der ungefähr 100 Auswürflinge 
der menschlichen Gesellschaft zu bewachen hat, wer wird diese beiden Stellen unter eine und dieselbe 
Dienstesklasse rechnen?” Ibid. 
410 Landauer Wochenblatt Nr. 1, January 1, 1831. 
411 “irgend eine Excellenz angetastet wird.” Philipp Jakob Siebenpfeiffer, Freie Wahl und freye Presse in 
Bayern (Ritter, 1831), 13. 
412 The irony of this situation is only deepened because Das Inland, Siebenpfeiffer claimed, owed him a 
never-paid honorarium for articles in 1829, before Wirth’s tenure. “Never have I received nor desired 
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 In a letter to the Interior Ministry, Siebenpfeiffer defended his actions. Moreover, 

he identified his cause with that of state servants as a class; “It is nowhere written that the 

civil uniform robs the official of his civil rights.”413 Forced out of his position as 

Landeskommissär, Siebenpfeiffer no longer had ties to the state. Like Wirth, his 

immediate move was to found a new journal that would push the cause of press freedom 

and popular political representation even further than the one before. Rheinbayern 

continued for a time as Deutschland, but Siebenpfeiffer’s fame would continue to rise in 

oppositional circles because of his newest creation, Der Bote aus Westen (later simply 

Westbote). 

 Despite the government’s efforts to effectively silence him, however, 

Siebenpfeiffer was not prevented from launching a new press venture. Bavarian law did 

not require any form of permission for the publication of a new political periodical, 

unlike the laws of Saxony, for instance. Though some within the ministry had hoped to 

change that before the January negotiations, no change came to this policy. Despite the 

odor of political suspicion, not only Siebenpfeiffer, but also Wirth was free to found any 

new periodical he wished, provided he submitted it to censorship as the law defined. 

Close to the same time in which Siebenpfeiffer launched Der Bote aus Westen, Wirth 

announced the birth of the Deutsche Tribüne in an insert to the Allgemeine Zeitung.414  

 
payment from any editor for collaboration; no one, though, has been spiteful enough to pay me with such 
indignity.” (Nie hab’ ich von irgend einer Redaktion für Mitarbeiten Zahlung erhalten, nie begehrt; aber so 
niederträchtig ist auch noch keine gewesen, mich mit solcher Schmach zu belohnen.) Ibid., 16.  
413 “Denn nirgends steht geschrieben, daß die Civil Uniform den Beamten des Staatsbürgerrechts 
entkleide.” Siebenpfeiffer to the Interior Ministry, December 7, 1830, BHStA MInn 45314. 
414 Beylage zur allgemeinen Zeitung, June 28, 1831, Nr. 233 and 234. 
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 The Isarkreis government erroneously argued that the paper should have required 

prior authorization as a political journal, which they told Wirth through the Munich 

Police Direction.415 Censorship law was in flux throughout 1831, and local authorities 

often acted confidently on the basis of mistaken information to combat press organs, only 

to be corrected by the higher authorities. Problems with the content of the early issues of 

the Deutsche Tribüne, though, were often intermingled with a sense of affront about 

Wirth’s whole bearing and manner of interaction with authorities. The president of the 

Isarkreis, Karl von Seinsheim, chapped at Wirth’s efforts to dictate when the censor 

would be available to review proofs. Wirth requested two separate scheduled times for 

reviewing the journal, one for the articles from the previous afternoon’s post, and a later 

one for articles received in the morning post.416 The logistics of censorship, here as ever, 

were a fertile ground for conflict between censors and editors. 

 Local authorities charged with censorship saw these kinds of logistical difficulties 

not as petty inconveniences, but rather as potential threats to the system as a whole. The 

pervasive lack of funding for censorship, compounded in a state like Bavaria by the 

hostility of the legislative chamber to appropriating funds for censors, meant that 

updating and expanding the system of the 1820s for a decade of expanding publishing 

and readership was difficult to fathom. The Isarkreis government saw Wirth’s case as 

exemplary: if he were able to publish without hindrance, it would open the floodgates to 

even more publishers. An ever-increasing volume of political newspapers, they reasoned, 

 
415 Seinsheim to Interior Ministry, June 30, 1831, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
416 Wirth to Isarkreis government, June 25, 1831, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
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would overwhelm their capacity to exercise censorship. Should more and more political 

journals appear, “carrying out the business of censorship from early morning until late 

evening would become the task of one or two permanent government officials.”417 

The old system of collegial deliberation, based upon assigning censorial duties as a “side 

duty” (Nebentätigkeit) to state officials with other, full-time duties, was imperiled by the 

increasing volume of political publishing. 

 Given these difficulties, local authorities resented serving as the front line against 

a growing oppositional press and receiving only vague instructions or stern admonitions 

from central authorities. Wirth simply published without a censor for the first week of 

July 1831, as his eventual censor, Kreisrat Aichberger, had yet to be appointed. Then he 

wrote in to set up censorship on July 6. The Munich Police Direction further complained 

that his first submitted edition, Number 6, had a correspondence piece stricken, 

“Politischer Kapuziner-Predigt.” Removed by the censor, the article appeared as a broad 

sheet along with a promise by Wirth to share future censored articles with subscribers in 

a similar manner. The police also rejected the request for two separate censorship 

times.418 Thus, within the first week of publication, the Interior Ministry was in 

consultation with the Isarkreis government and the Munich Police Direction to direct the 

state’s response to Wirth’s paper. 

 
417 “Die Führung des Censurgeschäftes von früher Morgen bis späten Abend die Aufgabe eines oder 
zweyer permanenten Regierungsbeamten werden müßte.” It is telling that Seinsheim uses such a scenario 
as a call to change the practice of censorship; actually hiring permanent, full-time state officials dedicated 
solely to censorship is seemingly unthinkable. Seinsheim to Interior Ministry, June 30, 1831, BHStA MInn 
25114-XII. 
418 Polizei-Direction zu München to Isarkreis government, July 7, 1831, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
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 The divergence between actual central policy and execution at the local level is 

apparent in the Ministry’s response. Writing for the Ministry, Abel informs the Isarkreis 

authorities of their error: Wirth does not, in fact need permission to publish a political 

paper. He does have to submit everything he publishes to the censors, who must follow 

the censorship instructions. Abel concedes this may pose a challenge, but given the 

impossibility of formulating specific rules for each publication, each appropriate 

authority is urged to diligently follow the standard rules, and avoid illegal limitation of 

the political periodical press, while reducing the opportunities for complaints from 

foreign governments.419 

 Prussian complaints followed soon after, specifically targeting one of Wirth’s 

censurfreie Flugblätter, “Die Preußische Liberalität.”420 Aichberger had not allowed the 

piece, urging liberal reforms in Prussia, in the Tribüne itself. Thus, the question at hand 

was what to do about the one-off publication of censored articles. Wirth’s strategy 

initially was to publish the Tribüne “cleanly” and then also issue a series of basically 

illegal supplementary publications, each of which might be suppressed on its own, but 

which over time would on its own render censorship futile. The Ministry’s guidance to 

exasperated Munich officials stressed the sufficiency of existing laws, as well as its own 

desire to wash its hands of the implementation as much as possible. Acting within 

constitutional limits, the Kreis government must eschew illegal administrative decrees 

 
419 Abel to Seinsheim, July 9, 1831, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
420 Prussian Ambassador von Küster to Foreign Minister Armansperg, July 9, 1831, BHStA MInn 25114-
XII. 
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and act on its own to fairly and carefully censor the paper, as well as any ancillary 

publications.421  

 For a Kreis government desperately looking for assistance in countering Wirth’s 

newest evasive strategy, the Ministry’s instructions were unhelpful. The supplements 

seemed to make a mockery of their censorship; “Is such a paper not merely a surrogate 

for the page mangled by the censor’s pen stroke?” Seinsheim complained.422 Seinsheim 

and the rest of the Kreis government wished to see the supplementary publications treated 

as if they were part of the paper itself. In such a case, the Tribüne could be suppressed for 

printing without censorship, since the decisions of the censor were being blatantly 

disregarded.  

Ultimately, we believe we may not hide what scorn against the government lies in 
evading the censor’s prohibition in such a thinly veiled manner, by simply 
changing the title and leaving out a couple of numbers, thereby spreading the 
poison into the world that the authorities had believed to have eliminated with the 
censor’s cut.423 
 

The government’s credibility, in Seinsheim’s view was at stake. As much as Wirth, 

Seinsheim recognized one of the Tribüne’s most significant effects early on: it might 

serve as an example for other publishers and editors throughout Bavaria, and indeed all of 

Germany. The nature of that example was yet to be determined. 

 
421 Interior Ministry to Seinsheim, July 12, 1831, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
422 “Ist nicht ein solches Blatt blos ein Surrogat für das durch den Censur-Strich verstümmelte 
Zeitungsblatt?” Seinsheim to Abel, July 15, 1831, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
423 “Endlich glauben wir nicht verbergen zu dürfen, welcher Hohn gegen die Regierung darin liegt, ein von 
derselben durch die Censur ausgesprochenes Verbot, in demselben Augenblick dadurch zu umgehen, daß 
man auf eine so wenig versteckte Weise, blos durch Aenderung des Titels und Weglassung von ein Paar 
Ziffern das Gift in die Welt verbreitet, das die Behörde durch die Censur-Streich zu bannen glaubte.” Ibid. 
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 The first police confiscations began on July 15, when the twelfth issue of the 

Tribüne featured an article, “Briefe eines Militairs an den Redacteur der deutschen 

Tribüne” an article expanding on earlier reporting ostensibly from a military 

perspective.424 The same article later appeared in Wirth’s Oppositionsblatt, prompting its 

confiscation as well. Wirth protested the confiscation of the Oppositionsblatt, since it was 

in fact developed as a censorship-free paper for internal politics. He requested the 

withdrawal of the ban and an investigation of the Kreis government for exceeding their 

authority. The Chamber of Deputies attacked Seinsheim’s handling as well. They seized 

on Aichberger’s excision of a reprint of an article that had previously passed censorship 

as evidence of his arbitrariness and excess as a censor.425 

 The Ministry, despite its qualms about Wirth’s content and tendency, were not 

dogmatically devoted at the time to simply shutting the paper down, though. Citing a lack 

of incriminating articles, Abel overturned Seinsheim’s decision to confiscate Number 15 

and warned the Isarkreis government in the future to wait for “characteristics of 

illegality” (Merkmale der Gesetzwidrigkeit) before taking actions.426 They did, however, 

reject the notion that the legal conditions for investigating the censors as Wirth desired, 

 
424 Wolfram Siemann and Christoph Müller-Wirth argue that the entire piece is possibly a satire written by 
Wirth himself; in any event, the identity of the “Militär” cannot be determined. Siemann and Müller-Wirth, 
Deutsche Tribüne (1831-1832), 170. 
425 Wirth to Abel, 22 July 1831, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. Wirth’s call for Aichberger’s punishment was 
not the first time a writer had called into question his fitness as a censor. The Bavarian Catholic writer 
Ernst Lasaulx, upon seeing his article refuting attacks upon his friends by a Ministerialrat, von Hormayr, 
censored, wrote a scathing letter to Aichberger, calling him a “simpleton” (Einfaltspinsel) and threatening, 
much like Wirth, to take action against him for exceeding his office. That affront to the dignity of state 
office cost Lasaulx a month of detention, despite the efforts of Aichberger’s superior Seinsheim to lessen 
the sentence.  See Remigius Stölzle, Ernst von Lasaulx (1805-1861).: Ein Lebensbild (Aschendorffsche 
Buchhandlung, 1904), 19. 
426 Abel to Seinsheim, July 22, 1831, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
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had been fulfilled, even as they criticized their actions in unilaterally banning some of 

Wirth’s political Flugschriften despite their exemption from preventive censorship. 

 Wirth pressed the issue, though, and the matter reached the Isarkreis Government. 

Seinsheim, who bore the brunt of the attack even as the actual censor reading the paper 

was Aichberger, responded sardonically.  

Moreover, if Dr. Wirth requests that the censorship of his paper be withdrawn 
from the [Isarkreis] government, I would gladly agree, and venture to express this 
request in my own name. Even with the most exact observance of the otherwise 
so fluctuating rules of censorship, this business, carried out without the slightest 
offense in the other local papers, is among the most unpleasant and thankless 
imaginable, given the character of Dr. Wirth, who shamelessly tramples on all 
legal ordinances. 427 

 
Seinsheim, though, would not be so lucky. It is unsurprising to find attacks on censorship 

in the abstract—scarcely a week of issues went by without them from the beginning of 

the Tribüne’s publication run. What is nevertheless striking is how public, how specific, 

and how personal the attack on censorship was carried out. The August 4, 1831 edition of 

the Tribüne, for instance, carried an article with the simple headline “Censur” 

complaining that a planned subscription campaign on behalf of the Polish uprising was 

forbidden by the censor, only to be allowed to appear with a London dateline in the 

Augsburger Allgemeine Zeitung.428 The following day another article with the same 

 
427 “Wenn übrigens Doktor Wirth die Bitte stellet, daß die Censur über seine Blätter der Regierung 
abgenommen werden, so stimme ich sehr gerne in selbe ein, und wage dieses Gesuch in meinem eigenen 
Namen auszusprechen, als auch mit der genauesten Einhaltung der ohnehin so schwankenden Normen über 
Censur und bei dem Charakter des Doktor Wirth, der ohne alle Scham jede gesetzliche Ordnung mit Füssen 
tritt, dieses Geschäft, das bei allen übrigen hiesigen Blättern ohne den geringsten Anstand geübt wird, zu 
den unangenehmsten und undankbaresten gehört, die man nur denken kann.” Seinsheim to Abel, August 4, 
1831 BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
428 Deutsche Tribüne, August 4, 1831 Nr. 33. 
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headline questioned why those of high intellectual achievement should be censored by 

the equivalent of a common gendarme.429 While there are no proper names, it is not 

difficult to see why a public official would find the experience of receiving such a paper 

day in, day out a frustrating and even degrading experience. 

 It is not the originality of the Tribüne’s complaints about censorship, but rather 

their frankness and persistence in attacking censors in practice as well as principle that 

stands out. By the end of August, Seinsheim had a new complaint about Wirth’s editorial 

practice: he had begun, for the first time, to print articles cut by the censor in the Tribüne 

itself, without even the pretense of legality that the censurfreie Flugschriften offered.430 

By September 5, the Ministry had become more supportive of the Isarkreis’s course of 

action, given this blatant violation of the law.431 Nevertheless, the Ministry’s tone was 

one of lingering restraint, urging government officials to maintain the state’s reputation 

as a Rechtstaat, a state governed by laws.432 

 Wirth defended his printing of stricken articles by claiming that the Isarkreis had 

failed to specify which press laws had been violated by the articles. Absent a legal 

justification, Wirth saw fit to print the articles against the censor’s wishes. He also 

protested the fines levied against him, which had proceeded geometrically for each 

offense. In this respect, the Interior Ministry found itself forced to once again overturn 

the hasty actions of the local police and cancel the fines, which through successive 

 
429 Deutsche Tribüne, August 5, 1831 Nr. 34. 
430 Seinsheim to Abel, August 31, 1831, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
431 Abel to Seinsheim, September 1, 1831, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
432 On the significance of the Rechtstaat concept as a lodestar for southwest German liberalism, see 
Leonard Krieger, The German Idea of Freedom: History of a Political Tradition (Boston: Beacon Press, 
1957), 230. 
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doubling had become drastically outside the bounds of standard proceedings in press 

crime cases.433 

 The irony of the situation, apparently not lost on the Ministry itself, was that the 

overzealous actions of the local government only worked to Wirth’s advantage. He really 

was frequently in flagrant violation of Bavaria’s press laws; it should not have been 

difficult to have him brought up on charges even with the most charitable interpretation 

of the law. Thomas Nipperdey’s view that Wirth and the Preßverein was able to grow 

thanks to lax Bavarian censorship thus requires revision.434 Bavaria’s laws were plenty 

capable of policing someone like Wirth, who never attempted to cover his tracks. There 

was no evasion, adoption of allusive language designed to disguise his true meaning. 

Instead, the Deutsche Tribüne took square aim at the existing order of censorship and 

survived for as long as it did because that order was, necessarily, committed to at least the 

appearance of treating political crime as just another standard criminal matter. It is not 

the content of the law, but the existence of the Rechtstaat at all, along with all the 

opportunities for deferred “justice” that it offered, that made the difference in giving 

Wirth a brief window in which to build his political movement through the press. 

 On September 16, 1831, the Munich police arrested Wirth for printing articles cut 

by the censor. He wrote the ministry on September 18, complaining of the illegality of his 

arrest and seeking his immediate release. In addition, the September 18 edition of the 

Deutsche Tribüne led with an article, “Kampf für Recht, Gesetz, und Verfassung,” which 

 
433 Abel to Seinsheim, September 11, 1831, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
434 Nipperdey, Deutsche Geschichte, 326. 
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details Wirth’s arrest, explains his justification for publishing stricken articles, and 

attacks the government’s actions. Moreover, he argues that, even if his actions are 

unlawful (gesetzwidrig), they do not rise to the level of actually being criminal (strafbar), 

at least not in any publicly accessible law code in Bavaria.435 That day, the Ministry 

wrote to the Isarkreis government, ordering Wirth’s release, though not ruling out future 

periods of detainment, provided they not exceed twenty-four hours.436  

 For a while, the government sought somewhat more subtle ways to control the 

Tribüne, in an attempt to avoid criminal proceedings, including threatening to withdraw 

government business from Wirth’s printer and continuing to confiscate individual issues 

from time to time.437 For the censor, however, the task of controlling the content of the 

journal was proving impossible. In a joint letter, Seinsheim and Aichberger argued that 

the present course courted disaster. “We cannot however conceal that the dignity and 

official reputation of the government plummets ever deeper, the longer the voice of the 

law is unheard and unlawful freedom is not confronted.”438 Again, Seinsheim and the 

Isarkreis government were counseled to exercise caution and scrupulous attention to legal 

means. 

 
435 “Kampf für Recht, Gesetz, und Verfassung,” Deutsche Tribüne, September 8, 1831, Nr. 78. 
436 Interior Ministry (Stürmer) to Isarkreisregierung, September 18, 1831, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
437 Because of the tendency in German newspapers at the time to print long articles in serialized form over 
the span of days or even weeks, the confiscations tended to occur in clusters. A handful of long, inoffensive 
articles in succession could spare the journal from legal action for weeks, only to see a string of issues 
prohibited in a row. 
438 “Wir können aber nicht verschweigen, daß die Würde und das amtliche Ansehen der Regierung desto 
tiefer herabfällt, je länger die Stimme des Rechtes nicht laut wird, der ungesetzlichen Freiheit nicht im 
Wege getreten wird.” Seinsheim and Aichberger to Abel, September 26, 1831, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
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 Influenced by Siebenpfeiffer, Wirth decided to abandon Munich and relocate to 

the Palatinate, hoping to encounter laxer censorship there. Before taking the Tribüne to 

Zweibrücken, it had already begun to devote more and more coverage to the Palatinate, 

usually by reprinting articles from the Westbote. Wirth’s readers were now instructed not 

only about the Tribüne’s travails with the censors, but also Siebenpfeiffer’s. In fact, as 

Wirth later pointed out, he began to largely reprint previously censored works in order to 

smooth his passage from Munich to the Rhine. We have good reason to doubt the 

sincerity of this as a tactic, because Wirth ostentatiously publicized the practice by 

repeatedly “apologizing” to readers for the disruptions produced by the censors. Wirth’s 

apologies serve a double rhetorical purpose: they allow him to criticize censorship in 

highly specific and personal terms under the guise of providing readers neutral 

information about their subscriptions. Issues 141 and 142, for instance, contained only 

the “Daily Chronicle” (Tageschronik) section of the paper, and changed the masthead to 

reflect this fact, drawing attention to the censorship of the articles intended to lead the 

paper.439 

 What is apparent from the ministerial records is thus that the government, at that 

time, was committed to the existing censorship procedure. There was no specific crisis 

that forced Wirth to move to the Rheinkreis; the move was not a defensive reaction to 

unexpectedly harsh censorship, but a canny tactic to prolong a journal that had published 

 
439 Deutsche Tribüne, November 20, 1831, Nr. 141, and November 21, 1831, Nr. 142. 
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each issue as if it were to be the last since its inception.440 Wirth made several trips 

beginning in October 1831 to lay the groundwork for a move. The final Munich edition 

of the Tribüne appeared December 18, 1831. Thereafter, he would no longer have to 

battle the Isarkreis government. But while Seinsheim would finally be rid of the irascible 

editor, Wirth now faced roughly the same situation as he had before. The move was 

financed by the sale of shares in the publishing enterprise; other oppositional journalists 

contributed as well. While in preparation for the move still, Wirth was again arrested for 

anti-Austrian articles at the end of October 1831. While Elisabeth Hüls and Hedwig 

Herold-Schmidt argue that Wirth’s move to the Palatinate was a reasonable response to 

evade the threat of further arrests like this one, future events bear out that Wirth likely 

placed too much confidence in the legal particularity of the Rheinkreis.441 While he 

survived an additional couple of months in the Palatinate, the central government of 

Bavaria, acting with the urging of the entire German Confederation, had already by that 

point resolved itself to completely destroying a paper that had proven irreconcilable to 

the existing order. 

 The government, resolved to crush the paper now, sought out information on how 

it was distributed. The Rheinkreis reported that, contrary to a public announcement in the 

 
440 In fact, it was announcements related to Wirth's move that appear to have prompted the Ministry to 
action. “Wenn hier keine Beleidigung der Amtsehre der Censurbehörde vorliegt, so giebt es keine 
Beleidigung dieser Art,” was Stürmer's response when Wirth declared that he would accept any forbidden 
articles for immediate publication in the Tribüne Nr. 137 of November 16, 1831. Stürmer was Schenk’s 
replacement in 1831, after liberal opposition in the second chamber brought Schenk down. By the time that 
Wirth actually completed the move to Homburg, Bavarian officials had clearly decided to shift their stance 
from one of cautious adherence to legal exactitude, to one of aggressive prosecution of a campaign to end 
Wirth's publishing career. Interior Ministry to Isarkreis government, November 17, 1831, BHStA MInn 
25114-XII. 
441 Siemann, and Müller-Wirth, Deutsche Tribüne (1831-1832), 33. 
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Tribüne, the majority of copies of the paper were sent from Homburg.442 The Kreis 

government thus advised making sure the postal officials there knew not to send out any 

banned issues. The Interior Ministry continued to admonish the censors in Homburg to 

exercise “ruthless execution of censorship” (rücksichtlosen Handhabung der Censur), yet 

they were aware that censors alone could not prevent the paper from publishing forbidden 

articles.443  

 Abel, still heavily engaged within the ministry with solving the problem posed by 

Wirth and the Tribüne, blamed the lingering French legal code for hindering the 

government’s campaign. Yet the problem in his view was not one of excessive leniency, 

but rather of excessive harshness. The irony of Napoleonic law in the Palatinate was that 

it combined liberal elements like jury trials, with harsh, wartime provisions that were so 

impracticably punitive that the government’s options were limited:  

The harshness of the Code pénal, still valid in the Rheinkreis, outrages the sense 
of justice and forms an almost insurmountable barrier to achieving convictions in 
individual cases….Experience in France, as is to be inferred from the discussion 
over the Press law of 1819, has taught that courtrooms sought to shield the 
accused from the legal threat of the death penalty…There can be no doubt that—
as long as the current criminal law in the Rheinkreis persists—any intervention 
will remain without success.444 
 

 
442 Stichaner to Abel, January 13, 1832 BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
443 Abel to Stichaner, January 26, 1832 BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
444 “Auch hier bildet die alles Rechtsgefühl empörendes Strenge des im Rheinkreise noch geltenden Code 
penal ein schwer zu beseitigendes Hinderniß gegen den Erfolg der in einzelnen Fällen zu erhebenden 
Anklagen....In Frankreich hatte, wie aus den Discussionen über das Preßgesetz von 1819 zu entnehmen ist, 
die Erfahrung gelehrt, daß schon die Anklagekammer die Angeklagte der Strenge des die Todestrafe 
androhenden Gesetzes zu entziehen suchten…Es dürfte wohl keinen Zweifel unterliegen, daß – so lange im 
Rheinkreis die dermalige Strafgesetzgebung nach fortbesteht – jede Einschreitung ohne Erfolg bleiben 
werde.” Abel to Stichaner, January 29, 1832 BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
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By February 1832, submission to censorship appears to have been a purely formal 

process. Rheinkreis president Stichaner argued that both the Westboten and the Tribüne 

evaded censorship completely “without bashfulness” (ohne Scheue). Censorship copies 

were delivered after editions were mailed, or extra messages were added later. 

Other than hindering the mailing of the uncensored copies by the royal post, Kreis 

authorities had few means to counteract the dedicated evasion of censorship laws and 

norms.445 The impetus for Stichaner’s message was the February 3, 1832 edition of the 

Tribüne, which featured Wirth’s soon-to-be-reprinted en masse article, Deutschlands 

Pflichten.446 

 With Deutschlands Pflichten, Wirth attacked the German Confederation as a 

conspiracy on the part of Germany’s monarchs to deny the people their rights, especially 

to a free press, by terroristic and repressive means. He lays particular blame upon the 

rulers of the most powerful states, Prussia and Austria, for not only undermining the 

freedom and livelihood of the German people, but also for propagating absolutism 

throughout the continent, including in France. Foreshadowing the international alliance 

that symbolically dominated at Hambach, Wirth called for a democratic German Empire 

to ally with France and a free Poland to form a counter-weight to absolutism. Such a lofty 

goal, however, was only obtainable with a free press bringing about spiritual renewal; the 

rulers of Germany, Wirth argues, are thus correct when they perceive such a press as 

acting against their interests, at least in the way that they understand them. In this respect, 
 

445 Stichaner to Abel, February 4, 1832, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
446 Soon, Stichaner himself would be gone, replaced in the Palatinate by a government afraid that he lacked 
the wherewithal to deal with the growing unrest. On the massive scale of Wirth’s printing of “Deutschlands 
Pflichten,” see Brophy, Popular Culture and the Public Sphere, 132. 
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we see Wirth’s direct opposition to censorship manifest itself in a refusal to entertain the 

arguments that dominated the previous decade: that censorship was unnecessary and 

harmful to the understanding of the ruler and his people.447 

 Wirth was brought up on charges and faced a public hearing on February 13, 

1832. Defending himself and supported by most in the audience of roughly 350, he used 

the opportunity, like many a political radical before and after, as an opportunity to 

impugn the government’s policy and its methods of persecuting him.448 The government 

focused primarily on seeking to move the trial, declaring the district court in 

Zweibrücken incompetent to hear the case. When the bench called for an eight day delay 

before judgment, the gendarmes of the eighth company were called in to avoid any armed 

resistance should the decision be unfavorable. According to the head of the company, 

rumors were spreading in Zweibrücken that “if Wirth’s press is to be seized, this 

confiscation will be resisted with armed force.”449  

 Wirth moved his press back to Homburg from Zweibrücken and set up, printing 

some of the final editions of the Tribune there.450 When the court returned, it indeed 

declared itself incompetent, setting up the government to arraign Wirth and try him in a 

more favorable venue. A Toll Administration (Zollamt) official named Bauer, writing to 

his superiors, described the crowd as “over 150 from every estate, almost all of whom 

 
447 J.G.A. Wirth, “Deutschlands Pflichten,” Deutsche Tribüne, February 3, 1832, Nr. 29. 
448 General Zoll-Administration Report, February 13, 1832, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
449 “…wenn die Presse bey Redacteur Wirth sollte in Beschlag genommen, sich mit Waffen dieser 
Beschlagnahme widersetzen werden.” Seventh Gendarmerie Compagnie to Gendarmerie Corps Command, 
February 16, 1832, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
450 Zweybrücken Zollamt to General Zoll-Amt, February 18, 1832, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
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wore dejected faces but very quietly dispersed.”451 Gendarmes arrived to seal Wirth’s 

press on February 26.452 Siebenpfeiffer’s press followed shortly after. Breaking these 

seals again landed the men in jail. The Tribüne’s final edition of March 21, 1832 led not 

with an article attacking censorship, or Wirth’s imprisonment. Perhaps fittingly, “Die 

Freunde des Volkes in Frankreich” attacked the government of Louis Philippe in France 

for betraying the promise of the July Revolution. The heady days of 1830 were now 

leading to a confrontation in southwest Germany over the future of the principles that 

animated the revolution. 

CONCLUSION 

 

 Writing to the Ministry to inform it of the success of suppressing the Tribüne, 

newly appointed Rheinkreis president Ferdinand von Andrian-Werburg shared the decree 

he issued to the town officials of Homburg. Ordering the town officials to assemble in 

order to hear his demand, Werburg warned that the Rheinkreis government was justified 

in expecting that: 

The [Homburg communal authorities], given their longstanding, proven loyalty to 
the King and Fatherland and aware of their influence they exercise upon the 
citizens, will successfully do its duty to restrain and discourage any reckless 
participation in resistance to any legal ordinance, in order that Homburg, perhaps 
seduced by attempted intrigues, not besmirch itself with the mantle of 

 
451 “…über 150 aus allen Ständen, die fast sammtlich betrübte Gesichter machten, aber sehr ruhig 
auseinander gingen.” Bauer/Zweibrücken Zollamt to General Zoll-Amt, February 20, 1832, BHStA MInn 
25114-XII. 
452 Eighth and Ninth Gendarmerie Brigade to Gendarmerie Command, February 26 1832, BHStA MInn 
25114-XII. 
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participation in a rebellion against the laws, which was hitherto as unknown in the 
Rheinkreis as it was unheard of.453 
 

Werburg’s admonition to the city government reads exactly like the Palatinate stereotype 

of the Altbayer, sent to ruthlessly impose the legal rule of the new Wittelsbach rulers by 

heavy-handed means. Yet his actions were fully in line with his predecessor, the long-

serving and relatively popular Stichaner. By early 1832, the mechanisms of the German 

Confederation, the Bavarian Interior Ministry, and even the gendarmerie were united to 

crush further opposition from Wirth. Any support for the Preßverein among the state 

servants of the Palatinate had to be squelched. 

 Rather than a story, however, of how powerful figures at the top pushed forward 

repressive measures, it is telling to note that in this case, impetus for action began with 

those officials closest to Wirth, the Kreis-level censors in Munich. Rather than credit 

Deutschlands Pflichten for calling down the state’s violence upon his head, it is clear that 

the escalation of repression against Wirth was gradual and uneven. Moreover, it was 

driven as much by Wirth’s practices as by the inflammatory content in his journal. Much 

of the significance of Wirth’s work cannot be found in the Raisonnement but instead in 

the audacious forms of confrontational engagement with the censorship regime. Many 

authors in the Vormärz resorted to allusive and elliptical prose to evade the censor’s 

understanding; others, perhaps more daring, opted for clandestine publishing and the 

 
453  “daß derselbe nach seiner bisher erwiesenen Anhänglichkeit an König und Vaterland, und nach seinen 
ihm zu Gebote stehenden Einfluß auf die Bewohner der Stadtgemeinde, sie von jeder unbesonnenen 
Theilnahme an Widerstand gegen etwa gesetzlich zu verfügenden Anordnungen mit Erfolg abzumahnen 
und zurückzuhalten, sich pflichtmäßig angelegen seyn lassen werde, damit Homburg, durch vielleicht zu 
versuchende Umtriebe verleitet, sich nicht mit dem Mantel der Theilnahme an einer Auflehnung gegen die 
Gesetze beflecke, welche bis jetzt in dem ganzen Rheinkreis ebenso unbekannt als unerhört war.” Andrian-
Werburg to Abel, March 1, 1832, BHStA MInn 25114-XII. 
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smuggling of written works. Wirth turned in copy to the censors daily—if he had his 

way, thrice daily—and then proceeded to print, for the most part, exactly what he wanted, 

in some form or another, until such time as the state could no longer allow him to do so 

and still claim to have a functioning censorship system. In many ways, it is astounding 

how long Wirth managed to publish. 

 Assessing the significance of the Tribüne, along with its forerunners and co-

belligerents in the struggle for the end of censorship, requires an acknowledgement of the 

costs of Wirth’s eschewal of conciliation and subterfuge when confronting state power. 

Jonathan Sperber argues that systematic repression, much of which was incited by the 

Tribüne and by the Hambach Festival, succeeded in ending the kind of open political 

organizing and rebellion of the early years of the 1830s for almost a decade.454 Future 

editors would have to tread more cautiously. Yet we should not automatically assume that 

the direct and confrontational style of Wirth had greater long term significance. Rather, 

we must examine not only editorial practice, but also authorities’ response to understand 

how censorship changed in the early 1830s. 

 The Deutsche Tribüne posed a three-fold challenge to censorship. First, it 

challenged individual censors by making a mockery of their cuts, often subjecting 

Bavarian authorities to harsh attacks from other German states, who assumed that 

negative articles had passed through censorship. Additionally, it challenged censorship at 

the level of ideas: in effect, the Tribüne became a newspaper about its own censorship. 

By chronicling his own running battle with the censors for readers, Wirth developed a 

 
454 Sperber, “Echoes of the French Revolution,” 204. 
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public identity, both as martyr and as tireless champion against the government. Finally, 

Wirth challenged censorship as a system by inviting German journalists to act in concert, 

not only to protest censorship, but also, increasingly, to ignore its existence. As it turned 

out, he misjudged the effectiveness of the state’s repressive power, but the panic from 

some Bavarian officials about the limits of censorship and the hindrances that the legal 

order presented to addressing the problem of the Tribüne suggest that he was not wrong 

to venture the effort. 

 Commentators have often stressed the importance of the particular situation in the 

Palatinate to explain Wirth’s success. This, I argue, reads too much from the subsequent 

history of Hambach festival into the story of the Tribüne. The most significant legal 

feature to enable Wirth was not peculiar to the Rheinkreis; moreover, its unintended 

effects were more significant than its intended ones. The exemption from prior restraint 

for domestic publishing provided Wirth the fig-leaf he needed to begin, tentatively at 

first, but later with increasing confidence, to flaunt Bavarian censorship laws through the 

tactics we have discussed. Moreover, the indeterminacy and confusion brought about by 

the policy contributed to the paralysis of the government in the early stages of Wirth’s 

journalistic career. 

 As for Wirth’s compatriot Siebenpfeiffer, his case offers a different lesson. Where 

Wirth appears to have begun his journalistic career as a dedicated firebrand, 

Siebenpfeiffer seems much more a product of the gradual change in mentality of certain 

state officials in the early 1830s. The 1830s were an era of great dissension, not only 

within the ranks of bureaucrats, but also among disappointed office seekers. These two 
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groups formed the core of the educated public sphere in vormärz Germany, as both 

readers and leaders of nascent civic organizations. State officials (even, in cases like that 

of liberal journal editor Karl Bernhardi, censors) offered significant leadership for the 

liberal cause, although that trend was beginning to wane by the later 1830s.455 James 

Sheehan argues that German officials were so prominent in oppositional politics because 

the state represented the only centrally organized force permitted in German social life.456 

Wirth and Siebenpfeiffer’s project was designed to change that fact. Yet they also had a 

significant following among state servants, and Siebenpfeiffer’s resistance to 

reassignment galvanized such support. As Der Freisinnige Freiburger politische Blätter 

opined (in an issue confiscated by Isarkreis authorities): “Opinions do not die in the heart, 

when they are forbidden to cross the lips; the compulsion to silence will only drive it 

deeper into the soul.”457 The conflict over state servants’ speech rights continued 

throughout the following two decades, and the stakes of such of struggle were deemed 

high indeed by all participants. 

 It would be easy to simply see the story of radical oppositional publishing in 

1830s Bavaria as one of a repressive state confronting a newly developing public sphere, 

composed in Habermas’ formulation of “private persons come together as a public.”458 

Yet, the story of the censorship and eventual suppression of the Deutsche Tribüne is as 

much one of the difficulties of the state’s entanglement with the publishing world and its 

 
455 Ohles, Germany’s Rude Awakening, 55. 
456 Sheehan, German History, 448. 
457 “Die Gesinnung stirbt nicht in dem Herzen, wenn ihr untersagt ist, in Worten auf die Lippe zu treten; 
der Zwang zur Stille wird sie nur desto tiefer in die Seele hinabdrücken.” Der Freisinnige Freiburger 
politische Blätter, June 28, 1832, Nr. 118, censorship copy BHStA MInn 25114-I. 
458 Habermas, Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, 76. 
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inability to divorce itself from the public speech of publications and individuals 

inextricably linked to it. In a political context in which all parties presumed that public 

speech carried significant power to transform the social and political order, the position 

of state servants, like that of journalists working for state-sponsored publications, was a 

tenuous position. Like the censors engaged in intellectual pursuits we have already seen, 

state servants or quasi-state servants engaged in oppositional politics incited greater 

concern and oversight on the part of the state’s censorship officials. The mutual 

escalation of hostilities evident in the story of the Deutsche Tribüne offers us one 

powerful example of where such a dynamic could lead. 
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Chapter Five: Policing the Boundaries of Wissenschaft, 1838-1843 

 With his back against the wall, facing the prohibition of the journal he had edited 

for five years, the radical philosopher and critic Arnold Ruge turned to his sole remaining 

supporter in the government, Bernhard von Lindenau with a desperate appeal—and 

warning: 

Your Excellency knows the course of history, and will without a doubt find it 
preferable that the battle between genuine and hypocritical belief be settled in the 
domain of science than of life, better with ink than blood and fire, and better with 
the pen than with the sword.459  

 
Undoubtedly Ruge counted himself and his allies in the Young Hegelian intellectual 

movement like David Friedrich Strauss and Ludwig Feuerbach as adherents of “genuine” 

belief. Yet, this statement, at once a plea for toleration and an apocalyptic admonishment, 

is not without its own hypocrisy, unintended or otherwise. As this chapter will 

demonstrate, one of the lasting consequences of Ruge’s project was the intermingling of 

the domain of “science” and “life,” Wissenschaft and political struggle. Forged in the 

crucible of censorship, Ruge’s intellectual project heralded a vision of engaged 

scholarship, testing and transgressing traditional boundaries.  

 Ruge’s principal achievement, the Hallische (later Deutsche) Jahrbücher was 

born in a period when hope and despair appeared intertwined. Though the 1830s began 

with optimism for the forces of political change in Germany, by the middle 1830s a 

 
459  “Ew. Exzellenz kennen der Gang der Geschichte, und werden es ohne Zweifel wünschenswerth finden, 
daß der Streit des wirklichen und erheuchelten Glaubens lieber auf dem Gebiete der Wissenschaft als auf 
dem des Lebens ausgefochten, lieber mit Dinte als mit Blut und Feuer, lieber mit der Feder als mit dem 
Schwerte entschieden werde.” Arnold Ruge, Aktenstücke zur Censur, Philosophie und Publicistik aus dem 
Jahre 1842, Ausgabe in einem Bande, (Leipzig: Zentralantiquariat der Deutschen Demokratischen 
Republik, 1983), 8. 
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second phase of reaction had set in. Radical organizers like Wirth and Siebenpfeiffer fled 

or faced punishment, exiles like Börne licked their wounds, and moves towards 

relaxation of censorship in the constitutional states were turned back. In 1835, the 

Confederation made its most stunning statement, banning outright all works from the 

writers of the literary school known as Young Germany, including those of Heinrich 

Heine, in truth more an inspiration than a member of the loosely-defined movement. Yet 

by stamping out the open opposition of the post-July days, the German states only 

succeeded, as we shall see, in driving politics further into all manner of speech. 

Politicized Wissenschaft would prove the result. 

 If the Demagogenverfolgung stamped the early 1820s and the prohibition of 

Young Germany the mid-1830s, the assault on left-wing or “Young” Hegelianism in 

1842-3 was the major censorship case of the decade. Banning the Deutsche Jahrbücher, 

Rheinische Zeitung, and Leipziger Allgemeine Zeitung was part of a significant, 

coordinated effort to undermine a small but influential faction of radical social critics. 

This wave of intellectual persecution radicalized the left, sowing the seeds for Marx’s 

thoroughgoing assault on the foundations of European state and society. Though the 

effects on German society broadly before the 1848 Revolution were minimal, afterwards 

the movement set loose would shake the European social order to its core. 

 This chapter analyzes the most significant event of the crackdown on left-wing 

Hegelianism in the early 1840s, the prohibition of the Deutsche Jahrbücher, as a result of 

pressure from Prussian and Saxon authorities. Edited by Arnold Ruge, the 

Hallische/Deutsche Jahrbücher provided a forum for philosophical and religious critique, 
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reportage on German universities, and even new literary works.460 With his collaborator 

Theodor Echtermeyer, Ruge promoted the journal both as a leading organ of progressive 

opinion and as a kind of general purpose scholarly journal. The relationship between the 

journal’s creators and its censors offered opportunities for cooperation as well as 

occasions for conflict. Where Wirth adopted confrontational tactics to highlight the 

injustice of censorship, investigating the history of the Hallische Jahrbücher reveals 

instead the role of complicity between censors and editors. Ironically enough, Ruge, far 

more philosophically radical than the liberal nationalist Wirth, sought a more conciliatory 

path with the censors. 

 The decision over censoring this politically and intellectually avant-garde 

publication prompted a larger effort to define and police the boundaries of Wissenschaft. 

The journal’s censors, in accordance with Saxon law, sought to accord the Jahrbücher 

wide latitude to express heterodox religious and philosophical viewpoints. The journal’s 

status as a “scholarly” publication freed it from many, though not all, of the burdens it 

would have faced as a “purely political” publication. These designations were no mere 

genre conventions or disciplinary boundaries, but legal categories that entailed different 

procedures on the part of Saxon authorities. Therefore, increasing displeasure in the 

highest reaches of government in Saxony and its powerful northern neighbor Prussia 

 
460 The journal began its print run as the Hallische Jahrbücher (at times also called “Hallesche”), its name 
reminiscent of Hegel’s own Jahrbücher für wissenschaftliche Kritik. Although “Jahrbücher” means 
literally “annual(s),” the Hallische Jahrbücher typically appeared six times weekly; “annual” referred to 
the total collection of issues for each year. Pressures to submit the journal to Prussian censorship prompted 
the move from Halle to Dresden, where the Saxon publisher Otto Wigand had printed the journal since its 
inception. With the change of editorial residence came a change in title, which, as we shall see, brought on 
legal difficulties later when the journal became a target of the Saxon government. 
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manifested itself as an effort to refute the Jahrbücher’s claim to scholarly status and 

expose its radicalism to harsher censorship standards. As a result, the Saxon state could 

only maintain its professed commitment to academic and scholarly freedom by a 

significant narrowing of the definition of legitimate scholarship that served to polarize the 

intellectual community and further erode the tacit alliance of reform-oriented intellectuals 

and the state first apparent in the German Enlightenment.  

 The struggle over censoring the Jahrbücher represented more than a battle over 

political liberalism, religious critique, or social revolution. In crucial respects, it also 

represented a contest over the nature and limits of Wissenschaft. Censors advanced their 

own visions of scholarship, formed not only through experience as censors but also 

frequently through experience as intellectuals: authors, editors, and teachers. Meanwhile, 

officials in the Saxon Interior Ministry came to challenge the Jahrbücher’s claim to 

scholarly status in order to overcome legal and practical objections to suppressing it. 

Thus the relationship of state authorities, censors, and publishers often depended upon 

negotiations over the nature of scholarship and of the forms of educated publics 

presumed to be the audience for written works. 

 Analyzing the censorship and eventual prohibition of the Jahrbücher illuminates 

the priorities and values of the state at a moment of profound social and cultural conflict. 

Censoring the Jahrbücher forced the Saxon state to confront a contradiction in its own 

official values between commitment to scholarly freedom and censorial oversight of 

political speech. It ultimately resolved this conflict in the case of the Jahrbücher by 

defining Wissenschaft as a politically innocuous form of abstract and objective 
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knowledge formation that eschews concern for effecting change in the world. Any work 

that, by tone or content, seeks not only to interpret the world, but also to change it loses 

its scholarly character in this view. Drawing such boundaries around acceptable 

scholarship aimed to exclude much of the expanding reading public, to diminish the 

disruptive potential of Wissenschaft to challenge the social order, and, crucially, to 

exclude perceived dangers so as to make possible the autonomy of university-affiliated 

scholars. Censorship also militated against the universalist claims of more independent 

intellectuals like Ruge by stressing narrowly bounded disciplinary specialties and a 

division between politics and scholarship. German states thus promoted the progress of 

Wissenschaft, while hoping that its effects would remain narrowly contained within the 

academy.  

 We have already seen how concepts like the “political” or the “foreign” were not 

merely abstractions, but also crucial legal categories censors used to render the world of 

publishing navigable and intelligible. Without such categories, the flood of print would 

prove unmanageable. Defining them precisely, however, entailed a process of 

contestation and challenge from higher authorities and from authors and editors. In fact, 

censors’ employment of these categories to guide their actions also transformed the 

categories themselves, which is true of the concept of Wissenschaft as well. As the 

censorship of the Jahrbücher makes apparent, scholarly objectivity was given a 

particularly apolitical, quietist meaning by authorities hoping to exclude radical ideas 

from the protected realm of scholarship. German censorship entailed thus not only, as 

historians have long recognized, a repression of liberal, nationalist, and eventually 
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socialist political movements, but also a redefinition of the state’s relationship to 

scholarship. 

 Examining the censorship of the Jahrbücher also helps to shed light on a 

lingering scholarly debate about the significance of Young Hegelian critique. In Harold 

Mah’s view, left-wing Hegelianism was the unhappy consequence of the disparity 

between Hegel’s progressive vision of the state and the reality of Prussian repression. 

Mah argues that a more or less apolitical movement of theological critique became 

politicized through the experiences of frustration with political reality. In his view, then, 

censorship shaped the development of radical Hegelianism by disappointing the Hegelian 

faith in the state; in its place grew a cynical, self-defeating vision of the impotence of 

philosophy, conceived as materially-determined ideology, in the philosophies of Ruge 

and Marx.461 Warren Breckman, however, has challenged Mah’s representation of Young 

Hegelian radicalism, arguing instead that its religious critique was from the outset an 

attack upon the underpinnings of Christian civil society, and thus deeply political.462 

Breckman overturns the standard narrative whereby the Young Hegelians migrated from 

religious to political concerns, although he affirms the traditional interpretation of 

progressive radicalization posited by Mah and most other commentators. The 

investigation of the journal’s censorship to follow, however, suggests that the censor’s 

collaboration and negotiation with the journal played some role in its early moderation. 

 
461 Harold Mah, The End of Philosophy, the Origin of “Ideology”: Karl Marx and the Crisis of the Young 
Hegelians (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987). 
462 This point goes back at least to the work of William Brazill, who argued that for Young Hegelians, 
religious critique was paramount, and not a form of crypto-politics. See William Brazill, The Young 
Hegelians (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970). 
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Moreover, the increasing intervention of higher state authorities in the journal’s 

censorship ironically contributed to its later radicalization, by promoting an all-or-

nothing logic for article submissions.  

CENSORSHIP AND THE ACADEMY IN SAXONY 

 
 That the Hallische Jahrbücher, named as it was for a Prussian city, should publish 

in Saxony at all is a testament to crucial way in which the Confederation’s structure 

shaped the tactics of authors and publishers. Despite the homogenizing influence of 

Federal Press Law, the actual implementation of censorship continued to be shaped by 

the political constellations within each individual state. For the course of Ruge’s 

publishing project, then, the practice of censorship in Saxony—including the outsized 

role the Prussian state played in it—is of crucial significance. 

 Like Baden, Saxony placed its central censorship organs under the control of the 

Interior Ministry. While the Carlsbad Decrees prompted many states to sharpen 

censorship, Saxony had already developed stringent censorship standards because of its 

alliance with Napoleon. While French influence in the early 1790s often led to a 

relaxation of absolutist censorship practice, by the waning years of the Napoleonic 

regime, French influences pointed towards ever more restrictive censorship of political 

matter.463 Saxony, to its great detriment, remained an ally of France long after 

Napoleon’s other German allies switched sides to join the victorious Sixth Coalition. 

Before 1831, Saxony had a traditional Privy Council (Geheimer Rat), where ministers did 

 
463 Westerkamp, Pressefreiheit und Zensur, 28. 
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not have dedicated portfolios, but instead deliberated collegially. Saxon censorship was 

thus the responsibility of the Privy Council as a whole; it delegated day-to-day authority 

to the individual districts.  

 All that changed after 1830. The Saxon constitution of September 1831 

dramatically reorganized administration, creating specialized ministries with a clear 

division of bureaucratic competencies. A State Ministry (Gesamtministerium) replaced 

the Privy Council as the highest political body in the Kingdom. The State Ministry 

comprised the ministers of the major ministries, Interior, Foreign Affairs, and Justice, 

among others, and only involved itself in the most significant and long-lasting censorship 

controversies. In most cases, however, censorship took place at the district level for 

periodicals. Saxony was divided into four administrative districts (Kreise) named for the 

major cities of the Kingdom: Leipzig, Dresden, Bautzen, and Zwickau. Each had a 

censorship commission (Censurcollegium) charged with preventive censorship of 

publications appearing within its borders, and the Dresden Censorship Commission 

functioned as the central Censorship Commission (Obercensurcollegium). Actual 

analysis of pre-publication texts was also further contracted out to local censors, whose 

backgrounds varied even more. Local censors ranged from police officials to private 

scholars (Privatgelehrten) to family doctors (Hausarzt).464  

 While structures like these had become standard in almost all of the states of the 

German Confederation by the late 1830s, Saxony’s censorship institutions did diverge 

 
464 Verzeichniss der Censurbehörden, Sächsisches Hauptstaatsarchiv Dresden (hereafter SHStAD) 10736 
MdI Nr. 3898. 
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somewhat from the arrangement common to its peers like Bavaria, Baden, or 

Württemberg. In those states, as we have seen, the central Censorship Commission, 

located in the capital city, was the principal censorship institution, charged with 

overseeing the efforts of smaller-scale, subordinate censors located in other towns and 

cities. This arrangement was unsuitable for Saxony, though: Leipzig, not Dresden, was 

Saxony’s publishing center. Indeed, Leipzig was in many ways the capital of the German 

publishing industry as seat of the Booksellers Association of the German Book Trade 

(Börsenvereins des deutschen Buchhandels) starting in 1825 and home of the Leipzig 

book fair. As far back as the early eighteenth century, Leipzig represented the 

commercial heart of publishing: Germany’s closest approximation to Grub Street in its 

relative absence of patronage and dependence on a market economy.465 Consequently, 

the Leipzig censorship commission was no mere subordinate, local commission like most 

district level censorship commissions in Germany. Instead, it was responsible for a great 

deal of the censorship responsibilities for the Kingdom as a whole. Books and periodicals 

appearing in the Leipzig administrative district outnumbered those in the capital, even as 

the Dresden Censorship Commission was formally superior.466 The intervention of the 

Interior Ministry or the State Ministry signaled a break down in the normal procedures of 

censorship, a recognition of the failure of prevention. 

 What is most striking about Saxony’s institutions of censorship, however, is the 

crucial role played by university professors in them. The Leipzig Censorship Commission 

 
465 La Vopa, “The Politics of Enlightenment,” 41. 
466 Such an unusual relationship for German censorship institutions dates back at least a century. See 
Spalding, Seize the Book, Jail the Author, 102. 
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was comprised of professors from the University of Leipzig. Though formally 

subordinate to the Dresden commission, the Leipzig Commission in fact saw the majority 

of censorship work. That meant that Saxon publishers, including periodical publishers, 

often interacted first not with a state bureaucrat, but with a professor, whose ideas of 

professional responsibility stressed greater autonomy from the state. Given that Ruge was 

himself an erstwhile Privatdozent and focused much of the Jahrbücher’s coverage on 

German universities, having an academic as a censor was noteworthy. 

 Academics, of course, had always been involved in censorship in the past; what 

was changing was the nature of the academy and its relation to the state. When the 

universities were principally seminaries, theological faculties exercised great authority 

over the printed word; scholarship was examined for orthodoxy above all else. That 

began to change in the eighteenth century, as secular political authorities increasingly 

assumed responsibility for censorship from ecclesiastical authorities.467 Seventeenth-

century appeals for relaxation of censorship from Bayle, Locke, and others had primarily 

appealed to principles of religious toleration, for which the state appeared as the ultimate 

guarantor.468 Religious pluralism in the Holy Roman Empire further promoted secular 

control of censorship, as Protestants resisted being subjected to Catholic censorship for 

theological works and vice versa. Eighteenth-century states like Prussia under Frederick 

the Great or Joseph II’s Austria could count upon the support and allegiance of 

Enlightenment intellectuals in their campaigns to wrest control of the instruments of 

 
467 Lenman, “Germany,” 39. 
468 Laursen, “Literatures of Publicity,” Castiglione and Sharpe, Shifting the Boundaries, 110. 
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intellectual control from the church, although they were also prodded to exercise 

censorship with greater restraint and charity as well. 

 The change from ecclesiastical censors to secular censors naturally produced a 

change in censorship; its purpose changed from defending theological orthodoxy to 

suppressing political criticism and challenges to the state and public order. Neither in the 

eighteenth nor the nineteenth century did this focus on politics entail an abandonment of 

theology and ecclesiology as objects of concern, of course. Instead, the major shift 

occurred in the purpose and scope of censorship of religiously heterodox texts: secular 

authorities increasingly responded to Enlightenment calls for religious toleration by 

broadening the range of acceptable opinion and permitting heterodox religious views 

provided that they posed no challenge to the state.  

 The defense of orthodoxy by its possessors—university theologians—died a slow 

death. Paul Spalding argues that the last case of traditional censorship aimed at enforcing 

religious orthodoxy was the 1736 suppression of Johann Lorenz Schmidt’s Wertheim 

Bible, a rationalist translation of the Pentateuch that united Pietists, Catholics, and 

orthodox Lutherans against the author’s Wolffian interpretation of the Bible that sought 

to make rational sense of the miraculous and supernatural aspects of the Bible. After this 

case, Spalding demonstrates, the machinery of the imperial censorship system began to 

break down, especially given the concurrent crises of the uncertain Austrian succession 

and the accession of the religiously indifferent Frederick II to the Prussian throne in 

1740. Frederick was no opponent of censorship, but instead focused upon making its 
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exercise more efficient and less onerous by restricting its exercise to those instances in 

which political writers threatened state power and dignity.469 

 The cooperation between reforming absolute monarchs and Enlightenment 

intellectuals extended as well to censorship. Thanks to the work of Robert Darnton and 

others, the picture of this relationship is much clearer for France than it is for the case of 

Prussia and other German states. Malesherbes’ role as a midwife for the Encyclopédie 

during his tenure as the chief of Parisian censorship in the mid-eighteenth century is 

perhaps the clearest example of how censorship and Enlightened reform could co-exist 

and even thrive at times in the eighteenth century.470 As Sophia Rosenfeld argues, 

eighteenth-century French censors often viewed their task in much the same intellectually 

“dirigiste” terms as elite literary critics: defenders of standards of public taste and morals 

from bad literature.471 A similar relationship between Aufklärer and censorship existed in 

Germany as well. From the 1740s until at least the 1780s, the Prussian state set the tone 

for German intellectual life through an alliance between the state and its reformist 

bureaucrats and academically-trained intellectuals.472 As Reinhard Aulich argues, 

German writers and censors just as often fought together in the eighteenth century as 

against one another.473 Secular, university-trained men in state service worked as censors 

and generally pursued their goals of religious toleration and educational reform not by 

 
469 Tortarolo, “Censorship and the Conception of the Public,” 134. 
470 Robert Darnton, The Forbidden Best-sellers of Pre-revolutionary France; Robert Darnton, The Literary 
Underground of the Old Regime; See also Harrison, Circles of Censorship. 
471 Rosenfeld, “Writing the History of Censorship in the Age of Enlightenment,” 132. 
472 La Vopa, “The Politics of Enlightenment.” 
473 Reinhard Aulich, “Elemente einer funktionellen Differenzierung der literarischen Zensur,” in Göpfert 
and Weyrauch, Unmoralisch an sich—, 191. 
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challenging the institutions of censorship but by occupying them. Again, this censorship 

was different in kind from that which preceded it: less focused on doctrinal purity, more 

tolerant of disagreement carried out among enlightened elites, and more focused, again, 

on safeguarding a limited domain of public freedom by ruling out of bounds truly 

threatening ideas. Aulich argues, however, that this relationship had ended by the 

Vormärz. Examining the censorship history of the Jahrbücher challenges the notion that 

this was a completed process even as late as the early 1840s. 

CENSORSHIP AND “LITERARY LIFE” 

 
 Most histories of censorship have a protagonist—the embattled author—and an 

antagonist—the benighted censor. As this investigation demonstrates, however, censors 

could be, if not heroes, then at least protagonists in their own intellectual projects. Arnold 

Ruge was the leading spirit of the Jahrbücher, its principal editor, frequent contributor, 

and chief publicist. His formative intellectual experiences were not for the most part 

related to Hegelianism—he didn’t read Hegel until he was thirty years old—but rather in 

the liberal nationalist movement of the Burschenschaften. These experiences cost Ruge 

years of his freedom when he was a young man and continued to bar his entry into the 

Prussian professoriate.474 Yet despite this civil service ban, he still lived and breathed 

university life, and consequently, the issue of academic freedom became one of his most 

 
474 James Willard Moore, “Arnold Ruge. a Study in Democratic Caesarism” (Ph.D., University of 
California, Berkeley, 1977), 56. 
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lasting intellectual projects. Since much German thought had been academic thought, this 

was crucial for his sense of a public sphere as a whole. 

 Once regarded as philosophically insignificant critics of orthodox religion, the 

Young Hegelian movement has enjoyed a renewed interest in recent historiography. For 

most of the twentieth century, intellectual historians tended to downplay the 

philosophical significance of the Young Hegelians, either because of their failure to 

anticipate Marxism or their guilt for having done so. John Toews’ Hegelianism 

represented a correction to this tendency and once again made the movement into a 

significant object of study in its own right, and not a mere footnote in the intellectual pre-

history of Karl Marx.475 Warren Breckman’s work represents the culmination of this 

scholarly reconsideration. His Marx, the Young Hegelians, and the Origins of Radical 

Social Theory understands young Hegelianism as a radical project whose religious 

critique of Christian Personalism cannot be severed from its political import.476 

Moreover, thanks to the work of Andrew Spies on the men who made up the movement 

and the publication of the correspondence of editors of the Jahrbücher edited by Martin 

Hundt, we now know a great deal about the social background of Young Hegelianism.477 

Yet intellectual historians, with the exception of Toews, have tended to focus on the 

book-length works of the Young Hegelians, while relatively neglecting the Jahrbücher. 

 
475 John Edward Toews, Hegelianism: the Path Toward Dialectical Humanism, 1805-1841 (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1980). 
476 Warren Breckman, Marx, the Young Hegelians, and the Origins of Radical Social Theory: Dethroning 
the Self (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999). 
477 Andrew Spies, “Towards a Prosopography of Young Hegelians,” German Studies Review, Vol. 19, No. 
2 (May, 1996), pp. 321-339; Martin Hundt, Der Redaktionsbriefwechsel der Hallischen, Deutschen und 
Deutsch-Französischen Jahrbücher, 1837-1844 (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 2010). 
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The Hallische, later Deutsche Jahrbücher, however, was in many ways the public face of 

the intellectual movement. The Jahrbücher was dedicated to providing a forum for what 

its editors saw as progressive philosophy, literary criticism, and journalism. Ruge was 

under no delusion that such material would not prove challenging, although he hoped that 

the journal’s designation as scholarly and its challenging written style would persuade 

authorities that it posed no immediate threat to public order. 

 Although in time Ruge and his collaborators would come into conflict with the 

Saxon censorship authorities, the early days of the publication experienced little such 

conflict. In fact, the censors and the editors saw themselves as potential collaborators, and 

the scholarly reputation of the publication, based upon its illustrious contributors, lent it 

credibility in the eyes of authorities. The principal censor of the Jahrbücher for the 

majority of its print run was a Leipzig history professor, Wilhelm Wachsmuth. Forgotten 

today, Wachsmuth published prolifically in his lifetime, writing on history, contemporary 

politics and culture, and classics. After a decade in Halle and Kiel, Wachsmuth accepted 

a professorship at Leipzig in 1826, where he taught for the next four decades. The history 

position at Leipzig completed his transition from philology; his publications also show 

increasing interest in nineteenth-century history at the expense of works on medieval and 

classical history. Thus the censor’s academic interests coincided almost exactly with 

those of the journal’s contributors as a whole. 

 Balancing the duties of censor and scholar proved a significant challenge for 

Wachsmuth. Censoring offered him only an unpleasant distraction from his main interests 

at best; at worst it jeopardized his entire scholarly career. He had left a secure position to 
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come to Leipzig believing the new position would afford him more time to participate in 

“literary life.”478 This belief, however, proved unfounded. Instead, he found his duties as 

censor a major drain on his time. Worse, censoring impaired his standing among 

scholarly and literary circles, as he writes in 1832 to the Saxon Education Ministry: 

My professional activity and my status as a scholar and teacher as well as my 
blamelessness as a man and citizen are endangered in the utmost by the unnatural 
connection of what is primarily a purely police business with a professorial office 
directed towards scholarly research. My peace of mind and health have been most 
severely assaulted by it. 479 
 

Wachsmuth argued that if professors must act as censors, they should only censor works 

within their fields. Purely political works, in his view, needed non-scholars as censors, 

since dealing with these works impaired the scholar’s neutrality and impartiality required 

for legitimate scholarship. Furthermore, Wachsmuth’s description of political censorship 

as “purely police business” unfitting for a scholar carries with it an unmistakable note of 

derision; he seems, in fact, to concede the point that acting as a censor of political 

works—an “unnatural” act for a scholar, ought to cast doubt upon his professional good 

name.  

 Wachsmuth’s superiors in the Education Ministry responded favorably to his 

request, and because of their intercession, the Interior Ministry formally limited his 

 
478 Wilhelm Wachsmuth to Ministry of Religion and Public Instruction (Ministerium des Cultus und 
öffentlichen Unterrichts), January 12, 1832, SHStAD, 10736 MdI Nr. 2024, p. 3. 
479 “Meine Berufstätigkeit und Geltung als Gelehrter u. Docent, meine Unbescholtenheit als Mensch und 
Bürger, sind durch die unnatürliche Verbindung eines zum großen Theils rein polizeilichen Geschäftes mit 
einem auf wissenschaftliche Forschungen vorzugsweise gerichteten Lehramte in Innersten gefährdet, u. 
meine Gemuthsruhe u. Gesundheit dadurch aufs Empfindlichsten angegriffen worden.” Wilhelm 
Wachsmuth to Ministerium des Cultus und öffentlichen Unterrichts, January 12, 1832, SHStAD, 10736 
MdI Nr. 2024, p. 5. 
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responsibilities as a censor to historical and philological writings in accordance with his 

wishes.480 Wachsmuth was undoubtedly pleased to be relieved of the burden of censoring 

political publications, which brought him more work, greater government scrutiny, and 

heightened risk. The Saxon government did not, however, change its policy of assigning 

Leipzig University professors to censor political writings, even though the logic of 

Wachsmuth’s argument tended to imply such an action. Instead, Wachsmuth’s 

responsibility for censoring political works now fell to his Vaterland co-editor Friedrich 

Bülau.481 As a result of this re-assignment, Wachsmuth had every reason to believe that 

the publication he was to oversee had a scholarly, non-political character, as he had 

fought earlier to free himself from the unseemly business of censoring political speech. 

As a published author, journal editor, and professor Wachsmuth understood the 

Jahrbücher as a scholarly work subject to relaxed censorship standards and behaved in 

the first years of the Jahrbücher’s publication as if his principle responsibility was to 

shepherd the editors through the process of compliance with the censorship laws. 

 Despite the auspicious beginning of the Jahrbücher, though, Wachsmuth 

recognized the potential for difficulties with the higher authorities stemming from the 

challenges the journal posed to communicative norms of scholarship. The Jahrbücher 

struck a delicate balance between prevailing modes of scholarship and the belief that a 

new philosophy required new ways of thinking and writing. The prospectus presented to 

 
480 As a professor, Wachsmuth was responsible to Saxony’s educational bureaucracy, while as a censor he 
reported to the Interior Ministry. It is telling that he appealed not to his superiors as a censor, but those as a 
professor, for mediation to address his misgivings about the work of censoring. 
481 Namen-Verzeichnis der vom 1.1.1837 angestellten Herren Censoren, Archiv des deutschen 
Börsenvereins, H3 75/1. 
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the Leipzig district government, responsible for administering censorship of periodicals, 

introduced the journal as a scholarly publication drawing upon Germany’s leading minds. 

It would primarily focus on historical scholarship, national literature, and classical 

philology. The prospectus does not much address the religious criticism that became the 

journal’s hallmark. On the sensitive question of how the journal would address a broader 

public, though, the editors stressed the quality of its expected readership: 

The Hallische Jahrbücher are to be written by academic specialists, but not 
exclusively for academic specialists, but instead for the educated world as a 
whole, which today engages with the real progress and general significance of 
every branch of science. Thus [the journal] would elevate itself out of the 
particularity of isolated journalism to become a true instrument of the general 
spirit and its self-consciousness.482 

 
Thus the publishers stressed the journal’s place within an educated public sphere, outside 

of but connected with the academy. Focusing upon the role of specialists (Fachgelehrten) 

to relate their disciplines to an overarching philosophical whole, the prospectus offers a 

classic representation of the social role of the intellectual in his relation to his public and 

to his society as a whole.483 The district government agreed that the journal was 

scholarly, informing the Interior Ministry that per §56 of the Press Police Ordinance of 

October 13, 1836, the journal required no special concession, or revocable permit to 

 
482 “Prospekt der Hallischen Jahrbücher, ” January 1838, Hundt, Redaktionsbriefwechsel, 56. 
483 Bruce Robbins has analyzed the uneasy linkage between intellectuals and the academy: on the one 
hand, academic training and professionalization have been crucial in asserting intellectual legitimacy before 
a broader public, while on the other hand, “academization” involves the potential for bureaucratization and 
co-optation by state or capitalist forces. He persuasively argues that the notion of intellectuals as 
“Luftmenschen,” or free-floating and independent forces has fostered an unrealistic and counterproductive 
demand that 'true' intellectuals have few institutional ties. See his Secular Vocations. 
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publish.484 The purpose of this exception was to streamline censorship for publications 

thought to possess social value and to avoid additional censorship for works deemed 

unlikely to reach the uneducated masses.  

 Ironically, the first traces of a relationship between the journal’s editors and its 

censors are not to be found in rejections, but rather in submissions to the journal. In the 

prospectus, Bülau appears as a contributor. Friedrich von Bülau was a professor at 

Leipzig from 1829 until 1859 in the Philosophical Faculty, where he taught courses on 

politics and diplomacy. Like Wachsmuth, Bülau was also a prolific author, whose works 

focused primarily on Staatswissenschaft and contemporary diplomatic relations between 

the European states. Although he discussed multiple possible contributions with Ruge, 

only two of Bülau’s pieces actually appeared: an 1838 biographical sketch of Friedrich 

Dahlmann and an 1840 review of Nikolaus Julius’s Nordamerikas sittliche Zustände, a 

work on prison reform. While Wachsmuth did not contribute to the journal, he did submit 

copies of his published works to Ruge with enthusiastic requests that they be reviewed in 

the Jahrbücher.485  

 It is worth taking a moment to look into Bülau’s sketch of Dahlmann because it 

reveals the attitude towards scholarship that characterizes the censors of the Jahrbücher, 

and indeed many censors. At the time, Dahlmann was best known as one of the Göttingen 

 
484 Leipzig Kreis government to Interior Ministry, October 20, 1837, SHStAD 10736 MdI Nr. 3732, p. 1 
recto. 
485 Although Wachsmuth did not write for the journal, Ruge did once consider him for an assignment. In an 
undelivered draft of a letter from June 4, 1840, Ruge proposed that Wachsmuth analyze the ongoing 
“Magdeburger Bilderstreit,” a theological controversy about the divinity of Christ that played out in the 
popular press. Ruge appealed to Wachsmuth on the basis of their shared political liberalism. Hundt, 
Redaktionsbriefwechsel, 558. 
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Seven—tenured professors fired in 1837 for protesting Duke Ernst August’s abrogation 

of the Hanoverian Constitution. In addressing this topic, the censor-intellectual faced a 

dilemma. As a censor, Bülau had to respect official policy regarding political discussion. 

Yet as a professor of history, he was a colleague of Dahlmann; moreover, Bülau’s article 

was to appear in a journal explicitly dedicated to promoting academic freedom. He had to 

strike a balance between supporting a colleague, objectively assessing a scholar, and 

condemning political resistance to authorities through the printed word.  

 These tensions permeate Bülau’s work. He praises Dahlmann not for his political 

courage or scholarly significance, but instead for his impartiality and independence. 

Bülau castigates partisanship as an impediment to seeking the truth and as a source of 

needless dogmatism and rigidity. Dahlmann, though, resists the negative effects 

associated with academic partisanship: bending the historical truth to justify pre-

conceived conclusions. In Bülau’s view, this independent drive for the truth does not lead 

to an unbending zealotry either. Instead, he depicts Dahlmann as a meliorative 

pragmatist: “His ideal is: the good that is possible under the existing circumstances.”486 

What is plainly apparent is that Bülau’s description of Dahlmann also functions as an 

idealized self-conception and apology for the intellectual employed by the state: 

“[Dahlmann] stood upon the side of the state because he was convinced that only with it 

could his work be accomplished.”487 Scholars acting as state servants can thus have 

intellectual independence and integrity while working on behalf of the state; in fact, the 
 

486 Friedrich Bülau, “Characteristik über Dahlmann,“ Die Hallesche Jahrbücher für deutsche Wissenschaft 
und Kunst, Arnold Ruge and Theodor Echtermeyer, eds., Issue 6, January 6, 1838, (Leipzig: Otto Wigand 
Verlag), 44.  
487 Bülau, “Characteristik über Dahlmann,” 44. 
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desire to work for the state arises from an understandable aspiration to work through the 

state and not simply for it. Needless to say, this view was pervasive among moderate 

liberals in the Vormärz. 

 The most difficult subject for an admirer of Dahlmann like Bülau to address is 

Dahlmann’s public protest against Ernst August in 1837. Bülau’s treatment of 

Dahlmann’s actions reveals the tension and difficulty faced by the censor-intellectual; at 

no point in the article do the words “Hannover,” “Göttingen,” “dismissal,” “Ernst 

August,” or “academic freedom” appear. As a censor, Bülau understood how to discuss 

controversial events. He also knew his audience would be familiar with the case and left 

out specifics that could provoke hostility from Hannover. Bülau’s readers without prior 

knowledge of the occurrence would come away mystified, while cognoscenti could 

discuss the incident without fear of censorship. Although he tries to cryptically dismiss 

“the well-known, consequential events of recent days,” he could not easily brush such a 

subject aside. 488 Instead, he seeks ways to temper the meaning of Dahlmann’s 

insubordination, stressing Dahlmann’s loyalty to principle and not party, for instance. 

SEEDS OF CONFRONTATION 

 
 Although the journal’s censors were partially invested in its success and its 

quality, they nonetheless vigilantly guarded against perceived excesses. Those excesses 

often came in the form of polemics against the movement’s philosophical critics on the 

Right, and Wachsmuth’s first major intervention as a censor came in an effort to end such 

 
488Ibid., 46. 
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a dispute. In late 1838, Heinrich Leo, the conservative Hegelian, published an attack on 

the circle of main contributors the Jahrbücher. In “Die Hegelingen,” Leo attacked Strauss 

and Ruge for religious heterodoxy and ultimately all but called for the Young Hegelians 

to be thrown in prison.489 Leo, like many Hegelians otherwise unsympathetic to Strauss, 

had actually published in the Jahrbücher in 1838. Leo was one of the Right Hegelians 

who abandoned the journal after its year because of distaste with its radicalism.490 His 

attack on the Young Hegelians was part of his self-appointed mission to defend the pillars 

of Christian society. Leo’s acquaintanceship with members of Frederick William IV’s 

camarilla also augured the difficulties Left Hegelians would face from the conservative 

Romantic when he became Prussian king in 1840. 

 The young philosopher Ludwig Feuerbach, at that time fast eclipsing David 

Friedrich Strauss as the most prominent Young Hegelian critic of orthodox Christianity, 

wrote “Der Wahre Gesichtpunkt,” as a rejoinder to Leo. In the piece, Feuerbach sought to 

defend the practice of philosophy from religious intolerance, in Feuerbach’s view a 

central problem for philosophy throughout its history. Wachsmuth informed Ruge on 

March 4, 1839 that the Leipzig Censorship Commission had ordered the article cut before 

its halfway-point.491 Where the Kreisdirection was focused on the administrative aspects 

of censorship, the Censorship Commission in Saxony was the deliberative authority to 

which the censors reported. Its decision to cut the remainder of the article represented the 

 
489 Leo analogizes the Young Hegelian “seduction of the innocent” to heathen child sacrifice before sieges 
and argues that they represent a dangerous force that could dissolve the bonds of morality that prevent such 
pagan atrocities from recurring. Heinrich Leo, Die Hegelingen; Actenstücke und Belege zu der s.g. 
Denunciation der ewigen Wahrheit ... (Halle, 1838), 43–44. 
490 Spies, “Towards a Prosopography of Young Hegelians,” 331.  
491 Arnold Ruge, Aktenstücke, 5. 
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first documented instance in which Ruge and Wachsmuth alone could not reach 

accommodations on articles. 

 Ruge appealed to the Privy Councilor and head of the Gesamtministerium 

Bernhard von Lindenau, a supporter of the journal, to try to overrule the Censorship 

Commission.492 Lindenau, himself an astronomer and supporter of the arts and sciences, 

had entered state service in Saxony after a career in Altenburg, the small liberal enclave 

in Thuringia just southwest of Saxony, in which he collaborated on the drafting of a 

liberal constitution in 1818. Lindenau’s support for the journal as a forum for the 

advancement of Wissenschaft is thus wholly in accordance with his public actions, and 

Ruge had good reason to see him as a sympathetic and influential defender of the 

Jahrbücher. In his entreaty to Lindenau, Ruge argued that this kind of censorship as 

enshrining one view, Orthodox Lutheranism, as the only permitted view. Legally, 

theological heterodoxy was tolerated; an attack on Christianity in itself was not. 

Wachsmuth stated that the article was truncated because it went beyond critiquing a 

particular part of Christianity to attack the whole; Ruge’s response was to assert 

Feuerbach’s critique as an expression of Christianity that, while heterodox, was within 

the bounds of an accepted cultural tradition. Yet the more telling argument he offered 

was about the nature of scholarship. Repeatedly, Ruge contrasted the spirit of scholarship 

with hypocrisy, and argued that permission to explore and examine religious heterodoxy 

is a prerequisite for arriving at any kind of true belief.  

 
492 As chairman of the Gesamtministerium, Lindenau was the equivalent of a contemporary 
Ministerpräsident of a Bundesland. This formal power, however, masks Lindenau’s relative isolation in the 
Jarhbücher case: he appears to be the only major supporter of the journal within the upper reaches of the 
Saxon government. 
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 After arguing that the object of Feuerbach’s critical analysis ought to be fair 

game, Ruge pivoted to examine the nature of Feuerbach’s essay as a written product: 

Feuerbach’s essay is purely scholarly, with many citations from the Catholic 
Church fathers and from Lutheran Orthodoxy. The Hallische Jahrbücher are read 
only by the most highly educated men and such young men for whom all the 
sources of heterodoxy in Lessing, Schiller, Goethe, and Herder, which Feuerbach 
names are already available and well known.493 

  
Here, Ruge employs a number of tropes to demonstrate the scholarly nature of both the 

article in question and the journal as a whole: the quality of its readership, including its 

younger readers, of whom authorities might be particularly suspicious, the appeal to 

cultural icons of preceding generations, and the stress upon Feuerbach’s adherence to 

scholarly protocol. Ultimately, Ruge’s protestations fell upon deaf ears; as often proved 

the case under the German Confederation’s censorship system, however, a piece 

eviscerated in one state was published more or less as is in another jurisdiction. 

Feuerbach’s essay appeared in full in Baden shortly after the failure of Ruge’s appeal. 

 In fact, reading Feuerbach’s article in light of this censorship process makes it 

clear that the censors’ proposed cuts sought to prune those elements deemed less 

scholarly—especially humor. Since the censors cut the article completely after a certain 

point, examining the directly following paragraphs, which contain the most withering 

sarcasm in the piece, proves instructive. Up to that point, Feuerbach argues that the 

conflict between religious orthodoxy and philosophy was nothing new; instead, it was 

merely the continuation of the progressive displacement of religion’s claims to explain 

 
493 Arnold Ruge to Bernhard von Lindenau, March 5, 1839, Ruge, Aktenstücke, 7. 
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the natural world begun even before Descartes. Religion, Feuerbach argues, trespasses on 

the domain of philosophy as the rational approach to the world when it makes positive 

claims about nature and humanity without evidence or argumentation. Human beings 

make these claims, and thus create “positive” religions out of the self-serving, immature 

desire to make the world conform to their own fantasies, rather than accept reality. The 

censor let pass a good number of provocations: Feuerbach sees religion originating in the 

feminine, philosophy in the masculine; religion is old and decaying, philosophy young 

and vibrant; paradoxically, religion is childish and immature, while philosophy is mature 

and sober. 

 After the censor’s cut, however, Feuerbach commences a sarcastic critique of the 

notion that philosophy must conform to Christian principles in its methods or 

conclusions. Perhaps belaboring the joke, he elaborates further on how Astronomy, 

Geology, Mathematics, Botany, and Mineralogy would become absurd if they were 

constrained to biblical principles, using actual eighteenth-century Christian texts to 

punctuate the farce.494 Tellingly, these passages are merely comical hyperbole designed 

to illustrate principles already established by argumentation. Censorship thus addresses 

the tone and presentation more than the substantive critique here. 

 Upon learning of the article’s rejection as is, Feuerbach requested that Ruge 

return it to him. He also noted archly what he thought was Ruge’s own editorial 

concession to censorship: “I do not take ill the minor change of  ‘Christian’ to ‘ostensibly 

 
494 Ludwig Feuerbach, Ueber Philosophie und Christenthum, in Beziehung auf den der Hegel’schen 
Philosophie gemachten Vorwurf der Unchristlichkeit, (Mannheim: Hoff & Heuser, 1839), 16. 
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Christian,’ although ultimately it is necessary also to unmask the hypocrisy of 

Christianity as well.”495 Ruge, clearly concerned to be seen as complicit with censorship, 

vehemently blamed all changes on the censor. Wachsmuth’s “minor change,” though, 

was in fact precisely calculated to navigate the challenges of censorship. So long as it 

appealed to a higher, “real” Christianity, Young Hegelian religious critique could claim 

to exist within the permitted framework of religious criticism. The points of open 

contention were therefore whether the content of the journal in fact supported such a 

reading and whether the form of the journal was appropriate to such a goal. 

 Later in 1839, the Jahrbücher were once again the subject of a censorship 

imbroglio, this time over Ruge’s article “Karl Streckfuß und das Preußenthum.” This 

time the publisher, Otto Wigand, also fought for the Streckfuß article, bemoaning with 

exasperation the laborious efforts of pleading with the authorities to Ruge.496 In fact, 

Wigand and Ruge both trusted they could call upon support in the Saxon government 

when they felt Wachsmuth was the principal obstacle. As the controversy over 

Feuerbach’s article showed, Wigand and Ruge believed their benefactor von Lindenau 

could overrule local censorship. Ultimately, Ruge and Echterrmeyer’s article ran in the 

Jahrbücher from November 1-4, 1839 and became one of its most significant articles of 

the early years. The article, ostensibly a review of Karl Streckfuß’s Ueber die Garantien 

der preußischen Zustände, presents the objections of a “Württemberger” (in reality the 

Prussian subject Ruge) to the Prussian patriotism of the conservative Streckfuß. The 

 
495 Ludwig Feuerbach to Ruge, February 4, 1839, in Hundt, Redaktionsbriefwechsel, 308. 
496 Otto Wigand to Ruge, October 14, 1839, Ibid., 417. 
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thrust of Ruge’s argument is that constitutional Germany is no enemy to Prussia’s greater 

interests, but instead a source of alliance and strength should Prussia take the lead in 

forging a constitutional, national state. Ruge suggests that the censorship of the article 

was more focused upon his criticism of the religious politics of the Prussian 

conservatives than the constitutional issues and “foreign relations” of Prussia, suggesting 

that the Saxon censorship authorities alone probably opposed the tone of the article’s 

religious critique.497 

 From late 1839 until the end of 1841, however, only isolated incidents of strife 

over censorship occurred.498 Given most historians’ tendency to view this period of the 

journal’s history as a phase of ever-increasing radicalization, that ought to surprise us. 

Unfortunately for the historian, calm and relatively uncontentious relations between 

author and censor leave little trace. The discussion of the Hanoverian Constitutional 

Conflict in the review of Bülau’s book is one example of a minor censorship case.499 

Discussion of the issue in a journal published by men of “questionable” political beliefs 

only made Saxon authorities suspicious, even when the discussion took place in the 

context of a review of a work by one of their very own censors. Ruge also wrote to 

Wachsmuth to thank him for his prudence in dealing with the article series “Der 

Protestantismus und die Romantik.” For Ruge, “Romanticism” was always a loaded 

term—and a target. This piece, ostensibly art criticism, is in fact a political manifesto for 

 
497 Arnold Ruge to Robert Prutz, December 1, 1839, Ibid., 460. 
498 Ruge, Aktenstücke, 10. 
499 Wilhelm Wachsmuth to Arnold Ruge, January 29, 1840, Hundt, Redaktionsbriefwechsel, 495. 
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Ruge and Echtermeyer.500 Ruge associates Protestantism with academic freedom, in that 

Protestantism is progressive and evolutionary, not reactionary and inward like 

Romanticism. For Ruge, this Protestantism in theory had been degraded in practice by the 

embrace of Romanticism—a quintessential Catholic attitude—on the part of nominal 

Protestants. The critique of dead orthodoxy and authoritarian repression thus represents a 

renewal of the core essence of Protestantism, and not an affront to it. Despite his 

disappointment in the censorship, however, at this stage Ruge could appreciate that 

Wachsmuth’s exercise of discretion and judgment early on could help avoid a complete 

prohibition.501 

MINISTERIAL INTERVENTION AND PRUSSIAN PRESSURE 

 
 The turning point in censorship of the Jahrbücher came in 1841. The sharpening 

of censorship began when Prussia demanded that Ruge submit his journal to Prussian, 

rather than Saxon censorship. Prussian demands reflected the contradictory effects of 

Frederick William IV’s accession to the throne, which brought both a liberalization of 

some forms of censorship and a sharpening of others, about which more will be said later. 

Ruge interpreted Prussia’s demand as the opening salvo of a Prussian campaign to 

suppress the Jahrbücher. He moved to Dresden and changed the journal’s name to the 

Deutsche Jahrbücher. In November 1841, the Saxon Ministry of the Interior began to 

intervene. In an instruction to the Leipzig Censorship Commission, the Interior Minister 

 
500 Bernadette Collenberg-Plotnikov, “The Aesthetics of the Hegelian School” in Douglas Moggach, ed., 
Politics, Religion, and Art: Hegelian Debates (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 2011), 215. 
501 Arnold Ruge to Wilhelm Waschmuth, Feburary 29, 1840. Hundt, Redaktionsbriefwechsel, 509. 
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Eduard von Nostitz-Jänckendorf stressed that the Jahrbücher had reached an increasingly 

broad public more vulnerable to abuses of the press.502 As the head of the Interior 

Ministry from 1836 to 1844, Nostitz-Jänckendorf had succeeded Lindenau and shifted the 

ministry in a conservative direction. Nostitz-Jänckendorf shared the fear that the 

Jahrbücher was reaching popular audiences with local authorities in Leipzig as well. As 

the Leipzig Censorship Commission would make clear, however, this was not only 

through the journal’s own, rather small circulation, but through its articles reprinted in 

other publications.503  

 Moreover, there is another way to interpret the Ministry’s concerns about the 

Jahrbücher’s changing public. Rather than seeing the “broad” public as a comment about 

the actual quantity and/or quality of the Jahrbücher’s readers, the statement pertains to 

the style and perceived intent of the editors and authors in itself, without regard to actual 

reception. Specifically, censorship authorities time and again argue that departures from a 

certain written style of academic scholarship represent dangerous attempts to extend the 

boundaries of scholarship. These dangerous “excesses” include the use of mockery, 

sarcasm, and hyperbole, as well as the engaged and partisan tone found in parts (and only 

parts) of the Jahrbücher. Deviations from the studious impartiality of the responsible 

scholar were ipso facto an effort to reach a non-academic, under-educated and dangerous 

public. 

 
502 Interior Ministry to Leipzig Censorship Commission, November 18, 1841, SHStAD 10736 MdI Nr. 
3732, p. 6 recto. 
503 Leipzig Censorship Commission to Interior Ministry, Novermber 23, 1841, SHStAD 10736 MdI Nr. 
3732, p. 13 recto. 
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 The Leipzig Censorship Commission’s response to Ruge stressed its concern over 

the direction the journal had taken since its name change. The Commission hoped that 

preventive censorship would suffice, provided the censor exercise greater scrutiny; any 

harsher measures might threaten the integrity and progress of Wissenschaft.504 Censoring 

the Jahrbücher, however, severely tries the censor’s ability to moderate political speech, 

because, in the Commission’s view, the journal as a whole is destructive and dangerous, 

but it is difficult in every case to specify precisely which individual parts are at fault. Yet 

after a perceptive analysis of the difficulties of dealing with a genre-defying publication 

like the Jahrbücher, the Commission falls back on the promise to refer the censor once 

more to the guidelines. Such vague instructions were issued periodically in every state in 

the German Confederation and usually held little value in practice in difficult cases. It is 

therefore unsurprising that this measure seems to have accomplished little. 

 The Saxon Ministry of the Interior sent Ruge an official decree on December 10, 

1841 informing him of its increased scrutiny of the journal. In the decree, the Ministry 

declares that it can no longer tolerate the “spirit” with which the journal is edited and 

censored. That is, the ministry’s first criticism falls equally on Ruge and Wachsmuth, 

both of whom bear responsibility for the dangers posed by the journal. The problems 

stem not only from the content and tone of the journal but also from its increasing 

publicity, and here the context of Prussian pressure becomes apparent. While the 

Jahrbücher’s print run never exceeded 800 for a single issue, as Ruge would later point 

 
504 Leipzig Censorship Commission  to Interior Ministry, Novermber 23, 1841, SHStAD 10736 MdI Nr. 
3732, p. 10 recto. 
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out in his ironic defense against the charge of popular appeal, many more people read 

portions of the journal excerpted in other publications, a common journalistic practice of 

the day.505 The heart of the matter of how the journal is to be censored remains the 

question of its scholarly character. To the Interior Ministry, the Jahrbücher forfeited its 

purely scholarly character because of this growing public appeal.506  

 Furthermore, the Ministry argued that the Jahrbücher had abandoned the 

appropriate methods of scholarship to engage in a form of advocacy which meant that 

different censorship standards were to henceforth apply. Scholarship was built up slowly 

and constructively, through accretion of knowledge and corrections through disinterested 

examination of principles. In contrast, the editors of the Deutsche Jahrbücher were 

engaged in a political and religious “revolutionary path of negation.”507 The “intellectual 

means” of the editors and contributors, which the ministry could not deny, were 

nevertheless in the service of a non-scholarly program aimed at the destruction of pillars 

of the existing order. Therefore, the ministry argued that continuation of the journal 

required that the talents and abilities of its creators be turned towards pure scholarship, 

and specifically away from writing which aimed at appealing to a broad audience. The 

letter ended with a note that the censor had been admonished to follow the dictates of the 

censorship instruction more closely. 

 
505 Arnold Ruge, “Petition an den Hohen Zweiten Kammer der Ständesversammlung,” SHStAD 10736 
MdI Nr. 3732. 
506 Leipzig Censorship Commission to Arnold Ruge, December 10, 1841, Ruge, Aktenstücke, 12. 
507 “revolutionären Bahn des Negirens” Nostitz-Jänckendorff used precisely this phrase communicating the 
policy to the Leipzig Censorship Collegium as well. Interior Ministry to Leipzig Censorship Commission, 
November 18, 1841, SHStAD 10736 MdI Nr. 3732, p. 7 recto. 
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 The first manifestation of this increased censorship came only several days later 

when Wachsmuth informed Ruge he could not publish an announcement for Hoffmann 

von Fallersleben’s Unpolitische Lieder. Wachsmuth also told Ruge that future articles 

about Prussia would be censored with less indulgence than before.508 Ruge assured 

Wachsmuth of his compliance to the Saxon authorities, stressing his complete support for 

the constitution of Saxony in a clever allusion to the fact that he was aware Prussia, a 

state without a constitution, was behind the decision. He also let Wachsmuth know that 

he planned to focus more on religious and philosophical questions in the journal and 

avoid direct discussions of Prussian politics.  

 Yet Ruge was mistaken in his belief that avoiding commentary on current politics 

would mollify the authorities. In late January 1842, the Leipzig Censorship Commission 

informed the Interior Ministry that the Jahrbücher remained dedicated to the “dissolution 

of all religious and social relations.”509 Yet beyond this charge, it also tellingly described 

scholarly vices as well, namely its one-sided partisanship and lack of voices of dissent 

from its editorial line. Needless to say, such a criticism—that a publication needed to be 

censored because of its intolerance for dissent—reveals the contradiction at the heart of 

censorship carried out on behalf of Wissenschaft. The Interior Ministry expressed 

growing skepticism that the normal practices of censorship would suffice. The 

Jahrbücher were “impermissible in tendency and tone,” and the Ministry was 

unconvinced Wachsmuth could trim it in such a way that it would be acceptable. Once 

 
508 Wilhelm Wachsmuth to Arnold Ruge, December 15, 1841, Ruge, Aktenstücke, 13. 
509 “Auflösung aller kirchliche und soziale Verhältnisse.” Leipzig Censorship Commission to Interior 
Ministr , January 22, 1842, SHStAD 10736 MdI Nr. 3732, p. 22 verso. 
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again, the use of Tendenz as a criteria of censorship implied a holistic approach to 

judging the effects of a work through criteria that were, to contemporaries, especially 

subjective. 

 Wachsmuth’s position became tenuous: the Ministry urged the Censorship 

Commission to either ensure he fulfills his duty or suspend him completely, a step he felt 

might endanger his academic career.510 After this correspondence, the Interior Ministry 

felt it had satisfied Prussian demands for the moment.511 On February 12 the Saxon Privy 

Councilor and member of the Censorship Commission Johann Paul von Falkenstein 

warned Ruge that the Jahrbücher had not turned away from its tendency of promoting the 

dissolution of religious and social relations.512 Falkenstein, who would go on to succeed 

Nostitz-Jänckendorf as Interior Minster the following year, was also a former lecturer 

(Privatdozent) at Leipzig and supporter of the University within the government. 

Falkenstein served Ruge with a formal notice that prohibition of the journal was on the 

table, while the previous response had stressed how undesirable this step remained. 

 Both editor and censor believed a ban could come at any moment. “We have now 

arrived at the catastrophe,” wrote Wachsmuth. “I now see that, even in matters not 

actually political, censorship will have to be completely different than before.”513 As a 

former editor himself, Wachsmuth was sensitive to the practical challenges of 

publication. He stressed to Wigand his goal of avoiding ruining already printed issues. In 

 
510 Interior Ministry to Leipzig Censorship Commission February 3, 1842, SHStAD 10736 MdI Nr. 3732, 
p. 36-7. 
511 Interior Ministry to Ministry of Foreign Affairs, February 3, 1842, SHStAD 10736 MdI Nr. 3732, p. 38 
recto. 
512 Leipzig Censorship Commission to Arnold Ruge, February 12, 1842, Ruge, Aktenstücke, 15. 
513 Wilhelm Wachsmuth to Otto Wigand, February 16, 1842. Ibid., 16. 
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Ruge’s eyes, however, fulfilling Falkenstein’s demands was impossible. Harsh 

censorship only encouraged Ruge to abandon efforts at moderation, and he submitted a 

series of articles Wachsmuth rejected and/or severely cut, including a review of 

Feuerbach’s epochal Das Wesen des Christenthums. Meanwhile, the Leipzig authorities 

used the pretext of the name change to demand the journal apply for a permit concession, 

even though the publisher had been informed in 1837 the Jahrbücher did not require one. 

Behind this pretense was the intimation to Wigand that, were he to apply for a 

concession, he might forestall a full prohibition as well as the new stipulation that the 

Kreis government in addition to the individual censor review each article. This policy 

was onerous to the publisher and clearly reflected the mistrust for the censor among the 

higher authorities. Wigand was not aware, however, that at this stage the Ministry was 

still uncertain of the possible public effects of such a ban and hoped that censorship under 

new conditions would suffice.514 

 Thereafter, Ruge turned, without much hope for success, to a “highly-placed 

statesman” with a defense of his work.515 Ruge appeals to the Saxon state to resist 

Prussian pressure; “Saxony is forced to pronounce the anathema while Prussia avoids the 

odium of having the police shut down a purely philosophical journal.”516 As for the 

charges of damaging religion, Ruge calls them pure witch-hunting (Ketzermacherei), an 

infringement of the “Protestant” principle of freedom of conscience. To the extent that he 

 
514 Leipzig Kreis government to Interior Ministry , March 12, 1842, SHStAD 10736 MdI Nr. 3732, pp. 46-
7. 
515 This letter does not appear in the archival record of the censorship of the Deutsche Jahrbücher and was 
likely not addressed to a Ministry. The recipient is probably von Lindenau, the highest placed official 
continuing to support the editors. Ruge, Aktenstücke, 22. 
516 Ibid., 23. 
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hopes for any immediate relief from censorship, it is in the actions of a “free” statesman 

acting according to principles of honor and respect for scholarship. The censor, he 

tellingly argues, has already been cut out of exercising his own judgment.517 Wachsmuth 

confirms as much, urging Wigand to simply go over his head for any objections from that 

point on and assuring Ruge that he would prefer to no longer censor the journal, but has 

no choice in the matter.518  

 Yet while Ruge had more or less resigned himself to a slow and protracted death 

of the journal, Wachsmuth still held out hope that an actual prohibition could be averted. 

He sent Ruge a copy of the second volume of his Geschichte des Frankreichs in der 

Zeitalter der Revolution in April 1842, together with yet another notification of a rejected 

article. The hope for continuation rested, he asserted, on whether relations with Prussia 

change, although the pressure on theological matters had an origin closer to home as 

well.519 Wachsmuth here hints at the difference between Prussia’s problems with the 

Jahrbücher and Saxony’s: most of the journal’s political focus was on Prussia, not 

because it was particularly reactionary, but instead because it was the hope of German 

liberals and nationalists. Austria could be largely dismissed; Prussia’s politics mattered. 

Furthermore, Ruge tended to praise Saxony, especially for its constitution, as a way of 

criticizing Prussia while ingratiating his new hosts. Yet Saxony had been the traditional 

heart of Lutheran orthodoxy, and the church, while certainly diminished in status since 

the eighteenth century, still retained the ability to register its complaints about the radical 

 
517 Ibid., 27. 
518 Ibid., 38. 
519 Ibid., 19. 
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criticism of traditional biblical Christianity. After reiterating several months later the 

challenge Ruge would face in discussing Christianity, Wachsmuth described their current 

circumstance as a time of crisis, implying that the new standards, while severe, might be 

nonetheless temporary.  

 Taken together, Wachsmuth’s behavior suggests he saw the sharpening of 

censorship as potentially temporary and wanted Ruge to weather a temporary spike in the 

authorities’ attention. In fact, Wachsmuth’s suggestion appeared wise, at least for the 

time being. Where the journal saw countless articles in March, April, and May cut 

completely (many of which would later appear in Ruge’s Anekdota zur neuesten 

Philosophie, including Marx’s critical examination of the turn in censorship), by June 

whole editions sailed through censorship. Thus the journal once again survived. In fact, 

Ruge in later testimony described the censorship of late 1842 as the laxest the journal 

faced. This resulted not, however, because of greater lassitude on the part of the 

authorities. Rather, it happened because the normal procedures of censorship had broken 

down and the multiple parties in Dresden and Leipzig concerned with silencing the 

critical tendencies of the Jahrbücher had not yet coalesced behind a plan.  

 That plan would wait until June, when he Saxon Censorship Commission, at the 

behest of the Interior Ministry, replaced Wachsmuth with Bülau, a contributor to the 

journal only a few years before.520 Nonetheless, preventive censorship proved ineffectual 

to meet the Interior Ministry’s goals. On December 17, 1842, Nostitz-Jänckendorf, 

 
520 Interior Ministry to Gesamtministerium, December 17, 1842, SHStAD 10736 MdI Nr. 3732, p. 65 
recto. 
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informed the Cabinet of his belief that censorship had failed because of its excessive 

liberality, which only invited further provocation.521 The Cabinet met before the month 

ended and voted for the revocation of the journal’s concession, granted only nine months 

prior. Nostitz-Jänckendorf sums up the government’s difficulties with the Jahrbücher 

aptly:  

The protection against abuse of the press offered by censorship appears 
insufficient, indeed almost futile, if, instead of individual transgressions, the entire 
tendency of a writer or editor is criminal and dangerous instead. When continually 
and in every expression, as is the case here, the writer defends his principles with 
particular adroitness and vehemence, the censor faces the dilemma of either 
permitting many unlawful expressions or striking everything. The current 
situation demonstrates how the difficulty of an appropriate application of 
censorship in such circumstances, where one must repeatedly complain over the 
printing of impermissible essays despite the fact that both the former and the 
current censors are men whose wisdom and loyalty cannot be denied.522 

 
The important point to note from this passage is the acknowledgement of the difficulty a 

censor faces in simply striking the whole. Prior censorship, as exercised throughout the 

German Confederation, was designed to empower censors to make marginal changes 

where they could render works “safe” for the public and suppress only those works which 

could not. Withdrawal of the concession, as well as the dubious proceedings that led the 

 
521 Interior Ministry to Gesamtministerium, December 17, 1842, SHStAD 10736 MdI Nr. 3732, p. 65. 
522 “Der Schutz, welchen die Censur gegen Preßmißbrauch gewähre, erscheine unzureichend, ja fast 
unwirksam, wenn nicht einzelne Überschreitungen in Frage kämen, sondern die ganze Tendenz eines 
Schriftstellers oder Redacteurs strafbar und gefährlich sei; sich fortwährend und bei jeder Äußerung geltend 
mache und auf diese Weise besonders dann, wenn wie hier der Fall, der Schriftsteller seien Gründsätze mit 
besonderer Gewandtheit vertheidige und auszusprechen nicht wisse, der Censor in die Alternative gestellt 
werde, entweder viele censurwidrige Äußerungen drucken zu lassen, oder Alles zu streichen. Wie 
schwierig eine angemessene Handhabung der Censur unter solchen Umstände sei, beweise das vorliegende 
Verhältnisse, wo man wiederholt über den Druck censurwidriger Aufsätze zu klagen habe, ungeachtet 
sowohl der vorige, als der jetzige Censor Männer seien, denen Man weder Weisheit noch Loyalität der 
Gesinnungen absprechen könne.” Gesamtministerium to Interior Ministry, December 29, 1842, SHStAD 
10736 MdI Nr. 3732, pp. 77-78. 
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government to demand a pre-publication concession four years into the Jahrbücher’s 

print run, demonstrates that even with censors like Wachsmuth and Bülau—“wise” and 

“loyal”—the prospect of decimating whole essays, rather than attempting the insufficient 

individual changes of censorship, was forbidding. This squares with what we know of 

Wachsmuth from his correspondence; he loathed cutting whole pieces and attempted to 

steer Ruge away from those things that would prompt prohibitive censorship. Naturally, 

this activity is still censorship, only a much more collaborative, productive form, more 

congenial to intellectuals acting as censors than the prohibit-confiscate-punish model of 

police authorities, from which, as we have seen, censors like Wachsmuth hoped to keep 

themselves distant.  

 Within the cabinet, only Lindenau dissented, largely on procedural grounds, 

arguing that the censor should simply strike every objectionable essay until entire series 

of issues were unprintable. Ruge protested the decision in a lengthy defense to the 

Interior Ministry, and, at this time assured of his petition’s failure, he holds back nothing. 

He opens by challenging the legality of the censorship laws as a whole, arguing that §35 

of the Saxon Constitution contradicted the Press Police Ordnance of 1836, the law 

regulating censorship in Saxony. §35 stated that “Matters of the press and the book trade 

will be regulated by a law which will affirm freedom [of the press] as a principle, in 

accordance with the prescriptions of federal law and of protection against abuse.”523 This 

 
523 “Die Angelegenheiten der Presse und des Buchhandels werden durch ein Gesetz geordnet werden, 
welches die Freiheit derselben, unter Berücksichtigung der Vorschriften der Bundesgesetze und der 
Sicherung gegen Mißbrauch, als Grundsatz feststellen wird.” Verfassungsurkunde für das Königreich 
Sachsen (04.09.1831), in: documentArchiv.de [Ed.], 
http://www.documentArchiv.de/nzjh/verfsachsen.html, (September 2012). 
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illegal action, Ruge argues, arose out of a blind opposition to novelty, not a reasoned 

judgment of the actual consequences of his work. Ruge recognizes, however, that this 

challenge to the constitutionality of the law will be futile, and thus grudgingly bases his 

primary defense on the disputed Press Police Ordinance. §56 of this decree stipulated that 

scholarly journals did not require concessions, and thus the requirement of a concession 

in March of the prior year had been in error. Ruge defended his journal’s scholarly 

character against the protestations of the state that he had exceeded the boundaries of 

scholarship. 

 The problem of such a defense, as Ruge notes, is that the determination of the 

scholarly merit of a journal is arbitrary, left to the discretion of the Kreisdirection. The 

Jahrbücher, Ruge argues, had not changed in tone and content—instead the whims of the 

censorship authorities had changed: “The censors strike on one page what they permit on 

another, tolerate in one season what they reject in the other.”524 The reproach of 

arbitrariness was of course a well-developed attack on censorship by the early 1840s—

Heine made it into an art-form—yet it somehow rings false here. Wachsmuth had taken 

great pains to inform Ruge of the contours of official censorship policy. Where possible, 

he made cuts designed for the most part to satisfy the demands of Falkenstein to curtail 

anti-Christian religious critique, or of Nostitz-Jänckendorf, at the behest of the Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs, to avoid discussion of Prussian politics. When Wachsmuth lost 

effective control of censoring the Jahrbücher, censorship changed not because of the 

 
524 “…die Censoren auf der Einen Seite streichen, was sie auf der andere stehen lassen, in einem 
Vierteljahr dulden, was sie in dem andern verwerfen.” Arnold Ruge, “Petition an den Hohen Zweiten 
Kammer der Ständesversammlung,” SHStAD 10736 MdI Nr. 3732, p. 117 verso. 
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“censors’” arbitrary whims, but because a new set of actors much less committed to the 

survival of the journal intervened. 

 Ruge then addresses the Ministry’s case against his claims of being a purely (rein) 

scholarly publication, which the Ministry published in the Leipziger Zeitung of January 4, 

1843. The operative word is “purely”– no one would deny that the Jahrbücher is largely 

a scholarly publication, but is it purely one? Here Ruge resorts to a bit of sophistry: 

philosophy is a pure science, not an applied science (like medicine). Philosophy has no 

immediate practical application. Yet because thoughts must be embodied in actuality in 

some form, it is necessary that philosophical thought grapple with concrete historical 

institutions and persons. Philosophy thus critiques reality because it must do so in order 

to think: 

What is “impure” in [the Jahrbücher]? Everything turns on this point. We have 
set thoughts in motion that strongly contradict those of the lords of the old world. 
This shall not be. And now they ban our journal as unscholarly, because it is clear 
from the [censorship] ordinances themselves that scholarly publications neither 
require revocable concessions nor may themselves be banned.525 

 
Although Ruge continues to defend his journal on the merits, refuting somewhat 

unpersuasively the allegations of criticism of Christianity and of the prevailing social 

conditions of the Restoration Germany, this argument about the nature of philosophy and 

scholarship concludes his principal legal defense and reveals the stark divide over 

scholarship between Ruge and his opponents.  

 
525 Ibid., pp. 123-4. 
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CONCLUSION 

 
 A little less than a year before the Jahrbücher was shuttered for good and a little 

more than a year before he would assist in its ill-fated resurrection in Paris as the 

Deutsche-Französiche Jahrbücher, a 24-year-old Karl Marx addressed censorship in his 

first piece of political journalism. Marx’s article was one of many cut by the censor in the 

tense early months of 1842 that would later appear in Ruge’s collection Anekdota zur 

neuesten Philosophie. Marx confronts the central quandary of censorship seen in the case 

of the Jahrbücher: the absence of clear, specified laws leaves responsibility to the 

censors, while the judgment of censors is constantly called into question by reference to 

these laws.  

 It is tempting to argue that ultimately the censors like Wachsmuth and Bülau were 

simply lackeys of the real decision makers at the ministerial level. Yet the investigation 

of their decision making calls this view into question. Time and again, officials of the 

Interior Ministry felt themselves bound to the procedures and actions of the censors. 

Logistical constraints meant that ministers had to rely upon censors to actually carry out 

censorship. But these censors had to be drawn from somewhere, and when they were in 

fact drawn from the ranks of academic state employees, they were bound to bring in those 

experiences and interests. As James Moore argues, “If the regime had not insisted on 

cultivated officials, then it could have had officials who made no trouble. And if the 

regime had not believed in academic freedom, then the Hallische Jahrbücher would have 
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been impossible.”526 Precisely the academic and intellectual demands of censorship in 

this case undercut the censors’ political reliability in the eyes of state officials. 

 The prompting for Marx’s examination was Prussian king Friedrich Wilhelm IV’s 

new Censorship Instruction, published in early 1842. While many liberals entertained the 

hope that Prussia would finally move towards a new, less intrusive censorship law, Marx 

immediately fastens upon the problematic nature of the Instruction’s relation to the 

existing laws. While the Instruction appeared at first to liberalize censorship, it urges the 

censors to return to the principles of existing law—of the Carlsbad press laws, that is. 

Marx seizes upon this irony: “Thus until 1842 the law was present but not followed, 

because in order to ‘now’ free the press from illegal limitations not in accord with royal 

intentions, the law must be again called into memory.”527 The Instruction thus seems to 

argue that the censorship system essentially all contemporaries traced back to the 

Karlsbad Decrees was actually a perversion of their principles. Liberalization meant 

returning to the spirit of 1819. Marx thus concludes that the Instruction in fact represents 

a “pseudo-liberalism”; its rhetoric of broadening permissible speech masks its true 

intention of preserving the institution of censorship by attacking the censors for supposed 

deviations. 

 At this point, Marx has the Prussian authorities on the horns of a dilemma. Have 

the censors failed to follow the law? If so, how could the state idly tolerate such behavior 

for 22 years? If, on the other hand, the laws themselves were defective, then new laws, 

 
526 Moore, “Arnold Ruge,” 99. 
527 Karl Marx, “Bermekungen über die neuste preußische Censurinstruction von einem Rheinländer,” in 
Ruge, Aktenstücke, 57. 
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and not instructions to the censors to follow the defective laws more carefully, are 

needed. This dynamic, of course, was not confined to Prussia; the Saxon authorities 

repeatedly indicated their problems with Wachsmuth’s censorship, only to refer him to 

the same laws for public expression that had clearly proven an inadequate guide.  

 Having indicated the problems with blaming the censors for the problems with 

state censorship, Marx turns to the positive ideal of scholarship laid out in the Instruction. 

The Prussian state asserts the law in no way disadvantages, “serious and modest 

investigation of the truth.” Marx attacks this point directly: “Both designations refer not 

to the content of investigation, but instead to something lying outside it.”528 

Wissenschaft, as the single-minded pursuit of the truth, cannot permit its definition from 

the outside, Marx argues. Modesty in the search for truth, he argues, is respect for 

falsehood and fear of the outcomes of the search for truth; conversely, indiscriminate 

“seriousness” demands the scholar treat ridiculous things with respect and restraint.  

 In the censorship of the Jahrbücher, controversies over tone and bearing towards 

the subjects discussed predominated. In Feuerbach’s article for instance, substantive 

critiques of Christianity and religion as a whole passed, while mockery of eighteenth-

century “biblically-based” science were the first passages to fall. For Marx, this 

seemingly innocuous concession, to be “modest” and “serious,” was a means of 

subordinating scholarship to the whims of the state.529 Setting external barriers to 

examining the truth is as unacceptable, therefore, as dictating its conclusions in advance. 

 
528 Ibid., 59. 
529 Ibid., 63. 
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 Marx identifies the practical innovation in censorship behind the apparent 

liberalization: the censor is charged not with policing what is permissible to say, but how 

it is permissible to say it. Thus, Marx turns once more to the censors. The task of 

mediating the contradiction between the apparent permissiveness of the new censorship 

and its practical limitations on all sorts of scholarly investigations falls to the censors. 

These censors must weigh both scholarly merit and Tendenz to determine whether works 

may appear. Yet the scholarly merit of a work, Marx argues, cannot be judged by external 

markers set up by authorities: it requires the judgment of a scholar. The censors therefore 

must be scholars and yet also politically reliable, if they are to reliably determine the 

appropriate Tendenz in the eyes of the state. On this point, Marx is withering: The general 

demand of scholarly capability, how liberal! the particular demand for political 

reliability, how illiberal! scholarly capability and political reliability together, how 

pseudo-liberal!”530 In censoring the Jahrbücher, Wachsmuth attempted to balance 

precisely these tendencies, and it ended with his dismissal. Censorship required from the 

censors that they be like those they censored: enough to understand their language, to 

judge what is “well-intentioned” from “malicious,” and to know the appropriate limits of 

scholarship.  

 Finding men from the educated social milieu to censor their peers and colleagues 

was often difficult. When directed towards rowdy popular media, censors were much 

more willing to enforce the state’s will to silence and control speech. But when 

confronted with plausible claims to scholarly or literary merit, censors frequently 

 
530 Ibid., 82. 
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blanched at the implications of censorship. Marx is correct to argue that a focus on the 

individual censor’s defects should not allow the structure of censorship itself to escape 

scrutiny. Yet Ruge was also correct to stress that these structures can only be examined 

productively when they are embodied in concrete relations and persons.531 This 

investigation has sought to present some of the key structures of censorship in 

Germany—the struggle over defining legitimate scholarship, the multiple and competing 

actors associated with defining its course, and the centrality of subjective judgments of 

tone and tendency over objective policy prescriptions codified in law—in the form of 

tangible social interactions. Censorship is indeed, as Marx argues, official critique—but 

not simply critique of the conclusions reached by scholarship, but of its form of 

communication as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
531 Ibid., 2. 
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Chapter Six: The Unraveling of Censorship on the Eve of Revolution 

 Across the three decades leading to 1848, censors had the opportunity one by one 

to alienate, offend, and simply inconvenience a great swathe of the educated classes of 

Germany, including those otherwise congenial to a moderate form of state-supporting 

conservative liberalism. Yet throughout this period, even as a growing chorus of 

intellectuals, representatives of the German publishing industry, and reform-minded state 

servants urged an end to prior restraint and a fundamental refashioning of the state’s 

relationship to the press, the system more or less held. After the disturbances of the early 

1830s, conflict simmered, but did not boil over. Literary and philosophical movements 

like Young Germany and Young Hegelianism were suppressed, the former more or less 

for good, the latter much less effectively. Censorship was neither so overbearing as to 

inhibit the gradual development of the institutions and practices of public politics, nor so 

overmatched as to face insuperable threats from the politically mobilized public sphere. 

 All of this began to change, however, in the 1840s, and the culprit somewhat 

surprisingly was not so much the new political and social philosophy of socialism, or 

even democratic radicalism, but rather the reemergence of a conflict submerged for 

decades that erupted once more to unsettle the fault lines of German politics, namely the 

resurgence of the Roman Catholic Church and the development of both political 

Catholicism and the rationalist protest movement of German Catholicism 

(Deutschkatholizismus) that confronted it. This conflict, Dagmar Herzog has argued, had 

wide-ranging effects in drawing liberalism towards more radical rejections of traditional 
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sources of religious and social authority.532 The struggle between rationalist liberals and 

neo-orthodox Catholics, which spread throughout the states of the German 

Confederation, was particularly acute in the states of Saxony and Baden, not 

coincidentally major sites of genuinely revolutionary movements in 1848 and 1849. 

Thus, the role of religious-political conflicts in the run-up to the Revolution merits further 

exploration. 

 The tendency of viewing the 1848 Revolution as either tragedy or farce has been 

challenged in recent years, as the real and lasting achievements of both the state-level 

March ministries and the Frankfurt Parliament have been reevaluated.533 The classic 

interpretation of the “failed” revolutions of 1848 offered by A.J.P. Taylor—that in 1848 

“German history reached its turning point and failed to turn”—saw the inability of the 

bourgeoisie to carry off a liberal, constitutional reform of Germany as the catalyst for 

Germany’s subsequent veering onto its Sonderweg, or special path of development that 

caused it to embrace authoritarian solutions to the problems of modernity.534 German 

historians have been pronouncing the Sonderweg thesis dead since at least Blackbourn 

and Eley’s path-breaking Mythen der deutschen Geschichtsschreibung.535 

 
532 Dagmar Herzog, Intimacy and Exclusion: Religious Politics in Pre-Revolutionary Baden (New 
Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 2007). 
533 Werner, Die Märzministerien. 
534 A. J. P. Taylor, The Course of German History: a survey of the development of German history since 
1815 (New York: Psychology Press, 2001), 71. 
535 In their initial, German language version, Blackbourn and Eley were more directly concerned with 
1848, while their revised, English language argument tended to focus more on the liberal advances of the 
Neuen Ära. David Blackbourn and Geoff Eley, Mythen Deutscher Geschichtsschreibung: Die Gescheiterte 
Bürgerliche Revolution von 1848 (Berlin: Ullstein, 1980); David Blackbourn and Geoff Eley, The 
Peculiarities of German History: Bourgeois Society and Politics in Nineteenth-Century Germany (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1984). 
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 It has long been recognized, however, that opposition to censorship played a 

crucial role in galvanizing opposition to the bureaucratic, monarchical states and to the 

German Confederation that guaranteed their survival.536 This opposition to censorship 

indeed became ever more widespread in the 1840s, as the volume and intensity of 

political communication began to increase in response to the socio-economic crisis that 

characterized the 1840s throughout the continent. At the same time, technological 

developments in printing (the so-called Schnellpresse) drove down costs and made the 

products of the political press more available to broader social classes.  

 Yet it would be a mistake to attribute this growth in opposition to censorship and 

to the vormärz state solely to the spread of either liberalism or radicalism. Instead, the 

floodwalls of censorship were first crested by waves of protest from ultramontane 

Catholics who challenged state religious policy increasingly vehemently. Since the entire 

restoration state order was erected as a bulwark against liberal nationalist opposition from 

the left, authorities were ill-prepared for the irruption of political Catholicism. Ideological 

constructs like the “Christian state,” developed to justify the existing state order, 

appeared to be hollow abstractions when exposed to the lingering of the confessional 

divide. A kind of conservative irenicism aimed at muting confessional differences in the 

service of a generic “Christian” united front against revolutionary politics dominated the 

1820s and early 1830s. Ultramontane Catholicism, which stressed its unbridgeable 

differences with Protestantism and sole claim to religious legitimacy, undermined this 

pillar of the conservative order, prompted censorship battles state governments were 

 
536 Schneider, Pressefreiheit; Brophy, “The Public Sphere,” 197. 
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nevertheless loathe to prosecute, and set loose a protest movement of Protestant and 

Catholic dissidents whose supporters were among the leaders of the Revolution of 1848. 

 In this chapter, we will examine the effects of religious and confessional 

controversy in the 1840s, which stretched the censorship system to its breaking point in 

the years leading up to 1848. As a result of Catholic protest and state overreach, broad 

swathes of the population were incensed by the repressive measures of the state that were 

once directed against a numerically small radical movement. If the rise of ultramontane 

Catholicism destabilized the alliance of “throne and altar” upon which the states of the 

German Confederation to differing degrees rested, its effects on the political opposition 

were more mixed. Supporters of the German Catholic movement, for the most part liberal 

or radical-democratic, did indeed make gestures towards appearing as defenders of the 

states they argued were under siege by “Jesuitical” parties. The legacy of decades of 

conflict over censorship and the police state, however, meant that despite the broad desire 

among liberals in Germany to work within rather than against the state, there would be no 

rapprochement between the opposition and the state to oppose the mutual threat of 

Ultramontanism. 

 In particular, by examining two figures on opposite sides of the emerging 

religious controversy, one the ultramontane Catholic theologian Martin Josef Mack and 

the other the radical editor of the Mannheimer Journal and supporter of German 

Catholicism Gustav Struve, this chapter seeks to demonstrate how censors faced growing 

threat from all sides in the 1840s. In this respect, the emergence of a conservative 

movement among newly politicized Catholics could, by touching off a roiling debate 
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within the public sphere, be as threatening to the state’s ability to maintain boundaries of 

public discourse as the more traditional threats to its left. In that respect, we can see part 

of the basis for both the rapid collapse of state power in March and April 1848 and its 

relatively swift reemergence foreshadowed in the circumstances that undermined 

censorship in the mid-1840s: disaffected conservatives were alienated temporarily from 

states like Württemberg and Baden. The support of these traditional pillars of authority, 

however, remained available to states because a functional alliance of liberals and 

Catholics, though sporadically realized, was complicated by the ideologically charged 

differences of the 1840s. 

CENSORSHIP AND THE EMERGENCE OF CATHOLIC OPPOSITION 

 
 As we have seen, political life and public discussion of political issues did not 

wither and die in the 1820s, nor were the crackdowns of the mid-1830s sufficient to stem 

its growth for very long. In the 1840s, however, a qualitatively new kind of politics 

emerged. Where the politics of the 1820s and 1830s pitted conservative forces in the 

state, churches, and nobility against a liberal-nationalist opposition, in the 1840s a 

political awakening among Germany’s Roman Catholic population—and the emergence 

of a “German Catholic” population in response—and the diffusion of early socialist ideas 

to handworkers and the proto-working class broadened the ideological spectrum and set 

of political actors. From a conflict between state and opposition emerged a more complex 

political landscape, where the German bureaucratic states could find themselves attacked 

from the right and parliamentary liberals from the left for the first time. For censors, this 
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context produced a new kind of challenge: regulating political speech that defied the 

categories developed to address the older political constellation. 

 In their own separate ways, both the political opposition and the forces of dynastic 

legitimism possessed good reason for depicting the political conflict in dualistic terms. 

For liberals, their cause was a universal one, and as the tribunes of the people, their 

enemy was not a broadly rooted, equally legitimate competing political faction, but 

instead merely the vested interests of a narrow elite, still grasping to ancient sources of 

power no longer appropriate to contemporary conditions.537 Nationalists, a group that 

overlapped with liberals without being fully coterminous, also defined politics in bipolar 

terms in the 1820s and 1830s: with the suppression of nationalist agitation in 1819, there 

were too many obstacles to national unification for nationalists to concern themselves 

quite yet with deciding the form, großdeutsch or kleindeutsch, of the Germany of their 

imaginations.538 

 Meanwhile, the political forces in support of the traditional social order and state 

also saw the defining political conflict as one of revolution versus legitimate social order; 

just as the religious, political, and social bonds of traditional society were interwoven, so 

was an attack on any an attack on all. The most well-known censorship case in the 

Vormärz, the prohibition of the Young German writers in 1835, demonstrates the logical 

conclusion of this view. Metternich saw, or at least claimed to see, in a relatively minor 

 
537 This ideology is a constituent feature of liberal thought on what Habermas will eventually call the 
“public sphere.” As Harold Mah argues liberalism understood formally autonomous individuals as bound in 
a kind of “phantom public,” an ideal collective which found voice through the institutions of liberal civil 
society. See his End of Philosophy, 23. 
538 Levinger, Enlightened Nationalism; Manfred Meyer, Freiheit und Macht: Studien zum Nationalismus 
süddeutscher, insbesondere badischer Liberaler 1830-1848 (Frankfurt am Main: P. Lang, 1994). 
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literary school—one which, as Joachim Grimm persuasively argues, likely courted 

censorship actively as a daring strategy for cultivating literary prominence—an 

existential threat to the state and social order as a whole.539 As he wrote to the Bundestag, 

Our attention has been occupied for some time to a large degree with the work of 
the literary school calling itself Young Germany, which follows the examples of 
Heine and Börne. It aims, through novels and poetry, to win influence in the 
wider reading world of Germany and to use this influence to undermine all 
revealed and natural religion and to deify the coarsest sensuality. The leaders of 
this godless sect without a doubt think to sever the ties of religious and moral life 
in Germany, so that those [bonds] which hold the political edifice together will 
surely soon come undone. 540 
 

For Metternich, not only were literary and prosaic modes of communication equally 

implicated in the political struggle of the day, but attacks on any element of the 

traditional social order threatened to unravel the entire fabric. For that reason, the 

religious critique of the Young Hegelians, the celebration of the body and physicality in 

Young German literature, and the bourgeois constitutionalism of Rotteck and Welcker’s 

Staatslexikon were all subsumed into the logic of establishment versus opposition. 

 Because this conception served the purposes of “both” sides of the political field 

in the 1820s and early 1830s, the proliferation of alternatives, of division within the ranks 

of both conservative and oppositional camps was obscured. By the end of the 1830s at the 

 
539 Grimm, Karl Gutzkows Arrivierungsstrategie. 
540 “Unsere Aufmerkasamkeit ist seit einiger Zeit in hohem Grade durch das Treiben der unter dem Namen 
des Jungen Deutschlands sich ankündigenden, nach dem Vorbilde von Heine und Börne arbeitenden 
literarischen Schule in Anspruch genommen. Ihre Ricthung geht dahin, im Wege des Romans und des 
Gedichtes sich auf die große Lesewelt in Deutschland Einfluß zu verschaffen und diesen Einfluß zur 
Untergrabung aller and jeder geoffenbarten wie natürlichen Religion und zur Vergötterung der rohesten 
Sinnlichkeit anzuwenden. Sind einmal, so denken ohne Zweifel die Leiter dieser gottlosen Sekte, die Bande 
des religiösen und moralischen Lebens in Deutschland durchschnitten, so werden jene, die das poltische 
Gebäude des Staates zusammenhalten, sicher sich schnell von selbst lösen.” Quoted in Carl Glossy, 
Literarische Geheimberichte aus dem Vormärz., (Vienna: Konegen, 1913), XCV. 
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latest, though, forces were emerging within and on the margins of the two rival political 

tendencies of the Restoration period. In the oppositional camp, a new kind of social and 

political radicalism, its development often spurred by the perception of growing 

pauperism and socioeconomic dislocation in early industrialism, created a new faction to 

the left of the traditional liberal opposition. Meanwhile, the conditions for the 

Bismarckian Kulturkampf of the 1870s began to take shape, as a revitalized conservative 

Catholic hierarchy and laity began to organize against the interference of the state.  

 Of these two movements, the more numerically significant and more surprising 

for authorities was the movement of politically mobilized Catholicism of the 1840s. The 

Catholic Church was devastated by the effects of Napoleonic depredations, which 

undermined its ecclesiastical structure and left a generation of Catholics without 

significant clerical oversight.541 Consequently, for the most part neither prepared nor 

inclined to challenge the German states in the 1820s and early 1830s, the Catholic 

Church first experienced a wave of revival and intense internal transformation before 

turning to face the states they saw as claiming too much authority over internal church 

concerns. This process of Catholic revival represented a coalescence of clerical and 

popular revitalization, not a one-sided process of clerical domination or spontaneous lay 

popular revival.542 

 
541 Jonathan Sperber, Popular Catholicism in Nineteenth-Century Germany (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton 
University Press, 1984), 10–11. 
542 Christopher Clark, “The New Catholicism and the European Culture Wars,” in Christopher Clark and 
Wolfram Kaiser (ed.), Culture Wars: Secular-Catholic Conflict in Nineteenth-Century Europe (Cambridge 
University Press, 2003), 17. 
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 In the early nineteenth century, the Catholic Church had agreed to series of pacts 

with the states of what would become the German Confederation, in which a host of 

Catholic teachings on marriage and family were subordinated to the demands of the state. 

Ultramontanism, a movement that reoriented Catholic churches back towards papal 

authority and clerical discipline, strengthened the internal coherence of Catholic 

communities and provided a leadership structure to the often inchoate protests of 

Catholics against the condescension and discrimination of “secular” states.543 In response 

to the efflorescence of traditional piety, rationalist Protestants and Catholics broke away 

from the institutionalized confessions to form new churches espousing ecumenism, 

secularism, and an increasingly democratic social ethos. 

 For German states, especially those with Protestant rulers, ultramontanism 

experienced as a threatening irruption from within the supporters of the “Christian State.” 

As we saw in the previous chapter, censorship laws were designed not to enforce 

particular Christian doctrines but rather to safeguard the dignity and authority of 

Christianity—Catholic and Protestant—against movements towards secularism and 

atheism, whether in the form of pantheistic rationalism or Young German-style sensualist 

materialism. In other words, vormärz censorship had a curious kind of ecumenical effect, 

drawing Christians of the recognized confessions closer by means of repelling outside 

challengers. Dissenters from within the Christian confessions—old Lutherans in Prussia 

opposed to the union of Reformed and Lutheran churches under Hohenzollern auspices, 

 
543 Ludwig Bergsträsser, Der politische Katholizismus (Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1976). 
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for instance—were marginalized, while the rhetoric of Christian unity against 

secularizing, corrosive tendencies of the times fostered a fictive unity. 

 This process began to disintegrate in the late 1830s, as the conflict between 

German states and the Catholic Church came to a head thanks to differences over 

marriage and education, two domains where the church’s claims proved incompatible 

with the state’s. In particular, the role of the church with respect to confessionally mixed 

marriage became the flashpoint in which opposing forces within the Protestant and 

Catholic churches, as well as between the church and state clashed. The stakes of this 

struggle were two-fold. First, as Todd Weir argues, vormärz religious conflict was 

focused not on doctrinal disputes, but rather on the distribution and access of what he 

terms “confessional goods”: religiously restricted rights, including the right to enter state 

service, worship freely, and oversee education.544 Moreover, the prevalence of mixed 

marriages in the Catholic Rhineland was largely a result of Protestant Prussian civil 

servants and military officers, sent to administer Prussia’s new Rhenish provinces, 

marrying local Catholic women. Consequently, blessing these marriages and permitting 

the fathers’ faith to determine his children’s was part of Prussian policy to integrate new 

territories into its (Protestant) political order. Conversely, for Catholics these marriages 

reflected their subordination to a Protestant power still felt as foreign into the 1830s and 

1840s.545  

 
544 Todd Weir, Secularism and Religion in Nineteenth-Century Germany: The Rise of the Fourth 
Confession, (New York: Cambridge University Press: 2014), 20. 
545 Vanden Heuvel, Joseph Görres, 324–5. 
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 The event which touched off this conflict throughout Germany was Prussia’s 

1837 incarceration of Clemens von Droste-Vischering, Archbishop of Cologne. The 

“Cologne Troubles” (Kölner Wirren) began when Droste decreed that the church would 

only bless mixed marriages if children would be raised as Catholics. Prussian authorities 

thereupon sought his immediate resignation—the church was funded by the state, and 

even Catholic clergy were formally Prussian state employees. Because of his refusal to 

back down, Droste was imprisoned at the Prussian fortress in Minden. Catholic 

intellectuals, most notably Joseph Görres in his Athanasius, publicized the case 

throughout the Confederation, sparking protests in both majority-Catholic and majority-

Protestant states.  

 The Cologne Troubles set loose an unpredictable and overlapping series of 

conflicts and lines of engagement. In Prussia, the conflict played out as one between 

Church and state, as the Prussian law Droste protested mandated the confession of 

children as much as his own policy did—neither the Prussian state nor the Catholic 

Church advocated allowing individual couples to determine their children’s education. In 

Prussia, protest against Droste’s arrest did in fact border on civil unrest and violence.546 

The conflict pitted church versus state, of course, but also, Jonathan Sperber argues, 

Protestants versus Catholics in renewed confessional strife, a source of social unrest 

which the state sought to counteract through censorship.547 Meanwhile, Catholics found 

 
546 James Brophy, “Which Political Nation? Soft Borders and Popular Nationalism in the Rhineland, 1800-
1850,” in Maarten Van Ginderachter and Marnix Beyen (eds.), Nationhood from Below: Europe in the 
Long Nineteenth Century (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011), 174. 
547 Jonathan Sperber, Rhineland Radicals: The Democratic Movement and the Revolution of 1848-1849 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992), 82. 
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temporary alliances with (largely Protestant) liberals open on the basis of their shared 

opposition to state censorship as well, as Catholics as self-conscious political actors 

organized in the 1840s against censorship for the first time.548 

 Soon censors throughout the Confederation began to see a proliferation of 

treatments on the subject of mixed marriages. In late 1839, a Catholic theology professor 

at the University of Tübingen in Württemberg, Martin Josef Mack, entered the 

controversy ignited by Droste with a tract “Ueber die Einsegnung der gemischten Ehen” 

which would ultimately result in his dismissal from the university. In the work, Mack laid 

out the historical practice of the Catholic church concerning mixed marriages, contrasted 

the relatively tolerant approach of Catholics in comparison to early Protestantism, and 

analyzed the historical context of how, in recent decades, largely Protestant-led states had 

reversed course and begun enforcing confessional neutrality in mixed marriages. Mack 

called for Catholic clergy to return to traditional Catholic teaching and practice and reject 

the state-imposed policy of blessing mixed marriages unconditionally.  

 Once the work came to the attention of the Interior Ministry, however, the case 

became significantly more fraught. Though the Censorship Commission was not 

technically subordinate to the Interior Ministry, the strident terms with which the work 

was denounced served as notice for how the work should be treated. The work, the 

Ministry asserted, was a “firebrand,” (Brandfakel) aimed at destroying the foundation of 

 
548 Ellen Lovell Evans, The Cross and the Ballot: Catholic Political Parties in Germany, Switzerland, 
Austria, Belgium and the Netherlands, 1785-1985 (Boston: Humanities Press, 1999), 69. 
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thirty years of confessional peace.549 The Censorship Commission confirmed the 

prohibition of the work on December 16, 1839, but several days later received word that, 

contrary to officially sanctioned practice, Mack had had the piece printed before 

submission to the authorities, rather than first submitting it as a manuscript and waiting 

for printing. The reason for this procedural regularity lies outside the documents: did 

Mack not suspect the possibility of a ban, or was he anticipating the need to break press 

laws to express his message? The Schwarzwald Kreis government suspected the latter, as 

they initiated an investigation into the disposition of the already printed copies, which 

they feared were sent out despite the prohibition.550 By January 7, 1840, the Kreis 

government could write to assure the censorship commission that Mack’s work, and the 

Theologische Quartalschrift had been confiscated.551 The concern remained, though, that 

Mack might publish the piece as part of a longer work that would exceed 20 Druckbogen, 

which was precisely what Mack would go on to do.552 

 The foundation of censorship policy in this case was relatively shaky, however. 

Mack wrote to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on January 21, shortly after learning from 

the Lauppsche Buchhandlung, who printed the work, of the ban. Naturally, he appealed 

the decision, arguing that he had broken no press law and ought to enjoy the freedom of 

 
549 Roser to Interior Ministry, December 14, 1839, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 87. 
550 Schwarzwaldkreis government to Tübingen city government, December 20, 1839, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 
87. 
551 The Theologischen Quartalschrift was a Catholic scholarly journal and house organ of the Catholic 
Tübingen school, which Mack co-edited at the time. Excerpts from Mack's treatise were to appear in the 
1840 edition. Schwarzwaldkreis government to Censorship Commission, January 7, 1840, HStAS E 63/3 
Nr. 87. 
552 Linden to Censorship Commission, January 20, 1840, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 87. 
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expression all Württembergers enjoyed to discuss internal matters.553 The first instance of 

appeal was the Censorship Commission itself; Bilfinger drafted a report for his 

colleagues urging the maintenance of the prohibition. The work, he argued, called 

“indirectly” for disobedience, based upon the unfair and baseless accusation that Catholic 

priests’ consciences were burdened by adhering to the Episcopal Decree of 1822 that 

stipulated no attempt to pressure mixed confessional parents into educating children in 

one particular confession. “If this writing is only allowed into the public and the reading 

circle of Catholic clergy,” Bilfinger wrote, “soon enough there will not be one to be 

found, who will not withdraw himself from the fulfillment of the legal prescription [to 

bless mixed marriages], crying injury to his conscience.” Permitting such a work all but 

invited the “the transplanting of the religious troubles of north Germany into 

Württemberg.”554  

 Undaunted, Mack sought a second appeal; moreover, he demanded to know 

which specific laws he had violated and how. By that time, he argued, the prohibition of 

his writing had become a matter of personal honor, as his reputation suffered from the 

infamy of having his work banned. Like Wirth or Siebenpfieffer before him, Mack 

conceived of censorship in terms of specific concepts or ideas proscribed by written, 

knowable laws. In fact, it is telling to contrast the censorship of Mack’s piece to the 

patterns we have seen before. The passages Bilfinger marks in his report to the 

 
553 Mack to Ministry of Foreign Affairs, January 21, 1840, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 87. 
554 “Lasse man nur diese Schrift in das Publikum und in die Lesezirkel der kathol. Geistlichen kommen, so 
wird bald selten mehr einer zu finden seyn, der sich nicht unter Vorschryung einer Gewissen Verletzung 
der Vollziehung der gesezlichen Vorschrift entziehen werde.” “in nordlichen Deutschland herbeigeführten 
kirchlichen Wirren nach Württemberg zu verpflanzen.” Bilfinger’s report concerning Mack’s appeal, 
February 1, 1840, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 87. 
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Commission are not the instances of overheated rhetoric or attacks on specific state 

leaders—they are the argument itself. That argument, namely that Catholic clergy ought 

not consecrate confessionally mixed marriages without assurance that any children would 

be raised Catholic, did not fall clearly under the censorship categories designed to battle 

an opposition understood as secularizing and politically motivated. Consequently, all that 

remained for censors was to fall back on the hazy notions of disturbing public order, on 

the effects of the book rather than its qualities.  

 Predictably, such a justification did not satisfy Mack or his supporters, and the 

matter continued even after Mack was removed as Rector of the University and sent to 

the parish of Ziegelbach as priest. The Censorship Commission rightly feared his case 

becoming a cause célèbre. “Professor Mack, as we could have foreseen,” the censor 

Wächter writes, “wants to pursue his appeal before as many bodies as possible, in order 

that his cause can be brought before the Estates and thus arouse a public scandal.”555 Yet 

Mack was not content to wait passively for his martyrdom to arouse public sympathy. 

Just as the censor Linden predicted, Mack compiled his essay along with several related 

pieces from the Theologische Quartalschrift, as well as, pointedly, the text of the 1817 

Press Law and a report from an anonymous legal scholar (Rechtsgelehrten) testifying to 

the moderate and appropriate tone in Mack’s tract.556 Ultimately, Mack would take his 

grievances to the Second Chamber—though not as a petitioner, but rather as, beginning 

 
555 “Herr Prof. Mack will, wie vorauszusehen war, seinen Recurs durch alle Instanzen verfolgen, was auch 
nothwendig ist, damit die Sache an die Stände gebracht und so öffentliches Scandal erregt werden kann.” 
Censorship Commission Circular, March 3, 1840, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 87. 
556 Martin Joseph Mack, Catholica: Mittheilungen aus der Geschichte der Katholischen Kirche in 
Württemberg. Lieferung I., (Augsburg: Wirth, 1841), 175. 
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in 1845, the delegate from Riedlingen.557 There he would agitate in favor of Catholics’ 

interests for decades. 

 As the mixed marriage conflict spread throughout the states of the Confederation, 

censors faced the prospect of intervening in intra-church disputes between ultramontane 

and liberal factions within Catholicism, often to their displeasure. In 1841, Franz 

Schwäbl, Bishop of Regensburg in Bavaria, removed the court preacher (Hofprediger) of 

St. Michael’s Church in Munich, Anton Eberhard, from his position, prompting protests 

from outraged supporters of Eberhard’s ultramontanism and his attacks on mixed 

marriages that shaded into outright attacks on Protestants.558 The controversy spread to 

neighboring states as well, as the Leipziger Zeitung and other papers reported on the 

controversy and printed pieces from defenders of both sides. When an Ulm printer, Ernst 

Nübling, sought to publish a pair of letters from Schwäbl and Eberhard in June 1841, 

Württemberg censors were drawn into the controversy as well. The censor assigned to the 

piece, the long-serving Roser, archly noted that the tone of Eberhard’s letter to Schwäbl 

was “shameless enough coming from a subaltern preacher towards the episcopal dignity, 

whose holiness the Ultramontanes usually exalt so highly in comparison to that of the 

state and its authorities.”559 Yet Roser argued that, in his judgment, he would have 

permitted the publication of the piece, since the piece concerned intra-Catholic doctrinal 

 
557 Jakob Lauchert, “Mack, Martin Joseph,” Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, Last accessed December 4, 
2014, http://www.deutsche-biographie.de/pnd116644214.html?anchor=adb. 
558 Otto Weiss, Die Redemptoristen in Bayern (1790-1909): ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des 
Ultramontanismus (St. Ottilien: EOS, 1983). 
559 “unverschämt genug, v. Seiten eines subalternen Predigers, gegenüber von dem bischöfl. Würde, deren 
Heiligkeit die Ultramont. gewöhnl. gegenüber vom Staate u. s. Behörde so hoch erheben.” Roser to 
Censorship Commission, June 10, 1841, HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 97. 
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debates and it would appear unfair to begin suppressing one side of the conflict. Instead, 

he grounded his decision to deny the imprimatur on the fear of upsetting Bavarian 

authorities, as it would appear unseemly to allow a conflict they had sought to extinguish 

to be inflamed further by allowing the work to be printed so close to Bavaria’s border.  

 The rise of ultramontanism within Catholicism not only prompted responses from 

political authorities, but also disgruntled rationalists within the church. Anti-clericalism 

was one expression of this tendency, which would influence the opposition to neo-

orthodox Catholicism into the 1870s and beyond.560 The most celebrated manifestation of 

this reaction was the rapid rise of the German Catholic movement (Deutschkatholizismus) 

in 1845. The deutschkatholisch foundational “martyrdom” was the defrocking of the 

Silesian Catholic priest Johannes Ronge for his publication of a letter of protest of the 

exhibition of the Holy Coat of Trier in 1844.561 Ronge’s cause soon became a touchstone 

for liberals and radicals throughout southern Germany especially; its bases included 

Silesia, Saxony, and Baden in particular. Like its Protestant counterpart the Lichtfreunde, 

German Catholicism drew in rationalists opposed to the new “religious right” of 

 
560 Anti-clericals saw themselves as engaged in a transnational struggle against the church; in this respect, 
German liberals and nationalists saw themselves united with their counterparts throughout Europe in 
opposition to an illiberal, “anti-national” institution. Wolfram Kaiser, “‘Clericalism--that is our enemy!’: 
European anticlericalism and the culture wars,” in Clark and Kaiser, Culture Wars, 49. 
561 The exhibition of the “Holy Coat,” purportedly the garment worn by Christ at his crucifixion, in 1844 
touched off a massive wave of pilgrimages among Catholics, but not without provoking denunciation from 
a host of critics, not all of them Protestants. For rationalists like Ronge, not only was the Coat a likely 
medieval forgery, but it was also a spur to superstition, peddled by the Archbishop of Trier, Wilhelm 
Arnoldi, to profit from the ignorance of lay Catholics. For this reason, Ronge attacked Arnoldi as the 
“Tetzel of the nineteenth century”; in this analogy, Ronge self-consciously placed himself as the heir to 
Luther and progenitor of a new Reformation. Stan M Landry, Ecumenism, Memory & German 
Nationalism, 1817-1917, 2014, 36. 
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Evangelical and Catholic orthodoxy; the two movements would in fact fuse after the 

Revolution in 1850 to form a united “Free Church” movement. 

 German Catholics were just as animated by the mixed marriage issue as their 

orthodox counterparts, only on the opposite side of the issue: Ronge and his supporters 

saw mixed marriages as a positive good to be celebrated. In general, nationalists had long 

believed the confessional divide to be one of the greatest obstacles to German unification, 

and for German Catholics, mixed marriages were a potent means of blurring confessional 

differences. In the latter half of the century, mixed marriages became ever more prevalent 

among the working classes, because of growing religious indifference.562 For the first 

half of the century, however, such secularizing trends were not consciously advocated by 

nationalists concerned with bridging the religious divide; rather thinkers as diverse as 

Hegel, Fichte, and the Grimms sought, in different formulations, a new kind of 

Rousseauian Volksreligion capable of uniting all Germans in a single, syncretistic 

faith.563 German Catholicism in one sense represents the transition point between these 

two tendencies in post-confessional thought, a way station where visions of a German 

popular faith, combining elements of Catholicism with the cultural commemoration of 

Luther, gave way increasingly rapidly to a pantheistic or outright atheistic form of 

 
562 Helmut Walser Smith, German Nationalism and Religious Conflict: Culture, Ideology, Politics, 1870-
1914 (Princeton University Press, 2014), 97. 
563 Wolfgang Altgeld, “Religion, Denomination, and Nationalism in Nineteenth-Century Germany,” in 
Helmut Walser Smith, Protestants, Catholics, and Jews in Germany, 1800-1914 (New York: Berg, 2001), 
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humanist piety. In this formulation, the mixed marriage represented a rebellion of sorts 

against the straitjacket of confession that divided the nation.564 

 As the ultramontane forces within Catholicism won victory after victory in intra-

church struggles in the early 1840s, dissenters like the German Catholics grew ever more 

anti-clerical. An 1846 poem suppressed by censors, “Zuruf an die Priester Roms und ihre 

Anhänger” attacks the clergy as servants of a foreign power. Treu’s German Catholic 

perspective is evident in the way Treu both credits the poem to “Catholic and Citizen in 

Ulm” and decries the priests’ sale of indulgences, part of German Catholicism’s 

Lutherolatry (“Through sale of indulgences free hearts bewitched”). 565 Though most of 

the poem is taken up with charges of hypocrisy and wickedness on the part of Roman 

Catholic priests, it is telling to note what censors in fact marked: references to the falsity 

of priests’ words and Catholic doctrine. In this respect, censors sought to protect the 

essential truthfulness of Catholicism above all else.  

 German Catholicism’s support among liberals gave it a presence in the press 

greater than its comparatively small number of supporters would suggest. Yet it was 

constantly under fire in the years after Ronge’s protest, with many German authorities 

unwilling to extend German Catholics the protections and rights held by members of 

established confessions. The question of whether German Catholicism was Christian—or 

even a religion at all—was settled neither in the 1840s nor today. Roman Catholics 

certainly saw little to suggest maintenance of genuine Catholic doctrine or practice; as 
 

564 Stan Landry, Ecumenism, Memory & German Nationalism, 1817-1917, (Syracuse: Syracuse University 
Press: 2014), 50–51. 
565 “Durch Ablaßkram das freie Herz bethören” Censorship Copy of Georg Treu, “Zuruf an die Priester 
Roms und ihre Anhänger,” HStAS E 63/3 Nr. 123. 
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Karl Bachem, an historian of and politician in the Weimar-era Center Party put it, “The 

German Catholic movement ended in pure rationalism. Only Catholics who had already 

fallen out with the Church joined the new movement.”566 Was German Catholicism, as 

Stan Landry argues, a manifestation of Christian ecumenism, seeking to overcome 

confessional conflict by uniting Germans across confessional boundaries, or was it rather 

a secularist movement simply slow to shed its Christian garb?567 In a recent examination 

of the movement and its place within the emergence of organized secularism, Todd Weir 

suggests that German Catholicism and the Free Church movement of the later nineteenth 

century in fact formed a “fourth confession” alongside Protestants, Catholics, and Jews in 

Germany.568 Weir explicitly eschews determining whether a secularist movement still 

constituted a “religion.”  

 For censors in the 1840s, however, such questions could not be elided, because in 

addition to the civil rights and penalties for individuals based upon membership in a 

recognized confession, the designation of groups as “Christian” or “religious” also 

entailed heightened protection from public criticism. In Baden, for instance, liberals took 

up the cause of German Catholics with legislation to uncouple these rights from 

belonging to a state-sanctioned confession—and were vociferously opposed by Catholics. 

Though often in alliance with liberals in the late 1840s, however, political Catholicism 

was equally capable of illiberalism in defense of Catholic prerogatives. As Dagmar 

 
566 Karl Bachem, Vorgeschichte, Geschichte und Politik der deutschen Zentrumspartei. Zugleich ein 
Beitrag zur Geschichte der katholischen Bewegung sowie zur allgemeinen Geschichte des neueren und 
neuesten Deutschland 1815-1914. (Aalen: Scientia-Verlag, 1967), 141. 
567 Landry, Ecumenism, Memory & German Nationalism, 36. 
568 Weir, Secularism and Religion in Nineteenth-Century Germany, 18–19. 
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Herzog documents, liberals’ attempts to extend civil rights to German Catholics (as well 

as, by extension largely, Jews) foundered on the organized political opposition of 

Catholics opposed to granting legitimacy to German Catholicism. The petition campaign 

against this ameliorative legislation, as much as the protest of heavy-handed state 

repression in the Cologne case, signaled the birth and growing power of political 

Catholicism.569 The opponents of this movement, however, were as prepared to take their 

case before the public. 

REVOLUTIONARY ANTI-CATHOLICISM: GUSTAV STRUVE AND THE MANNHEIMER 

JOURNAL 

 
 Gustav Struve was part of a revolutionary cohort whose political activity in the 

1840s took advantage of a time in which censorship was on the defensive and the alliance 

between church and state that underwrote the relative stability of the 1820s and 1830s 

was beginning to totter.570 Born in 1805 to aristocratic parents in Munich, Struve was too 

young to participate in the nationalist student movement of the 1810s; consequently, he 

had none of the Burschenschaft affiliations that would have rendered him unemployable 

in state service in the way Ruge was. Through his father’s influence Struve was taken 

into the diplomatic corps in Oldenburg, for whom he served in Frankfurt. His liberalism 

and opposition to the reactionary policy of the German Confederation was too freely 

 
569 Dagmar Herzog, “The Religious Right and the Recasting of the ‘Jewish Question’: Baden in the 
1840s,” in Smith, Protestants, Catholics, and Jews in Germany, 200. 
570 Robert Blum in Saxony and Johann Jacoby in Prussia, both of them advocates of democratic radicalism, 
early socialist social thought, and rationalist “free church” religion are comparable figures. See Eugene J 
Newman, Restoration Radical: Robert Blum and the Challenge of German Democracy 1807-48 (Boston: 
Branden Press, 1974); Edmund Silberner, Johann Jacoby: Politiker und Mensch (Bonn-Bad Godesberg: 
Verlag Neue Gesellschaft, 1976). 
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expressed, however, to enable him to last long in foreign service or the judiciary, and 

Struve settled in Mannheim in the auspicious year of 1832, only twenty miles from the 

site of the Hambach Festival. In the 1830s, he dedicated himself to legal study and to 

practicing as a civil attorney in the city, where he won local renown. His political 

interests found only relatively minor outlet before the 1840s.571  

 Intellectually, Struve’s interests were broad to the point of dilettantish; his shrewd 

political thinking (the Badenese moderate liberal Ludwig Häusser called Struve a “cold 

theoretician of revolutionary terror”572) was matched by utopian passions for 

vegetarianism, physical culture, and phrenology.573 Struve’s time at the helm of the 

Mannheimer Journal coincided with a tremendous flurry of activity as both a writer and 

as an organizer. In addition to editing a daily paper, Struve wrote numerous books in 

1845 and 1846. Moreover, many of his publishing efforts also entailed a secondary 

writing assignment just as laborious: filing legal appeals to censorship. 

 Struve’s publishing efforts were also often in service of an even greater passion: 

civic organization. Traditional forms of sociability as much as the growing Vereinswesen 

were politicized in the 1840s, setting the stage for the politicization of the “mass society” 

 
571 Karl Wippermann, “Struve, Gustav von,” Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, Last accessed December 4, 
2014, http://www.deutsche-biographie.de/pnd118799207.html?anchor=adb. 
572 Quoted in Wegert, German Radicals Confront the Common People, 285. 
573 Struve’s phrenological interests manifested not only in methodological treatises like his Handbuch der 
Phrenologie, but even in empirical work; that is, in Gallerie berühmter Männer des neunzehnten 
Jahrhunderts, Struve provided detailed cranial measurements of a number of significant political figures in 
Württemberg and Baden in both the delegate assembly and the state ministries, along with correspondence 
(in which several wonder at the purpose of all this) and personality analyses. Gustav Struve, Gallerie 
berühmter Männer des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts (Heidelberg: Julius Groos, 1845).     
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in the second half of the century.574 Thomas Nipperdey has characterized the 1840s as an 

age in which the middle classes’ interest in forming voluntary associations (Vereine) 

became a veritable “passion” (Vereinsleidenschaft).575 Struve founded clubs for bathing 

in the Rhine, which meets the Neckar in Mannheim. He gave sermons and organized a 

German Catholic community in Mannheim, one of Baden’s most active. He organized 

reading groups, public lectures, and inter-faith meeting societies. Moreover, Struve strove 

to include populations in his associations, most notably Jews and workers, who had been 

largely excluded from the bourgeois Vereinswesen of the early part of the century. One 

challenge in democratizing participation in associational life, however, was 

communication: drawing participation from a broader social circle entailed public 

communication, which was subject to censorship. Even for announcements of ostensibly 

apolitical associations, however, the Journal’s censor often suppressed these 

communications, leading to significant conflict. 

 Struve’s editorship of Mannheim’s leading radical journal, however, represented 

the broadest platform he had for his political activities before the Revolution. It also 

brought him into conflict with the state over the censorship of the paper, which Struve 

documented and interpreted in the three successive editions of Actenstücke. Yet, far from 

a paradigmatic example of censorship, Struve’s battle with the Mannheim censor 

Mariano von Uria-Sarachaga illuminates the new fault lines as well as the alliances of 

convenience apparent in the newly fragmented political landscape on the eve of 
 

574 James Brophy, Popular Culture and the Public Sphere, 302. 
575 Thomas Nipperdey, “Verein als soziale Struktur in Deutschland im späten 18. und frühen 19. 
Jahrhundert. Eine Fallstudie zur Modernisierung,” in Thomas Nipperdey, Gesellschaft, Kultur, Theorie: 
Gesammelte Aufsätze zur neueren Geschichte (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1976), 175. 
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revolution. Ultimately, though torn between Uria and Struve, the central censorship 

officials upheld their censor’s authority, at the cost of further alienating the growing 

reading public and without securing the concomitant support of the conservative 

Catholics aroused to state opposition by liberal religious policy from the Interior Ministry 

earlier in the decade. 

 Struve was brought in by the publisher of the Mannheimer Journal to bring the 

paper in line with the prevailing popular radicalism of the city, which the Mannheimer 

Abendzeitung had successfully harnessed.576 In Baden he found an environment in which 

the political constellation of neighboring Württemberg appeared amplified, with a more 

conservative conservatism, a more radical liberalism, and a state apparatus much less able 

to exert censorial control. The relatively enthusiastic embrace of the Carlsbad Decrees in 

Baden, examined in the second chapter, produced an even more decisive triumph for 

liberalism among the political public than appeared in Bavaria or Württemberg in the 

1830s. Consequently, Baden only appeared to the outside to still fully implement the 

Carlsbad system.577 

 In states like Baden, Bavaria, Saxony, and Württemberg, where constitutional 

legal protections as well as raison d’etat made stringent implementation of Metternich’s 

 
576 After the Prussian-Saxon suppression of Young Hegelianism considered in the last chapter, many of the 
correspondents associated with the Jahrbücher and Marx’s Rheinische Zeitung began to write instead for 
the Mannheimer Abendzeitung in late 1843, which became one of Germany’s leading radical political 
newspapers thanks to the infusion of intellectual talent. The Abendzeitung, under the editorship of early 
socialists Karl Grün and later Karl Ludwig Bernays, represented the popular radicalism of Baden’s 
handworker class. Norbert Deuchert, Vom Hambacher Fest zur badischen Revolution: politische Presse 
und Anfänge deutscher Demokratie 1832-1848/49 (Stuttgart: K. Theiss, 1983), 43. 
577 In Martin Arnold’s words, Baden had become “loyal to the Confederation on the outside, liberal on the 
inside.”(Bundestreu nach außen, liberal nach innen). Pressefreiheit und Zensur, 189. 
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vision impracticable, a long term process of cultural transformation took place in the 

thirty years before 1848. In Baden, this process was perhaps more advanced than 

anywhere else, however.578 This transformation, though in a sense rooted in liberal 

principles of free speech and popular participation in political life, was not, however, a 

linear one of liberalization. Conservative Catholics (and not so conservative Catholics 

nonetheless concerned about state domination of their church) mobilized to challenge the 

state’s claim to guardianship over the press in their own way as fundamentally as liberals 

and radicals. Baden’s government, however, remained divided between a moderate 

liberal grouping around Nebenius and the reactionary foreign minister Blittersdorf, the 

leading figure behind Baden’s initial enthusiastic application of censorship. 

 The exercise of censorship in Baden was shaped by the ways in which publishing 

had developed in the state since the 1810s. The states examined in this study have all 

featured different geographies of the press: in Saxony, a political capital (Dresden) and a 

publishing capital (Leipzig); in Württemberg, a single capital and a proliferation of small 

publishing centers; in Bavaria, a capital-centered publishing industry with a small, legally 

anomalous center of political publishing in the Palatinate. By the 1840s, however, Baden 

had developed a unique geography of publishing, in which the centrally-located political 

capital Karlsruhe remained a relative backwater, while cities located at the farthest 

reaches of the grand duchy, Mannheim in the north and Konstanz in the south, became 

centers not only of political publishing, but of the avant garde of German radical 

democracy. 

 
578 Deuchert, Vom Hambacher Fest zur badischen Revolution, 15. 
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 In Mannheim, where Struve rose to prominence, the Unterrheinkreis government 

held responsibility for censorship of local papers, of which three were at least regionally 

significant. The Kreis government chose individual censors from its own ranks for 

Mannheim’s papers, while smaller papers had appointed local censors drawn from 

municipal government, as was common practice throughout the period. This system, in 

which lower-level authorities had primary responsibility for political newspapers, worked 

reasonably well in preceding decades provided that “provincial” newspapers appearing 

outside the capital were of minor importance. Mannheim in the 1840s, however, had 

become a press city of national importance; the temporizing, back-and-forth process of 

censoring the Mannheimer Journal owed in part to the fact that the more centrally-placed 

authorities of the Censorship Commission were relatively uninvolved in the conflict. 

 As Norbert Deuchert argues, Baden’s radical press began to target the person of 

the censor as the weakest link in the state’s system of repression of political dissent.579 

That process began even before Struve and Uria began their censorship war. Part of what 

drove the city officials who censored the local press before Uria to seek their release from 

the position was the opprobrium that came with censoring. Bernays’ attack on the censor 

Friedrich Wilhelm Fuchs, a relatively undistinguished example of a local censor, was 

blistering: “He has no soul in his body, so he tears the soul out of the body of others; he 

has no warm blood and no beating heart, because only the cold-blooded murder with pre-

 
579 Ibid., 84. 
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meditation, and murder is his business.”580 Fuchs was just as pressured from the side of 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs as well.581 Fuchs’ replacement, Mariano von Uria-

Sarachaga was appointed censor in 1845. Uria’s tenure would ultimately demonstrate 

conclusively in Baden that the system of prior restraint as it then existed could not work 

without a massive intervention of police power, on a scale unthinkable under the 

circumstances. In the beginning, however, he offered two reasons for hope. First, as an 

ultramontane Catholic, Uria could shore up the wavering alliance between conservative 

Catholics and the Badenese state. Second, as a relative outsider, he would be less 

susceptible to the kinds of pressure that drove first the city director Joseph Riegel, then 

Fuchs to all but beg for the government to allow them to withdraw. In this respect, Uria’s 

tenure as censor represented a last ditch effort in Baden to maintain censorship after the 

censorial role of mediator between the state and the press had become utterly untenable. 

 Struve’s assumption of the editorship of the Mannheimer Journal coincided with 

the emergence of the German Catholic movement, and Struve swiftly became its most 

ardent champion in Baden, even as German Catholicism achieved nothing like the 

numerical success it had in its core areas of support in Silesia and Saxony.  If the 

government of Baden had no particular love of ultramontane Catholicism, it had even less 

desire to agitate resurgent Catholic conservatives by permitting discussion of German 

Catholicism in public. Here the dual significance of the imprimatur as a traditional form 

 
580 “Er hat keine Seele im Leib, drum streicht er sie auch Andern aus dem Körper; er hat kein warmes Blut 
und kein schlagendes Herz, denn nur die Kalblütigen morden mit Ueberlegung, und der Mord ist sein 
Geschäft.” Ferdinand Bernays, Schandgeschichten zur Charakteristik des deutschen Censoren- und 
Redactorenpacks: Aktenstücke zur Geschichte des Tages (Strasbourg: Schuler, 1843), 5. 
581 Udo Leuschner, Vom Intelligenzblatt zur demokratischen Kampfpresse - Mannheimer Zeitungen bis 
1850 (Mannheim: Leuschner, 1970), 11. 
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of not only state permission but state approval of speech is apparent. Catholic 

conservatives interpreted the publication of German Catholic writings as tacit support 

from the government—swayed by the liberals of the second chamber—for attacks on 

orthodox Catholicism. By permitting Catholic attacks on the new movement while 

censoring any sympathetic discussion of German Catholicism, however, Uria’s 

censorship policy undermined the state’s claim in religious censorship to enforce neutral 

boundaries of discussion within Christianity. The partisanship of his censorship lay not in 

its harshness—existing legal and administrative precedent allowed for much broader 

censorship than the authorities could ever hope actually to put into practice under the 

circumstances—but rather in its obvious one-sidedness for what Struve would term the 

“Jesuitical” party.582 

 Before assuming the editorship, Struve met with Uria. Ostensibly following 

advice to meet with the censor and establish, if not friendly, then at least cordial relations, 

Struve proclaimed forthrightly his intentions: 

I declared to him frankly that my tendency rests upon the firm positive foundation 
of the German Federal Acts and that consequently I must see censorship as illegal, 
especially since it contradicts not only Article 18 of the aforementioned Acts but 
also §17 of our constitutional  document and the Press Law of December 28, 1831. 
I added incidentally that I would subject myself initially to censorship, though I 
was firmly decided to publish anything cut by censorship in volumes of 20 
printers’ pages, so that the public would be able to judge between censorship and 
the editor.583 

 
582 As Struve put it to the Interior Ministry, “one may write Roman, only not German.” (Römisch darf man 
schreiben, allein nicht deutsch.) Struve to Interior Ministry, July 9, 1845, Actenstücke der Censur des 
Großherzoglich Badischen Regierungs-Raths von Uria-Sarachaga: eine Recursschrift an d. Publikum 
(Struve, 1845), (hereafter Actenstücke I), XII. 
583 “Ich erklärte ihm unumwunden, daß meine Tendenz auf der festen positiven Grundlage der deutschen 
Bundesacte ruhe, daß ich daher die Censur für rechtswidrig halten müsse, um so mehr, als sie nicht blos 
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Needless to say, Struve’s legal reasoning involved asserting against evidence that an 

alternative history of German legal history had already been realized; not for the first 

time do we see here German intellectuals opposed to the confederal order simply 

imagining that it was formally illegal rather than illegitimate on a more fundamental 

level. 

 This declaration also shaped the nature of the conflict over censorship that would 

ensue. As Struve’s documents reveal, the majority of the conflicts he had with both the 

censors and the police authorities concerned procedural matters: inconsistencies 

regarding the reprinting of already censored articles, uncertainty over how to typeset 

censored articles without creating impermissible Censurlücken, and constant frustration 

over the delays introduced in publishing. Though he never let the authorities forget that 

he viewed censorship as wholly illegal in Baden, Struve actually followed the basic 

procedures of censorship fairly scrupulously at the beginning. With the intention from the 

outset to produce a collection like the Actenstücke, Struve could afford to bide his time 

and not give the authorities an opening to the immediate suppression of the paper. 

 Moreover, Struve’s decision to adopt the tactics of creating “censorship volumes” 

that Wirth had made into an art form a decade before demonstrates that it was not the 

suppression of speech per se that “radicalized” Struve; rather, he faced constant police 

pressure, orchestrated in part by Uria, for his organizational activities, which spilled over 

 
dem Artikel 18 der genannten Acte, sondern auch dem §17 unserer Verfassungsurkunde und dem 
Preßgesetze vom. 28. Dezember 1831 widerspreche. Ich fügte hinzu, daß ich mich übrigens für's erste der 
Censur unterwerfen würde, jedoch fest entschlossen sey, in 20 Bogen starke Bänden alle Censurstriche 
veröffentlichen zu lassen, um das Publikum in den Stand zu setzen, seiner Zeit zwischen Censur und 
Redaction zu richten.” Ibid., I. 
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into his writing. He was forthrightly in favor of German Catholicism from the outset, 

wrote article upon article chronicling the movement, and printed them as soon as he 

could collect enough (alongside documentation of their censorship) to publish them in 

book form. Rhetorically, they built upon the growing genre of documenting censorship 

conflicts, which included, of course, works from writers ranging from the Catholic cleric 

Mack to the radical humanist Ruge. Through the Actenstücke, Struve would not only 

present his uncensored opinions, but also document for the public how censorship 

molded the press into a servile creature of the state. 

 From the outset, Struve adopts in the introduction a rhetorical posture of 

moderation that carries throughout the Actenstücke. “My intention in taking over the 

paper” he writes, “was never to take an oppositional position, but instead to adopt a more 

positive than a negative direction.”584 In practice, that meant spending more time 

covering the positive development of German Catholicism rather than criticizing the 

Roman Catholic Church, although the two things were usually intertwined. Struve placed 

much stock in his own avoidance of overheated rhetoric, hoping to avoid allowing 

passionate language endanger the broader message he sought to spread. His belief in his 

own moderation was based upon the not entirely implausible notion that Uria’s 

ultramontanism was as distant from the ministry’s politics as his own.585 In an oblique 

reference to the anonymous collection of documents outlining the state’s position on 

mixed marriages, Der Streit über gemischten Ehen und das Kirchenhoheitsrecht, Struve 
 

584 “Meine Absicht bei der Uebernahme des genannten Blattes war keineswegs eine wesentliche 
oppositionelle Stellung, sondern eine mehr positive als negative Richtung einzunehmen.” Actenstücke I, 
Vorbericht des Herausgebers. 
585 Struve to Interior Ministry, July 17, 1845, Actenstücke I, XVII. 
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noted that even the highest figures of the government would be suppressed were Uria’s 

principles to govern.586 

 Censor and editor clashed often over logistical matters immediately, especially 

Uria’s availability of the censor, his hours, and the delays introduced by censorship.587 

Unlike many censors we have seen, who saw it as a goal to prevent publication 

disruptions, which might negatively affect perceptions of the authorities, Uria lacked 

sensitivity for practical needs of the press. In one order, for instance, he forbade editors 

whose articles had been cut and who needed fill-in material on short notice for type-

setting purposes from publishing “ostensibly innocent-seeming articles” without prior 

approval—even though such approval was impossible to obtain in time to actually 

publish a daily paper.588 Struve pledged to ignore such a policy. 

 Once Struve began to direct his complaints to the government of the 

Unterrheinkreis, he experienced some redress. At least as many of Uria’s cuts were 

overturned as were upheld in the first three months of the paper, a record of overreach 

that indeed marks Uria as unusually out of step with his superiors. A persistent pattern 

emerged fairly early. Uria cut any articles in which German Catholics were described as a 

church or were allowed to criticize Roman Catholicism. A major point of contention, 

though, was what to call the movement at all. Uria struck any permutation of “German 

 
586 Struve to Interior Ministry, July 17, 1845, Actenstücke I, XX. The collection was the work of liberal 
Catholic Joseph Beck and pressed the government’s interest in the freedom of couples to decide the nature 
of their children’s education against the rights of churches. See Herzog, Intimacy and Exclusion, 47. 
587 When Uria complained to Struve about how much time censorship took in his day, Struve helpfully 
relayed the information to the Ministry with the suggestion that Uria could use a break—by removing him 
as censor.  
588 “offenbar unschuldig scheinende Artikel.” Uria to Mannheim newspaper editors, January 22, 1844, 
Actenstücke I, II.  
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Catholicism,” with the marginal note to refer to the movement specifically as “Catholic 

dissidents” (katholische Dissidenten).589 Tellingly, he also rejected the usage of the term 

“Gemeinde,” always demanding Struve refer to the German Catholics as an 

“association,” (Verein) and demanded the word “Schisma” in place of “Bruch” to 

describe the German Catholics’ relation to Rome.590 In this respect, Uria’s goal was not 

merely to censor German Catholic attacks on Rome, the “Jesuit” party, and the like, but 

also to reject utterly the notion that German Catholicism was in any way a similar entity 

to the Catholic Church. 

 Though he often won appeals, however, Struve felt little sense of legal relief, as 

each victory proved “illusory” (illusorisch). The process was arduous—the Kreis 

government required a separate appeal lodged for each individual issue, rejecting 

Struve’s time-saving attempt to combine multiple appeals in a single message. “Evidently 

the government’s intention in this respect is to make it difficult or even impossible for me 

to appeal censorship cuts,” he complained to the Interior Ministry.591 Moreover, 

victorious appeals simply left him with outdated articles to print, and he was not 

permitted to explain to readers why a post-dated article appeared.592 In this respect, 

Struve’s desire to avoid printing “nonsense” (Unsinn) collided with the government’s 

 
589 Struve’s alternative to “deutschkatholisch,” “christ-katholisch” (Christ Catholics) was for obvious 
reason no more acceptable to Uria, and the Kreis government confirmed his cuts of the phrase as well. 
Censorship copy of Mannheimer Journal,  Actenstücke I, 3. 
590 For notation concerning “Gemeinde” versus “Verein,” see Censorship Copy of July 3, Actenstücke I, 3; 
for “Bruch” versus “Schisma” see Censorship Copy of July 18, Actenstücke I, 60. 
591 “Augenscheinlich ist es die Absicht Großherzoglicher Regierung, mir auf diesem Wege die 
Beschwerdeführung wegen Censurstrichen zu erschweren, oder gar unmöglich zu machen.” Struve to 
Interior Ministry, August 8, 1845, Actenstücke I, LXXXIV. 
592Struve to Interior Ministry, August 14, 1845, Actenstücke I, LXXXVII. 
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longstanding concern to avoid direct references to censorship and its effects on texts, to 

preserve the seamless appearance of a work, as much as possible. 

 Mannheim police authorities, acting upon a message Uria sent in a clear deviation 

from the normal role of the censor, first fined Struve for printing Censurlücke. Struve 

contrasted the immediate battle between himself and Uria with an alternative form of 

censorship as mediation and negotiation, one which he argued rendered the illegality and 

arbitrariness of censorship at least tolerable.  

Had the grand ducal censor, government councilor von Uria, exercised censorship 
in a considerate manner, had he come to an understanding with me about how 
censorship would be conducted instead of constantly persecuting me, then I would 
have perhaps waited longer before I would have fought against censorship 
directly and practically on the basis of our positive law.593 

 
Uria, by contrast, sought to actively humiliate him—even discussing his censoring of 

Struve in a public house with friends—and drive him from the press altogether.594 

Moreover, what he allowed in other papers made it clear just how personal, in Struve’s 

mind, the censorship was. 

 Within little more than two months, Struve had collected enough material to 

publish the first Actenstücke volume. The second volume, Actenstücke zur Mannheimer 

Censur und Polizei, widens its focus to examine the execution of the censor’s decisions 

by the city police—itself indicative in Struve’s view of the improper authority Uria 

 
593 “Hätte der Großherzogliche Censor, Regierungsrath v. Uria, die Censur auf eine schonende Weise 
gehandhabt, hätte er statt Verfolgungen gegen mich einzuleiten, sich mit mir über die Art und Weise der 
Handhabung der Censur verständigt, so hätte ich vielleicht noch längere Zeit gewartet, bevor ich auf dem 
Grunde unserer positiven Gesetzgebung die Censur als rechtswidrig direct und practisch bekämpft hätte.” 
Struve to Unterrheinkreis government, August 24, 1845, Actenstücke I, CXIII. 
594 Struve to Interior Ministry, August 22, 1845, Actenstücke I, CXXXVI. 
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possessed—with respect to issuing him fines and court summonses. These punishments 

also began to escalate, from fines to short periods of imprisonment. In the introduction to 

the second volume of Actenstücke, Struve himself remarks semi-incredulously how 

quickly he had assembled 21 Druckbogen worth of censored material and official 

complaints.595 Increasingly, the citizens of Mannheim began to see themselves as 

partisans in the struggle, and Struve recounts how their political petitioning of local 

authorities caused consternation. 

 Struve’s efforts in late 1845 were directed not only to publicizing the cause of 

German Catholics and opposing the rising movement of politicized ultramontanism in 

print, but also in organizing Mannheim’s small German Catholic community. Public 

announcements of meetings of German Catholics, however, were among the targets of 

censorship. Struve protested such cuts as a four-fold exercise of unlawful power: his 

freedoms of association, conscience, and speech were violated, by a censorship that also 

exceeded its own (by his lights unlawful) standards.596 Mannheimers, many of them 

German Catholics, also wrote in defense of the Mannheimer Journal, whose right to 

publish official correspondence was revoked in order to pressure the publisher, the 

Catholic Bürgerhospital of Mannheim, to remove Struve. Disparaging the government-

supported paper, the Mannheimer Morgenblatt, as unpopular and poorly written, the 

petitioners described Struve’s effects on the Journal in a manner both glowing and 

calculated: 

 
595 Gustav Struve, Actenstücke der Mannheimer Censur und Polizei (hereafter Actenstücke II) (Mannheim: 
Struve, 1846), Vorbericht des Herausgebers. 
596 Struve to Unterrheinkreis government, September 13, 1845, Actenstücke II, XXVII. 
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Since July 1 the Mannheimer Journal, under the editorship of Mr. Gustav von 
Struve, has exchanged its early colorlessness for a new direction, which discusses 
public matters on the basis of the Federal Acts and the state constitutions in the 
sense of legal progress. At the same time it is written in a respectable tone, with 
respect for individuals, conciliatory, and without antipathy towards the 
government or the citizens. 597 

 
The canniness of the petitioners—among them were Mathy, Hecker, and the radical 

publishers J.P. Grohe and Heinrich Hoff—is apparent in the way in which they 

specifically address the major features of political speech proscribed under censorship 

laws, and focus more on the tone of the Journal than its content. 

 By failing to address Uria’s improper exercise of censorship, Struve argued, it had 

taken ownership of his policy; now it remained for the opposition within the Second 

Chamber to bury the government with it. Struve reprinted a broadside against censorship 

from his friend and ally the liberal delegate Karl Mathy in the introduction to the third 

Actenstücke.598 Mathy saw censorship not as a policing of the boundaries of speech, but 

instead as a partisan assault on the formation of an alternative in the public sphere:  

Every individual correspondence, which distinguishes itself through intelligent 
understanding and treatment of a subject or talent for presentation, is stricken, not 
because of the content – this is not even considered – but instead because it would 
bring value and public acclaim to the paper.599 

 
597 “Das Mannheimer Journal hat allerdings seit 1. Juli d. J. unter der Redaction des Obergerichtsadvocaten 
Herrn G. v. Struve seine frühere Farblosigkeit mit einer Richtung vertauscht, welche die öffentlichen 
Angelegenheiten auf dem Grund der Bundesacte und der Landesverfassungen im Sinne des gestzlichen 
Fortschrittes bespricht. Dabei ist es in anständigem Tone, mit Achtung der Personen, versöhnlich, ohne 
Feindseligkeit gegen die Regierung wie gegen die Bürger geschrieben.” Petition of Mannheim citizens to 
State Ministry, Actenstücke II, XXXII. 
598 Mathy attacked Uria directly in a speech before the second chamber as well. See Max Oeser, 
Geschichte der Stadt Mannheim (Mannheim: F. Bensheimer, 1908), 554. 
599 “Jede eigene Correspondenz, welche durch geistreiche Auffassung und Behandlung eines Gegenstandes 
oder durch Talent in der Darstellung sich auszeichnet, –  wird gestrichen, nicht wegen des Inhaltes, –  
dieser kömmt gar nicht in Betracht, –  sondern darum, weil sie dem Blatte Werth und Aufnahme bei dem 
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In the person of Uria, longstanding opposition to the bureaucratic, neo-absolutist state 

met hostility towards Catholic ultramontanism that inspired vociferous condemnation. 

 The frenetic public organizing that defined Struve’s political life also began once 

again to manifest in 1846. Among the groups he either led or founded were an association 

for public bathing in the Rhine, a reading club for the working class, and a gymnastics 

association. Public announcements and reports on all of these activities, as well as 

invitations to public lectures Struve planned to hold on “the legal circumstances of 

Germany” were forbidden, hindering but ultimately not stopping him from building 

popular institutions infused with the principles of radicalism.600 The government’s 

repression of ostensibly non-political groups like the bathing organization—government 

officials prosecuted him for damage to plants near the riverbeds— dedicated to the public 

weal was especially significant for Struve’s growing equation of his personal cause with 

that of the people of the city of Mannheim. City authorities were much less concerned 

about the organizations themselves than they were with Struve’s participation, however. 

 Were these groups “camouflage organizations” (Tarnvereine) for a radical 

political agenda as the authorities believed?601 For Struve, popular participation in 

associational life appeared as much to be a goal in itself as a shrewd means of evading 

the prohibition of political gatherings. In any event, city officials let Struve know that the 

 
Publikum verschaffen würde.” Karl Mathy in Gustav Struve, Actenstücke der Badischen Censur  und 
Polizei (hereafter Actenstücke III) (Mannheim: Struve, 1846), 0 (Vorbericht des Herausgebers). 
600 In a striking indication of the role of academic credentials in German cultural life, the Interior Ministry 
justified its ban on Struve’s lectures by pointing out he had not habilitated in the subject. Interior Ministry 
Decree, January 12, 1846, Actenstücke III, CII. 
601 Deuchert, Vom Hambacher Fest zur badischen Revolution, 238. 
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survival of the reading society and other associations was contingent upon his withdrawal 

from their leadership.602 Even as he escalated his protests against state policy, though, 

Struve continued to disclaim any revolutionary intentions. “I repeat here what I have said 

at every opportunity in writing and speech,” he wrote the State Ministry in one of his 

countless appeals, “that when I took over the Mannheimer Journal my intention was not 

and is not to pursue radical or destructive tendencies. I count myself rather among the 

resolute Conservatives.” 603 That Struve was no conservative hardly bears mentioning, 

yet we should not see his declaration as deceitful, but rather of a piece with a tendency 

among members of the vormärz opposition, particularly evident in Struve’s thinking, that 

they opposed not the state but rather a reactionary faction within it whose actions 

represented the “true” radicalism. 

 For the authorities, however, Struve’s appeals themselves were actionable 

offenses. Citing his “defamatory” (ehrenkränkende) tone, ministry officials accused 

Struve of outright libel against officials. In particular, Struve’s accusation that Uria stood 

at the head of a “plot against the constitution” constituted an actionable legal offense.604 

Naturally, the authorities by now knew that any correspondence they received from 

Struve was ultimately destined to become public as well. In this respect, attacking the 

language of his then-private appeals was the closest the government could get to 

exercising some kind of prior restraint over the legal correspondence that would appear 

 
602 Mannheim city government to Struve, November 28, 1845, Actenstücke III, LI. 
603 “Ich wiederhole hier, was ich bei jeder Gelegenheit schriftlich und mündlich erklärt habe, meine 
Absicht, als ich die Redaction des Mannheimer Journals übernahm, war nicht, und ist auch jetzt nicht, 
radicale oder destructive Tendenzen zu verfolgen. Ich rechne mich vielmehr zu den entschieden 
Conservativen.” Struve to State Ministry, November 18, 1845, Actenstücke III, XLVI. 
604 Judgment against Struve, February 13, 1846, Actenstücke III, CXVI. 
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shortly in the censorship-free Actenstücke. In fact, the government officials had a point; 

Struve’s early attempts to maintain a dispassionate tone gave way to an increasingly 

embittered level of invective.  

 Moreover, Struve like Wirth before him began to print censored material in the 

Journal itself, although tellingly the censored items he printed were not programmatic 

pieces, but rather the public announcements of his lectures and organizational 

meetings.605 Where Wirth founded organizations to secure and defend the free press, 

Struve employed the techniques of censorship evasion in the service of fostering an 

increasingly broad-based civic culture that formed the heart of Baden’s emerging radical-

democratic political movement. Even as he expanded his targets beyond Uria to 

encompass a broader swathe of hostile officials, however, Struve still harbored a not-

irrational belief that many state officials privately shared his belief in the iniquity of 

censorship. The government itself, he argued, would abandon censorship, had it the 

courage to risk the wrath of Prussia and Austria.606 For Struve, censorship was no longer 

a struggle between the people and the state, but rather a war against “the dark power of 

Jesuits and Pietists.”607 The Badenese state, he suggested, remained capable of joining 

either side. That the central organs of the state did often support him—rescinding Uria’s 

cuts or overturning the ban on his gymnastics association, for instance—stoked his faith 

that perhaps it would. 

 
605 Grand ducal superior collection office to Mannheim city government, January 22, 1846, Actenstücke III, 
XCIV. 
606 Struve to Grand ducal court (Hofgericht), January 26, 1846, Actenstücke III, XCVII 
607 “der finstern Macht der Jesuiten und Pietisten,” Ibid., XCVII. 
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 For his libels of state officials, Struve received a sentence of four weeks in jail, 

one of many.608 Despite the intensity of conflict, however, the time had passed when a 

government like Baden’s could easily countenance actually shuttering a newspaper as 

well-known. After mid-1846, Struve moved on from the Mannheimer Journal, which 

passed briefly into Mathy’s hands, in favor of founding a new publication alongside 

radical Mannheim publisher Heinrich Hoff, the Deutscher Zuschauer.609 He would edit it 

until April 1848, when, together with the parliamentary leader of Baden’s radical faction, 

Friedrich Hecker, Struve, self-professed conservative defender of the Bundesacte, led the 

first of several revolutionary putsch attempts that marked Baden as the most radical and 

violent center of the 1848 Revolution in Germany.610 That same month, Mannheimers 

publicly gathered to rally against the garrisoning of foreign troops in their city—and to 

demand that Uria leave the city, too.611 

CONCLUSION 

 
 It is no accident that one of the first concrete achievements of the March 

Revolutions in the German states was the abolition of preventive censorship. Already by 

the middle of the 1840s, censors were finding their work increasingly untenable. Always 

 
608 The logic behind the state’s case was that Struve’s words in essence accused the Mannheim city 
officials of treason; he called, in other words, for more than simply firing them, but rather for their heads.  
Actenstücke III, CXIV. 
609 For an account of Hoff’s significance as a dedicated radical in the world of publishing, see James 
Brophy, “Heinrich Hoff and the Print Culture of German Radicalism,” Leipziger Jahrbuch zur  
Buchgeschichte, vol. 19 (2010): 71-116. 
610 Hecker and Struve first became acquainted personally as a result Hecker defending Struve. Arnold, 
Pressefreiheit und Zensur, 36. 
611 “Mannheim, 26. April,” Deutsche Zeitung, Nr. 119, April 29, 1848. 
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vilified by the students and intellectuals who made up the dedicated core of the radical 

opposition throughout the period, censors also faced increasing hostility from the broader 

public. Ordinary Germans were politically mobilized not only by participation (if only 

indirect) in the electoral campaigns in the constitutional lands where delegate assemblies 

formed nodes of opposition, but also, as we have seen in this chapter, by their churches 

and social circles as well. In this respect, liberalization was not a necessary part of the 

undermining of censorship; instead, what proved decisive was the growing efficacy of 

popular political organizing to realize policy aims, even in causes like the mixed 

marriages dispute that could be fairly termed “illiberal.” Censorship was perhaps 

conceivable in its 1819 form with a narrowly defined political public and a broad 

conviction among the forces of reaction that they would have to cooperate lest the 

experience of the French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars be repeated. By the 1840s, 

however, it seemed increasingly out of step with the times to many states. 

 In fact, the Bundeversammlung itself had begun to moot possible changes in the 

law by 1846. As a summary of the preceding thirty years of censorship history compiled 

after the defeat of the Revolution makes clear, the abrogation of censorship by the March 

governments likely only hastened a process already in motion.612 Delegates from Saxony, 

for instance, favored a system of economic management of the press clearly modeled 

after the French system, in which publishers would pay substantial deposits to insure 

against libel charges and courts, rather than harried part-time bureaucrats, would give 

 
612 That is not to say that the actions of authors, editors, and publishers like Mack and Struve did not 
matter. As Edda Ziegler argues, censorship documentation was a form of resistance against censorship, by 
publicizing its workings. Ziegler, Literarische Zensur, 154. 
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censorship a greater patina of legality. Prussian delegates pronounced themselves willing 

to allow each individual state to adopt or not adopt prior restraint, provided that the 

Confederation took on a greater role in administering the economic system Saxon 

delegates favored. Moreover, the Prussians placed greater stock in the policing of 

individual people rather than works; they urged greater police cooperation across the 

Confederation in the manner that would eventually be realized in the police associations 

of the 1850s analyzed in the work of Wolfram Siemann.613 Scrapping prior restraint, it 

was believed, might even mollify the liberal opposition in those states with representative 

bodies. 

 The coming of the Revolution on March 3, 1848, then only sped along this 

process. The great triumph of the liberal March ministries, the abolition of prior restraint, 

had almost already been achieved—though it is impossible to know how long 

deliberations could have lasted among the delegates. Against the votes of Austria, 

Hannover, and Hesse-Kassel, the Bundesversammlung repealed the requirement for all 

states to practice preventive censorship, setting loose a wave of individual states 

eliminating it to great fanfare. These changes not only foreshadowed the press policy of 

the 1850s and 1860s, but also the eventual censorship policy of the Bismarckian 

Empire.614 Looking back on the experience of the Vormärz from 1851, the report’s 

 
613 Wolfram Siemann, Der “Polizeiverein” deutscher Staaten: eine Dokumentation zur Überwachung der 
Öffentlichkeit nach der Revolution von 1848/49 (Tübingen: M. Niemeyer, 1983). 
614 The turn towards “positive press politics”—official manipulation of the news rather than the repression 
of oppositional sources of information—in the 1850s and 1860s, see Abigail Green, “Intervening in the 
Public Sphere: German Governments and the Press, 1815-1870,” The Historical Journal, vol. 44, nr. 1 
(Mar. 2001), 155-75; for an investigation of censorship in Imperial Germany see Gary D. Stark, Banned In 
Berlin: Literary Censorship in Imperial Germany, 1871-1918 (New York: Berghahn, 2009). 
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author sees centralized legal procedures across state lines and economic penalties for 

press offenses as the future: 

The [German Confederation] sees universal prescriptions against the abuse of the 
press as the only truly effective means, because individual bans pronounced by 
federal decree would be scarcely worthwhile as long as the legislation of 
individual states provided the ready means to evade such bans.615 

 
On that basis, a new relationship between intellectuals, the state, and the public sphere, 

drawing upon legacies of the system we have considered, yet seeking to avoid its 

mistakes and limitations, would emerge when Germany’s monarchs returned to their 

thrones and the revolutionaries of 1848 were exiled or executed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
615 “Er sehe hierin (allgemeine vorschriften gegen den Mißbrauch der Presse) das einzige wirklich 
wirksame Mittel, während selbst einzelne Verbote, durch Bundesbeschlüsse ausgesprochen, kaum einen 
Nutzen gewähren würden, so lange die Gesetzgebungen mehrerer Bundesstaaten die Mittel, solche Verbote 
zu umgehen, in reichlichen Maaße an die Hand gäben.” “Die Handhabung des Bundespreßgesetzes vom 20. 
Sept. 1819 und Unterdruckung verderblicher Schriften durch Bundesbeschlüsse (1851-9),” GLAKA Abt. 
233 Nr 3188. 
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Conclusion 

 In 1848, all the forces censorship had been implemented to contain were set loose. 

A popular revolt, fueled by an acute economic crisis, quickly overwhelmed the meager 

policing capacities of the states of the Confederation. Police authority in the cities rapidly 

proved inadequate as monarchical authority appeared truly threatened for the first time 

since the Napoleonic threat. The Revolution of 1848 offered the vormärz opposition, 

especially in its liberal-nationalist form, and opportunity to re-write the Vienna settlement 

and unmake the Carlsbad system. Ultimately, while the project of forging a liberal, 

constitutional nation-state for Germany failed, the assault on censorship and the tutelary 

state proved of lasting significance. 

 The circumstances of the outbreak of Revolution in France in February 1848 are 

particularly indicative of the dynamic relationship between the organized liberal 

movement and the explosion of popular political activity, whether that in the form of 

armed urban revolts or mass public meetings. Ordinary Parisians took to the barricades in 

protest of the French government’s suppression of liberal voluntary associations (the 

“Banquet campaign” organized by liberal notables to protest government policy).616 

Liberals, if united in protest against the state, could thus draw upon broad popular 

support—something that would prove the case in central Europe as well. Meanwhile, the 

profusion of nationalist insurgencies in the European periphery, however, complicated 

the political claims of the Frankfurt Parliament, which would eventually face intractable 

 
616 William Fortescue, France and 1848: The End of Monarchy (New York: Routledge, 2005). 
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difficulties in determining not only the political institutions but also the very geographical 

scope of the future Germany they wished to create.617 

 Throughout Germany, rulers sought to satisfy popular demands and avoid 

bloodshed by appointing ministries composed of men holding the public’s trust. The 

appointment of “March ministries,” predominately liberal governments imposed upon 

German rulers by popular demands, moved German governments closer to the practice of 

ministerial responsibility. Additionally, it unseated unpopular reactionaries from 

authority like Falkenstein in Saxony (“the quintessence of the viciousness that suffused 

the entire system”) and Beroldingen in Württemberg, ironically enough replaced by Karl 

Friedrich Roser, a member of the Censorship Commission.618 A key feature of the 

summoning of these ministers was perception of their standing in the public, measured 

through public demonstration, the press, and probably some degree of private rumors. In 

this regard, the public sphere appeared not in the spatialized, neutral form Mah critiqued, 

but rather in the personified form of the univocal Volk. Moreover, with Prussian and 

Austrian pressure to maintain censorship abated, these ministries could eliminate prior 

restraint in a stroke. Decrees abolishing censorship were among the first pieces of 

business concluded by liberal-dominated representative assemblies, and now they would 

be implemented by friendly governments, even in cases where there was a degree of 

continuity within the government. 

 
617 Wolfgang J. Mommsen, 1848, die ungewollte Revolution: die revolutionären Bewegungen in Europa 
1830-1849 (Frankfurt: S. Fischer, 1998); Jürgen. Osterhammel, Die Verwandlung der Welt: eine 
Geschichte des 19. Jahrhunderts (Munich: Beck, 2009), 779. 
618 Karl Biedermann, quoted in Werner, Märzministerien, 79. 
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 It is nevertheless striking, however, that the abolition of preventive censorship 

and the pledge to draft laws preserving press freedom were among the first acts of all 

March ministries. The wave of publications founded in 1848 channeled popular energy 

and served to solidify the more inchoate political groupings of the 1840s. The flourishing 

political press also exposed the emerging divisions between the “Halves” and the 

“Wholes,” those who aimed for a democratic republic and those aiming for a 

constitutional monarchy in which the liberal bourgeoisie would play a commanding 

role.619  

 Explaining the multiple effects of censorship on the outbreak and outcome of the 

Revolution requires attention to the complex and even contradictory ways in which 

censors shaped the public sphere. The guiding thread behind this study has been the 

contention that understanding censorship’s effects in the broadest sense requires an 

attention to the multiple sites of contestation and negotiation for the production of 

political speech. Though by no means an exhaustive analysis of such sites, it has 

attempted to demonstrate through the individual cases presented how each relationship 

examined contributed to creating the specific assemblage of the political public sphere in 

the vormärz German states. Moreover, it has attempted to present these relationships in a 

“flattened” social space, to use the terminology of Bruno Latour and Actor-Network 

Theory.620 One consequence of this approach has been that assumptions about the 

 
619 Deuchert, Vom Hambacher Fest zur Badischen Revolution, 264. 
620 By “flat,” I am adopting Latour’s suggestion that social scientists ought to be attentive to the channels 
by which local interactions are shaped by distant forces, whether they be conceived as impersonal 
structures or actors at a presumably “higher” remove from the particular. These vectors, when they are 
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relationship between “higher” authorities and their subaltern administrators have 

themselves been interrogated in light of the complexity of their actual manifestation. That 

is, the power of ministerial authorities and monarchs themselves to compel even their 

own civil servants to act appears in the light of empirical evidence to be contingent and 

defeasible. Censorship could only ever “work” with censors as active, enthusiastic 

participants whose commitment to the goals and principles of the existing order was 

sufficient for them to withstand the inevitable attacks and public opprobrium that would 

result from censorship. 

 Because censors were, as I have written before, the vertices of this system, the 

structural position to which relations between states, intellectuals, and the publishing 

industry converged, they formed the primary object of analysis in this study—and not the 

authors whose experience of censorship has hitherto dominated the focus of historians of 

literature and politics. These censors were neither unaccountable tyrants nor automatons 

faithfully transmitting the conservative party line—itself highly fluid and inchoate in the 

Restoration era. Many, as we have seen, were men of learning, active in the intellectual 

and political life that linked universities, state servants, and the press into the core of 

something like a public sphere. Again using Latour’s terminology, I view censors as 

“mediators” of the system of political communication because the entire action of 

censorship passed through them, shaping them as they shaped it.621 

 
mediators, are thus part of the network and can alter the outcome of any interactions. Latour, Reassembling 
the Social, 174. 
621 Ibid., 39. 
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 Though they differed in experience and temperament, a common trait of the 

censors considered in this study is their shared project: anchoring censorship in legality, 

even where law and administrative decree were vague and insufficient. Examining 

censorship instructions confirms just how much discretion was left to censors in 

determining the contours of permissible speech, even as their decisions were subject to 

constant second-guessing when censored works nevertheless aroused public discussion 

and diplomatic protest. Where the law ended, however, was not—contra the anti-

censorship polemics of a Struve or a Siebenpfeiffer—utter arbitrariness, but rather a 

mélange of dry proceduralism, corporate honor, reformist strivings, and belief in abstract 

legality—Rechtstaatlichkeit—that colored how they wielded the red pencil. These 

attitudes constituted the polyvalent mentalité of the vormärz Beamtentum. In periods of 

crisis like 1819 or 1832, when Germany’s frightened authorities tilted towards a more all-

encompassing suppression of the political press, its censors were often enough checks on 

that progression. During more “normal” periods, their attempt to cobble together a kind 

of legal precedent and procedure for censorship set boundaries for it that allowed for a 

political public sphere to emerge. 

 The censorship system, of course, had other notable limitations that shaped its 

exercise. Above all, the significant material limitations of censorship had significant 

consequences for how censorship operated and what it was able to achieve. Though 

mediatization led to the formation of larger, more politically and economically viable 

states in central Europe, states like Baden, Saxony, and even Bavaria remained too small 

to support the kinds of bureaucracies that Prussia in particular could field—and even the 
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vaunted Prussian bureaucracy was challenged by the demands of censorship.622 These 

limitations were compounded in the case of censorship by the unwillingness of 

representative assemblies to approve additional funding for censorship. 

 Alternatives to more direct state funding of censorship were only marginally 

better. The attempt to fund censorship through fees levied on publishers only provided 

one more source of friction between the state and publishers, when the state’s political 

aims could be best achieved through cooperation and consensus with “apolitical” 

publishers. These spotty financing methods, of course, alienated censors as well, who 

frequently complained about the costs of censorship in both time and money. As a result 

of the lack of funds to create a dedicated censorship bureaucracy, states relied upon its 

existing civil servants, again to ambiguous effect. Since they were university-educated 

and for the most part politically reliable, mid-level bureaucrats were reasonable choices 

for censors.  

 With neither publishers nor the state truly in the position to dictate terms to one 

another, censors sought to proceed cautiously and avoid direct confrontation with 

authors, editors, and publishers where they could. That is not to say they did not, as we 

have frequently seen, end up banning political newspapers, nor is it to suggest that such 

actions were not acts of repression. Rather, my argument is that these acts of spectacular 

symbolic violence were the latent possibilities within ordinary acts of censorship, but do 

 
622 In Prussia, Reinhard Koselleck argues, the initial goal was to recreate the “enlightened” censor, but few 
such men wanted the job. As such, it fell to “illiberal” men. In the constitutional states, however, there 
weren’t enough illiberal men to go around—illiberal enough, that is, to withstand the forces we have 
analyzed that militated towards compromise and self-limitation with respect to censorship. See Koselleck, 
Preußen, 416. 
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not in themselves exhaust the effects of the exercise of censorship during the period. 

Instead, the ordinary, everyday process of censorship entailed constant, comparatively 

low-stakes encounters between authors, editors, publishers, and censors. Familiarity 

between censors and publicists could breed contempt, naturally, but just as often 

accommodation, compromise, or, at the very least, a wary understanding about what 

could and could not be tolerated. For an individual newspaper, constant, unremitting 

conflict with the censor was certain to demand unwanted intervention from the higher 

authorities.  

 Conversely, a censorship system in constant total war against the political press 

would have been unmanageable and counter-productive from the perspective of the civil 

servants, whose plans for political and social reforms would be imperiled if civil society 

was implacably alienated from the state. Censors, therefore, tended to favor limited 

interventions where possible, prefer editors make changes to manuscripts than to outlaw 

publications, and ground decisions in press law rather than upon administrative 

prerogative, even when the censorship imperatives originating from ministerial 

authorities were only tendentiously specified in existing statute. Demands for more 

stringency, more prohibitions, and more punishments for authors were more often than 

not made from a distance. In this respect, the comparative cheapness of the actions of, for 

example, Prussia or Austria demanding repression in the other states contrasts with the 

difficulty of actually carrying out such actions in one’s own state. For that reason, this 

study has sought to examine how the difficult action was carried out in a place like 

Leipzig and not how the easily formulated demand for repression was issued from Berlin. 
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 From these observations about the scope and nature of censors’ activities emerges 

a clearer picture of the effects of censorship on political and cultural life in the German 

states in the first half of the nineteenth century. Rejecting the binary of structural and 

repressive censorship, this investigation has interpreted the actions of censors and the 

effects of censorship as structurally produced and as productive in the manner in which 

New Censorship Theorists use the term. In particular, censors’ decisions were produced 

not merely by the one-sided transmission of state policy but rather by the complex 

interaction of a network of actors: foreign ministries, local officials, the publishing 

industry, representative bodies, and intellectuals within and outside of the state. 

Consequently, this study concludes that within this most repressive of state actions, there 

were structural determinants that reflected broader currents of social development. The 

“state” did not serve purely as a repressive force in part because the “state” was not 

simply the emanation of an empowered center, but rather an assemblage whose 

component parts necessarily intersected with the very public it was meant to control. In 

that respect, I consider the term “regulation” of the press, in the broadest sense, as a more 

open-ended, neutral way of conceptualizing state aims in their multiple manifestations.  

 Likewise, the effects of censorship on the rhetorical strategies of authors has been 

primarily studied with respect to literature. Among the most commonly cited ways in 

which censorship shapes literary language has been the tendency towards euphemization, 

allusive language, and irony.623 Literary scholars, whether drawing upon the 

 
623 For a discussion of these forms in non-literary, journalistic writing, see Lioudmila Savinitch, 
“Pragmatic goals and communicative strategies in journalistic discourse under censorship,” in Eric Grillo, 
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psychoanalytic tradition or post-structuralist theory, have explored the role of taboo and 

prohibition in the formation of specifically literary modes of expression. The tendency to 

see the only possibilities of the political writer’s confrontation with censorship as 

acquiescence or opposition, however, neglects the reality of the spectrum of possible 

responses to censorship embodied by the figures analyzed in this study. At times, defiant 

opposition promised success temporarily, only to collapse when local authorities received 

reinforcement from the outside; in other cases, hopes for cooperation and compromise 

proved fruitless. There were no guarantees of success for German authors seeking to 

circumvent or challenge censorship, yet the combined effects of their ceaseless agitation 

proved ultimately more than the system could handle. 

 Accepting that censorship did shape the parameters of the public sphere and the 

role of intellectuals within it, it remains to be specified more clearly what role it played.  

The first thing one notices when examining the products of the vormärz press is that 

political speech in Germany did not adopt a permanent defensive crouch as has often 

been assumed. Responses to censorship were as varied as there were temperaments, and 

there was a political press throughout even the most markedly repressive periods (the 

early 1820s, post-Hambach). An overemphasis on editorialization as the essence of 

political speech drives this conception of public life. The nineteenth century as a whole 

saw the press transform from an attempted universalist enlightenment style to a more 

explicitly partisan, milieu-oriented product (which itself preceded the turn towards 

 
ed., Power Without Domination: Dialogism and the Empowering Property of Communication 
(Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing, 2005). 
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neutrality and objectivity as explicit goals in the 20th century under different economic, 

demographic, and technological conditions). The papers of the Vormärz were 

transitional: they had strong editorial views, but attempted to convey their perspective as 

people as a whole versus narrow, particular interests, not yet mass products but 

increasingly aiming at broader public relevance on the margins. Censorship militated 

towards a drier, less engaged style, but it only slightly arrested the tendency towards an 

activist press that gathered steam from decade to decade. Again, this is not some natural 

endpoint of the press, but contingent upon social conditions. 

 Political organization was, however, retarded in certain crucial ways through 

censorship, which, again, must be distinguished from other forms of political repression 

like political loyalty tests for civil servants and restrictions on public assembly and 

voluntary associations. For one, the economics of the press were affected. Without being 

able to quantify the financial impact of censorship, it is clear from the negotiations 

between editors, censors, and higher officials that censorship imposed costs on publishers 

that harmed their prospects. These included compliance costs, opportunity costs, and the 

obvious threat of absolute suppression or dismissal of contributors. Surely some number 

of papers that might have survived under a different regime of press regulation went 

under due to censorship. On the other hand, alternative regimes of censorship also 

entailed economic costs (and incentives) which shaped the development of a political 

press: there is no pristine case for comparison. 

 The intervention of the censors could, in some cases, render certain subjects of 

public concern difficult to discuss and impede the kind of “free” discourse necessary to 
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achieve rationally-formed public opinion. State secrecy (an ideological cousin of 

censorship) and hostility to public scrutiny of vast areas of administrative competency 

also impeded the formation of a vigorous public debate on matters of concern, to say 

nothing of the limited nature of political representation in the Vormärz. Yet in the states 

of constitutional Germany, the press and representative assemblies formed symbiotic 

pillars of organization in a social geography where older forms of organization were 

receding while new ones were slow to emerge given economic, political, and social 

obstacles. The political press formed the principle social basis of support for the state 

parliaments, while the existence of the parliaments guaranteed for the most part a voice 

for restricting the excesses of censorship. In this environment, a gradually growing circle 

of people participated in political discussion as traditionally conceived, while in the 

broader public, issues of public import also found expression in a combination of new 

media and reinvigorated forms of traditional expression. Contrary to received wisdom, 

censorship proper only rarely reached down into these actions, which were more often 

dealt with by police authorities along traditional lines, especially concerning ephemeral 

forms of communication. 

 With the end of prior restraint and the proliferation of the political press during 

the Revolution, the system of official regulation of the press necessarily transformed. In 

that respect, the 1850s were not a replay of the 1820s. Conservative governments in the 

resurrected German Confederation sought new methods of shaping the direction of the 

political press. Prior restraint had been a failure not only because its gaps and limitations 

allowed for the survival of an oppositional liberal press, but also because it embroiled 
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state governments in conflict with one another over every critical utterance in the press. 

Consequently, restoring the censorship system of the Vormärz was a non-starter. 

 In many respects, the political chastening and search for new alternatives on the 

part of traditional authorities was mirrored in the experience of German liberals.624 On 

the one hand, the (brief) experience of rule and of debating the future contours of a 

German national state delineated the differences between bourgeois liberals and the 

radical democratic and socialist movements after the Revolution. No longer would 

ventures like the Rheinische Zeitung, the Marx-edited paper financed by Rhenish 

industrialists, serve as a united opposition. With political challengers to the left as well as 

the right, German liberalism became more narrowly associated with the middle classes, 

its horizons bounded by the fear of social upheaval, than it was in the period we have 

examined.625 On the other hand, German liberals did not retreat into quietism or abandon 

their faith in the power of ideals for pure Machtpolitik as earlier scholars alleged.626 

Intellectuals continued to play a significant role in German life broadly and for liberals in 

particular, even as their intellectual interests took a materialist and “pragmatist” turn in 

the mid-century.627 

 There are naturally good reasons for seeing liberalism as an ideology of 

opposition in the first half of the nineteenth century. Ideologically, liberals sought to 

entrench legal protections for individuals within written constitution and advocated 

 
624 Wolfram Siemann, The German Revolution of 1848-9, (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1998). 
625 Blackbourn and Eley, Peculiarities of German History. 
626 Andrew Lees, Revolution and Reflection : Intellectual Change in Germany during the 1850’s (The 
Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1974), 4. 
627 J. W. Burrow, The Crisis of Reason: European Thought, 1848-1914, (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2002). 
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policies designed to restrain the arbitrary power of the state. Likewise, liberals sought to 

re-open the question of national unity and representative government “settled” at Vienna, 

making them anathema to Metternich and the conservative forces within the 

Confederation. However, the economic interests of broad swathes of the political public 

lay not in implacable opposition to state intervention, but rather in enlisting state power 

to foster needful reforms and spur development. The vormärz public sphere of liberalism 

was petit bourgeois, not haute bourgeois, and the educated bourgeoisie involved 

bureaucrats interested in reform through the state. As Peter Hohendahl argues, a radical 

break with government was not possible because of its economic utility to middle 

class.628 

 Nevertheless, a marked process of liberalization colored the three decades 

examined in this study. By the middle decades of the century, liberalism was, if not alone 

in power, increasingly an unmistakable feature of German statecraft. Increasingly as the 

century proceeded, German authorities, first in the territorial states and later in the 

German Empire, took aim at radicalism in print in all its manifestations, most 

spectacularly later in the century in the form of Bismarck’s Anti-Socialist Laws, but also 

in the campaigns for censoring “indecency” in literature that characterize the most 

common forms of censorship in liberal societies. Indeed, it is striking how marginal the 

censorship of blasphemy and pornography was in the Vormärz. As states incorporated 

liberal legal principles, as the bourgeoisie gained in social and political prominence, and 

 
628 Peter Uwe Hohendahl and Renate Baron Franciscono, Building a National Literature: The Case of 
Germany, 1830-1870 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1989), 84. 
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as liberals’ suspicions of the political aspirations of the lower classes increased, the 

salience of the liberal/conservative divide diminished.  

 By investigating the history of prior restraint, this study has necessarily thus 

focused upon the major point of contention between opposition liberals and the states in 

the Vormärz. While focusing on instances of negotiation and exchange between state 

officials, intellectuals, and publishers, this study cannot help but to focus more on the 

fissures than the points of agreement between the dominant political-intellectual 

movement of the day, liberalism (of which nationalism was a partially overlapping ally), 

and the largely (though not wholly) conservative governments of the Restoration. I have 

sought to mitigate this tendency in part by examining states, mostly in the southwest, in 

which the liberal movement was strong enough with respect to the state to make its 

suppression utterly unthinkable.  

 Through the investigation of censorship in these states, I have sought to 

demonstrate the complexity of the formation of a political public, its entanglement with 

the state, and the role of institutions and legal structures in the formation of political 

speech. This work constitutes only a first step towards a richer, fuller appreciation for the 

nature of the state and civil society in nineteenth century Germany. Further research into 

the economics of publishing and the multifarious, often contradictory approaches to 

understanding the meaning of “freedom” with respect to the press and the expression of 
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thought held by Germans at all levels is needed.629 In that regard, this study has aimed to 

open new paths, even where it has not been able to follow them to completion. 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

629 On this topic, Franz Schneider’s Pressefreiheit, now almost fifty years old, remains the only 
comprehensive work. 
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